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Abstract: In this editorial, the authors (and guest editors) introduce the Special Issue titled
Understanding Game-based Approaches for Improving Sustainable Water Governance: The Potential
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1. Introduction
In 2018 and 2019, Water (MDPI) published twelve articles in a Special Issue titled Understanding
Game-Based Approaches for Improving Sustainable Water Governance: The Potential of Serious
Games to Solve Water Problems. This editorial gives an introduction to the Special Issue, with insights
and directions for future research.
A grant provided by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC)
in 2015 (see below) brought the Guest Editors together in the UPSWING project: Understanding
game-based approaches for improving sustainable water governance and stakeholder collaboration in
the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence River Basin. One of the proposed actions in the project was to collect
and bundle a wide range of experiences with serious games for water management.
From the literature, we already knew that the terminology around serious games is extensive:
applied games, simulation-games, serious games, interactive and social simulations, gamified
approaches, even Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR/AR) and more. Furthermore, game characteristics,
genre and styles are often used to describe the approach: a role-playing game, a computer-supported
interactive simulation, digital game, board game, etc. Having worked in water management, learning
and games for quite a few years, we also knew that the topic could be approached from different angles:
i.e., the subject matter, the application area, the design of the game, the game technology, the research
or evaluation methodology and the learning. In short, it would not be easy to bring these diverse
aspects together coherently.
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In 2017, we issued a call for papers. In the following years, more than twenty manuscripts were
submitted, twelve of which were published after peer review and revision. The majority of papers are
empirical case studies. Two papers are an inventory and analysis of existing games. Three papers are
conceptual and reflective; seven papers are case and field studies. One paper synthesizes the results [1].
The Special Issue was closed in September 2018. Table 1 gives a short overview of the papers in the
Special Issue.
Table 1. Overview of papers in the Special Issue.
Game Analysis
1. Galván-Pérez et al. evaluate twenty educational videogames about water sustainability on quality of their
content, game-play and educational value [2]. They conclude that water games in the simulation genre, like
managing a city or region, are highly appropriate for learning.
2. Rodela, Ligtenberg and Bosma focus on an inventory of serious games in natural resource and
environmental governance to conceptualize and discuss different uses: for research, learning and
intervention [3]. They use examples from the literature and their own experiences with a game about shrimp
farming in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam, to develop a framework for the design and evaluation of serious games
as learning-based intervention.
Policy-Making and Social Learning
1. At the science-policy interface, Zhou and Mayer reconstruct the different frames that policymakers and
analysts in the Netherlands and China have about the use and usefulness of models, simulations and games [4].
They demonstrate that social learning is only one of five different perspectives on the use of serious games, with
others focusing on bureaucratic alignment, gaining stakeholder support and reducing uncertainty or emotions.
2. Marini et al. aim to understand the relationship between social learning and serious games in a context of
IWRM [5]. They argue that Schwarz’ theory on transcendental values (i.e., beyond self-interest) provides a
foundation for understanding social learning in IWRM, managing competing values and working towards
long-term collaboration. This gives guidance for the design and use of serious games.
3. Aubert, Medema and Wals take up the question ‘why’ games are beneficial (or not) for social learning in
IWRM [1]. They develop a framework for design and suggest opportunities for future research.
CASE and Field Studies
4. Magnuszewski et al. present the initial results of piloting a social-simulation game, called Lord of the
Valley [6]. They study the interrelations and interactions among the various stakeholders in a simulated river
basin, observed during three sessions in Poland.
5. Gomes et al. report on the design, use and results of a social simulation game on the topic of drinking
water, used for capacity building in a peri-urban community in Bangladesh [7]. The game combines
game-theoretic models, with a board game and role play, and has been played with actual stakeholders living
in a village near Kulna. They conclude that the game-based intervention successfully increased the
understanding of the local stakeholders about the problems, solutions and institutions.
6. Ferrero, Bichai and Rusca report on the learning of students at IHE, Delft, the Netherlands in a role-playing
game on drinking-water safety plans, in particular for public-health protection in drinking-water safety [8].
They demonstrate how and why the game helps the players to understand the governance process and the
negotiation among stakeholders that it requires.
7. Susnik et al. show how serious games are designed and used for twelve case studies in the ongoing
SIM4NEXUS project [9]. This project aims to integrate water-food-energy-climate for a resource-efficient
Europe. The gaming approach combines system dynamics with the game AquaRepublica as a front end. The
authors present the design and experiences of a pilot study in Sardinia, Italy.
8. Khoury et al. report on the design and use of a serious game for flood mitigation in a United Kingdom
village [10]. They connect their approach to ‘citizen science’, shared vision planning and give evidence for an
informative and transformative effect of the game-play. The serious game uses a 3D virtual table.
9. Keijser et al. used a board game for Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) at the local, national and
transnational level in a European context [11]. The authors organized 19 game sessions, with players of
different backgrounds and familiarity to the topic. They report on the satisfaction, learning and uptake of the
MSP Challenge board game, measured through questionnaires and observations.
10. Jean et al. aim to understand games as planning support systems [12]. They evaluated a computer-
supported simulation-game using Maritime Spatial Planning, used with students and a few practitioners in
Canada. The game was evaluated with audio–visual analysis of player interactions of individual and group
learning.
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2. Starting Points
The Special Issue was initiated from three perspectives:
1. A growing awareness on the urgency of water resources issues and the complexity of integrated
water (resource) management;
2. An emerging paradigm that claims that the governance of natural resources, including water,
benefits from a social learning approach;
3. A growing interest in the use of simulation games as a way to instrumentalize social learning.
Although each of the three perspectives are fairly well described in the literature, the questions at
their intersection are not well conceptualized and studied. We had four main questions from the start:
1. How are social learning and game-based learning connected? What are the theories and concepts
that tie them together?
2. What games are applied in sustainability, natural resource management and water? For what
purpose are they used?
3. What is the function or role of games at the science-policy interface? What do policy makers and
stakeholders themselves think about using simulations, games and play for policy making?
4. Does serious game-play have an impact on social learning in water management, and how can
we observe or measure that?
3. Why Serious Games for Water Management?
This Special Issue postulates that water management and serious games are connected through
complexity and social learning. The line of reasoning, nicely reflected in the twelve contributions, can
be summarized as follows.
3.1. The Urgency of the Matter; Games as Drivers for Change
In a global context of climate change, degradation of ecosystems and depletion of natural resources,
the availability and access of water for nature, consumption and production, are of imminent concern.
In all parts of the world, droughts, floods and drinking-water quantity and quality are high on the
societal and political agendas. To prepare the way for the change that is urgently needed, persuasive
communication, education and involvement of stakeholders in society is necessary. Here, games and
other media can be of use, for instance to reach a younger generation, or to bring stakeholders into
a dialogue. Therefore, many organizations concerned with sustainability and water have taken the
initiative to develop games with a persuasive or learning message. This is well reflected in the two
journal articles about serious and persuasive games for sustainability, natural resource management
and water [2,3]. The authors of the field-study articles also clearly convey this sense of urgency
for sustainability.
3.2. The Complexity of Water Management: Seeing the Bigger Picture
Water (resource) systems are of an intricate complexity. They are a messy entanglement of
hydrological aspects, geographical scales, time horizons, cause–effect relations, ecologies, human
activities and much more. Problems with water are very grass roots, but their root causes are often
regional to global, and solutions require long-term planning at different levels of governance. This is
nicely reflected for instance in the Gomes et al. article on drinking water in peri-urban communities in
Bangladesh [7]. All authors point at the inherent complexity of water management, in similar terms,
to come up with a clear need: to see the bigger picture.
3.3. Stakeholders: Managing Competing Values in the Political Arena
The water resource and distribution questions ‘who gets what, when and how, and at what costs’
is rife with controversies and prone to cause conflict. The arena of water management consists of
3
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actors who play in their own interests, within or against the rules. On top of that, there are sector and
stakeholder interdependencies, power balances and so on. Institutions in charge of water management
are multi-level and sectoral, which may stand in the way to integral approaches. Nearly all field studies
emphasize that water management relies on stakeholder collaboration. The article by Marini et al.
nicely address the competing values of stakeholders and how games should take this into account—by
going beyond self-interest [5]. The question of course remains whether we can expect such magic from
playing a game.
3.4. Uncertainty: Operating at the Science-Policy Interface
One aspect of complexity is uncertainty about the impact of human activities on future states.
Uncertainty can have many reasons, such as unavailability or incompleteness of data, imperfect
calculation and simulation models, human incomprehension and limitations to science. How is
evidence from science brought into a stakeholder driven and political process? This is reflected in the
papers on how games work at the science-policy interface [4] and understanding games as planning
support systems [5]. One of the challenges in serious games, is how to connect playful interaction with
data, realistic models and simulations into the game. Several papers [9,10] demonstrate the integration
of data, simulations and games.
3.5. Reality as a Game: Reshaping Rule-Based Interactions
Some theories suggest that water management can be looked at as a game. See for instance the
paper by Gomes et al. that starts from game-theory [7]. At best, the zero-sum (win or lose) game
is reshaped by the actors, to facilitate the sharing of the natural resource to prevent its imminent
depletion. The rules of the game are formed by legislation, institutions (politics, economics) and
culture. This game of course is bounded by the laws of nature (hydrology, ecology) although lack
of understanding, insufficient data and uncertainty, gives room to play with that also [9]. If water
management is like a game, the quality of the outcome depends upon the rule-based interactions
among the players [8]. All field studies approach the serious games from the perspective of reshaping
the rules for stakeholder–player interactions.
3.6. Social Learning: Instrumentation and Tooling
One strand of theory suggests that the quality of interactions among the stakeholders relies on
what the stakeholders understand about the system, each other and the relationship between the rules,
interaction and outcomes. In other words, the game of water management can be changed through
social learning among the players. In this regard, others have claimed that communities of practice,
simulations and games can be the tooling for that. Several papers, such as by Marini et al. [5] and
Aubert et al. [1] stress that we first need to understand better the nature of social learning in a context
of water management, and how this connects to the design and use of games for learning. One of the
main challenges is how to make stakeholders learn. What are the best practices? The articles in the
Special Issue give some clues and answers, but a coherent conceptualization still needs to be developed.
3.7. Learning from Practice: Evidence-Based Serious Gaming
A follow-up question is: how do we assess the effectiveness of the interventions aimed at social
learning? How do we know what works, and under what conditions? A systematic scientific assessment
of game-based approaches is essential to develop a deeper understanding of how and why a game-based
approach fulfills the purpose and objectives it was designed for in the first place [1]. It is important to
distinguish studying whether game-based approaches have worked (i.e., practice evaluation) from
studying why and how game-based approaches have (or have not) worked (i.e., theory-based research
assessment). In order to study and understand why and how a game-based approach has (or has not)
worked, it is essential to use theoretical frameworks. Several authors make this point.
4
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3.8. The Innovation Potential: Data, Intelligence and Immersion
We live in a data- and media-rich world, with emerging technologies giving possibilities to shape
new forms of interaction. Games are among them. How can we harvest the richness of emerging
digital technologies (AI, media, games, VR, AR) to create new and better forms of interaction for
the good of society? A few articles take a digital, immersive turn [5,9,10], but this can be expected
to become a stronger line of development in games for water management. In the contributions,
the games are straightforward and practical. Board games and role-playing are predominant. One or
two papers report on the use of advanced game technologies, such 3D and game engines. VR/AR in
combination with big data and AI was not used. Perhaps at the time of publication, the technology
was not advanced enough. It is likely that innovations in this area are reported from the engineering,
design and validation perspective.
4. Future Directions
A more critical and reflective discussion of the limitations and even restrictions of games for social
learning is necessary. The following points give directions for future research.
4.1. Risk of Saturation
We know remarkably little about who plays serious and persuasive games, how many people play
them, why they play them, and what this delivers. When so many organizations launch persuasive
and serious games in the area of sustainability, the target audience may get weary of them. The young
generation is very demanding in terms of game-play. Not all of the games developed can be of equally
high quality. In an educational context, students may take the wrong message.
We firmly believe that games can be powerful tools, but they should be used wisely and modestly;
or they may turn against us. Game research can help to guide where and how it is wise to use them,
and where not. A more critical and realistic view on serious games is needed. Perhaps we should
develop and use less of them but with better quality and more impact.
4.2. Ethical Considerations and Power Imbalance
There has been serious neglect of the ethical considerations of developing and using games to
induce change, especially among vulnerable target groups, such as children, excluded or disempowered
groups in society. Like all forms of participation, the question can be asked: who is invited to play
these games and thus, who is not? Power may come from different sources but having access to capital
and control over natural resources is an important one. The games for a social learning paradigm
suggest that a structural power imbalance can be overcome by interaction and that this creates mutual
understanding. However, for this to happen an inherent rationality of the players, as well as equality
and fairness in the game-play, is necessary. When a fight over natural resources like water is played
out hard, social learning through games can turn into manipulation. It may falsely suggest that a level
playing field exist and a win–win solution can be achieved. As with any form of empowerment and
participation, the stakeholder–players in a serious game may feel cheated upon.
We therefore believe that social learning with or without serious games should not only be studied
through social psychology, design and engineering, but also through ethics and political theory: power,
participation and discursive–deliberative democracy are suggested starting points for further research.
4.3. Pitfall of Mistaken Identity
The social learning paradigm is heavily based on a constructivist world view. However,
in sustainability, the realism part—evidence, data and science—is equally important. The combination
of social learning and games may lead to negotiated nonsense. What happens if the ‘wrong’ message
is passed on through serious games? What if authorities or participant–players skew the point the
simulation games are trying to make? What if the players take the simulation game ‘too literally’ and
5
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cannot distinguish fact from fiction? What if the simulation games are not real enough and are only
perceived as an enjoyable exercise after which everyone continues to think and do as before? These
questions are relevant to those who want to use games for social learning in sustainability. Moreover,
the intervention models on which serious games are based are seldom explicated or critically examined.
The methodologies for measuring the impact of serious games are not very well established. Negative
results and experiences with serious games are not reported.
We believe that a stronger instrumentation theory of social learning is necessary, with evidence-
based evaluations, and frameworks and methods to do so. This is important because the use of even
more immersive technologies, such as VR and AR, big data and intelligence for sustainability and
natural resource management are around the corner.
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Abstract: Modern day challenges of water resource management involve difficult decision-making in
the face of increasing complexity and uncertainty. However, even if all decision-makers possessed
perfect knowledge, water management decisions ultimately involve competing values, which will only
get more prominent with increasing scarcity and competition over resources. Therefore, an important
normative goal for water management is long-term cooperation between stakeholders. According to the
principles of integrated water resource management (IWRM), this necessitates that managerial decisions
support social equity and intergenerational equity (social equity that spans generations). The purpose
of this discussion is to formulate preliminary recommendations for the design of serious games (SGs),
a potential learning tool that may give rise to shared values and engage stakeholders with conflicting
interests to cooperate towards a common goal. Specifically, this discussion explores whether SGs could
promote values that transcend self-interest (transcendental values), based on the contributions of social
psychology. The discussion is organized in the following way. First, an introduction is provided as to
why understanding values from psychological perspectives is both important for water management and
a potential avenue for learning in SGs. Second, a review of the description of values and mechanisms of
value change from the field of social psychology is presented. This review highlights key psychological
constraints to learning or applying values. Based on this review, recommendations are made for SGs
designers to consider when developing games for water management, in order to promote transcendental
values. Overall, the main conclusions from exploring the potential of value change for IWRM through
SGs design are as follows: 1-SGs design needs to consider how all values change systematically; 2-SGs
design should incorporate the many value conflicts that are faced in real life water management, 3-SGs
could potentially promote learning by having players reflect on the reasoning behind value priorities
across water management situations, and 4-value change ought to be tested in an iterative SGs design
process using the Schwartz’s Value Survey (SVS) (or something akin to it).
Keywords: serious games (SGs); water management; value change; transcendental values; social
equity; sustainability; Schwartz’s Value Survey (SVS); Integrated Water Resource Management
(IWRM); psychosocial perspectives; decision-making processes
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1. Introduction
Globalization, pollution, scarcity, social inequity, and climate change are issues that demand
the attention of researchers and practitioners across various disciplines. There is a growing sense of
urgency to implement innovative policies and management strategies, as our global natural resources
are facing increasing pressures from population demand and the uncertain consequences of climate
change. In response to complexity across natural systems and socio-political domains, there has been
a shift from traditional reductionist approaches towards management strategies that integrate both
socio-political and scientific dimensions. This is often referred to as “integrated natural resource
management” (INRM), [1–3]. INRM strategies have evolved to incorporate adaptive management
strategies. Adaptive management (AM) demands continuous and purposeful progress through
monitoring and adaptation, to address the unpredictability of our natural resources [3,4].
Integrated water resource management (IWRM) offers an approach to management (under the INRM
umbrella) that specifically addresses modern global freshwater challenges [3]. IWRM is defined by the
Global Water Partnership as “a process that promotes the coordinated development and management of
water and land resources, in order to maximize economic and social welfare in an equitable manner without
compromising the sustainability of vital ecosystems” [5]. IWRM moves beyond the traditional management
approach of “command and control”, which assumes the predictability of stable water sources, as well
as that these resources should be manipulated through technological engineering solutions in order to
increase supply [3,6,7]. Its principles are based on public participation, economic efficiency, social equity,
and ecological sustainability, and a key feature of IWRM is to manage freshwater resources at the scale
of the watershed, involving land management, various stakeholders, and transcending administrative
and political boundaries. The practice of IWRM has further evolved to incorporate adaptive management
strategies that involve the continuous monitoring, learning, and improvement of methods and policies
to address a continuously changing environment [3] (p. 25). Despite a growing popularity of IWRM
principles and practice across the globe, key challenges remain that need to be addressed [8–10]. Barriers to
IWRM implementation are often related to inefficient governance structures, lack of scientific and predictive
knowledge, lack of engagement or cooperative action between stakeholders, and the limited capacity
of IWRM management organizations [11,12]. Other difficulties in implementing IWRM are due to the
complexity of coordinating socio-political boundaries with natural resource management that involve
multiple temporal and spatial scales [13]. Scholars (across many disciplines) are exploring ways to address
these challenges in order to achieve the fairness and sustainability of freshwater resources.
Collaborative forms of governance, such as IWRM and AM, are considered essential to solving
complex sustainability problems and, as mentioned, require the bridging of various physical,
administrative, and socio-political boundaries [14]. Human behavior changes with time, and the
advancement of information and communication technologies (ICT) offers innovative means to
help span these boundaries and contribute to collaborative solutions to sustainability problems,
while fundamentally transforming interactions and relationships between governments, firms,
non-government organizations (NGOs), and civil society [15,16]. Although the emerging field of
ICT-enabled boundary spanning is still in its infancy, there is a general agreement that advanced
ICT (e.g., interactive apps, virtual platforms and communities, serious games, and civic hackathons)
provide novel tools to expanded collaboration across boundaries [17], as well as mechanisms to
accelerate transformational change in (a) perception and meaning; (b) underlying norms and values;
(c) social networks and patterns of interaction; and (d) power structures [18].
Serious games (SGs) that combine computer simulations with role-play as an integrated method
for complex policy- and decision-making are particularly promising [7,19] and will be the focus of
this research. Over the last decade, this type of game simulation has become more prevalent [20]
in education, including teaching water management (e.g., [21,22]), water governance and policy
(e.g., [23,24]), and other common-resource management fields (e.g., [25,26]). Although the professional
and academic debate on the potential of serious games has quite a tradition (e.g., [19,20,27,28]), there
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are diverging opinions regarding the impact of such games on policy and decision-making [29], as well
as on behavior change and learning outcomes [30].
Gaming technology is increasingly employed to support human learning and foster innovation [31,32].
SGs are defined as games that are designed for an educational value beyond entertainment [33], and are
increasingly explored in the context of these modern socio-environmental challenges. From this
perspective, SGs are discussed in terms of their potential to address the sustainable governance of
natural resources by supporting individuals or groups, as well as providing spaces for collaboration
and knowledge co-creation [7,11,12,34,35]. SGs have more recently been explored to support social
learning and collaboration in IWRM [11,36]. The educational goals of IWRM games include the
development of both soft and hard skills and can also be used to directly support decision-making.
For example, one study developed a game to enhance decision-making skills for optimal water system
design problems that resulted in observable improvements in the participants’ ability to identify
appropriate solutions [36]. Alternatively, softer skills in IWRM game design could include policy
formulation and conflict resolution in transboundary management, such as in the Shariva (Shared
River) game [24]. Additionally, the balancing of economic and environmental goals in sustainable
watershed management is addressed in the Aqua Republica game, which can be played by individuals
or groups [12].
It is interesting to note how the Aqua Republica game simulation requires its players to address
conflicting goals in IWRM decision-making, such as economic prosperity versus environmental
sustainability. For instance, short term economic gain, such as building a factory, results in longer
term environmental degradation. On the other hand, population increase demands a certain level of
economic growth to meet their energy demands. Players are thus challenged to make decisions that
optimize both economic and environmental impacts. Here, participants learn policy and technological
tools to sustain population growth, while preserving the environment, and are made aware of the
negative environmental impacts that result from the sole pursuit of prosperity. However, a key
challenge remains on how to promote the pursuit of social equity and sustainability in decision-making
beyond the context of the game, in the long-term, across situations. To achieve this, it can be assumed
that stakeholders must be continuously motivated to pursue goals beyond their self-interest in real life.
These underlying motivations can be understood as values.
From the discipline of social psychology, values are relatively stable cognitive constructs that guide
an individual’s perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors, and that transcend situational boundaries [37,38].
The study of values may give insight into the potential learning outcomes of SGs that address important
IWRM challenges. First, as values guide behavior and perceptions in a way that is not situation-specific,
influencing a participant’s values from game play could potentially result in tangible changes, beyond
the context of the game. Moreover, human values have been shown to be predictive of cooperative
attitudes and behavior, such as pro-environmental and charitable actions [39–42]. Also, values are
thought to be invoked when reflecting on difficult decision-making that involves trade-offs or novel
decisions [43]. Furthermore, values are tied to emotion, an important and often neglected variable when
studying human perception, decisions, and actions, especially relating to issues of risk, uncertainty,
and the management of natural resources [44–46]. For instance, it is argued that effective behavioral
change (specifically in the context of adapting behaviors to mitigate the effects of climate change)
should involve methods that invoke more personal and emotional responses [46]. It should come as
no surprise then that values, shared values, and cooperation have already been studied in the context
of game design [47,48]. Notably, a fundamental difference in values has already been recognized as a
constraining factor in learning from SGs play for natural resource management [12].
Values can be evaluated through the perspective of many disciplines, such as philosophy,
anthropology, economics, and management [43,49]. Therefore, it is helpful to review the theory of values
from a selected discipline. There are several benefits to focus on for the social psychological study of
values, which will be the focus of this discussion. The psychological perspective is particularly relevant in
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understanding the complex dynamics by which humans interact and shape their environments. This is
best described by Bandura, as follows:
“Psychology is the one discipline that uniquely encompasses the complex interplay between
intrapersonal, biological, interpersonal, and sociostructural determinants of human functioning.
Psychology (is) best suited to advance understanding of the integrated biopsychosocial nature of
human and how they manage and shape the everyday world around them” [50].
As values have been extensively studied in the field of social psychology, it is possible for
researchers to empirically test them [43,44,51]. Therefore, game designers could potentially validate
the effectiveness of their games in promoting certain values. For instance, changes in values from game
play could potentially be monitored throughout the iterative design process by accessing well-tested
psychological tools (i.e., Schwartz’s Value Survey). Moreover, an important social psychological theory
on values, Schwartz’s “Theory of Basic Human Values”, identifies specific values that have been
empirically validated across 82 countries [37,51], and its methods of measurement have been tested
in diverse cultures across the globe [49]. Therefore, these tools can potentially be used to assess the
effectiveness of IWRM games that involve participants from different socio-cultural backgrounds.
This is especially important when considering how cross-collaboration across socio-political boundaries
are core to the practice of IWRM. All in all, the social psychological study of values may offer tools for
game designers to iteratively monitor the effectiveness of their games in promoting IWRM principles,
and involve a diversity of participants from different nations across the globe.
Interestingly, the development of certain values has already been presented as an important
learning target for the IWRM audience. For instance, a more explicit deliberation of the underlying
values (a “values approach”) of governing water resources has been argued to ensure that the
management outcomes are actually socially and environmentally sustainable [52–55]. However, even
if one diligently pursues the IWRM principles, in practice, values often conflict [56,57]. For example,
the increased pressure from population demand and urbanization can make it difficult to balance social
equity and sustainability, as it can be difficult to supply the demand without investing in infrastructure
that leads to long-term negative impacts on the environment [7] (p. 90).
Conflicting values that arise between stakeholders are being discussed as key water management
challenges [56,58]. In practice, conflicts may arise between different applications of water usage
(agriculture versus fisheries or energy) and competing groups (transboundary conflicts) [3,57,58].
Importantly, the development of shared values is an important outcome for social learning
processes [12], known as “transformation”, where a collection of individuals formulate a common
purpose and work towards a shared goal [59]. Social learning refers to the process of learning
through others in social settings (that is, of outsourcing information to others, or to a cumulative
cultural repertoire of skill, knowledge, and attitudes) [60], where learning outcomes may result in
changes in the understanding for a small or large group [61]. Social learning outcomes can also be
categorized as cognitive enhancement (such as gaining knowledge) or moral development. The desired
“normative” outcomes of social learning involve developing a sense of solidarity with the community
(43), synonymous with “cooperative values” or “shared values”, where the well-being of the group
is being prioritized over individualistic aims. Changing values is seen as an important outcome of
the social learning processes, both at the individual and societal level. Value change is an important
potential outcome of social learning processes, namely “double and triple loop social learning”.
Double loop learning involves challenging values on an individual or societal level, while triple loop
learning involves a change in governance systems as a result of changing values [12,61]. In other
words, triple loop learning includes double loop learning and expands this into a transformation of
the governing system.
Evidently, values are already being discussed in the context of IWRM learning and capacity
building. However, values as a term or concept can be alluded to from various perspectives. Within the
study of social psychology, which specific values would be desirable learning outcomes to incorporate
in the design of SGs for IWRM? As seen in the IWRM definition, IWRM aims for the pursuit of social
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equity and environmental sustainability. Social equity aims to protect the welfare of all human beings,
and environmental sustainability ensures that the welfare of future generations are also protected
(thus, sustainability pursues intergenerational equity, which is social equity that spans generations).
Within this field, the term “transcendental values” specifically refers to values whose underlying
motivations are beyond self-interest [51]. As stakeholders are required to make decisions that pursue
goals beyond their self-interest in order to align with IWRM principles (social equity and environmental
sustainability), we argue that the promotion of “transcendental values” is a desirable learning outcome
for SGs. Therefore, the following discussion reviews how the study of values in psychology contributes
to the understanding the mechanisms and constraints involved in the promotion of transcendental
values. This first requires understanding the theory of values, how values can be changed or influenced,
and whether or not transcendental values can be promoted (see Figure 1 below for an overview of the
structure of the discussion).
Figure 1. Conceptualization of the following research question: how can serious games (SGs) for
integrated water resource management (IWRM) be designed to enhance the capacity of IWRM
stakeholders to make decisions that are in line with IWRM’s normative principles?
2. Method
A systematic review of values and changing values from the field of social psychology was carried out
as part of this review. As values can be understood differently in many fields, it is necessary to first scope
the review within a particular discipline. This review includes peer-reviewed literature within the field of
social psychology. The discussion of values from other disciplines, such as economics or philosophy, were
excluded. Scopus and Google Scholar were used to search the following terms: value(s), value change,
change values, learn values, mechanism value change, environment values, cooperative values, values
social psychology, shared values, and transcendental values. The review on the theory of values was used
to recommend which specific values from the field of social psychology are desirable learning outcomes
for IWRM in SG. Following this, the review of the mechanisms and constraints on how values can be
changed or learned was used to develop recommendations for SGs design so as to achieve the desired
learning outcomes. A brief review on the relevant topics in SGs applied to IWRM was carried out to
incorporate the findings into the results and discussion. Search terms to review these topics were “serious
games and water management” and, “social learning and serious games”. Discussions on SGs for IWRM
that focus on hard skills (technical, knowledge transfer, technical skills, and knowledge-based skills) were
not included. Insights from the review are then used to make recommendations for SG design for the
promotion of transcendental values in the context of IWRM (see Figure 2 below for an overview of the
overall methodology for this review paper).
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Figure 2. Overall methodology to answer the following research question: how can serious games
be designed to enhance the capacity of IWRM stakeholders to make decisions in line with IWRM
normative principles?
3. Understanding Values from a Socio-Psychological Perspective
3.1. Behaviorism
In order to contextualize the theory of values from social psychology, we will briefly discuss the
study of learning in psychology. Behaviorism is primarily focused on human learning through the
objective study of observable behavior, which is often reduced to stimulus–response relationships [62].
From this perspective, values are often tied to expected rewards. Values are implicated in classical
conditioning and associative learning. Associative learning can be understood within the theory of
classical conditioning (Pavlov, Watson), where a behavioral response is learned for a neutral stimulus
by pairing it with a stimulus that had a pre-established behavioral response [63]. As an evolution to
Pavlov and Watson’s classical conditioning, Skinner introduced “operant conditioning”, which adds a
dimension of personal agency to these earlier theories. His principles have also been used to explain
complex behaviors through “behavioral shaping”, and modifying behavior through rewards such as
tokens [64]. Several scientists have looked into the neural mechanisms and correlates of associative
learning based on behaviorism. For instance, several models utilizing algorithms based on behavioral
theories have been applied to understand the neural mechanisms behind learning reward value [65].
In addition, damage to reward centers in the brain (such as the amygdala) can devalue the conditioned
stimulus (CS) and thus impede associative learning [63]. Interestingly, humans have been shown to
value expected rewards subjectively. For instance, people will favor immediate rewards over long-term
rewards, even if the overall monetary gain will increase in the long-term [39] (p. 271).
Some argue that learning values from a behaviorist approach (rewards and punishment) is too
narrow and reductionist (oversimplified to stimulus and response mechanics). A common criticism is
that behaviorism solely focuses on studying behavioral responses rather than understanding internal
mental processes. At the time of its inception (and given the methods of the time), this was an extremely
useful method in psychology. An important evolution from these theories was when Bandura posited
that people also learn from watching others get rewarded and punished (observational learning),
and demonstrated this phenomenon in the 1960s [50]. In the ‘Bobo Doll experiment’, Bandura observed
how children interacted with a doll after having watched adults interact with them in an aggressive
manner [66]. Bandura’s “social learning theory” (SLT) is built on the classical/operant conditioning
models of learning with the addition of the internal cognitive processes that mediate learning between
stimulus and response. These cognitive processes allow for individuals to learn new behaviors from
others through observation. An important contribution of Bandura’s learning model is that people
actively process information. An observation of another’s behavior will be learned (replicated),
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depending on the mental processes of (1) attention; (2) retention (memory); (3) reproduction ability
(self-efficacy); and (4) motivation. Moreover, when someone identifies (identification) with a model
(mode of behavior, like aggression), they tend to move beyond the imitation of a single behavior,
and adopt a broader range of the attitudes, beliefs, and values of that model [66].
Although Bandura’s theory has evolved significantly, it is still heavily based in behaviorism.
Not only does the theory of behaviorism represent a critical stepping-stone for Bandura’s SLT, but it is
also important in the pedagogical theories of instructional design (ID), such as giving praise to students
as reinforcement [67]. Like Bandura, in addition to behaviorism, ID incorporated other theoretical
constructs to account for complexity in human learning, such as active information processing,
as described by Bandura’s SLT [67]. An important theoretical cluster in ID is constructivism, which
attempts to counter the over-emphasis of humans as passive recipients of environmental inputs in
learning, and incorporate human agency, such as broad complex learning goals, as well as the ability
to construct and test knowledge against reality. Notably, Bandura also recognized the over-emphasis
of the environment in his SLT and subsequently developed social cognitive theory (SCT) to account
for more human agency [50]. All in all, the behaviorist theories of learning have had a great influence
on the subsequent learning theories that involve values. Behavior theories and understanding are
still relevant, although they are not thought to sufficiently explain human learning and behavior.
There has also been a movement towards the incorporation of learning in a social context, as well as
the incorporation of human agency in learning models.
3.2. Social Psychological Theories of Values
Although values are discussed in the influential learning theories of behaviorism and SLT, more
in-depth discussions can be found from social-psychological contributions. Values have been of interest
for a long time in influencing human socio-psychological processes and behavior, but are generally
seen as too abstract and vague to measure or describe in detail [68,69]. Values in social psychology can
be broadly defined as concepts about desirable states (abstract ideals) that serve as guiding principles
for one’s life [43,44]. It is important to note that values are distinct from other psychological constructs,
namely: attitudes (affective orientation to something specific), traits (not necessarily desired or
reflected upon influencers of behavior), norms (ought to statements based on societal demands), needs
(biological requirements), preferences (ranking outcomes of a decision), beliefs (understandings of the
world), worldviews (generalized beliefs), and roles (behavioral decisions based on social situation) [43].
This distinction is especially important when, for example, discussing an ecosystem valuation that
works to put a monetary value to ecosystem services. In these discussions, the valuation of a certain
ecological concept, such as water quality, is referred to as a “context value”, however this would be an
“attitude” or “preference” according to strict social-psychological terminology. Such distinctions are
also relevant in comparison to the management or economic literature. For instance, structured decision
making (SDM) is a practical approach to improve decision-making for environmental management,
and value-focused thinking guides decision making in strategic management. Both recognize how
values are core to decision-making processes, and advise stakeholders to deliberate on how “values” are
implicated when considering alternative decision outcomes [70,71]. For example, different stakeholders
may ascribe different “values” or ‘importance’ to the potential consequences of preserving a spiritual
heritage site, constructing a power plant, or preserving wildlife. Again, the term “value” in this
sense is context specific, and therefore, should be referred to as an attitude or preference within
the language of psychology. Additionally, the importance of considering social and environmental
sustainability in business model design is a process referred to as developing “shared value” [41].
Moreover, valuation in economic theory (i.e., monetary valuation) expresses a “preference” and not a
Schwartz value. This review paper focuses on the socio-psychological terminology of values, which
are broader constructs that guide behaviors, attitudes, and preferences across a person’s life situations.
Importantly, values are different from traits because there is an element of choice in deciding what is
important [38].
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The content of values has also been thoroughly explored from a sociocultural framework.
For instance, in cross-cultural psychology, Hofstede made a significant contribution by operationalizing
values at the cultural level in order to study the relative differences. Hofstede became interested in
values after recognizing stable differences in workers’ values (as opposed to attitudes). In this sense,
values reflected desires (such as the ideal personality of one’s boss), whereas attitudes reflected
someone’s understanding of an actual situation (one’s attitude towards their actual boss) [72].
Hofstede’s values are categorized as the desirable (general ideological statements) or the desired
(importance attached to a job such as cooperation). In Hofstede’s “cultural dimensions theory”, values
are at the core of what he calls the “mental programs” of collective cultures. His value theory is
based on sixty different countries, where he found four distinct dimensions, namely: power distance,
uncertainty avoidance, individualism, and masculinity [73]. He posits that these dimensions represent
issues faced by all societies, and their relative differences refer to different learned society responses to
these issues [72,74]. Importantly, Hofstede stresses that these dimensions are “ecologically derived”,
based on social systems and not individuals, and thus his findings cannot be reduced to explain/predict
an individual’s preferences [74].
Schwartz’s published work in “Advances in Experimental Social Psychology”, is recognized as a
significant advancement in the socio-psychological understanding of values [37,68]. Here, Schwartz
describes his comprehensive “Theory of Basic Human Values”, which was based on the work of
several scholars who preceded him, namely: Hofstede (described above); Allport, 1960 (who first
attempted to describe values); and Rokeach, 1973 (who determined that the relative priority of values
were important). Schwartz’s theory describes 56 distinct values (expanded from Rokeach) that were
empirically evaluated in 82 countries [37,51,68]. According to this theory, all values have the following
six main features: (1) they are beliefs linked to emotion; (2) refer to desirable goals that motivate
action; (3) they transcend situations; (4) serve as criteria and standards for decision-making (often
unconsciously); (5) are hierarchical (relative importance contrary to norms and beliefs); and (6) their
relative importance guides action [51]. There are ten basic values that are found across all cultures,
which are distinguished in terms of their underlying motivations (see Table 1).
Table 1. Schwartz’s 10 values and underlying motivations (adapted from Schwartz [51]).
Value Underlying Motivation Description
Power Self-enhancement Social status, prestige control, or dominance over people and resources
Achievement Self-enhancement Personal success and demonstration of competence according to social standards
Hedonism Self-enhancement/openness to change Pleasure sensuous gratification for oneself
Stimulation Openness to change Excitement novelty challenge
Self-direction Openness to change Independence agency in choosing and acting, creating, and exploring
Benevolence Self-transcendence Preserving and enhancing the welfare of “in-group” members
Universalism Self-transcendence Understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection for the welfare of all people andfor nature, contrary to the ‘in-group’ focus of benevolence
Conformity and tradition Conservation
In general, to subordinate the self to socially imposed expectations
Self-restraint of actions that may upset or harm others
Avoid violating social expectations or norms
Respect, commitment, and acceptance of the one’s culture or religion
Security Conservation Safety, harmony, and stability of society that one identifies with, of relationships and of selfSecurity for the self and those with whom one identifies with (family or nation)
Schwartz postulates that these 10 basic values are found cross-culturally, as they relate to human
needs both as living organisms (organismic needs) and as social beings (social beings). For example,
the value of hedonism expresses an organismic need to experience pleasure, and cooperation expresses
a social need for cooperation [51]. Importantly, as will be discussed later in Section 4.2, on value
change, the way in which situational factors influence changes in value prioritization is influenced by
which kind of need (material or social) the value addresses [38]. Moreover, these ten basic values are
conceptualized by Schwartz on a circular continuum, where the more similar values are in terms of
their underlying motivations, the closer they are positioned to each other [51] (p. 9).
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3.3. Cross-Cultural Evidence for Schwartz’s Theory of Values
Schwartz’s theory of basic values is a well-developed and supported theory in the psychological
study of human values. Each basic human value that Schwartz has characterized in this theory has
been empirically confirmed to express the basic value they were postulated to express [75], and this
type of study has been replicated many times over the years since Schwartz first presented his theory
in 1992. Studies have assessed the theory with data from hundreds of samples and tens of thousands of
participants in 82 countries around the world, using either the Schwartz Value Survey (SVS) or Portrait
Value Questionnaire (PVQ) methods of measurement [51]. The samples included highly diverse
geographic, cultural, linguistic, religious, age, gender, and occupational groups, with representative
national samples from 37 countries [51,76–79]. These studies provide evidence that the oppositions
of self-transcendence to self-enhancement values and of openness to change to conservation values
are virtually universally present. Moreover, each of the ten basic values are distinguished in at least
90% of the samples. These findings show that people in most cultures respond to ten types of values
distinctly, and that the broader value orientations captured by adjacent values are discriminated nearly
universally. They strongly support the idea that human values form the motivational continuum
postulated by the theory.
3.4. Schwartz’s Value Theory Applied to IWRM: Determining Transcendental Values as a Desired
Learning Outcome
In taking a closer look at the description of Schwartz’s basic values in Table 1, we can identify
the values most in line with IWRM principles and thus a potential learning target for SGs design.
As discussed, the ultimate aim of IWRM is to pursue social equity and intergenerational equity,
thus protecting the welfare of all human beings that depend on water resources now and in the
future. This means that resources are to be managed in an equitable manner, throughout space (across
socio-political boundaries) and across time (protecting future generations towards sustainability).
Therefore, the basic value that most closely reflects the goals of IWRM is universalism, which is
described as the “understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection for the welfare of all people
and nature” (Schwartz 2012). Importantly, this is distinguished from benevolence, which concerns the
welfare of only the “in-group” members, such as one’s family or nationality.
We can also explore how Schwartz’s values are relevant for current IWRM challenges and
conflict. First, water management involves managing limited resources across political boundaries.
Transboundary conflicts may involve a value conflict of power between nations, as well as benevolence
(preserving the “in-group” of a nation’s welfare at the expense of an “out-group”). According to
Schwartz’s model on the relationships between values, universalism and benevolence both share the
underlying motivation of self-transcendence. Therefore, it is clear that these values conflict with power
or achievement, whose underlying motivation is self-enhancement (opposite to self-transcendence).
For instance, a community that decides to build a very prosperous industrial plant that is harmful to the
surrounding ecosystem can be said to value achievement over universalism. However, it may be less
obvious to identify the possible tensions between benevolence or universalism. Nonetheless, the types
of dilemmas faced by water managers may involve different decisions, depending on the prioritization
of benevolence and universalism. A clear example of this involves deciding whether or not to increase
the water supply for irrigation to provide food in one’s nation (benevolence), while compromising
the future of sufficient water supply for another nation downstream. Second, conflict in water
management may also occur between water uses, which may involve conflicting values between
power (dominance and control over water) versus security (preserving ecosystem health). On the
other hand, the values of power and security in water management may be completely aligned.
For instance, power over water sources, such as building a dam, may provide the necessary water
for irrigation, and thus “food security” for a nation. Such conflict achievement may be relevant for
industries that utilize water resources and are strongly motivated to achieve economic success and
status. Third, a key IWRM challenge involves uncertainty, which is addressed in adaptive management
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strategies. Adaptive management strategies involve continuous evaluation and change, which may
involve prioritizing the value of “openness to change” over “conservation”.
Evidently, there are many potential value conflicts involved in water management challenges.
Overall, it seems that promoting universalism (over conflicting values of power and achievement) is
the most relevant for the IWRM goals and is transferrable across different situations. Moreover, water is
a common resource that is depleted or negatively impacted if each person rationally pursues their own
self-interest without regard for the collective (the so-called “tragedy of the commons” [49]. In this regard,
by virtue of managing water, IWRM conflicts with the underlying motivation of self-enhancement, which
further argues for IWRM to prioritize its opposing motivation—self-transcendence. However, with the
recognition that there may be complex dilemmas between benevolence and universalism in the water
management context, the discussion will refer to promoting “transcendental” values as a learning outcome,
referring the underlying motivation of both benevolence and universalism.
3.5. Evolutionary Approaches from Behavioral Economics to Cognitive Anthropology
A general consensus from cognitive science to behavioral economics similarly casts ‘values’ as
relatively stable pre-reflective processes that guide individual decision-making and action. In the
so-called two-systems account of reasoning, spearheaded by Kahneman and Tvertsy, human thinking
is characterized by evolutionarily older “fast”, automatic, intuitive processes (the so-called System 1),
and evolutionary younger, “slow”, deliberate reasoning modulated by language (the so-called
System 2) [80–82]. On this account, human motivations and behavior are primarily modulated
by automatic System 1 mechanisms, such as heuristics and biases like base-rate neglect (extrapolating
from immediately salient cues without considering context), the availability heuristics or frequency
bias (forming a judgment based on what comes to mind easily and assumptions that are culturally
widespread), the confirmation bias (attending to select cues to confirm what one already believes),
or a variety of emotionally-driven processes [80,81]. Rational utility maximization, on these views,
can only be derived through effortful, often counter-intuitive reasoning.
Debates are ongoing regarding the extent to which humans engage in rational decision-making,
as well as the role of culture and cultural differences in facilitating this process. In psychologist
Jonathan Haidt’s classical experiments on moral intuitions, for example, subjects in a variety of
national and socioeconomic samples were shown to reach decisions on what is right or wrong that
were invariably consistent with those of their respective groups [83]. In what came to be known as the
“moral dumbfounding” paradigm, subjects consistently followed their gut-feelings to reach a moral
position, offered post hoc rationalizations to justify their feelings as just right or wrong, and were unable
to explain their motives in more detail. Cultural psychologists and cognitive anthropologists have
adopted this model to describe the universal process through which people outsource value judgments
(moral and otherwise) to intuitions, primed by culturally-specific values [84]. In Haidt’s experiments,
college-educated students were significantly more likely than groups from other socioeconomic status
to voice utilitarian values, (in Haidt’s interpretation) simply because utilitarian values are commonplace
and normative among western educated people. In a similar vein, experiments in developmental
psychology have shown that children are intrinsically motivated to enforce the norms they can intuit
from their social groups [85].
This renewed attention to culture in cognitive science has prompted a re-evaluation of rational
decision-making and game-theoretic models that has shown that compared to apes, humans across
cultures typically favor obedience to group norms, and group fitness to individual maximization [60,86–88].
In more recent accounts, humans have been argued not to possess any rational “reasoning” abilities
at all, but rather to display the selective capacity to make intuitive inferences to question other
people’s motives in communicative and justificatory situations that involve arguments with others [89].
Taken together, these different “cultural learning” approaches suggest that values are best studied and
experimentally manipulated by focusing on the social context in which they arise and are enacted-that
is, by targeting the universal evolved biases through which humans outsource their preferences
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to what they expect relevant agents to also expect of the world. This might be best achieved by
conceptualizing cultural groups, as people united by shared expectations that selectively pattern the
salience and valence of what one attends to in the world (i.e., regimes of attention in processes of niche
construction) [90,91].
The prestige bias [60,86] and in-group or out-group biases (see Section 4.3.3 for further explanation)
are good candidate targets for this process. In this model, people can be motivated to shift their
value systems (e.g., toward ecologically sustainable practices) by looking up to prestigious agents
and cultural forms (e.g., celebrities, fashionable musical genres, and leaders) from their own group.
Marking target behaviors with prestige through credibility enhancement displays (CREDs) [60,92],
can help direct attention toward features of the world (e.g., locally produced foods), behaviors,
and intended outcomes (e.g., recycling; attending community meetings) that will become positively
valued through their association with high-status agents. Competing with a perceived out-group with
an opposite set of values (often one in which the valence equation is simply reversed – e.g., recycling is
bad) will also help reinforce.
4. Mechanisms and Constraints in “Learning” Transcendental Values
Figure 3 below provides an overview of the remaining discussion that focuses on determining the
desired learning outcome for IWRM within the field of social psychology, as well as the structure of
the subsequent sections of this review paper.
 
Figure 3. Determining the desired learning outcome for IWRM within the field of social psychology.
In order to explore the potential learning mechanisms behind promoting transcendental values in
SGs play for water management stakeholders, it is important to distinguish between the mechanisms
of value change and value-congruent behavior. Value change refers to a change in the prioritization of
values, for instance, changing the prioritization of self-enhancing values (achievement) compared to
self-transcendence values (benevolence) [68]. Value-congruent behavior refers to making decisions
or actions that are in line with one’s values. Notably, value incongruent behaviors and decisions are
possible, as persons may not always perceive how a decision or behavior conflicts with their value
prioritization (limit to value perception). Additionally, other psychological factors (such as norms)
may dominate influence on behaviors [68]. For instance, time-constraints could cause one to override
their benevolent value prioritization, leading persons to consciously avoid helping a person in need
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when running late for an appointment [68]. Therefore, the normative learning outcomes for water
management decision-making can be categorized in the following way: (1) values are being applied
(activated) in decision-making; (2) and transcendental values are prioritized.
4.1. Value-Perception and Value Congruent Behavior
To help ensure value-congruent action, people first need to notice and understand how their
values are implicated in a situation. Otherwise, other psychological processes or constructs may
dominate decision-making behaviors. Indeed, values’ prediction of attitudes or behavior is significantly
improved when people explicitly view the situation as being connected to their values [68]. Maio has
explored this process, making the distinction between typical and atypical value instantiations [68]
(p. 29). A value instantiation refers to a concrete application of a value. Typical value instantiations
refer to situations where the relevance of a value is typically/commonly perceived, such as the value of
social equality in the context of two persons of different races applying for a job. In contrast, an atypical
value instantiation refers to situations where a value is less commonly perceived, such as left and
right-handed people’s job applicants. In this example, both typical and atypical instantiations involve
the same value, however, someone who prioritizes social equity may not notice the value relevance in
the atypical instantiation. According to Maio, prior instantiations of typical value applications will
affect the process of value application for other typical scenarios by increasing one’s ability to perceive
value in similar situations [68].
The theory of atypical and typical value instantiation could be applied to SGs for water
management and potentially represent long-term learning outcomes. For instance, the “rules of
the game” could demand explicit identification or discussion of values involved in water conflict
scenarios that represent typical or atypical value instantiations. Through this process, game players
could potentially learn to more readily identify the values at play in different water management
situations. Consequently, values could potentially be activated in decision-making beyond the game
context, if the scenarios encountered in the game are similar to those in real life. Although this
does not guarantee decision-making based on transcendental values, it potentially leads to more
value-congruent decision-making. Interestingly, explicit value deliberation has recently been explored
as a potential for developing shared values in ecosystem services [93]. Also, social learning processes
involve critical self-reflection on one’s perspectives and goals, and thus, could include a reflection of
one’s values in the group settings involved in water management decisions [12,61,94].
Interestingly, the theory of atypical versus typical instantiation helps clarify the difference in
value-based decision making in management literature versus social psychological theory of values.
For instance, an environmental scientist and spiritual leader, based on their experiences, may be said
to value (management literature) certain outcomes of a water management decision over others (such
as preserving heritage site versus preserving wildlife). From the domain of psychology, both the
scientist and the spiritual leader may share the same values (equally prioritizing transcendence over
self-interest), even if they have different preferences over the two possible outcomes. The theory
of typical value instantiation may explain why the environmentalist may more easily identify how
self-transcendence is implicated in preserving the wildlife, while the leader may more easily identify
how self-transcendence is implicated in preserving the heritage site.
4.2. Value Change
From the perspective of social psychology, values are relatively stable psychological constructs as
they are integral components of our self-concepts, maintained by emotion and past experiences [38,69,95].
Nonetheless, values have been shown to change both on an individual and societal level in certain
circumstances. For instance, a change in the socio-environment that enables or suppresses one’s
opportunity to express a value may cause value change in order to adapt to the new circumstance.
Studies on both MBA and law students, for example, found a decrease in students’ mean prioritization
of benevolent values with an increase in achievement values, after being exposed to the high-achieving
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environment of their program [38,51,96]. Also, a change from rural to urban environments was shown
to foster individualistic (self-enhancing) values in Japanese immigrants [97]. Evidently, values can
be suppressed if individuals cannot pursue them, based on the constraints imposed by their culture
or environment.
Importantly, the direction of value change may depend on the underlying motivation being
suppressed or expressed. For instance, suppressing self-enhancing values that relate to human needs
lower on Maslow’s hierarchy (materialism and security) may cause an increase in their prioritization,
whereas transcendental values are enhanced with the opportunity to express them [38,51,98].
Second, certain values can be prioritized based on primers, such as how or what language is used
in discourse. For example, using “I” versus “we” in storytelling may affect the subsequent value
prioritization of collective (transcendental) values. Also, the English language acts as a primer of
individualistic values compared to Chinese in SVS surveys [38]. Third, emotional triggers have been
shown to lead to the prioritization of certain values. For instance, anxiety provokes self-enhancement
whereas non-anxious emotions may lead to transcendental values [38,96]. Fourth, as values are
generally supported by affect (unconscious truisms) rather than strong cognitive rationalization,
conscious reflection and reasoning about values may cause values to change [96].
Bardi [96] was one of the first to focus on the mechanisms behind long-term value change
on the individual level (referred to as intra-individual value change) using Schwartz’s framework.
According to her work, the understanding of value change could be categorized in the following way:
individual versus group value change, systemic value change, short-term versus long-term change,
and automatic versus effortful change mechanisms.
Firstly, Bardi studied the changes in terms of how individuals ranked the importance of their
values (rank order change). This is distinct from the study on how values change in a group, where
researchers look at the changes in the mean importance of a value of a population over a certain
period of time (mean level change). Mean value changes were the primary focus of studying value
change from other disciplines such as sociology and political science [38,96]. The mean level changes
observed in groups and cultures across time are thought to be the result of shared experiences and
changing environments, such as economic development, educational changes, and societal changes [96].
For instance, Inglehart’s book, “The Silent Revolution”, discusses a mean value change due to the
post-modern western culture, whose values are moving away from materialism and self-enhancement,
and moving towards transcendence and self-direction [98]. On the other hand, rank order value
changes are observed when an individual’s values change based on their distinct personal experiences.
Secondly, Bardi proposed that individual values change in a systematic way, according to Schwartz
circular model, whereby, “compatible values change in the same direction and conflicting values change
in opposite directions” [96]. Thus, an individual change in ranking one value will predictably affect
the whole system of values in a way that is consistent with Schwartz’s circular model. For example,
an increase in achievement will also cause an increase in power, as both of these values share the
underlying motivation of self-enhancement. Bardi supported this proposition in four longitudinal
studies of rank value change in individuals [38].
Thirdly, Bardi looked into the possible mechanisms that transition from short-term to long-term
changes in values. According to her model, more permanent changes in one’s values result from
a change in one’s schema (mental model), after repeated environmental cues. For instance, one’s
values can change permanently following a change in one’s life situation, such as becoming a parent
or moving to a new environment with a different culture [38].
Fourthly, the mechanisms of value change can be automatic or effortful. The automatic processes
of value change are facilitated by unconscious cues, which can be the result of primers (clues to
alternate schemas), adaptation (to new environment or life situation), or identification (with role model,
group, or peer). Interestingly, the value change resulting from adaptation relates back to behaviorist
reinforcement theories, where a new social environment can frustrate one’s values and consistently
reward an alternate value. For example, moving to an individualistic culture (where positive rewards
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are associated with self-enhancing behaviors) can result in decreasing collectivist values. On the
other hand, effortful changes in values require conscious cognitive reflection and re-evaluation, which
can also occur through adaptation and identification. Additionally, effortful changes in values can
result from attempts to maintain consistency in one’s positive self-concept. For instance, subjects
that receive negative feedback by peers after filling an SVS, (such as being characterized as selfish),
have been shown to cause a subsequent re-prioritization of values. This relates back to the theory of
cognitive dissonance, whereby individuals are motivated to maintain consistent self-concepts [99].
Finally, one can change values through effortful mechanism if they are convinced by direct persuasion.
However, direct persuasion (such as through the media or education) is a particularly tricky route
towards value change, as they are central to one’s self-concept, and direct attacks to one’s values often
trigger defense mechanisms [38].
4.3. Some Social Psychological Limitations to “Learning” Transcendental Values
In order to manage the expectations of potential SGs to result in transformative learning outcomes,
it is important to consider key challenges to influencing value change and value-congruent behaviors.
The challenges described here are thought to be important in the context of water management,
which involve stakeholders with individual differences that have both personal and group identities.
However, it is recognized that there are many more challenges from the psychological framework
that could be discussed. Here, we briefly overview the psychological mechanisms to resist change,
individual differences in capacity to embrace transcendental values, and challenges of cooperation
between members that hold different group identities.
4.3.1. Resistance to Changing Self-Concept
On an individual level, psychological defense mechanisms resist value change. Therefore, direct
messages that try to persuade a change in values are not likely to have an effect. In fact, resistance
to change attitudes from direct persuasion have been shown, where attitudes are less central to
self-concepts than values [38]. Also, Maio, 2010, showed that people did not change values from
cognitive elaboration if they were aware in advance of attempts of value change, and thus prepared
rationalizations to their values [38,68].
4.3.2. Individual Differences in Capacity to Embrace Transcendental Values
There may be individual differences in the capacity to truly embrace transcendental values.
Firstly, from the perspective of behaviorism, there may be biological differences in one’s ability to
experience reward, based on pro-social behaviors [39] (p. 277). For instance, neurobiological markers
are associated with charitable action, and persons that reciprocated in a “trust game” were found to
have significantly higher levels of oxytocin (hormone implicated in social bonds) in their blood [39]
(p. 278). Secondly, from a psychopathological perspective, there may be individual differences in
capacity for both cognitive perspective taking (theory of mind, ToM) and affective concern for others
(affective empathy, AE). Interestingly, research carried out on autistic individuals (low ToM and
normal AE) and psychopaths (high ToM and low AE), and persons with Down’s Syndrome (high
ToM and AE, and low IQ) have revealed that these abilities may operate independently from one
another [100–102]. Therefore, training on perspective taking, (such as through role play) has shown
that an enhanced cognitive ability to understand others’ perspectives may not necessarily result in
increased affective concern (AE) in all individuals equally (and thus not likely enhance transcendental
values). Moreover, training on perspective taking for persons with a limited capacity for affective
empathy has also been shown to result in a greater manipulative power [102]. Although some studies
show that perspective taking can induce concern for others and the environment [41], it is important to
recognize these potential limitations. Thirdly, there may be individual differences in a person’s ability to
disengage from their moral principles and values. Moral agency requires self-regulatory mechanisms in
order to result in moral action, and persons may differ in their ability to self-regulate (self-sanction) [50].
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Also, there are certain factors that can cause moral disengagement, namely: masking an immoral act as
serving a moral purpose, diffusing or displacing of responsibility, weakening their perceived control
upon an outcome, and dehumanizing a potential victim. Not surprisingly, persons that are prone to
morally disengage are less likely to engage in prosocial behavior [50].
4.3.3. Intergroup Conflict
Intergroup conflict may be an important potential barrier to learning or fostering transcendental
values during SG play. Conflict between members of a group can be understood from the study of
intergroup relations, which looks at the conditions where individual behavior is made based on their
membership to a group and attempts to explain their complex behavior, defined by Sherif [103] as
“whenever individuals belonging to one group interact, collectively or individually, with another group,
in terms of their group identification, we have an instance of intergroup behavior” [104]. The theory is
characterized by three main principles, intergroup accentuation (accentuating in-group similarities and
out-group differences), in-group favoritism (favoring in-group members, such as positive evaluations
or allocation of resources), and social competition (competing for status/distinctiveness in social
hierarchy) [105]. When the intergroup schema is activated, these three principles come into play.
Notably, even without prior membership to a group, an arbitrary categorization of group members
induced by an experimental setting (as sorting research subjects into teams of red and blue T-shirts) can
motivate individuals to behave on the basis of their group membership rather than on individual or
interpersonal relations [104,105]. As an intergroup schema can be activated arbitrarily in experimental
settings, it is likely to be activated during game play if players are put into teams.
Intergroup conflict is a key player in the complexity between the pursuit of benevolence (towards
‘in-group’) versus universalism (for all), and is seen as one of the reasons benevolence (i.e., between
in-group members) is prioritized over universalism in many cases [51]. An example of this in the
context of IWRM could be someone benevolently investing their resources to build a dam to increase
water supply for a community that is facing water-scarcity (in-group) at the expense of the downstream
consequences to another community in the future (out-group), which also can also include species
health within the ecosystem (such as fish migration). Moreover, conflict between group members is
extremely relevant in the context of natural resource management, where the stakeholders involved
are likely belong to well-defined social groups with histories of conflict (especially in transboundary
water management between conflicting nations). For these reasons, a more in-depth discussion on
intergroup conflict as a barrier is discussed below.
Empirical studies in intergroup relations have looked into factors that facilitate or constrain the
reduction of conflict between group members. Firstly, making different groups cooperate rather than
compete results in less discrimination and conflict between them. However, the effectiveness of a
cooperative context (i.e., introducing subordinate goal) in reducing conflict depends on the salience
of the existing group identities [105]. Secondly, personal contact with an out-group member may
reduce conflict and prejudice. However, this requires that attention is drawn to the individual’s
personal characteristics rather than their group identity [105] (p. 293). Thirdly, the need for positive
social identity (in social identity theory) suggests complementary roles towards a common goal for a
positive interpersonal contact experience between members of an out-group. Complementary roles in
achieving a goal allow for individuals to preserve their positive distinctiveness (social competition)
while cooperating. This process is particularly interesting in the water management context, as it
does not call for changing one’s understanding of their group membership, but alters the negative
understanding of interdependence between the in-group and out-group [105] (p. 29).
In a water management context, this would involve different stakeholders (i.e., industry,
environmentalists, and government) to preserve their distinct group identity (which can be related
to their professional background), but have a positive experience in cooperating, by engaging in
complementary roles towards achieving a sustainability goal. If such an experience in a game
setting could be salient/positive enough, it may lead to permanent changes in perceptions about the
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negative interdependence between them. In this way, game play could potentially have a positive
long-term effect towards cooperation between stakeholders, without compromising or threatening
their self-concepts and social identities. However, there are concerns for stable change in any of the
above three processes mentioned, as they are deemed unstable in the context of optimal distinctiveness
theory [105].
5. Recommendations for SGs Design
A recent study by Aubert et al. [20] provides an in-depth review of 43 SGs on water-related
issues, and categorizes these games according to the level of technology used (i.e., from no low-tech
to fully immersive high-tech) and the degree of verisimilitude (i.e., from modeling complex reality,
using scientific models and real-world data to not using any scientific models or real-world data).
These 43 serious games span purposes ranging from the following: (a) SGs that broadcast a message to
teach and raise awareness on water related issues; (b) SGs that present direct or indirect exchanges
of information (e.g., data, knowledge and worldviews); and (c) to SGs that reproduce a real-world
situation with accurate reality, to provide a training experience for professionals. Direct (i.e., two-sided
information) exchange games involve simulation games, often played in a workshop format with
a scientific game facilitator, that aim to structure problems or develop scenarios while informing
a scientific model, as well as allowing participants to develop an understanding of other players’
perspectives [25,27]. Indirect exchange games allow for learning or awareness raising as well as
data collection. The focus of this study is on what Aubert et al. [20] refer to as “hybrid games”,
which combine role playing games with computer simulations, and allow players to experience the
impact of their decisions or actions over time, while developing an understanding of the complex
interactions of social, environmental, and economic factors. These types of games enhance discussion
and learning among players, thus enhancing social learning, and generally require a facilitator or game
leader to introduce the game context and rules, encourage collaboration, and facilitate a debriefing
phase [19,106].
Based on the psychological mechanisms and constraints of value change discussed in this paper,
there are several factors that could be incorporated into the design of these “hybrid” SGs for water
management stakeholders. Such design elements could potentially lead to the improved application of
social equity and sustainability in IWRM decision-making through the enhancement of transcendental
values. Of course, there is considerable research that remains to be conducted in terms of its potential
effectiveness. The recommendations made here are preliminary, yet are thought to warrant further
exploration and research. The concluding remarks will be organized by relating the key features of
values from social psychology, and then relating them to SGs design. These relationships are discussed
in Table 2 (SGs design opportunities) and Table 3 (SGs game design constraints).
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Table 2. Serious games (SGs) design opportunities for “learning” transcendental values.
Key Features of Social Psychology SGs Design Opportunities
Values are hierarchical in nature
It is the relative prioritization of values to one another that
is important, not values in isolation.
SGs design could incorporate scenarios of conflicting values where
players are forced to prioritize their values in decision-making. This is
possible in the water management context that often involves conflict of
values (such as economic efficiency versus intergenerational equity).
Values change as system, not in isolation
Schwartz’s circular model is an accurate model of the
mental representations of relationships between
compatibilities and conflicts between different values.
If the game fosters self-enhancing values, such as achievement, then
self-transcendental values, such as cooperation, will be reduced.
SGs design can influence values not targeted in the design. SGs design
needs to consider all values at play in game design if it aims to target
one value. This is especially interesting in the context of game play that
often involves achievement objectives for players, whereby the ‘rules of
the game’ could demand cooperation or competition in order to succeed.
Also, game design could involve threats to one’s security, which could
conflict with cooperation.
Values are primarily based on emotion
(a) Emotions are the primary source of information for
consensually important values and play a stronger role
than past-behavior and beliefs.
(b) There are different emotional consequences when
violating one’s peripheral versus central values.
Violating peripheral values results in anxiety emotions,
whereas violating central values results in dejection
emotions (sadness).
(c) Anxiety-inducing emotions can trigger
self-enhancement values.
(a) As values are emotion-based, SGs play that involves values should
be emotionally salient. Also, as people often hold onto values without
having supported them with cognitive reasoning, having players reason
about their values may lead to value change.
(b) Post-game surveys on affect can give insight to whether values were
violated and whether they were central or peripheral to one’s
self-concept.
(c) Beyond the game context, real-life consequences to one’s safety and
security may cause anxiety-related emotions that potentially lead to
self-enhancement values. SGs designers could consider this as a
potential constraint to learning transcendental values. SGs designers
could also consider which emotions are involved in game play and test
players’ level of anxiety during the iterative design process.
Values are influenced by culture and cultural differences
(a) Individual values are invariably consistent with those of
their respective social groups.
(b) Humans across cultures typically favor obedience to
group norms and group fitness to individual maximization.
(c) Values are best studied and experimentally manipulated
by focusing on the social context in which they arise and
are enacted.
To foster self-transcendental values, SGs can be designed to target the
universal evolved biases (e.g., prestige bias, and in-group or out-group
biases) through which individuals and social groups outsource their
preferences by conceptualizing cultural groups as people united by
shared expectations. Competing with a perceived out-group with an
opposite set of values will also help reinforce a shift in value systems
towards, for example, ecologically sustainable practices.
Values are abstract and do not always influence
decisions or behavior
(even though they guide overall behavior and
decision-making across situations)
SGs design could help bridge the value–action gap by requiring the
detection of value relevant features in a conflict and requiring cognitive
value-elaboration in water management decisions.
Values can be learned from identification
SGs could consider value elaboration in group settings for the
possibility of members to identify with role models that hold
cooperative values. However, it would be difficult to ensure that
positive role models are present and identified with.
Alternatively, virtual role models could be introduced, however, it is
unclear how virtual role models affect identification.
Values can be learned through cognitive reasoning
There is the possibility for SGs to design a space for reflection and a
cognitive elaboration of reasoning behind values, which may lead to a
change in values (because values are often experienced emotionally
without cognitive reflection). Such a process also leads to an increased
perception of how values are involved in water management decisions.
This requires time and space for reflection on values involved in
decision-making. To design games according to theories on values, time
for reflection is ultimately necessary.
Available empirical tools for assessing value change in
groups and individuals
(self-report surveys)
During an iterative design process, SGs could monitor learning and
values with tools available, such as the Schwartz’s Value Survey (SVS).
SGs designers would have to decide whether to test mean changes in
groups, or rank order changes in individuals, and long-term versus
short term value changes. SGs designers could develop a tool to test
value change through actual decisions made during game play,
as decisions reflect value prioritization. This likely would contribute
both to the game design as well as the psychological understanding of
values in decision-making behavior.
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Table 3. Key constraints to consider in SGs design for developing transcendental values.
Key Features of Social Psychology SGs Design Constraints
Values are central to self-concept and resist direct persuasion
SGs design should not demand value change or involve a facilitator
that directly tries to persuade players to change their values.
However, in group settings, direct persuasion from other players may
occur. This represents a potential constraint to learning
“transcendental” values.
Values compete with other psychological factors in influencing
decisions and behaviors
SGs designers should manage expectations of learning outcomes as
human behavior is complex. If SGs game design demands explicit
value-congruent behavior during play, this may not always be
translated outside the game context because other psychological
factors may dominate. SGs designers could also consider other
psychological factors at play that may compete with values in terms of
decisions-making behaviors of players and explore ways to mitigate
those factors.
Intergroup conflict (intergroup conflict is a considerable barrier
to cooperation in water management issues and also arises
when arbitrary groups are made)
SGs could consider ways to mitigate intergroup conflict in game play.
However, the psychological mechanisms to mitigate intergroup
conflict are well beyond the scope of this paper. Some interesting
possibilities based on brief discussion are (1) increase the salience of
individual versus group identity (which would likely require in
person contact); and (2) the application of ‘optimal distinctiveness
theory’ by assigning distinct roles/expertise towards a common goal.
Importantly, real-life water management likely involves salient
intergroup conflict. SGs design could alternatively decide to
emphasize intergroup conflict, by making salient clues on the group
identity of different stakeholders, or assigning arbitrary groups.
In this way, SGs play could give insight to intergroup dynamics in real
life water management problems and potentially offer insight into
appropriate policy design to address this issue.
Individual differences in capacity for moral engagement
(affective empathy and cognitive perspective taking are
independent abilities in humans)
Perspective taking and role switching could induce cooperative values
by only in individuals with capacity of affective empathy. Doing so for
those who are incapable will only make them more manipulative.
Again, this constraint should manage expectations of SGs design
outcomes in teaching transcendental values. Further study could
identify those with more or less capacity for empathy in managerial or
decision-making roles.
Permanent value change correlates with high impact life events
The ‘non-real’ of a game may not be interpreted as an impactful event
for game players. As game play is not a ‘real life’ event, this makes it
difficult to be impactful for a long-term change of values. SGs could
work around this constraint by (1) focusing on enhancing value
perception water management decision-making; and (2) focusing on
potential mechanisms of value change by delivering consistent cues
through repeated game play and social interactions.
The list of research publications where SGs have been used and reviewed for IWRM is
considerable and fast growing (e.g., [15,20,21,23,25,106]). A few studies stand out as providing
experimental evidence of the ability and means through which SGs may facilitate behavioral changes.
Vegt et al. [107], for example, demonstrate how, by changing the rules of a game, the players can be
directed towards either competitive or collaborative behavior. Another example is a study by Kampf
and Stolero [108], which highlights the value of serious games in enhancing players’ empathy for the
perspectives of others, encouraging players to critically reflect on their own position, and provide a
forum where parties can develop a relationship by interacting in a safe environment. Tipton et al. [109]
emphasize that learning happens during a serious game, while players observe the impacts of their
decisions and receive feedback on their actions, but that a debriefing phase after the game is essential
as a way to draw lessons and critically reflect on the game process and outcomes.
Despite a growing interest in serious games for water resources management, novel
approaches towards serious game design from a sociological or psychological are still lacking [110].
Linehan et al. [110] stress the importance of better understanding the spectrum of relevant social
and psychological processes acting on both the designer as well as a players of serious games.
They state that to increase the potential benefits of SGs, a deeper understanding is required of
the processes through which players are incentivized to behave in a productive and sustainable
manner, answering questions about how to measure, understand, predict, and guide people’s behavior.
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Overall, several important recommendations can be derived from exploring psychological perspectives
and the potential of value change for IWRM stakeholders through SGs play, namely:
• SGs design should target values systematically, as individual changes in values also result in
changing non-targeted values.
• SGs design should involve many value conflicts that are faced in real life water management
decisions, so that players are not only forced to prioritize values, but also learn to recognize how
their values are involved across many water management situations.
• As values are often supported by emotion and water management decisions can be complex,
having players engage in the conscious reasoning behind the values involved in decisions
represent important potential learning mechanisms. Reasoning about values has been shown to
cause values to change, and this could potentially be incorporated in SGs play. Importantly, this
requires time for reflection about one’s values, where time for reflection has already been
recognized as a constraint in IWRM games [11]. Notably, a similar concept is being applied
in SGs for clinical medical ethics, involving the conscious deliberation of deontological ethics
(ethics based on principles rather than consequences) in clinical decision-making, to foster virtuous
medical professionals [111] (p. 99).
• Intergroup conflict in water management represents an important barrier to value change, both
within and beyond the game context. Intergroup conflict is a complex phenomenon between
in-groups and out-groups, and SGs can address this issue either by enhancing group conflict to
explore their dynamics, or by mitigating conflict to promote cooperation between out-groups.
Moreover, the relationship between intergroup conflict and universal versus benevolent value
prioritization in water management decisions warrants further study. Water management
decisions may involve conflict between universal and benevolent values, even though they
share the underlying motivation of self-transcendence. Such relationships can potentially be
explored through SGs play. Notably, in order to explore such dynamics, it may be more interesting
to have team players that can compete or collaborate in person (rather than interact online or with
computer models).
• Whether or not players’ values change (in the short or long-term) can be tested using SVS during
the iterative SGs design process. Values are primarily based on emotion, and individual differences
in the capacity for affective empathy constrain value change for certain individuals. In addition
to considering how values are involved when designing SGs, Schwartz’ value survey can be used
to examine the prioritization of values for participants engaged in existing water related serious
games. Interestingly, the researchers involved in this paper have been administering the SVS
survey to subjects both before and after participating in a number of game simulation events.
The results and insights from these events and the resulting surveys will be used to determine
whether playing the SGs had any effect on participants’ values.
All in all, this discussion attempts to address a significant challenge for SGs design, and whether
it can have an impact on the underlying belief systems of water management stakeholders.
The importance of this challenge is illustrated by some of the responses of the actual game players in
this context. For instance, in her exploration of SGs for marine spatial planning and water management,
Zhou found the following responses from interviews (interviewee No. 18), “Experience shows that
it is very hard to change players’ belief by playing games...they don’t really relate the game to
their real world problems or seriousness” [7] (p. 105), and (interviewee No. 20) “Policymakers
look for excuses not to learn from the game. Gaming is not the thing to change the behaviors of
individuals” [7] (p. 10). Despite this obvious challenge, the current understanding in psychology
behind changing values provides insight into the mechanisms that can be incorporated into SGs
design. Moreover, the empirical testing of values and value change, followed by improving SG
design, could move beyond addressing SGs design challenges and provide some insight into important
psychological phenomena. Further, studies for both psychology and SGs design could look into
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the impact of reflecting on values in groups compared to interaction with a computer or online
game. Also, individual differences in the ability to embrace transcendental values could be studied.
Finally, more effort could look into how to effectively communicate about values in groups or other
mediums (such as ICT), and how SGs could provide a space for formulating policies aligned with
values in complex water management decisions or dilemmas.
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Abstract: The use of serious games in the governance of natural resources and the environment is
progressively increasing and includes games used for research and data collection, teaching and
training, and fostering a change of practices. However, this diversity remains underexplored and
underreported. In view of a growing interest in the use of serious games in natural resource and
environmental governance, the absence of discussions about how differences in intended use and
delivery influence the performance, assessment, and outcomes of games is problematic. Here we
present an inventory, and a description, of such different uses then, by focusing on serious games
used as interventions, we discuss when, and how, games could be used to generate learning and
social learning. To that end we use a narrative review of selected literature, and insight from research
on social learning, to develop an inventory of game use, and within that inventory we conceptualize
the use of serious games as a social learning intervention. Also, by means of an illustrative case of
a serious game (developed as part of the Assessing the Learning Effects of Games on Attitude of
Stakeholders toward Sustainable Shrimp Farming – ALEGAMS research project) we reflect on a few
key aspects of game use. We suggest that developing a serious game needs several iterations and,
although the learning outcomes can be assessed, the impact of games aiming at changes in current
practice and policy will likely fall beyond the timespan of usual project periods. This is something
future research should consider as it has implications for the research design and methodology.
Keywords: serious games; role-playing games; learning-based intervention; transformative change;
social learning; aquaculture; Mekong Delta; mangrove
1. Introduction
Using serious games in natural resource and environmental governance, inclusive of water
governance, has been slowly increasing since mid-1990s [1–3]. For instance, Flood et al. [1] in their
review note a trend of serious games being now developed and meant for use with stakeholders
and policy makers. This trend seems to emerge as a response to the limitations ascribed to some
participatory activities used in the research field of natural resources and environmental governance.
For instance, while expert workshops might work well where participants have comparable levels of
education and free speech is the norm, these do not suit contexts where participants might struggle with
complex content and do not feel entitled to voice concerns due to cultural norms, power asymmetries,
or other [4]. Aware of this, practitioners and researchers are now exploring alternative (participatory)
tools, such as serious games [3].
Using games for serious purposes was first introduced for the training of military novices who
participated in simulated situations of near-real-world conditions which were (often) modeled and
Water 2019, 11, 245; doi:10.3390/w11020245 www.mdpi.com/journal/water32
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replicated based on close-to-real data and parameters. This allows for players to safely experience and
explore the likely implications certain decisions might have, and to learn from that. Today, serious
games are used regularly for training in management, medicine, and policy [5,6]; they are gaining
ground in education [7]; and furthermore are attracting the attention of researchers and practitioners
working in natural resource and environmental governance. There, serious games are used for many,
and different, purposes inclusive of games used as interventions intending to resolve or further
understand environmental and/or resource issues and challenges. In such cases, when games are an
intervention, this is commonly done under the assumption of games having the potential to engender
learning and foster transformative change and/or more sustainable practices. Transformative change
toward more sustainable alternatives is a very relevant and contemporary subject in which many
researchers and practitioners of natural resource and environmental governance have an interest.
However, in a review of 25 serious games on environmental management done by Madani et al. [1]
they note that literature on games often does not report on how assumptions about learning, or skill
development, informed game development. Their review points at two major shortcomings across
the serious games on environmental management that they reviewed: (i) evaluations of a game’s
effectiveness were missing; and (ii) the pedagogical foundations on which the games are based were
not clear. Madani et al. [1] advance that many games do not seem well-suited for their intended use
and conclude that evaluations of serious games’ effectiveness is a critical research frontier. We agree
that, in light of a growing interest for serious games in natural resources and environmental governance,
more research is needed to meet its potential to perform as a tool for interventions. Except for a few
studies [1–3], the diversity of serious games found in this field remains underreported and underexplored.
Specifically, there is a need for research about the implications arising from differences of intended use e.g.,
data collection vs. education and training vs. transformative change. A growing interest the absence of
discussions about how differences of intended use might influence the development, delivery, assessment,
and outcomes of serious games, is problematic.
In this study, we focus on serious games in natural resource and environmental governance
to conceptualize and discus differences of use, with a special interest in games as learning-based
interventions. Therefore, we do not aim to classify all serious games available across the many
scientific fields, but instead we focus on the research field of natural resource and environmental
governance. This research field is a problem-solving oriented area of study and practice which we
considered in developing our discussion of game use (Figure 1). Moreover, we focus on practitioners
(i.e., adults) and so we are not looking at educational games for pupils and children, and we do not
review literature on gamification. By extension, since we set out to review selected literature and map
trends in a selected field, not reviewing literature on gamification is a further limitation since it relates
mainly to enhancing existing education and decision processes with gaming elements.
In the next section, we first present an inventory of uses serious games have found in natural
resource and environmental governance. Thereafter, we focus on games used as learning-based
interventions in Section 3, and discuss and reflect in Section 4 on the work we did in the
Assessing the Learning Effects of Games on Attitude of Stakeholders toward Sustainable Shrimp
Farming (ALEGAMS) research project. Based on our current research and collectively accumulated
experience, as well as social learning theory and practice, we present a “Development and
evaluation framework for serious games used as learning-based interventions” in natural resource
and environmental governance.
2. Differences across Serious Games: A Typology of Use in the Context of Natural Resource and
Environmental Governance
Games come in many forms, and can be played in numerous ways, from dice, card and board
games, computer games, and field games to role-playing (theater) games. However, setting aside
genre differences, games are seen to share four defining traits: a goal, rules, a feedback system, and
participation [8]. These all are important characteristics; for instance, when the game is compelling,
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participants/players will go on playing until completion. Much literature on game-play links
participants/players’ motivation to completion of the task at hand with the game being perceived
as engaging, fun, and compelling. The way a game can trigger participants/players’ interest and
motivation will affect the likelihood for the game to perform its intended use at a high level.
In environmental and natural resource management, serious games are used for many reasons, and
these differences impact not only on how interest and motivation should be built into game-play, but
differences of intended use have implications also on evaluating games and their outcomes [9].
Based on available literature, we now summarize and describe differences in using serious
games found in environmental and natural resource management. In this we consider three aspects
characterizing this field: (i) propensity to explore with, and use of, (participatory) tools that fit
within local contexts; (ii) interest in engaging with and seeking input from different profiles, as locals,
practitioners, and community members (all being adults); and (iii) a tradition of problem-solving in
relation to resource and environmental issues. Therefore, assuming that games in this field are used
to address given needs and issues, we focus on two core aspects (i) purpose and (ii) expected outcomes
(Figure 1) to distinguish between different typologies of game use. We acknowledge that others before
have looked at the purpose of games and offered different descriptions, for instance Djaouti et al. [10].
However, to the best of our knowledge, such an exercise has not been carried out yet for the field of
natural resource and environmental governance.
Following McGonigal, [8] we suggest that while the four defining traits of a serious game she outlined
(goal, rules, a feedback system, and participation) may stay constant, it is also important to acknowledge
differences of intended game use (e.g., games for data collection vs. education; training vs. transformative
change) which are likely to have implications for game development, test, use, and evaluation.
Figure 1. Differences in the use of serious games in natural resource and environmental governance.
2.1. Games Used for Research
The first group of literature we identify reports on games used as a tool to collect data in order to
study aspects of interest. This literature often approaches games as an “experimental method” meant
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to reproduce near-real-world systems that participants/players engage in while researchers observe
them and record/collect data produced during the game. Often these studies focus on social interaction
and other social processes as there are group dynamics, decision-making, or behavior of interest. Several
teams, as well as scholars working on commons and common-pool resources, have used games as
an “experimental method” to study competition, collaboration and decision-making in resource use
and management [11]. Janssen et al. [12] note how those early works were informed by experimental
economics (e.g., public good, prisoner’s dilemma, and bargaining games). A limitation of these
studies was that by primarily focusing on decision-making, these did not include ecological dynamics.
This aspect was picked up by later research that extended the use of games (type and number of
parameters used), but also how games were administrated (on-campus experimental environment with
students vs. field data collection with locals). This created new opportunities, such as the collection of
data, that are contextualized (i.e., specific to a locality) and are more robust (i.e., better representing
current resource use in the field). As a result, the literature reporting on games used to collect data
in the field with local stakeholders (e.g., villagers, inhabitants, farmers) is increasing. For instance,
Vieira Pak et al. [13] report on research where role-playing games were used to collect data about
decision-making processes about land use in the Colombian Amazonian frontier. They reflect on
how role-playing games allowed for discussions during which players shared information that the
research team needed and that would not be effectively communicated in an interview. Lebel [14] used
a serious game in a similar way—albeit combined with other methods of data collection—in a case of
fish farming in Thailand. Meinzen-Dick et al. [15] used serious games in field experiments in India,
while Bell et al. [16] used (a tablet-PC-based) serious games in field experiments about an irrigation
system in Pakistan.
Furthermore, we identify an additional subgroup of literature that reports on serious games
used in combination with computer models [17,18]. Often this use is called companion modeling
(ComMOD). In contrast with the literature cited above, the main objective in companion modeling
is not to collect data to answer research questions; rather, games are used to build and validate
models that researchers have developed, or to provide additional information about scenarios these
models reproduce. Étienne [19] notes that the model sometimes simulates the dynamics of a natural
resource and provides a dynamic basis for a negotiating game, while in other cases the model is
transposed into a game to validate and/or to explain the strategies stakeholders use. In this case a
role-playing game facilitated a collective construction of the model and helps to discuss scenarios.
For instance, Campo et al. [20] used a serious game with villagers in the Philippines to validate their
model and report on how the information generated in this way revealed some model elements to be
revised or corrected. Joffre et al. [21] have used a role-playing game to calibrate and validate a model
representing different aquaculture scenarios, and they reported that farmers’ involvement with the
role-playing game helped them to fine-tune the model and identify key parameters and drivers in
farmers’ decision-making. In both cases, the game is instrumental to the research process and is one
among several steps and tools used to achieve a much broader objective [18].
2.2. Educational Games
A second group of literature reports on games used as a teaching tool within formal
curricula [3,22,23] targeting students undergoing formal education. Among the first, and perhaps
best-known example of serious games used for natural resource management curricula in the 1970s is
the Fish Banks game, which was used to educate players about dilemmas arising through the joint
management of open access resources [3,24]. Using games as a teaching tool is a well-discussed topic,
and as a teaching method serious games are generally preferred by students over more traditional
lectures. These games put students into a more active role, allowing learning by doing and ownership
of their role in ways that lectures do not [23]. Given the complexity of contemporary issues in resource
management and environmental governance, which require the integration of multiple disciplinary
knowledge, as well as good understanding of social and political processes, using games integrating
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scientific information with information about contemporary policy processes seems to hold promise
for education.
Games are assumed to support a deeper understanding of contemporary environmental
challenges [25]. For instance, Flood et al. [1] in their review of serious games on climate change, find
that besides educational outcomes, often these games also lead to improved awareness. Flood et al. [1]
comment that, during game-play, students’ work with data and descriptions/simulations of
real-world policy processes helps them in their learning processes, but also allows them to have
a close-to-real-world experience. Chen and Martin [24] discuss the potential of role-playing as an
educational tool for transformative learning. They anchor their assumptions in the way players engage
with each other, and experience different situations during game-play. They use the Climate Change
Policy course (for management students in the Community of European Management Schools, CEMS)
network as reported by Paschall and Wüstenhagen [26] to provide an example of how such a (two-day
intensive role-play) experience can (potentially) foster transformative learning. In addition to scientific
facts, Chen and Martin [24] see value in participants having to choose a role to play (i.e., they need to
take a stand/adopt a perspective), and then play and advocate for it. This, they assume, requires higher
order thinking, reflection, and examination of both internal and external influences on environmental
attitude and behavior.
Also, some literature, albeit much less, reports on serious games for training and education of
stakeholders, farmers, and other practitioners. For instance, Pruksakorn et al. [27] report on using a
role-playing game named “Soil analysis and appropriate fertilizer use game” (SAAFU) designed for
farmers with a low formal education to learn about soil analysis before planting, and, by extension, to
improve the appropriate chemical fertilizer usage. Ferrero et al. [28] report on using a serious game
for water professionals to complement existing training materials for them to better understand the
problem at hand, to explore with strategic decisions financial investments, and to see how stakeholder
collaboration impacts water supply safety management. Complementing this report, Erisman et al. [29]
report on a game named NitroGenious, developed and used to improve understanding among policy
makers about the nitrogen pollution problems in a selected area in The Netherlands.
However, we note that literature reporting on games used for training of practitioners, and
other stakeholders, is less frequent compared to literature on games used for the teaching of students
undergoing education. This could be linked to differences of context within which these two groups
are located, and to differences of opportunities educators have to assess and reply of the needs learners
have. Teachers/educators have daily contact and a good overview of student performance in class.
That knowledge might allow them to better grasp what needs students have and search /choose
among alternative pedagogical methods/tools. While the extensions agents, and related agencies,
know well what information and content should be delivered on a subject matter, they might not
have an overview of practitioners’ learning needs and preferences. Nevertheless, practitioners’ are a
more heterogeneous group (e.g., age, education, interests) compared to students. These are, however,
tentative assumptions given that, to the best of our knowledge, no overview of used serious games for
training practitioners / stakeholders is available.
In contrast, literature reporting on serious games used as part of formal education on natural
resource and environmental governance is thoroughly reviewed [2,3,30]. These reviews, however, find
that studies often fail to establish links between the learning theory used to inform game development,
expectations in terms of outcomes, and frameworks used to establish the game effectively and deliver
learning outcomes [2]. Much of the literature on educational games seems to agree that the core
objective of these games is to educate, train and help students acquire knowledge. However, these
aspects often go unreported. For instance, Chen and Martin [24] discuss the potential of role-playing
games, and in so doing use as an example the game developed by Paschall and Wüstenhagen [26]
which conceptualizing it as a tool for transformative learning. The discussion by Chen and Martin [24]
is relevant and points to several aspects of interest pertaining to game-play. However, that they
remain silent on the hypothesis and objectives, in terms of transformative change, as applied by
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those who developed the game. Albeit, of interest is insight and suggestions they offer on how
different aspects of game-play (e.g., discussion, confrontation with opponents, etc.) provide space
for participants’ transformative learning and the resulting outcomes. Mezirow [31] assumed that
transformative learning results in lasting change processes, yet Chen and Martin [24] and Paschall and
Wüstenhagen [26] report on this not being evident for the stated educational game on climate change.
2.3. Games as Interventions
A third group of literature reports on games used as an intervention under the assumption
that these contribute to change processes that go beyond the individual (often referred to by current
literature as social learning processes). Such use of games might have emerged as a response to
the limitations ascribed to participatory interventions e.g., workshops and/or focus groups, that
some research critiques do not fit well in all local contexts [1,3]. Serious games are described by
some as participatory tools able to engage people (e.g., problem owners) in debate and activity
that can accommodate their needs and create certain opportunities in different ways. For instance,
Flood et al. [1], while focusing on climate change, propose serious games as tools that can trigger
learning about the subject at hand, and assume this could give way to change of practices and behaviors.
Interestingly, several other papers assume games to have potential in terms of social learning and
to bring about transformative change [15,32–36]. This literature advances specific assumptions, as
summarized below, about what a serious game can do, and what its outcomes can be, which contrasts
within the literature outlined above describing educational games, or games for research (Figure 1).
First, educational games are broader in scope and often are about a general issue, at a larger
geographical and/or administrative scale, e.g., climate change [1], and over-fishing [25]. However,
games meant to perform as interventions often target a rather narrowly identified issue in natural
resource and environmental governance, and this much often at a local scale [15,28,32,37–40]. Serious
games meant to perform as interventions often integrate contextual features and have finer levels of
detail, to ensure that local stakeholders, or problem owners, get motivated and engaged in game-play
and become part of the change processes the research team envisaged.
The second difference is notable in the assumptions and expectations about what a game-play can
trigger. Educational games, while targeting individual “learners” seek to inform, deliver information,
and share knowledge on a subject, whereas research games seek to gather or validate data. In contrast,
games used as interventions place the attention on elements/aspects regarded (also from a theoretical
view point) to have an important role in fostering the transformative change of interest that goes beyond
the individual player. Players are then often understood and described in their role of “stakeholders”
rather than “learners” (e.g., educational games), or “testers” or “data points” (e.g., research games).
Souchère et al. [41] reported a role-playing game created with groups of local stakeholders, meant
to facilitate negotiations on the future management of erosive runoff in the Pays de Caux (France).
In this, the objective was to create opportunities for co-operation between stakeholders, and this was
done based on theoretically grounded assumptions about participatory and collaborative activities.
Souchère et al. [41] defined the game as a tool for mediation and collective thinking that allowed
players to see the collective consequences of their individual decisions, and to share knowledge, ideas
and their vision of the problem, in order to test different strategies. Rebolledo-Mendez et al. [42]
reported on research in which they sought to explore the effectiveness of serious games in improving
the awareness on flooding among the general public in the UK; they considered the game as a tool
helping participants acquire information and a better understanding of the system.
Third, when serious games are used as interventions, substantial effort is also put into integrating
updated scientific data, contextual features, and local circumstances which together can best simulate
the current state of affairs. This is often done with the ambition to recreate near-real-world
circumstances for the game-play to be a meaningful activity to the problem owners. The recreation of
a near-real, meaningful experience is assumed to help players to maintain high motivation, complete
the activity, and be influenced by the experience to which they were exposed.
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However, for games used as interventions with the intention of pursuing and/or fostering change
processes, a question that emerges is to what extent such assumptions are validated in practice.
The latter question, however, is poorly understood and underreported. With very few exceptions [42],
only few studies provide robust evidence of game-play-induced change. Future research should try
to bridge that gap and include methods that assess the effectiveness of serious games when used as
interventions. Assessments need to go beyond verifying whether the game is an accurate representation
of the reality it represents, and beyond reports of a player’s subjective experience. Rather, assessments
need to explore and test the assumptions made about whether, how, and when the serious game has
delivered on the expected outcomes, i.e., change processes and actions. For instance, the assessment of
the FloodSim serious game offers useful input here. Rebolledo-Mendez et al. [42] note that FloodSim
was designed with a stated aim to raise awareness about flooding policy, however, their assessment
shows that most players who were interviewed gained only a superficial level of awareness, and not
of the kind that would allow them to engage with and understand the policy debate on flood and
government expenditure. They conclude for FloodSim that game design and development should
have been more interdisciplinary and should have better integrated well-established frameworks
and knowledge about the human behavior that is assumed to change. Establishing a conceptual and
methodological link between the expected outcomes with the different traits of game-play [8] early
in the process is a recommendation from which future projects, interested to use serious games as
intervention, could benefit.
To conclude this section we want to clarify that we do not suggest the above being a rigid
categorization, and/or mutually exclusive, of game use in the governance of natural resources and
the environment. Rather we suggest the typology (Figure 1), and corresponding descriptions, as
a support to those needing to plan and deliver games in a local context. Attention to purpose and
expected outcomes may guide researchers and practitioners over choices of game development, test,
use, and evaluation—inclusive of theoretical and analytical frameworks. In the next chapter, we
report and reflect on the work done by our team on developing a serious game meant to perform as
a learning-based intervention. In building on this experience, in Section 4 we then consider social
learning research and practice and suggest a “Development and evaluation framework for serious
games used as learning-based interventions”.
3. Developing a Serious Game within the Assessing the Learning Effects of Games on Attitude of
Stakeholders toward Sustainable Shrimp Farming (ALEGAMS) Research Project
The development and use of serious games meant as interventions is often done as part of larger
projects needing to achieve broader objectives. Some projects might focus on the development and
prototyping of a serious game only—then feature it as an output for others to use—while other projects
might develop a game as an intervention/tool and use it to achieve pre-defined outcomes e.g., change
processes. The ALEGAMS project (Box 1) aimed for both: the design and development of a serious game
meant as a learning-based intervention seeking to generate social learning across local communities
in three pilot sites. Below, we summarize our experience and work, including the challenges and
constraints encountered during the project.
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Box 1. The “Assessing the Learning Effects of Games on Attitude of Stakeholders toward Sustainable
Shrimp Farming” research project (acronym: ALEGAMS).
Background: Over recent years mangrove forest, along the Vietnamese Mekong Delta, is under pressure from
the expansion of aquaculture, shrimp farming more specifically [30]. This is a problem recognized by policy
and practice, among whom most agree that loss of mangrove is an issue since these forests perform important
functions in regards to climate change adaptation and local economy. Dedicated efforts to restore and maintain
mangrove have been implemented in Vietnam, inclusive of a policy program supporting integrated mangrove
shrimp farming (IMS). IMS can be economically viable and allow for sufficient ecological quality [43], particularly
compared to extensive shrimp systems [30]. However, it has been observed that farmers who practice extensive
farming do not adopt IMS voluntarily.
Objectives: ALEGAMS aimed to design, test, and use a serious game (i.e., board role-play game) as an
intervention. The game reproduces, through game-play, the dynamics of the main different shrimp farming
systems present in the region. This has the aim to help farmers/players to understand the implications of the
different shrimp farming systems, and of their mix, applied in the Vietnamese Mekong Delta.
Output: A serious game (board game) to be handed over to the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature - IUCN Asia (Figure S2).
Outcome: Exchange and learning about risk and IMS by shrimp farmers across selected cases in the
Mekong Delta.
Impact: Social learning manifested in increased knowledge and change of attitude on shrimp farming systems.
Increased awareness on IMS which will support farmers in decisions to shift toward IMS. Eventually, an increase
of IMS farms in two provinces is envisaged.
3.1. Summary of the Work Done and Steps Taken for Developing the ALEGAMS Learning-Based
Game Intervention
In the following section, we summarize and reflect on the work done during the development of
the ALEGAMS serious game in order to extract input useful for future research. Methodologically
speaking, ours is a reflective exercise and in hindsight we see our work articulated in four phases,
which we name and use to guide the summary presented below.
3.1.1. Conceptualization in Context
ALEGAMS focused on documented issues and challenges in the fast-growing intensive shrimp
aquaculture in the Mekong Delta. This game intervention targets shrimp farmers and, to a degree, also
other decision-makers active in this sector. This idea emerged during an earlier project, when an earlier
version of the serious game was used for research to collect data for the calibration of an agent-based
simulation model [21].
In ALEGAMS, we built on that experience and designed a game that would help shrimp farmers
to learn about the risk and financial performance of three shrimp farming systems, a game that would
allow them to explore and experience the ups and downs of each in the face of real-life events, with a
focus on shrimp disease outbreaks. We assumed that learning about the risk and financial performance
of shrimp farming systems could help farmers to recognize the risk of monocultural, intensive shrimp
farming and the value of integrated mangrove shrimp farming, and subsequently increase their
willingness to maintain, or shift to more sustainable practice. We conceptualized a game where players,
by starting at either an integrated mangrove or extensive farm on plots with different area and value
(considering infrastructure) could experience (mixes of) different farming systems and evaluate which
turned out to be the most profitable. This, we hypothesized, would allow players/farmers to weigh
the (high) risks and rewards of intensive farming versus the (medium) risks and rewards of integrated
farming which is bringing about other advantages (timber, ecosystem services, etc).
A board game was considered a suitable tool to bring farmers together for learning within
a mimicked local context. Computer games would not suit this context.
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3.1.2. Iterative Game Design and Testing
After having formulated assumptions about what the ALEGAMS game should achieve, and
locating these in a socio-economic but also biophysical context, we expanded on the work reported
by Joffre et al. [21] while focusing on the impact of shrimp disease outbreaks. A first test of the
game-play was done with students and researchers to check on clarity of the instructions, ease of
application, and financial aspects regarding cost and benefits of farming. Feedback on game-play was
collected during several iterations with different players (both Vietnamese and European) and then
integrated into a prototype. A group of six shrimp farmers were invited to join us at a project progress
meeting held in September 2016 in Can Tho, where they played the game and then reported their
feedback orally to the ALEGAMS project team. This included also their views about non-technical
matters. For instance, farmers reported not finding the game enjoyable and lacking motivation to
complete all the rounds planned to deliver the information about differences between the farming
systems. Farmers commented on what they identified as a mismatch with reality: the game did not
allow farmers to reduce the risk of shrimp disease outbreaks by investing in technology and/or by
collaborating. The increased cost of the former would be outweighed by the extra revenues, and the
latter was assumed to reduce cost and increase margins.
This input was considered with care, and our team agreed to develop “risk cards” intended to
be introduced during game-play in the form of a card with written text about real-life circumstances
relating to risks. One set of cards reflected communal risks, such as flooding, storms, and new or more
virulent shrimp diseases, and one card was drawn in each round and applied to all players. The second
set of cards was drawn individually at each turn and primarily concerned household matters. Both
sets of cards were carefully balanced in numbers having positive and negative impact on the player’s
game result. Moreover, the option to buy technology and become a member of a cluster (‘cooperative’)
was added, both are decisions players can make to reduce risk.
The background data was updated and contextualized to make the identified parameters reflect
reality (i.e., cost and income, and risk, for each farming system). We assumed these changes would
make the game-play feel closer to real circumstances since farmers pointed to these as important
elements to maintain their motivation, while also making the game more dynamic and interesting.
We tested the new version of the game multiple times: first, with students and researchers familiar
with the shrimp sector in Vietnam; then, in The Netherlands with a group of researchers to check
the game flow, and the new instructions; then, also with farmers in Vietnam. We integrated all input
emerging from these sessions. Then we repeated the tests and ran a pilot with shrimp farmers, i.e.,
profiles matching our target group, who also offered valuable feedback.
3.1.3. Game Use in the Field
When a project aims to develop and use a game in the field, certain questions need to be addressed.
For instance, what is the minimum number of rounds and how to acquaint the players with the rules
and to engage them in learning, respectively. The timespan for concentration and availability to
complete the gameplay is to be considered. In our case, the numbers of rounds was related to the
number of playing rounds/cycles needed before an effect could be observed on the results (bank
account) and of the new technologies, to all hazards cards had been turned, and players felt to have
had a fair chance to obtain one good dice score. The total time available to farmers was limited to a
morning or afternoon since we wanted them to play at least two sessions. For the ALEGAMS game,
we saw the need for a first session to make farmers acquainted with all the rules and a second to have
them play independently of the moderator.
3.1.4. Evaluation of the Game Intervention
The final prototype of the game was produced by a professional company in Vietnam (Figures S1
and S2). We agreed on a longitudinal design early in the process and developed an evaluation strategy
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meant to collect data about game-play and learning, along with the post-game outcomes at different
points of time. ALEGAMS intended to trigger change in a semi-experimental design to collect data
about learning and attitude, and repeated exposure (one or two times) to the play. The game was
used with local shrimp farmers and practitioners on two occasions at several months’ interval in three
coastal locations (Figure S1). This sample excluded those who had played the prototype version.
Data on the learning outcomes are being analyzed and will be published later. The intended
impact, i.e., an increase in applying integrated mangrove shrimp systems, was not aimed to be assessed
within the three-year project period.
4. Development and Evaluation Framework for Games as Learning-Based Interventions
In a narrative review of literature in natural resource and environmental governance, we identified
eight studies reporting on games used as learning-based interventions seeking to promote social
learning and so contributing at changing in how things are done [32–36,44,45]. These studies differ in
the way social learning is defined and operationalized, but share assumptions about game-play offering
opportunities for (i) debate and interaction with other players/participants, (ii) critical reflection, either
alone or collectively, (iii) development of a shared perception on the problem domain, (iv) development
of a shared stock of knowledge, and (v) seeing the issue from a different perspective. All are process
and outcome features discussed in the literature on social learning [46,47] that partially agree with
the operationalization of social learning within three dimensions: relational, cognitive, and moral/
normative [47–50]. Based on this compilation of papers, on broader literature on social learning, and
most important, informed by work done on the ALEGAMS project, we now propose a “Development
and evaluation framework for serious games meant as learning-based interventions”.
4.1. Conceptualization in Context
When serious games are utilized as interventions, a first step is the identification and description
of the problem, or issue, games are expected to contribute at resolving and these issues likely are about
social matters. Games are about the engagement of people, and it is important that the theoretical basis
operationalizing social processes under study (i.e., learning and transformative change) is chosen,
described, and made operational early on. Literature on social learning assumes that social learning can
be operationalized within cognitive, behavioral, normative, and relational aspects [46,47,50]. Drawing
links between these and ways in which game-play exerts an influence on them are relevant. Two recent
reviews of the learning literature may help to reflect upon, identify and select process and outcome
features assumed to be most relevant to a project [46,47].
Also, the assumed underlying mechanism and linkages between these (social) processes and
the problem issue at hand should be explicated, evidence for these collected and considered, and the
expected short and longer effects of game-play listed. This may build on well-established theories
about learning and literature in psychology (e.g., when attitudes are under focus) and on social learning
literature. One can reach out also to more informal evidence/local expertise regarding pressures, or
local beliefs, assumed to promote or inhibit (behavioral) change. Current empirical literature on this
subject has acknowledged benefiting from informal input as well [35,36].
This work, inclusive of the assessment and choice of a best-suited theory, will help preliminarily
to identify a suitable game typology (computer-based vs. board game; group game-play vs. solo-play:
role-playing etc.) and study designs (case study; quasi-experiment; controlled study; ethnographic
research; etc.) [51–53]. The choice of game typology should fit well to local circumstances inclusive of
its needs, expectations, and practices and socio-economic characteristics, all of which must be identified
at an early stage. This will affect choices on whether to use a computer-based vs. board game; group
game-play vs. solo-play, or others. It is useful to note that the choice of a game type will have
implications for the (social) processes the game-play will bring about. De Vente et al. [4] addressed the
question of how the context and design of participatory processes affect their outcomes more broadly
and that discussion can offer some useful input on that aspects. Furthermore, literature focused on
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social learning offers input and informs us that activities fostering collaboration between the participants
overall seem to perform differently on learning compared to activities fostering competition [54]. Studies
have, for instance, reported on activities undertaken as part of group work where deliberation, and
talking over different viewpoints, resulted in developing a shared understanding [48,49].
4.2. Iterative Game Design and Testing
After having addressed theoretical questions and developed a sharper perspective on the
intervention needed, the components the game intervention is expected to have are listed
(i.e., opportunity for interaction, for reflection), and how these are inter-related and will lead to
desired outcomes outlined. Input on these aspects can be sought in studies reporting on and
discussing implications about how choices of design (of participatory processes) impact on learning
and interaction. Studies have also discussed how that experience may affect (enhance or hinder) social
learning after the activity also [52,53,55]. At this stage, a paper-and-pencil plan can describe the idea
and assumptions behind the intervention, or this can be done with a preliminary computer simulations,
or modeling. Where needed, and possible, testing of assumptions regarded as not well-supported by
available scientific evidence can be done in focus groups, surveys, or shorter observational studies.
This work will result in a game-play conceptual idea.
Serious games used as interventions should represent the reality these seek to mimic. When
this is not the case, research shows that incentives and motivation drop. Players (particularly
when well-informed on the topic) struggle to find meaning, become disengaged, or drop out before
completing the rounds. The team needs to populate the conceptual idea of the game intervention
with current data and information in order to safeguard meaning and purpose. Games are expected
to be an engaging experience also; thus, adequate incentives, matching well with the target group
profile, should be considered and integrated into the game (e.g., suitable degree of difficulty, challenge,
entertainment features). This step may result in a rudimentary prototype.
Testing the game intervention allows for checking how different components are received and
how these are appreciated. The way the prototype is perceived and first assessed by players can
be established with short post-test questionnaires, interviews, and/or observation of the game-play.
The data collected will help to identify areas to be adjusted/strengthened, or features to be added.
For instance, identify issues with the representation/recognition of the natural environment, of the
problem(s) at hand and the goal(s) to accomplish, and identification of processes/events present in
reality but missing in the game. Several re-tests are needed, and suitable testers should recruited [56].
Where needed, control groups and outcome measures could be used. As the prototype is being refined
and tested, there are opportunities to verify alternative ideas. After several iterations, when the
majority of the testers no longer signal significant shortcomings, and the research team is satisfied with
the learning outcomes observed, the game can regarded as fit for purpose.
4.3. Game Use in the Field
Projects aiming to develop a game intervention to be used in the field and to foster change
processes are advised to consider constrains and opportunities for learning and social learning present
in a local context. In this there is a need to acknowledge differences about what is to be looked at
more precisely, and evaluated (the game vs. long terms change processes). For instance, evaluation
of the game as an output, developed as part to a project, can be done within the project lifespan
and can involve self-reported assessments the players fill out after completing game-play. However,
assessments aiming to assess the impact in terms of change at a more meta level might to be based
on objective measures. Also, since change processes are best observed over longer time periods, the
questions of when is a good time to collect evidence, and for how long, become relevant.
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4.4. Evaluation of the Game Intervention
A game intervention is developed with the intent to be used and put to work. When
implementation is scheduled as part of the core project, that might also include evaluation. Choice of a
suitable evaluation method is a challenge, given that change of practice and transformative processes
require longer observational periods to be detected and recorded [53]. A suitable evaluation method,
as some critical papers noted, needs to be chosen at an early stage, and revised when needed [54].
Evaluating learning and other processes at the level of individual players is recommended, and can be
done with different post-test data collection tools and approaches. The broader applicability of the
game intervention outside the context where it was developed may also be considered early in the
processes. Appropriate arrangements are needed for handover and implementation when this is done
by a different organization than that developing it.
To conclude, we want to note this framework should not be taken as a rigid progression, and not
all research teams need to move hierarchically, and some projects might proceed fast, skip steps, or
reiterate. But we expect this overview can offer some support to project teams in embedding game
development and its delivery within social learning theory and practice, and within learning-led
change process.
5. Conclusions
The inventory of literature conducted suggests that serious games are mainly used and studied for
educational purposes, while their use to support research and interventions has emerged more recently.
We noted that several studies report on games used for more than one purpose, e.g., to collect data or
as an educational tool. However, the assessment of the outcomes games were expected to deliver is
not always undertaken. In this paper, we aimed to conceptualize serous games as a learning-based
intervention and then have used the illustrative case to consider a few aspects, including the assessment
of expected outcomes.
In our case, developing a serious game with the objective to serve as a learning-based intervention
within the ALEGAMS research project needed the articulation of several steps. The game was
developed in several iterations; each version of the game, updated with a main new element, was
tested with the target group (farmers). We observed that having adequate research design that allows
flexibility, and complementary revision, is paramount. Based on literature, we developed a framework
that included assumptions about learning outcomes the game would deliver. In ALEGAMS the degree
to which the learning outcomes were reached was assessed within the project timeline. The latter
helped for work to be framed within a period useful to make timely recommendations and thus
contribute to innovation of serious games as a participatory tool. However, we recognize this might
not always be possible for all projects. Projects aiming at a change of practice, or policy, should consider
that this change can only be assessed over a longer while, which most likely goes beyond short projects.
Future research could try to add to this debate by discussing the challenges and issues faced
with serious games in natural resource management. Active debate, based on empirical studies and
experience, about the extent to which serious games can foster learning and social learning and then
bring about change, should form the basis of this field of research.
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Abstract: Flood prevention in mixed urban–rural environments has become a greater concern due
to climate change. It is a complex task requiring both efficient management of resources and the
involvement of multiple stakeholders from diverse backgrounds. As Serious Games (games used
for purposes other than mere entertainment) have emerged as an effective means of engaging
stakeholders, this work proposes a new Serious Game applied to flood mitigation in the village
of Millbrook in the UK. Results show that the game has both an informative and a transformative
effect (statistical significance levels from 0.01 to 0.05), improving participants’ understanding of
the problem, and helping them to find a new and improved approach to flood risk management in
Millbrook, with the potential to improve resilience significantly. Furthermore, the game successfully
transformed participants into “citizen scientists” in the purest sense of the term—it led them to
use inductive reasoning from data produced by the game to correctly confirm or reject hypotheses
and resulted in more than 70% of the participants revising their initial assumptions. Interestingly,
the game instigated the formation of new local partnerships and helped to prioritize the discussion
of natural flood management measures in Millbrook Parish Council meetings.
Keywords: serious gaming; flood; urban; rural; infrastructure; decision making
1. Introduction
Climate change is currently causing a substantial increase in flood risk across the UK [1,2].
High residual risk of flooding will remain, even with the current investment plans on flood defense [3],
and hard engineering solutions will not be affordable to protect all areas. In this context, finding other
ways to improve resilience to flooding by preventing or mitigating flood impacts becomes a necessity.
The complexity of the problem is significant because flood prevention in an urban–rural environment
requires both the management of limited resources and the involvement of multiple stakeholders
with different perspectives such as residents, farmers, business owners, utilities companies and
policy makers.
On the evening of the 30th of September 2016, a workshop involving comprehensive communication
and engagement of stakeholders by the Westcountry Rivers Trust took place in the in the center of
Millbrook, a small village in Cornwall, UK. Millbrook has had many recent problems caused by large
Water 2018, 10, 1885; doi:10.3390/w10121885 www.mdpi.com/journal/water47
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pluvial flood events. The goal was to present causes to the Millbrook flood events as mostly pluvial,
and to emphasize land use and natural flood management measures as potential solutions recommended
by hydrology reports. Much of the participants’ attention ended up focusing on other relevant topics
such as the presence of the reservoir in the village and the drainage infrastructure. In that context,
the limitations of traditional methods as an effective conduit for translating complex data, modelled
outputs and academic research findings, into clear and concise messages that can be understood by a
non-technical audience became apparent. As an action research to respond to that problem, the idea of
designing a Serious Game that could potentially fulfill that role was then born. This is also in line with
the concept of Shared Vision Planning [4], which engages stakeholders in developing and experimenting
with interactive simulation models for building consensus [5].
Serious Games (games used for purposes other than mere entertainment), as an effective means of
engaging stakeholders, have been previously used for water system planning and management [5,6]
with common aims of raising awareness [7–11], facilitating dialogue [11–16], or training for crisis
response [17,18]. The Serious Game presented in this work aims to fulfill the research action goal in
three ways. First, the software developed introduces novel technical elements to make it an effective
Virtual Reality tool for visualizing results of simulations of 3D animated floods—a category of the
Serious Game visualization system that is missing from the present body of work [6]. While existing
work tends to emphasize “step-based” 3D flood visualization [19–23], the tool developed in this work
focuses on the real-time deformation of 3D meshes representing volumes of water, with animated
shaders allowing the mapping of color gradients to the mesh surface in order to emphasize flood
depth. Second, to the best of our knowledge, this is the very first time that a Serious Game combining
hydraulic simulation results, expert knowledge about farming systems and soil science, drainage
infrastructure management, as well as representative damage and cost estimates have been put together
to help players find an efficient (and previously unexplored) solution to the flood resilience problem
for a real-world case study. Finally we propose a novel Serious Game intervention design inspired by
the Socratic Method [23] and aim to prove that it can (a) enable participants to use inductive reasoning
based upon game-derived data (hydraulic and costs) to confirm or reject hypotheses in a rational
manner, and (b) encourage the players to question their initial assumptions (perception of the truth)
and assist them in shifting towards a more reasoned, scientifically sound, deductive solution, i.e.,
closer to the evidence (“scientific truth”).
From an experimental design point of view, the Serious Game combines pre- and post-game
questionnaires with a traditional interpersonal group-based intervention. The intervention is based on
asking participants to collaborate and answer questions in a specific order while playing the digital
game developed using the Unity® [24] game engine. It must be emphasized that the approach does not
consist solely of the digital game, but also integrates the questionnaires, intervention, and software all
together. In this paper, the following materials and methods section presents all the elements used to
design the Serious Game. The results are then outlined in Section 3 and their implications are discussed
in Section 4.
2. Materials and Methods
First, we present the design of the Serious Game as an intervention specifically focused on
enabling non-scientists to understand complex scientific models. Second, we present the choices made
during the game development to produce a Virtual Reality tool suitable for visualizing results of
simulations of 3D animated floods. Third, we present the experimental design composed of pre- and
post-game questionnaires and used to assess the intervention based on this Serious Game.
2.1. The Overall Design of the Intervention
Using criteria extracted from [5], the game design can be characterized as follows. The primary aim
or outcome of the game is for the user to explore different flood mitigation actions and corresponding
outcomes in order to answer five questions. Finding the answers to these questions leads to the
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discovery of the optimal flood outcome to the given problem while minimizing costs. During the
initialization of the game, a facilitator presents the Millbrook flood problem and provides contextual
information regarding the history of flooding in the village, explanations regarding how to use the
interface as well as technical concepts such as terrain roughness, and the different farming systems
that the players can choose from. Although the game is built as a single player experience, several
participants can play it in parallel in the same room. Communication between participants is not
compulsory, but is encouraged so that they can freely discuss their choice with their neighbors
when answering questions. Players do not have a limited and differentiated role, and they are each
encouraged to explore the whole range of possible flood mitigation choices during playtime. The user
interface makes use of sophisticated 3D video technology comparable to that already available in the
videos game industry so that the user is able to visualize results of simulations via a Virtual Reality
tool. The simulation model used relies on cellular automata and a series of conditional statements.
The level of realism of the game can be seen as moderate when considering its individual aspects,
such as costs and hydraulics models, in isolation. When looking at all of them combined, the level
of sophistication of the socio-technical-environmental system presented is significant. Performance
feedback during gameplay is instant as the player is immediately informed of the consequences of
their actions on the flood and cost outcomes. Progress monitoring, such as the “capability of saving
intermediate game results for follow up analysis” [5] is ignored as the user can switch at any time
the combination of measures they wish to explore. Game portability is good because it can be played
off-line on most Windows computers, though we have limited this portability by delivering the Serious
Game intervention in a supervised environment. The game is designed to be a challenging, utilitarian,
and demanding exercise.
To fulfill our aim to help participants to explore and understand complex scientific models, the
Serious Game intervention is designed using three steps as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Three parts of the Serious Game process.
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2.1.1. The Introductory Phase
Participants are given a general introduction (see link to additional materials at the end) on the
Millbrook case study, and then asked to fill in a pre-game questionnaire (Appendix A) in which they
need to confirm or validate different hypotheses, for the following reasons:
• The evaluation of any eventual cognitive change brought about by the Serious Game. This allows
us to understand the pre-game state of the initial participants’ views on the Millbrook flood
problem. This includes possible pre-formed opinions (perception of the truth) on what would be
the best possible decisions to achieve the balance between flood prevention and cost.
• It alerts participants to the crucial questions that they need to keep in mind while they improve
their understanding of the problem, and therefore helps them to consolidate memories on technical
issues, and to validate or reject hypotheses at the end of their investigative work.
• It creates a Serious Game equivalent of the questioning phase of the Socratic Method. The only
difference is that instead of it emerging naturally through dialogue, the hypotheses are artificially
created by the mix of introductory materials and the pre-game questionnaire.
2.1.2. The Exploratory Phase
During the exploratory phase of the game, players must interrogate the possible solutions and
answer questions (Appendix B). The first two questions focus on finding the combinations of factors
leading to the worst and best flood damage outcomes, e.g., “What is the combination of measures that
leads to the worst flood outcome? Also note the damage/cost and the number of flooded houses.”
The next two questions focus on finding combinations leading to outcomes with the lowest and highest
associated management costs. The last question is about finding an optimal solution that minimizes
both flood and cost. During this phase, the digital game provides the players with the freedom to
apply their own management decisions. It gives them feedback in the form of simulation results,
which they can use to check the validity of the given hypotheses.
The use of compulsory ordered questions is essential because:
• It reduces an overwhelmingly large combination of solutions into a manageable list of five tasks
that are essentially guiding participants’ explorations of the different solution scenarios.
• It forces participants to answer questions where the solutions shown by the game might contradict
what they initially thought were the best decisions, hence targeting preconceptions. For example,
the exploration of answers to question 2: “What is the combination of measures that leads to the
best flood outcome?” leads to the discovery that changing the farming systems around the village
has a much greater impact than changing the level of investment in the drainage infrastructure.
This corresponds to the Serious Game equivalent of the disproof and refutation stage of the
Socratic method.
2.1.3. The Final Phase
Finally, in the third phase, players are asked to capitalize on the previous explorative work by
finding the solutions that minimize both damages and management costs. They then have to fill in
the post-game questionnaire (Appendix C) and apply inductive reasoning from the data revealed by
their exploratory work to reject or confirm the presented hypotheses. Note that players can justify
each answer in their questionnaire, giving them the opportunity to reach the Serious Game equivalent
of the third step of the Socratic Method, namely to question their initial assumptions (“perception
of the truth”) and replace them with what they deduced to be a more scientifically sound answer
(“the truth”).
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2.2. Game Development Choices
Millbrook has had many recent problems caused by large pluvial flood events. A 2 km square
terrain around the village was selected, and uniform rain input of 45 mm/h for the first hour of
simulation was applied, which equates to a 1 in 100-year event. In the game, players can simply
change four parameters: the level of drainage infrastructure investment and the type of farming
system applied in three instances (one for each sub-catchment in the village). They are then able to see
flood impacts and associated management costs in numerous resulting combinations.
A 3D virtual table that comprises different informative documents and post-it notes introducing
the case has been constructed as shown in Figure 2 to provide additional information to the users.
 
Figure 2. Overview of the 3D virtual table with narrative and interactive elements.
This innovative and original setting for flood visualization is quite powerful and expandable
as follows:
• This allows a wealth of information to be represented as a spatial construct of 3D meshes on a
virtual table of practically infinite size (Figure 2), where the geographic location of each item on
the virtual table leads to better recall, in a similar way to mnemonic “visual palaces” [25].
• It can structure this information visually so that the user can see how components are related to
each other in the case study, and allows the user to move, rotate, and zoom around components,
and finally potentially display geographically distant elements as interconnected infrastructure
nodes. For example, a distant power plant that influences the electricity supply of a village can
be represented near the village on the virtual plan due to the cause–effect relationship between
the two.
• Furthermore, this setting is easily translatable as a Virtual Reality headset-based Serious Game
without major code modification.
The Unity® rendering engine has been improved in our previous work [26] to allow the
terrain/flood height to be rendered with a higher degree of precision. The height data are provided by
standard images in .png format where each pixel’s red, green, blue, and alpha values encode in 32 bits
the height of the terrain. From a practical point of view, these floating-point height data are rescaled
into large integer numbers, between 0 and 232 (allowing the system to display the difference in height
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with sufficient precision). Furthermore, by using .png rather than Unity® default .raw file format,
more compact images are produced that can easily be sent through the internet. Although, so far, the
data are stored locally with the game, whole sequences of images could potentially be sent from a
“game” server hosting many test cases to provide multiple animations steps through a flood sequence.
Terrain and flood surfaces can now be deformed in real-time using advanced Shaders [27] software
that exploits the computational capabilities of graphic cards. Shaders—programs implemented in
the OpenGL Shading Language to display vertices and visual fragmentation using the accelerated
computational power of the graphic card—are adopted to output in real time a 3D geometric linear
interpolation of the flood “height-map” between the starting and the end state by looking at the
“counter” input. Flood animation is implemented by providing a series of images and “counter” float
numbers between 0 and 1, expressing how far the animations are from the end stage.
The Shaders are engineered not only to deform 3D meshes efficiently, but also to change the flood
mesh color gradient from clear blue to dark blue with increasing flood depth (Figure 3). This works
seamlessly even on fairly modest machines or small laptops, animating meshes with more than
1,440,000 triangles in real time with ease, as long as they have a DirectX 11 compatible graphic card.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. Shaders: (a) is a close up with the vertices of the mesh made visible while (b) is an overview
of the final result.
The Serious Game allows players to change (i.e., make decision about): (a) the level of investment
in the drainage infrastructure, and (b) the type of farming system applied in each of the three
sub-catchments in the village. They can then see the resulting flood impact and associated management
costs. These inputs are integrated in the user interface as shown in Figure 4. The simplicity of the
interface is the product of a compromise between computability, accessibility, and realism. Allowing
the player to change the type of farming system in every individual field in Millbrook would provide
a more realistic setting, but it could lead to a usability problem (manually changing each of the
hundred fields before computing the consequences would detract from the games effectiveness because
participants would lose sight of the problem while doing so). Furthermore, this would have been
computationally impractical because it would require 2 × 6100 hydraulic modeling results to reflect
the flood risk of different management scenarios. The present choice of grouping the fields into three
cultivated areas allows the user to set farming systems quickly and explore different consequences
of their choices, while also keeping the overall problem in mind. While the spatial resolution for
targeting measures is quite low in the current model, it still provides a useful indication of which
parts of the catchment provide the greatest constraints or opportunities for land use change and flood
risk alleviation. It reduces the number of hydraulic computations to a manageable 432 combinations.
Although it might initially look more complicated, the user interface and search space structure is quite
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simple because it closely follows the infiltration gradient of the farming systems as they are presented
to the participants, from dark brown (system with the lowest infiltration rate) to dark green (system
with the highest infiltration rate). Participants are therefore expected to find the best solution available
and master the problem of minimizing both the flood damage and management cost in under an hour
without having to explore all possible choices. Each farming system, as described in Table 1, comes
with an associated infiltration rate, surface roughness value, sedimentation rate leading to a percentage
of pipe blockage in the village downstream, and profitability (ranging from “−−“ for higher loss, “−”
for average loss, “0” for null, “+” for average profit, and “++” for higher profit).









(−−, −, 0, +, ++)
Heavily grazed permanent pasture 10 0.3 40 −
Intensive arable under tillage and
standard rotation 15 0.4 90 0
Young grassland with moderate
grazing and mechanical improvement 30 0.35 10 −−
Arable with mixed rotation and
increased soil amendment 38 0.45 70 +
Arable with mixed rotation, cover crops
and minimum tillage 70 0.50 50 ++
Arable with no-till, cover crops, mixed
rotation and conservation agriculture 90 0.50 20 +
* Underlying soil is Soilscape 6 [28] (freely draining, slightly acid loam); as such, a bare soil infiltration rate of
between 10–20 mm/h is likely.
These farming systems are used as model values in the Serious Game in accordance with the
latest available agri-environmental data for the Millbrook catchment and from a thorough review of
relevant literature detailed in Appendix D.
 
Figure 4. The user inputs as seen in the Serious Game interface.
To communicate effectively the consequences of the decisions made by users, three elements have
been included on the interface of the Serious Game as shown in Figure 4.
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• A temporal slider at the bottom allows a user to change the timing during a selected event to see
the progression of the flood. Note that the overall speed of the animation can also be paused,
slowed, or accelerated.
• A reactive flood damage information window in the top left corner shows the total number of
households flooded, split by the severity of flood inundation, and tracks the costs associated
with this. A further indicator shows the number of households flooded at a given point in time.
When the mouse hovers on the window, a graph pops up showing the distribution of the number
of flooded buildings over time to highlight the peak of the flood event as well as compare the
number of occurrences of major versus minor flooding of houses.
• A window at the top center-left of the screen shows the total cost of the selected drainage
infrastructure management policy, as well as the total farming profitability of all three cultivated
areas around the village.
The 3D map of Millbrook is 2000 m × 2000 m. Houses colored in orange have a water depth
between 15 and 30 cm inside the building, while houses colored in red have a water depth beyond
50 cm. A player can choose between two levels of investment in the 16 km of the urban drainage
infrastructure of Millbrook. The infiltration rates are shown in the context of a one in a hundred-year
event of 45 mm of rainfall in one hour. The investment levels indicate the capacity of the drainage
network to manage surface runoff under different maintenance conditions (additional data about
drainage management costs are available in Appendix E).
• A high-maintenance (high cost, well maintained) drainage infrastructure that can cope with
surface runoff up to 26 mm/h/m2 in urbanized areas. At the high level of investment scenario,
the yearly management cost of the urban drainage infrastructure is evaluated at 406k GBP and
includes cleaning 10% of the length of all drainage pipes per year, repairing 3% of total length of
pipes, and replacing 1%.
• A low-maintenance (low cost, not well maintained) drainage infrastructure that can discharge
surface runoff up to 13 mm/h/m2 in urbanized areas. At this low level of investment scenario,
the yearly management cost of the urban drainage infrastructure is evaluated at 203k GBP and
includes cleaning 5% of the length of all drainage pipes per year, repairing 1.5% of total length of
pipes, and replacing 0.5%.
Flood depths encoded in images are produced using the WCA 2D flood model [29], a part of the
CADDIES [30,31] modelling framework. CADDIES is an open-source framework designed to facilitate
the design and deployment of Cellular Automata (CA), specifically for 2D urban flood modelling.
It is ideal for fast evaluations of floods [31], and therefore allows the swift computation of multiple
simulation results corresponding to various users’ choices in the context of serious gaming. In the
present work, the flood models were pre-run to produce output images used to make the 3D animated
mesh of the flood (more details about computation times in Appendix F).
The Millbrook example presents the users with a high-speed model, where a cell size of 2.5 m was
selected for the flood modelling with WCA 2D as a compromise between accuracy and computability
to produce the 432 different flood outcomes in a few days. The speed of execution makes it suitable in
the context of serious gaming for quickly displaying numerous flood outputs resulting from different
combination of parameters.
The existing farming situation on the ground in Millbrook (a mixture of “heavily grazed
permanent pasture” and “intensive arable cultivated areas under tillage with standard rotation”) leads
to the worst possible combination in the game. It has a maximum damage outcome (108 houses flooded
for 2.6 million GBP of damage), independently of the management cost (high or low maintenance
infrastructures both lead to the same result), and a poor overall farming profitability (−30k GBP/year).
The optimal outcomes found in the game maximize farming profitability (+109k GBP/year) and
reduce the number of flooded houses by approximately 80% (20 to 22 houses for 0.68 to 0.8 million GBP
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of damage depending on the choice for either a high or a low maintenance drainage infrastructure).
It corresponds to a mixture of the “Arable with no-till, cover crops, mixed rotation and conservation
agriculture” and the “Arable with mixed rotation, cover crops and minimum tillage”. It is notable,
that despite the high cost, the high maintenance drainage infrastructure seems to have a negligible
influence on the flood impact. Internal testing was carried out prior to the first game event on a beta
version by a group of six staff members from the Westcountry Rivers Trusts, comprising farm advisors,
fisheries and river management specialists and data/communication officers. The feedback included
some suggestions for improving the visual aspects or ‘usability’ of the game, and some comments
about improvements to the accuracy or completeness of the model, mainly regarding the type of
farming systems available.
2.3. The Experimental Design Used to Assess the Intervention
The Serious Game combines pre- and post-game questionnaires with an intervention where
participants are encouraged to collaborate and asked to answer questions in a specific order while
using a digital game.
The initial idea was to measure the impact of the Serious Game on the participants from the
Millbrook community. However, after the first gaming session took place at the Westcountry Rivers
Trusts headquarters in Cornwall in the UK, invitations were sent via email but attendance was
poor (2 of 20 residents). We were left with only six valid contributions (with correctly filled forms).
Only two of the participants were residents from Millbrook (non-specialists), and the other four were
environmental and land management advisors. Other contributors submitted incomplete forms and
therefore their participation was disregarded. To overcome this problem we had to get more people
to play the game even if not linked to Millbrook, and therefore focus more on the cognitive impact
of the game on participants rather than its direct effects on the Millbrook community. The second
gaming session took place at the IHE Delft Institute for Water Education in the Netherlands as
part of a compulsory introduction to Serious Gaming and had nine valid contributions (eight of
the participants were MSc students in Hydrology, and one was a non-specialist). The last gaming
session took place in Southampton in the UK, wherein neighbors from the same street were invited
to participate using “door-to-door” presentations. This session had seven valid contributions from
non-specialists from various backgrounds. The total number of valid participations was 22 of a total of
31 (ten were non-specialists).
Thus, our primary aim was to measure whether there was a statistically significant difference
between the pre-game and post-game players’ views on the best solutions to the Millbrook flood
problem. More specifically, we aimed to prove that playing the Serious Game induced a statistically
significant directional change in the way participants confirmed or rejected seven different “Millbrook
flood” hypotheses towards what the hydraulic and cost models of the game point to as the correct
rational answers. We created seven different hypotheses (see Table 2) in order to test the limits of the
Serious Game, regarding how effective it can be at making such problems accessible to the general
public (non-specialists). The first hypothesis set the context to describing the extent of the flood
damages caused by a one in a hundred-year event of 45 mm of rainfall in one hour in the village of
Millbrook. The next hypotheses explore whether investing in drainage infrastructures or land use
are the best strategies to limit risks of flood damage. Finally, the last group of hypotheses use a more
specific technical language and focus on characterizing the impact of different farming systems on
both flood impact and profitability.
Using a statistical directional test, we aimed to find whether playing the game would induce a
change in the way players confirmed or rejected the seven different “Millbrook flood” hypotheses
in the pre- and post-game questionnaires. Levels of significance were computed using a Wilcoxon
Signed-Ranks One-Tailed Test [32]—see Appendix G for more details—where data are paired (between
pre- and post-game answers) and answers are set on an ordinal scale (−2 = strongly disagree,
−1 = disagree, 0 = neutral, 1 = agree, 2 = strongly agree). With a total of 22 participants, the standard
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Z-value based version of the test could not be used, and was replaced by the W-value suitable for
sample sizes where N < 30. The null hypothesis was that playing the Serious Game does not change
the players’ views. Levels of significance considered were: “Not Significant” (for p > 0.05), “Significant”
(for p < 0.05), and “Highly Significant” (for p < 0.01).
We also intended to show to a lesser extent that playing the Serious Game was informative
and significantly changed the participants’ views on the solutions to the Millbrook flood mitigation
problem. In order to achieve this we sought to demonstrate that (a) there was an increase in the number
of correct or relevant numerical values used in the justification of the answers, (b) there was a gain in
technical vocabulary, (c) there was an increase in the use of comparative, superlative, and quantitative
words that translates into a lexical field more oriented toward showing the degree of influences of
factors over the flood and cost outcomes, and (d) there possibly was a growth in confidence and
accuracy in the participants’ answers.
In response to the shift in the aim of the paper, showing a real impact on the Millbrook community
itself became less important than demonstrating that the Serious Game could induce cognitive change
in the participants and therefore be a suitable tool developed in the context of the action research.
3. Results
The differences measured between answers in the pre- and the post-game questionnaires
(Appendices A and C) are used to infer the results as described in the following sections.
3.1. Transformative Nature of the Millbrook Serious Game
Table 2 shows, with the associated statistical level of significance, how playing the game induced a
directional change in the way participants confirmed or rejected the seven hypotheses, while Figures 5
and 6 provide radar charts showing, for all participants, where answers to hypotheses (excluding Q5
that is a different type of question) were changed to stronger agreement or disagreement respectively
after playing the game.
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1 Difference between pre- and post-game questionnaire answers (−2 = strongly disagree, −1 = disagree, 0 = neutral,
1 = agree, 2 = strongly agree). 2 Significance using a Wilcoxon signed rank one-tailed test for paired ordinal data.
+ means medium significance, and ++ means higher significance.
(a) (b) 
(c) 
Figure 5. Radar charts showing for all participants, where the changes induced by the games for
answers to hypothesis reflects a stronger agreement. Each participant answer (−2 = strongly disagree,
−1 = disagree, 0 = neutral, 1 = agree, 2 = strongly agree) is rated on one axis in yellow (pre-game) and
red (post-game) areas. The questions answered are (a) Q1; (b) Q3; (c) Q7.
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Figure 6. Radar charts showing for all participants, where the changes induced by the games for
answers to hypothesis should reflect a stronger disagreement. Each participant answer (−2 = strongly
disagree, −1 = disagree, 0 = neutral, 1 = agree, 2 = strongly agree) is rated on one axis in yellow
(pre-game) and red (post-game) areas. The questions answered are (a) Q2; (b) Q4; (c) Q6; (d) Q8.
Figure 7 shows how participants perceived in 70% of cases that playing the game made them
revise their views and assumptions on what they initially thought were the causes and best solutions
to the Millbrook Flood problem (see supplementary data Table S1 in “tables” table). Note that the
“perceived” change seems to match the “measured” changes of views shown in Table 3.
 
Figure 7. Shows the average score of answers from participants when asked if the game made them
revise their views on the problem—range [0,2] and standard deviation 0.71.
We can report inconclusive effects when trying to select the most important flood factors in Q5,
which asked: “what are the two most important factors in this list of three that influence flooding
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when looking at the ground cover of cultivated areas?” Participants were required to select two of the
three following factors in the pre-game and the post-game questionnaire.
• The capacity of the ground to absorb water
• The amount of washed sediments that can block drainage pipes in the village downstream
• The roughness of the terrain that slows the travelling speed of the water
There does not seem to be any significant difference between pre- and post-game questionnaires
amongst the participants. After playing the Serious Game, the majority of participants were able
to establish that the drainage system was having a limited effect on the flood level for the modeled
pluvial scenarios. Using deductive reasoning, participants would then have been expected to decrease
the relative importance of “the sediments and drain blockage” factor to stay consistent with their other
conclusions. This did not happen. One possible explanation is that the influence of terrain roughness
and sediment induced drain blockage are shown in a much subtler way than water absorption
capability in the Serious Game model. As these factors were perceived as less salient, the difference
in ranking between them was not the subject of the analysis. The participants did not have a prior
opinion on this matter, thus they did not have pre-conceptions to revise in relation to it.
Table 3. Shows the shifting of average scores as arrows between all the participants’ answers to a
hypothesis from being a non-specialist (starting point of the rectangle) to being a domain expert in
either environmental science or hydrology (pointing end).















Slightly more than half the participants (12 of 22) were experts in either environmental matters or
hydrology. Results seem to show that the presence of experts boosts the accuracy of the answers in the
very first hypothesis only, and in fact decreases the accuracy of the answers towards neutrality in all
other hypotheses, as shown in Table 3. We cannot divide our sample into two groups of size 12 and
10 and apply a Mann-Whitney U Test in order to confirm this hypothesis because the sizes of these
groups are too small to achieve statistical significance. Still, simply by showing the change in mean
(as opposed to a change in median, which is less meaningful) it allows us to speculate that experts act
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as dampeners because overall they tend to be more reserved and “neutral” in their attitude. As such,
the presence of “moderating” experts amongst our participants suggests that we should obtain even
stronger results with a non-specialist audience.
3.2. Informative Nature of the Millbrook Serious Game
Changes induced by the game in terms of use of numerical values, vocabulary, and confidence
and accountability are listed here.
3.2.1. The Accuracy and Increasing Use of Numerical Values in Participants’ Answers
Overall, the words written by participants to justify their answers underwent a qualitative change
from speculative in tone and unfocused to a greater focus on numerical values learned from the game.
In Q1, the word used with the highest frequency in the pre-game responses is “Unknown”. By contrast,
in the post-game responses, the word used with the highest frequency becomes “108” which is the
exact maximum number of houses flooded in the worst scenario. This shows a better understanding
and a more precise quantification of the magnitude of the flood issues.
From Q2 to Q7 the degree of numeracy of the answers—the number of correct or relevant figures
used in the justification of the answer—is nil in the pre-game questionnaire (none of the very few
numbers written in justifications of these answer were relevant as mostly they were just copied from
the questions) and higher in the post-game questionnaire (10 words in 293, approximately 3.4% of
words written in justifications of these answer are accurate numbers).
3.2.2. The Acquisition of a Domain Specific Vocabulary and the Increased Utilization of Technically
Accurate Words.
Although the size of the lexical field (list of all the words) does not change significantly (pre-game
questionnaire uses 278 words to justify their answers while the post-game questionnaire uses 293)—in
the post-game questionnaire there are many more words used appropriately, with a high frequency
(underlying data can be found in supplementary file in “grid data” tab and in Tables S1–S4 in the
“table” tab). In the pre-game answers, “Unknown” (17 times), “neutral” (15 times), “runoff” (7 times),
and “reduce” (7 times) are the four most used words. In the post-game answers, “Farming” (17 times),
“Impact” (14 times), “Soil” (12 times) and “Infrastructure” (11 times) are the four most encountered
words. This indicates that players have acquired a more specialized vocabulary from playing the game
and that they more often tend to use domain specific and technical words to justify their answers.
Furthermore, the proportion of words expressing a comparative relationship between two
elements (for example: “bigger”, “reduces”, etc.) or a relative importance (“high”, “greatly”, etc.) also
changes from 18.3% (51 words out of 278) in the pre-game answers to 29.3% (86 words out of 293)
in the post-game answers. This shows a better grasp of the influences of different factors associated
with the flood and damages and their relative importance.
3.2.3. The Growth in Confidence and Answer Accountability Induced by the Game.
Due to the fact that justifying their answer was not compulsory during the exercise, 14 participants
sometimes chose answers without justifying them in the forms (resulting in one-third of the answers
lacking an explanation). In these instances, we cannot say if the participants were able to justify their
answers or not. That was only possible if they stayed “neutral” on their agreement/disagreement
scale—in which case we concluded that they were not able to justify their answer. Most of the
participants that were not able to justify their answers before playing the game were then found able
to do so after playing it. This was done in an explicit and technically detailed manner—only 2 of the
28 answers were either wrong or not explicit enough (exact details can be found in supplementary
data in “grid data” tab).
When looking specifically at the users that were not able to justify the answers to the questions
before playing the game (33.33% of “Unknown”), the overwhelming majority of these players were
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able to justify their answers after playing the Serious Game (only 1.8% of “Unknown”) (see Figure S1
in “grid data” table in data file for more details). There is only one exception, in questions 5 and 7,
where the same user could justify his/her answer in the pre-game questionnaire, but failed to justify
his/her answer in the post-game questionnaire—that particular player admitted having lost sight of
that question while playing the game.
When directly asked if they learned anything new after playing the game, on average, the
participants’ answers were mostly positive, as shown in Figure 8 (Table S2 in “tables” tab in
supplementary data shows the complete list of associated answers). A couple of notable exceptions
came from a land management advisor and a hydrology MSc student who felt that the game simply
confirmed their pre-existing understanding.
 
Figure 8. Shows the average score of answers from participants when asked if they have acquired new
knowledge from playing the game—range [−1,2] and standard deviation 0.74.
Finally, feedback from the participants regarding the suitability of the Serious Game for helping
people to understand the Millbrook flood issues was positive overall, as shown in Figure 9 (Table S3 in
“tables” tab in supplementary data shows the complete list of associated answers).
 
Figure 9. The average score from all participants’ answers when asked if they would recommend this
type of Serious Game for stakeholders—range [1,2] and standard deviation 0.46.
When asked why they would recommend the Serious Game, participants’ answers can be divided
into three broad categories:
• It is a good informative tool that allows the user to view and understand the effects of decisions
for many different scenarios.
• It encourages thought and discussion.
• It is good at changing attitude and promoting positive changes.
Regarding the impact of the Serious Game on the Millbrook community, eleven months after
playing the Serious Game, a number of participants have communicated the outputs with other local
stakeholders and have initiated the formation of an ongoing natural flood management partnership
for action in Millbrook.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this section we discuss the cognitive changes induced by the Serious Game on players,
the general impact on the Millbrook community, the limitations of this paper, and future work.
4.1. Cognitive Impact of the Serious Game
In this work we have shown that playing the Millbrook Serious Game significantly changed the
participants’ views on the Millbrook flood problem. Primarily, we have demonstrated that the game
was informative (Section 3.2) because it improved participants’ knowledge of the quantitative effects
of flood damage, increased their use of technical vocabulary, improved their understanding of the
influences and relative importance of multiple factors affecting the flood and cost outcomes, and caused
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a growth in confidence and accuracy in their answers. In Section 3.1 we established our most important
aim whereby statistically significant changes induced by playing the game were directional and
lead the participants to strengthen their confirmation and rejection of specific hypotheses. This also
encouraged them to deduce rational and correct conclusions regarding fairly technical and non-trivial
decisions for the Millbrook flood problem. In effect, the game briefly and successfully transformed
the participants into “citizen scientists” in the purest sense of the term—it led them to use inductive
reasoning from data produced during the game (hydraulic and costs) to correctly confirm or reject
hypotheses in a rational manner. Feedback from participants even strengthened this claim when they
admitted that the game allowed them to revise their views and assumptions on what they initially
thought were the causes and best solutions to the Millbrook flood problem.
4.2. Impacts of the Serious Game on the Millbrook Community
Surprisingly, considering that we only had two residents from the Millbrook community playing
the game, there nonetheless was a significant impact. These two participants did communicate
with other local stakeholders and together have initiated the formation of an ongoing natural flood
management partnership for action in Millbrook. The formation of partnerships is hugely beneficial
for instigating action on the ground [33] because they encourage collaborative working, the sharing
of resources, funds, knowledge and skills, and they can provide local groups with a clearer vision
and drive for change. Westcountry Rivers Trust have stated that the Serious Game has helped
to strengthen the relationship between Westcountry Rivers Trust and Millbrook residents, parish
councilors, academic researchers, and local experts. They also added that this game will be a valuable
tool, enabling them to communicate natural flood management concepts to a wide range of individuals
across the south west of England. They concluded that the combined effect of the aforementioned
benefits has increased the likelihood that natural flood management measures will be implemented in
the Millbrook catchment area.
4.3. Limitations and Future Work
Possible limitations of this work regarding the efficiency of the Serious Game as a teaching and
decision support tool were also found. The first concerns the barrier of technology as a limiting external
factor. One participant’s unfamiliarity with computer technology interfered with the consistency of
game play and thus their answers, and so had to be discarded. This experience leads us to suspect that
for a mixed audience, another kind of game interface or type may be more appropriate (possibly board
games or numeric games with a comprehensive training component).
A second limitation is that some results indicated limits in the understanding of the participants.
As shown in Figure S2 in the supplementary data file (“grid data” tab) there were inconclusive effects
when participants tested the relative importance of more subtle factors such as “the sediments and
drain blockage”, rather than terrain roughness. This is likely a limitation in the depth of the cognitive
effects of the Serious Game, possibly due to its relatively short duration. The game has a duration
of one hour only, which is probably not enough time for participants to thoroughly investigate these
subtler effects among the 432 combinations of flood management strategies. Each of these strategies
results in outcomes that probably require more in-depth investigation. Eight of the participants were
MSc students in hydrology, and they themselves seemed to have conflicting views on the prevalence of
either roughness or sediment-induced drain blockage as the second most important factor. Potentially
this could be improved by increasing the duration of the game, introducing more questions, and
extending the duration of the exploration phase over multiple sessions.
A third perceived limitation was that the presence of too many participants with a high level of
technical expertise might limit the generalization of the results. The Serious Game was originally
built for a non-specialist audience—and more specifically for the Millbrook residents. As such,
having slightly more than half the participants being experts in either environmental matters or
hydrology might be seen as a limitation. At first, it would seem that this would: (a) lessen our
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ability to demonstrate that the Serious Game improves participants’ knowledge as they are already
experts, (b) “boost” the accuracy of answers unnecessarily and, therefore, skew the results towards
correct hypothesis confirmation or rejection. As far as we can see, by carefully examining the data,
it seems that these reservations are unfounded. First, the fact that we can demonstrate a strong
informative value in Section 3.2 despite the presence of experts suggests that the game will work even
better with a non-specialist audience. Second, results in Table 3 in Section 3.1 seem to show that the
presence of experts only boosts the accuracy of the answers in the very first hypothesis and in fact
decreases the accuracy of the answers towards neutrality in all other six hypotheses. As such, the
presence of “moderating” experts in the midst of our participants suggests that we should obtain even
stronger results with a non-specialist audience. Future work will emphasize testing with a targeted
audience sample.
Another limitation, from a flood modelling point of view, is that the model is relatively coarse
as we only consider three large agricultural areas and two infrastructure interventions. Future
development of the model could incorporate finer spatial units and the ability to model a wider
range of measures at specific sites across the catchment (e.g., storage ponds or leaky dams) so as to
better support land management and potentially enable farmers participation. This of course would
have to be done carefully so as to limit the resulting increase in complexity by selectively emulating
key features of water and the possible actions of players in catchments [34].
Whilst the small size of our study limits our ability to generalize these results, the positive
outcomes we have observed so far lead us to consider this work as a template applicable to
other urban–rural flood case studies throughout the world. Potential new case studies are under
consideration and should add to the available information to provide a more complete picture of this
novel type of teaching tool and its suitability for improving the understanding of complex issues.
We also intend to add control treatment groups in future experiments. Four possible control groups
come to mind: a standard workshop without a serious game; a workshop without a serious game
but with an intervention that includes a dialogue with participants based on the Socratic method
and the validation or rejection of hypotheses; a facilitated workshop with a serious game without
the Socratic method-based intervention; and finally, a treatment using another common exiting flood
visualization tool.
Finally, the design of the Serious Game presented in this work could scale very well to complex
problems with thousands of variables that would require weeks of practice to master—an area of
serious gaming that is presently attracting increased interest. In the context of the video game
industry, modern strategy games used for pure entertainment have presently reached a staggering
level of complexity. Players usually need to practice for days or even weeks to understand how to
simultaneously balance dozens of variables and their combined influences on the dynamic of the
systems they play. In this respect, the Serious Game described in this paper has been engineered to
be a “challenging/utilitarian” exercise that scales well with complex problems that could take long
periods of playing time to master. A solution could be to extend the “exploration phase” of the Socratic
Method inspired process described in Section 2.1.2 to several weeks if necessary, by asking participants
to answer different groups of questions per session, focusing on a specific sub-problem at a time and
this way avoid the kind of problems resulting from a broad-scale approach [35]. Although useful, this
design does not provide an answer to the open question of motivational affordance, and additional
work is needed in this area. We intend to pursue this avenue in the context of the ongoing (2016–2020)
SIM4NEXUS research project [36], with a Serious Game that has possibly the most complex underlying
model ever attempted.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/10/12/1885/
s1. Table S1: Average response to Q10: Has this Serious Game changed any previous view you had on the
Millbrook problem? Table S2: Average response to Q9: Did you learn anything new today? Table S3: Average
response to Q11: Would you recommend this type of Serious Game for other people involved in Millbrook flood
problem? Table S4: Average response to Q1: A one in-a-hundred years rainfall event of 45mm of water in one
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hour could cause serious flood problems in Millbrook, Figure S1: Justifying answers before and after playing the
game, Figure S2: Prioritization of flood factors.
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Appendix A
Millbrook Serious Game Questionnaire 1
University of Exeter—Westcountry Rivers Trust
Privacy Statement: Please complete this questionnaire. Any concerns can be communicated to Mehdi
Khoury (m.khoury@exeter.ac.uk) at University of Exeter. Thank you for your time and cooperation.
Answer the following questions by circling the most appropriate answer.
1. A one in-a-hundred years rainfall event of 45 mm of water in one hour could cause serious
flood problems in Millbrook.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
How many residences could potentially be flooded? Any worst-case cost approximation?
2. Improving the village sewer infrastructure that directly drains excess water could result in
neutralising up to 90% of the flood resulting from such an event.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
3. Improving farming practices that change the ground cover of the cultivated areas around the
village could result in neutralising up to 90% of the flood resulting from such an event.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
4. Investing money in the sewer infrastructure gives a better result for your money when fighting
against flood than trying to support different farming practice.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
5. What are the two most important factors in this list of three that influence flooding when
looking at the ground cover of cultivated areas?
- the capacity of the ground to absorb water
- the amount of washed sediments that can block drainage pipes in the village downstream
- the roughness of the terrain the slows the travelling speed of the water
Can you justify your answer?
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6. Heavily grazed permanent pasture increases greatly the capacity of the soil to absorb water.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
7. Growing crops while minimising tillage increases greatly the capacity of the soil to absorb water.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
8. Intensive farming that compacts the ground and lowers the capacity of the soil to absorb water,
remains the most profiTable way to exploit a cultivated area.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
Appendix B
Questions
1- What is the combination of measures that leads to the worst flood outcome? Also note the
damage/cost and number of flood houses.
2- What is the combination of measures that leads to the best flood outcome? Also note the
damage/cost and number of flood houses.
3- What is the combination of measures that leads to the worst financial outcome from both the
infrastructure cost and the farming profitability?
4- What is the combination of measures that leads to the best financial outcome from both the
infrastructure cost and the farming profitability?
5- Is there a satisfying solution that manages to minimise the flood and bring an acceptable
financial outcome?
Appendix C
Millbrook Serious Game Questionnaire 2
University of Exeter—Westcountry Rivers Trust
Privacy Statement
Please complete this questionnaire. Any concerns can be communicated to Mehdi Khoury
(m.khoury@exeter.ac.uk) at University of Exeter. Thank you for your time and cooperation.
Answer the following questions by circling the most appropriate answer.
1. A one in-a-hundred years rainfall event of 45 mm of water in one hour could cause serious
flood problems in Millbrook.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
How many residences could potentially be flooded? Any worst-case cost approximation?
2. Improving the village sewer infrastructure that directly drains excess water could result in
neutralising up to 90% of the flood resulting from such an event.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
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3. Improving farming practices that change the ground cover of the cultivated areas around the
village could result in neutralising up to 90% of the flood resulting from such an event.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
4. Investing money in the sewer infrastructure gives a better result for your money when fighting
against flood than trying to support different farming practice.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
5. What are the two most important factors in this list of three that influence flooding when
looking at the ground cover of cultivated areas?
- the amount of washed sediments that can block drainage pipes in the village downstream
- the capacity of the ground to absorb water
- the roughness of the terrain the slows the travelling speed of the water
Can you justify your answer?
6. Heavily grazed permanent pasture increases greatly the capacity of the soil to absorb water.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
7. Growing crops while minimising tillage increases greatly the capacity of the soil to
absorb water.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
8. Intensive farming that compacts the ground and lowers the capacity of the soil to absorb water,
remains the most profiTable way to exploit a cultivated area.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Can you justify your answer?
9. Did you learn anything new today?
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
If so, what was news to you?
10. Has this Serious Game changed any previous view you had on the Millbrook problem?
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
If so, what was the view that was changed?
11. Would you recommend this type of Serious Game for other people involved in Millbrook
flood problem?
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
If so, why?
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Appendix D. Soil Science Review behind Chosen Farming Systems Values and Parameters in
the Game
1: Overview of infiltration and overland flows across different farming practice scenarios
Soil infiltration rates are fundamentally affected by soil type and specifically the texture of the
soil (i.e., the ratio of sand, silt and clay) [37]. Beyond this, there are several positive impactors
that can contribute to improved infiltration rate and capacity, including: crop diversity, residue
maintenance, cover cropping, managed traffic (minimizing area compacted by heavy vehicles),
increased organic matter content, conservation agriculture, contour farming and increased earthworm
content. Conversely, some practices and outcomes have negative effects on infiltration rate and capacity,
including: surface crusting, low organic matter content, compaction, high soil moisture (waterlogging)
and winter break rotations.
Infiltration rate is often estimated theoretically via such standards as the Richards equation [32]
or the Green and Ampt [38] method. In these methods, the existing saturation of the soil and the
porosity allow for such estimation, though they often assume a homogeneous soil. Empirically,
infiltration rate data is often measured in isolation, or for simple scientific comparison between two
system types (e.g., organic versus conventional); there is a paucity of data contrasting the variable farm
practices across a region or watershed, measuring infiltration dynamics over time, and accounting
for differing soil profile compositions. As such, to compile representative values, it is necessary to
interrogate the literature for suitable data with which to set generalized values appropriate for a
Serious Game.
The soils in the Millbrook watershed belong to Soils cape 6 [39] (a freely draining, slightly acid
loam). These shale-derived sandy loam soils are of below average fertility, with neutral to acid
pastureland dominating their use. Their carbon stocks are typically low and they are prone to both soil
erosion and compaction.
In conventional tilled fields in the UK, infiltration rates on sandy loam soils typically vary between
15–45 mm/h, though compaction by agricultural machinery increases bulk density, reduces porosity
and rapidly reduces infiltration rates to 3 mm/h [40–44]. With these values in mind, and considering
the likely bare infiltration rates of Soils cape 6 soils (10–20 mm/h), it is considered unlikely that
arable soils in the Millbrook watershed will have an infiltration rate greater than 30 mm/h, unless
conservation agriculture techniques are employed. Similarly, for grazed pasture soils, infiltration rates
typically fall between 3–36 mm/h [45,46], with a mean of 9 mm/h for permanent pasture, as low as
0.1 mm/h with heavy grazing pressure. As such, it is considered unlikely that permanent pasture in
the Millbrook watershed, unless regular leys or mechanical improvement have been incorporated into
the management strategy, will have an infiltration rate greater than 30 mm/h.
With the above summarized data in mind, the following values (mm/h) were chosen: red (heavily
grazed permanent pasture) = 10, orange (tilled arable with standard rotation and traffic) = 15, yellow
(young pasture with mechanical improvement and moderate grazing) = 30, aqua (tilled arable with
diverse rotation and increased organic soil amendment) = 38.
Cover crops and crop residues increase infiltration rates by breaking the kinetic energy of
rainfall, increasing residence time on the soil surface, and increasing the prevalence of root holes
and thus heterogeneous porosity. Data on the effects of these vegetation types is sparse, though
relevant literature suggests that cover crops and crop residues can increase infiltration rates up to
at least 70 mm/h [42,47]. As such, a value for farming systems (blue) in which cover crops and
minimum-tillage contribute to permanent cover was set at 70 mm/h. Beyond this, a wholesale shift to
a no-till, conservation agriculture approach that built soil carbon, maintained soil cover, and minimized
traffic could conceivably increase infiltration rates in a similar vain to a lightly, trafficked organic field,
i.e., 6–10 times greater [40].
As such, for the purpose of this Serious Game, we have settled on 90 mm/h (6× that of conventional
tillage) as the fastest infiltration rate possible for this farm system.
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2: Sediment fluxes
The principal factors affecting soil erosion are: (a) the amount and intensity of rainfall and wind,
(b) topography, (c) soil properties, and (d) natural and managed vegetation resulting from farming
practice. Positive impactors, such as the presence of year-round ground cover, high organic matter
contents and good aggregate stability, protect against soil erosion, whilst negative impactors, such as
surface crusting, compaction, and winter break crop rotations, promote soil erosion [40]. The largest
factors contributing to erosion were found in [48] to be crop cover and valley features, with erosive
rainfall events typically at >10 mm d−1 and erosion dominating bare soil environments. Beyond 15%
crop cover, erosion was more typically associated with tramlines and wheel tracks and exacerbated by
landscape features. Cropland soils often erode at a higher rate than comparable grassland soils, due
to their reduced ground cover, with [48] finding cropland erosion rates to be between 0.5–4× greater
than grassland erosion rates. The median rate of soil erosion in the UK is approximately 1.3 tones/ha,
with higher mean rates (>2.6 tones/ha) being associated with sandy or silty soils ([49] and references
therein). Sediment losses vary substantially with crop type and agricultural management practice,
though research does suggest that traffic and tillage both increase sediment losses [47,49].
As such, for the Serious Game, greater sediment loss rates were forecast from arable fields,
with changes in management practice towards less intense, conservation agriculture approaches with
greater ground cover yielding lower sediment losses. We present these as a percentage of the sediment
loss needed to block the local drainage systems, from 10% to 90%. Note that at particular times, i.e.,
just after tillage in a bare arable field, the sediment loss has the potential to be both very substantial
and enough to block 100% of the local drainage system.
3: Farm cost estimates
Table A1 presents a summary of the profitability for each of the three sub-regions of the Millbrook
catchment, and estimated for a pre-Brexit scenario for the year 2016–2017 using the online calculator in
DEFRA’s Farm Business Survey 2016/17 [50]. Profitability for a given area is computed by multiplying
either the high or the average net profitability per hectare—respectively 628.7 GBP/Hectare and
283.9 GBP/Hectare—by 85% of each region surface so as to take into account the fact that a small
portion of the said “cultivated areas” around the village is not being exploited. The survey provided
recent average business incomes for different types of farming.








high profit (++) 40,502 65,961 54,476
average profit (+) 18,289 29,785 24,599
null 0 0 0
average loss (−) −18,289 −29,785 −24,599
high loss (−−) −40,502 −65,961 −54,476
When defining profitability for the Serious Game, the fact that the average cereal farm profitability
was more than double the average profitability of a livestock farm determined the basic profitability
scores. The average mixed farm was somewhere in between, with ‘general cropping’ (i.e., diversifying
the rotation) usually leading to improved profitability. These incomes are inclusive of single farm and
agri-environment payments, with the majority of farms making a loss on agricultural income alone.
Compounding factors, such as the potential for longer ‘overwintering’ periods in certain livestock
farming approaches, the profitability of grass leys, reduced fuel costs in minimum tillage approaches,
and the profitability of diversifying the rotation, were all considered in making subtle adjustments to
the in-game profitability scores.
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Appendix E. The Level of Investment in the Drainage Infrastructure
We have excluded lining (involving the installation of an internal resin layer that bonds to the
inside of the pipe, essentially creating a pipe within a pipe), as data on this specific procedure were not
readily available. The formula applied for estimating the management costs is confidential (South West
Water). However, the distribution of pipe diameters by total length used to compute these costs is
presented in Table A1. It should be pointed out that any pipes of unknown diameter were assigned an
estimated diameter of 150 mm for the calculations.
Table A1. Total length of pipes under 225 mm, 225 to 450 mm, and larger than 450 mm.
Pipe diameter (mm) 100 125 150 225 300 350 380 400 450 600 unknown
Total Length (m) 312 817 4548 3224 2427 150 54 571 822 138 3328
Category <225 mm 225–450 mm ≥450 mm
Total Length (m) 5677 6426 960 3328
Appendix F. Computational Complexity of the Hydraulic Model and Compromises Made
A 1 m resolution cell size took approximately two hours to complete, while a 2 m resolution model
took approximately 1 h. Reducing the resolution to 5 m still yield a processing time of approximately
1.5–5 min, and the 10 m resolution was completed in less than 10 s with a recent PC with a Nvidia
GTX 1070 graphic card. A compromise of spatial quality over processing time is sought by selecting
a resolution of 2.5 m, as the loss of precision between 2 m and 2.5 m is not really noticeable from a
player point of view.
The simulation was run for twelve hours of simulation time to allow the flow to propagate after
the rain events. The open boundary condition was set to allow flow to escape the terrain. The velocity
between two neighboring cells with a water level difference less than 0.1 mm was assumed as zero to
speed up the calculation for insignificant quantities of flows.
Different types of surfaces shown in in were associated with an appropriate infiltration rate and
roughness as shown Table A1.
Table A1. Types of terrain surfaces with associated infiltration rate and roughness values.






From 10 to 90 mm/h—see











The flood damage evaluation uses the residential sector average damage curve for short duration
floods (less than 12 h) from the Multi-Colored Manual [51,52]. We simplify calculations as followed
to compute damages from flood depth. Due to the average slope of the terrain and history of floods,
house ground floors were slightly elevated. Assuming that the floor of each house starts 15 cm above
the ground level, we subtract 15 cm from the flood depth to get the water depth measured inside the
house to use it as a proxy for residential damage as plotted on the curve. Then we consider two possible
levels of flood damage per building. Any flood depth between 0.3 m and 0.5 m will be considered
inside a building as a 0.15 m water depth damage of 314 GBP/m2 and any flood beyond 0.5 m will
be considered inside a building as a 0.35 m water depth damage of 476 GBP/m2. This simplification
allows us to limit the complexity of the game visualization to two levels of flood damage while also
the over-estimation that would result from not taking into account ground floor elevation. The data
regarding the surface and location of each building were provided by The Westcountry Rivers Trust.
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Appendix G. Detail of Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks One-Tailed Test computations
To prove that the Serious Game induces a directional change in the way participants confirm or
reject each hypothesis, we calculate the level of significance as follows. We rank the differences for
each pair, and affix a sign to each rank. From the sum of positive ranks W+ and the sum of negative
ranks W− we compute the W test value such that W = min {W+, W−}. The number of instances where
the subject’s difference score is zero is then deducted from the sample size N. The critical value T
at p = 0.05 and p = 0.01 for a one-tail test is then given by the test as provided in [31], and if W ≤ T,
the null hypothesis (being that that the median difference is zero) can be rejected. Details of the results
are shown below for all seven hypotheses.
• For Question 1, the W-value is 29. The critical value of W for N = 15 at p ≤ 0.05 is 30. Therefore,
the result is significant at p ≤ 0.05.
• For Question 2, the W-value is 16. The critical value of W for N = 18 at p ≤ 0.01 is 32. Therefore,
the result is significant at p ≤ 0.01.
• For Question 3, the W-value is 31. The critical value of W for N = 18 at p ≤ 0.01 is 32. Therefore,
the result is significant at p ≤ 0.01.
• For Question 4, the W-value is 6.5. The critical value of W for N = 17 at p ≤ 0.01 is 27. Therefore,
the result is significant at p ≤ 0.01.
• For Question 6, the W-value is 16.5. The critical value of W for N = 19 at p ≤ 0.01 is 37. Therefore,
the result is significant at p ≤ 0.01.
• For Question 7, the W-value is 0. The critical value of W for N = 11 at p ≤ 0.01 is 7. Therefore, the
result is significant at p ≤ 0.01.
• For Question 8, the W-value is 12.5. The critical value of W for N = 13 at p ≤ 0.05 is 21. Therefore,
the result is significant at p ≤ 0.05.
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Abstract: The inherent complexity of planning at sea, called maritime spatial planning (MSP), requires
a planning approach where science (data and evidence) and stakeholders (their engagement and
involvement) are integrated throughout the planning process. An increasing number of innovative
planning support systems (PSS) in terrestrial planning incorporate scientific models and data
into multi-player digital game platforms with an element of role-play. However, maritime PSS
are still early in their innovation curve, and the use and usefulness of existing tools still needs
to be demonstrated. Therefore, the authors investigate the serious game, MSP Challenge 2050,
for its potential use as an innovative maritime PSS and present the results of three case studies on
participant learning in sessions of game events held in Newfoundland, Venice, and Copenhagen.
This paper focusses on the added values of MSP Challenge 2050, specifically at the individual,
group, and outcome levels, through the promotion of the knowledge co-creation cycle. During the
three game events, data was collected through participant surveys. Additionally, participants of the
Newfoundland event were audiovisually recorded to perform an interaction analysis. Results from
survey answers and the interaction analysis provide evidence that MSP Challenge 2050 succeeds at
the promotion of group and individual learning by translating complex information to players and
creating a forum wherein participants can share their thoughts and perspectives all the while (co-)
creating new types of knowledge. Overall, MSP Challenge and serious games in general represent
promising tools that can be used to facilitate the MSP process.
Keywords: serious games; planning support systems; knowledge co-creation; sustainability;
maritime spatial planning
1. Introduction
Human activities are increasingly affecting ocean spaces across the globe [1,2]. Traditionally
used for fishing and transportation, today’s oceans are a hub of human activities that are constantly
diversifying [1–5]. Although many ocean activities occur in the same space, these activities are
traditionally managed separately, leading to a fragmented system of ocean management. Fragmented
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management fails to address or resolve user conflicts and trade-offs, leaving oceans susceptible to
the cumulative effects of these multiple uses [3]. Given the increased demand for maritime goods
and resources, the main obstacle for human activities at sea is competition for maritime space [6].
Maritime spaces are prime examples of socio-technical complexity; i.e. complexity stemming from the
overlap between the natural-technical-physical realm and the socio-political world [2]. Addressing
this complexity requires new methods of ocean management that coordinate the different sectors to
maintain ocean health. Maritime spatial planning (MSP) refers to the inherent complexity of planning
at sea and requires balancing both social and economic objectives with ecological conservation by
properly allocating human ocean activities spatially and temporally [3]. Tools are required to manage
the complexity and to pre-empt conflicts that may arise throughout the planning and decision-making
stages. Not all conflicts can be fully resolved, but tools that allow planners to identify and predict
areas of conflict are useful to the planning process [7].
The term, MSP, first appeared on the European Union legal stage in July 2014 with the MSP
Directive [6], and, although it borrows many of the same methods and applications as terrestrial
spatial planning, it lags in some respects [8]. Terrestrial planning has a long history of planning
support systems (PSS) that MSP lacks. PSS are tools and technologies that support the planning
process [9]. For the purposes of this research, serious games (SG) will be isolated as a potential PSS for
use in MSP. First coined in 1989 by Harris [10], PSS are informational frameworks that integrate the
information technologies for planning and (ideally) provide interactive, integrated, and participatory
procedures. According to Kuller et al. [11], these systems are meant to (1) provide users with a deeper
understanding of the task, and (2) the formulation and communication of ideas, values, and preferences
of stakeholders. Modern PSS help synthesize information and models for users. Information is
transferred to users via a user-friendly interface that simplifies the technological complexities operating
behind the scenes, allowing for a simplistic representation of complex spatial data [12,13]. PSS focus
on the planning process as a whole and although they may facilitate decision-making, this is not their
primary purpose [12].
PSS have been developing rapidly due to advances in technology that allow for portability
and rapid computation [14]. It is important that the focus of a PSS is not the technology it uses,
but rather the problems it was meant to solve. This ensures the system remains user-friendly and
not overly complex [15]. An effective PSS must emphasize communication and collaboration in
order to support collective design, a form of interaction and communication that seeks to achieve
collective goals while dealing with common concerns [14]. An effective PSS allows for what Pelzer,
Geertman, van der Heijden, and Rouwette [14] refer to as added value. This added value can be
divided into three levels: (1) The individual level, (2) the group level, and (3) the outcome level. At
the individual level, PSS have the added value of teaching the users about specific issues [14,16,17].
Pelzer, Geertman, van der Heijden, and Rouwette [14] classify this individual learning as two-fold: (1)
Learning about the object of planning, and (2) learning about other stakeholders’ perspectives and
views [14]. At the group level, added value takes the form of collaboration, communication, consensus
building, and efficiency [14,18]. These group level outcomes seek to bring users and stakeholders
together by fostering environments that facilitate communication. This allows for users to hone
their collaboration skills, facilitate consensus, and therefore increase the efficiency of the planning
process [14,18]. The outcome level, Pelzer, Geertman, van der Heijden, and Rouwette [14] explain,
is much more difficult to gauge, though it generally refers to whether or not a PSS improves the validity
of the plans created.
Looking at these individual and group learning goals, a link to SG can be made. SG have long
been used for planning in the healthcare, defense, and education sectors [19]. They are a subset of
game-based learning, a field of research that uses gamification principles to help players achieve a
specific goal [20]. These games can take the form of either board games or computer games; the format
depends, among other factors, on the goal of the game, the complexity of the issue being modeled,
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and the resources available to the target audience [21,22]. Given the multiple uses of SG, their potential
to act as PSS must be investigated.
1.1. Knowledge Co-creation and Stakeholder Engagement
PSS place a focus on communication and collaboration between users. Although certain SG can
stimulate competition between players, the trend in SG for natural resource management is to promote
collaboration and communication, a goal similar to that of a PSS [23]. This focus on collaboration is
based on a constructivist view of learning. Constructivist learning theories view learning as both a
process and a by-product [24]. The process of learning involves acquiring information and assimilating
it while potentially resulting in changes to one’s values [24]. The by-product of learning constitutes
a change in the subject’s knowledge, skills, values, or worldview [24,25]. The constructivist view
emphasizes the importance of one’s past experiences and how those experiences can be used to inform
others [15]. As such, the constructivist view places an emphasis on both tacit and explicit knowledge,
concepts developed by Polanyi [26]. Explicit knowledge is readily transferred in formal and systematic
ways (e.g., knowledge of certain legislation) [27,28], while tacit knowledge is more experiential and
personal, taking the form of intuitions and hunches [29] (e.g., ease of use with computers/technology).
Tacit knowledge is less transferable than explicit knowledge, yet a significant portion of knowledge
comes in the tacit form [29,30]. Tacit and explicit knowledge, however, are not mutually exclusive,
rather they are mutually complementary and intermingle with each other through interactions between
diverse individuals and groups [30–34].
These concepts link to the knowledge co-creation cycle developed by Nonaka et al. [35].
Knowledge co-creation refers to an institutional mechanism that enables learning and collaboration
within a governance setting. The four stages of the knowledge co-creation process are described
as follows:
- Socialization: From tacit to tacit knowledge, which involves the sharing and transferring of tacit
knowledge between individuals and groups through physical proximity and direct interactions;
- externalization: From tacit to explicit knowledge, which requires tacit knowledge to be articulated
and translated into comprehensible forms that can be understood by others;
- combination: From explicit to more complex sets of explicit knowledge, which requires
communication and diffusion processes and the systematization of knowledge; and
- internalization: From explicit to tacit knowledge.
Preliminary research [36] involving the SG AquaRepublica has shown that SG have the potential to
stimulate the four stages of the knowledge co-creation process, and Barreteau, Le Page, and Perez [23]
add that SG and gaming simulations offer a unique opportunity to facilitate decision-making processes.
One type of SG used in environmental management combines computer simulations powered by
environmental models with role-play as a method to address the complexity inherent to environmental
problems, while promoting collaboration and learning among stakeholders [37–39]. By gamifying
the experience, stakeholders are given the space to exchange perspectives, knowledge, and ideas in
a low-stakes environment, allowing them to better understand the boundaries that separate them.
This allows for the opportunity to co-create new forms of knowledge that can help mitigate these
boundaries. Many different types of boundaries can exist between stakeholder groups, for example,
these boundaries can be administrative, jurisdictional, socio-cultural, and cognitive. Boundaries
often carry a negative connotation denoting a divide or a separation that can lead to discontinuity
or inaction [36,37,40]. However, the discontinuities created by boundaries can trigger learning by a
process of collaborative reframing between stakeholders, resulting in the creation of new and different
types of knowledge [16,22]. In this way, boundaries can be viewed as connecting rather than separating.
By crossing boundaries, a variety of learning mechanisms may occur [41]: (1) Identification, referring
to the understanding of how different practices on the boundary relate to each other; (2) coordination,
referring to learning about how to work on the boundary with others; (3) reflection, referring to the
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expansion of perspectives gleamed from working along the boundary; and (4) transformation, referring
to the co-development of new knowledge and practices. This last transformative mechanism refers
back to knowledge co-creation and the constructivist view of learning that states that learning can
simply be a by-product of experience [24].
An important application of SG is their use as a tool to facilitate the socialization process among
players. This process is important to the phenomena of boundary crossing by fostering relationships
between participants and allowing for the sharing and creation of new types of tacit and explicit
knowledge [41]. Although the game artefacts themselves generally provide some information on the
planning and management processes, players generally learn from each other through the exchange
of information that occurs throughout gameplay [42]. The game environment lowers the pressure
associated with planning and decision-making and allows the players to discuss different management
strategies, which promotes externalization of knowledge [42]. Additionally, Van Bilsen, Bekebrede,
and Mayer [42] found that as game-play progresses, trust builds between participants, which helps
them articulate a common understanding of issues. One of the assumptions of game-based learning is
that the learning that occurs via gameplay can sometimes be transferred to similar situations outside
of the game [39]. To ensure that participants understand how they can use what they have learned
during gameplay in a real-world setting, a debriefing session following a game event is particularly
important [43,44]. The role of the facilitator during the debriefing allows for the combination of tacit
and explicit knowledge through the communication of lessons learnt by certain players to the rest of
the group [36,43].
1.2. Research Objective and Questions
For this study, the SG MSP Challenge 2050 was used. MSP Challenge 2050 uses ecosystem models
to simulate the spatial dimension of MSP and adds a game layer atop the embedded models. This
game layer allows for a greater focus on communication and collaboration, which has been isolated as
lacking with current PSS that focus more on the technology behind them rather than the outcomes [14].
Ultimately, this paper seeks to investigate whether MSP Challenge 2050 fosters the added values of PSS
as defined by Pelzer, Geertman, van der Heijden, and Rouwette [14]. The following research questions
focus on each of the three levels of added value. This objective will be achieved by addressing the
following research questions:
1. Individual level: Does MSP Challenge 2050 offer a platform for participants to learn about MSP
by helping them understand information derived from data, analyses, and models?
2. Group level: Does playing MSP Challenge 2050 promote quality interactions and cooperation
between participants facilitating the knowledge co-creation cycle? and
3. Outcome level: What are the characteristics of the plans developed while playing the game and
how do the plans differ from team-to-team?
Research question 1 will determine whether MSP Challenge 2050 fulfills one of the main criteria of
a PSS by determining whether participants are able to more easily understand the complex information
that the game is transmitting to participants via the user-interface. This first question also helps to
determine whether or not MSP Challenge 2050 promotes individual added value referring to explicit
knowledge transfer to an individual either via the game artefact itself or through team discussions.
Research question 2 will explore the group added value by taking a critical look at the interactions of
players throughout the planning stage of MSP Challenge 2050. Research question 3 will explore the
outcome level added value by analyzing the plans produced by the teams playing the game and how
those relate to the interactions investigated in question 2. Together, the three questions will help to
determine if MSP Challenge 2050 can provide an effective PSS.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. MSP Challenge 2050
This research used MSP Challenge 2050, which was developed in 2013 in the Netherlands by the
Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management and its executive agency called Rijkswaterstaat [45].
It follows the previous version of the game, MSP Challenge 2011, and introduces more complex data
sets from the North Sea using the Ecopath food chain model to calculate the cumulative impacts
of players’ decisions [45]. It was developed to mimic four concepts inherent to MSP: (1) Vague
system boundaries, (2) ambiguity, (3) competing interests, and (4) uncertainty caused by missing
information [2]. The following section will provide a brief overview of the game and how it is
played. For more information on the development and research behind the game, please refer to
Mayer et al. [45], and visit www.mspchallenge.info.
MSP Challenge 2050 transports players to the Sea of Colours, a fictional sea based on the North
Sea, bordered by six countries: Green, Indigo, Orange, Purple, Red, and Yellow [2]. Anywhere from
18 to 40 people can play the game at once and a game can last from four to 40 hours depending on
the number of people per team and the availability of the players. The game requires at least two
facilitators: A technical facilitator that helps with the computer set up and a lead facilitator that serves
as a game master. The lead facilitator divides players into groups (countries) of three to eight players;
teams are all in the same room so as to facilitate inter-team discussions [2]. Each team member selects
a specific role within their country (such as an environmental planner, military, oil and gas, etc.) based
on cue-cards given to each team before the game starts [2]. Each team is given a minimum of one
computer and is provided with written instructions, as well as goals specific to their country and roles
(such as developing the oil and gas industry, focusing on fisheries’ protection, etc.). Examples of the
games materials can be found in Figure 1. Given this information, teams start the game by planning
objectives according to their country’s vision for the year, 2050 [45]. The goal of the game is for each
team to develop a national maritime spatial plan and for the teams to work together on an international
level to coordinate their objectives and plans. The planning phase ends once the teams present their
objectives and preliminary national plan to the game overall director (G.O.D.), who provides them
with feedback and adds country specific challenges. Players from different teams with similar roles
must then interact with each other and work together to coordinate their plans and objectives on an
international level for the Sea of Colours [45]. The game ideally ends when the clock reaches the year,
2050, although, due to time constraints, the lead facilitator may choose to end the game early. There
are no clear winners or losers of the game, rather the focus is on the overall MSP process.
The geospatial data used in the game is based on real data from the North Sea [2,46].
The information is displayed on 55 different layers with information on commercial fishing areas,
marine protected areas, pipelines, etc. Teams can choose to display the information on layers or
hide these layers when the information is superfluous. When a team is building a plan, for example,
to expand a wind farm, they draw the new items on a proposition layer. The teams’ computers are
connected by a local area network (LAN), and a graphical user interface (GUI) in the game allows
the teams to publish their proposition layers for other teams to comment on and either approve or
reject their plans and related projects [45]. Once the plans are implemented, the game computes
the cumulative effects of the plans and the GUI shows their evolution on screen. This helps players
understand the consequences of their decisions, not only on their own country, but on other countries
as well [2,45]. The game does not keep a record of decisions made by the teams at each turn. An added
challenge during the game is that in-game time passes slowly at first, but accelerates as the game
progresses [45]. Given the time constraints, the teams cannot always develop a comprehensive national
plan, but they can still start the process of international coordination. By the end of the game, each
team can visualize the cumulative effects of their decisions on the GUI.
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Figure 1. Game materials (adapted from [46]).
2.2. Game Events
A workshop using MSP Challenge 2050 was held in Newfoundland in late spring 2017 at Memorial
University in St-John’s. The event was organized as a collaboration between McGill University,
Memorial University, and the MSP Challenge 2050 creators. The event was to act as a conclusion
to the Memorial University MSP master’s program, with invitations being extended to a group
of McGill students with expertise in integrated water resource management and SG. A group of
local stakeholders working in MSP in Newfoundland was also invited to participate. A total of 18
participants played at the event: Nine students from Memorial University, five local stakeholders, two
postdoctoral researchers, and two graduate students from McGill University.
The event took place over two days and consisted of playing an MSP board game that served
as an icebreaker during the morning of the first day followed by a day and a half of playing the
MSP Challenge 2050 simulation. The moderators for the Newfoundland event consisted of the two
facilitators (lead and programmer) and an expert in MSP playing the G.O.D. character. At the start
of the simulation game, the lead facilitator gave players a brief explanation on how to navigate the
game. The teams were then given an hour to get to know each other and to familiarize themselves
with the software by clicking through the various layers and menus in the game with their teams
while facilitators circulated the room to answer any questions that would arise. On day two, the game
began. The simulation ended with a short lecture and a debriefing session. Teams with three players
were provided with one computer, while teams with four players were given two computers. The
breakdown of the teams can be seen in Table 1 below:
Table 1. Team composition and coding.
Teams Team Code Team Members Member Codes
Indigo IND 3 IND1, IND2, IND3
Purple PUR 4 PUR1, PUR2, PUR3, PUR4
Orange OR 4 OR1, OR2, OR3, OR4
Red RED 3 RED1, RED2, RED3
Yellow YEL 4 YEL1, YEL2, YEL3, YEL4
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Events run by a different research team took place in Copenhagen and Venice. Supplementary
survey data from these events were used to corroborate any trends discovered in the data from the
Newfoundland event. The Venice event was organized in 2017 for students from the EU Erasmus
Mundus Master’s program in MSP at the Universitá luav di Venezia. The event was attended by
15 students with a variety of professional backgrounds from across Europe, most having less than
two years of professional experience working in MSP. The Copenhagen event was organized as a
kick-off event for the NorthSEE and BalticLines partnership meeting. A total of 34 professionals
were in attendance from across the North Sea and Baltic Sea countries. Twenty-six of the participants
recorded working in the field of MSP for at least one year; nine of which reported practicing MSP for
over five years. From all three events, the Copenhagen event involved the most experienced MSP
professionals. Both these additional events were one day long and had a facilitator team consisting
of one lead facilitator, one programmer for technical support, and one facilitator playing the role of
G.O.D. The Copenhagen cohort was the largest and therefore was divided into six teams, unlike the
Newfoundland and Venice events where participants were divided into five teams. For the Venice
event, teams ranged from three to four players, while the Copenhagen event had teams of three to
five players.
2.3. Data Collection and Analysis Methods
Participants were asked to complete three short surveys by ranking their experiences on a Likert
scale and by answering short answer questions. The Likert scale involves an incremental scale that
was customized to the specific questions in the survey. A pre-game survey was given to participants
from all three game events to gather personal and professional information. This survey gauged
their knowledge of MSP and measured their willingness to try a novel tool, such as SG. During the
Newfoundland event, a mid-game survey was completed by each team at the end of the planning phase.
This survey gathered information on the players’ experience using the game and their relationship with
other teams. Finally, the post-game survey was given to all participants from the three game events and
focused on their impression of the game, the power dynamics within their team, and the usefulness
of SG as a learning and policy tool. All surveys were adapted from an earlier study by Zhou [47].
A Mann-Whitney U test was performed to determine the statistical difference between scores from
different events and between participants with different levels of expertise in MSP. The Mann-Whitney
U test was chosen because the responses from the surveys were not normally distributed [48].
During the Newfoundland event, exclusively, teams were audiovisually recorded to later perform
an interaction analysis. The interaction analysis was performed based on methodology developed by
Jordan and Henderson [49]. Both verbal and non-verbal interactions between players were studied and
analyzed [49]. Also, the participants’ interactions with the game artefacts were analyzed. For example,
Jordan and Henderson [49] found that in a group setting, passing the mouse between participants is
a collaborative problem-solving technique. The interaction analysis was performed on the planning
phase of the game, which corresponded to the time before teams met with G.O.D. Once all teams had
met with G.O.D., the implementation phase began. It should be noted that interaction analysis was
not performed after the planning stage due to the increased movement of players often out of bounds
of the audiovisual equipment. Following the planning phase, the teams started to disperse and talk
amongst themselves. Although a previous study by Mayer, Zhou, Lo, Abspoel, Keijser, Olsen, Nixon,
and Kannen [2] used survey data to research the quality of interactions and cooperation between
players of MSP Challenge 2050, this study is the first to use audiovisual recordings to conduct an
interaction analysis to count and qualitatively analyze the interactions between players throughout
the game. Interactions and cooperation are important because they relate to knowledge co-creation
through socialization and externalization. By putting the players in close proximity in a low-stakes
environment, the likelihood of positive interactions and cooperation increases [50]. These interactions
also simulate the socio-part of the socio-technical complexity of MSP [49].
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During the planning phase, teams reflected on their goals and developed a strategy to achieve
them, therefore, the interaction analysis of this phase provides insight into the potential of MSP
Challenge 2050 as a PSS by providing information on how the teams analyzed the data and used the
models in the game to create their plans. Subsequently, an interaction analysis was conducted on
the debriefing session at the end of the game, providing insight into lessons learnt by participants.
Interaction analysis was conducted by two researchers from the team to remove any biases and
gain a deeper understanding of interactions. This approach provides deeper insight into player
interactions facilitated through the SG event than the surveys and helps corroborate the answers given
by the participants. The answers from the surveys and the interaction analysis can be found in the
Supplementary Material provided with this article.
The first research question will be answered using data from the interaction analysis of the
Newfoundland event, the post-game survey from all three events, and the survey given to the
participants during the game at the Newfoundland event. To answer the second research question
and to assess if the game indeed promotes cooperation and interactions between players, the number
of interactions between team members at the Newfoundland event were counted. The interaction
analysis of the debriefing session from the Newfoundland event contained important information and
insights that helped answer this question. To quantify some of the findings of the interaction analysis
of the planning phase, researchers performed an analysis of the quality of participant interactions.
Survey answers from the mid-game survey at the Newfoundland event and the post-game survey
from all three events were also used to answer this question. To answer the third question, the quality
of the plans presented to G.O.D. by each team will be discussed. Their quality will be correlated to
the number and quality of interactions presented in question 2. Together all three questions help
determine if MSP Challenge 2050 provides added value as a PSS.
3. Results
3.1. Research Question 1: Does MSP Challenge 2050 Offer a Platform for Participants to Learn about MSP by
Helping Them Understand Information Derived from Data, Analyses, and Models? (i.e., Individual Added Value)
A small sample of the different interactions between participants during the game can be
found in Table 2 below. It identifies how these interactions show that the game helped participants’
understanding of data, analysis, and models, and how they relate to the knowledge co-creation
cycle. There were three main types of interactions recorded that totaled 102 interactions among the
teams. The first involved players not understanding a certain word or concept presented in the
game and asking their teammates for additional information (see, for example, 0:03:32, 0:18:00, and
0:21:40). It represented close to a quarter of interactions recorded (24.5%). This is externalization
of knowledge that helps the participants understand the data and the model in the game. Another
type of interaction observed involved players helping each other understand features of the game
(see 0:09:30, 0:11:09, 1:24:40, and 1:27:40). These types of interactions represented the bulk (51%) of the
interactions between players. These interactions helped the players understand the model in the game
and corresponds to socialization, because they would not have had access to this knowledge had they
not been experiencing the game together. The last major type of interaction recorded happened when
teams extrapolated beyond the scope of the game to reflect on how their plans should be implemented
in a real-world setting (see 0:07:30, 0:39:40, 0:45:00, and 1:00:10). These interactions are examples of
analysis within the teams and the combination of knowledge provided by the game to apply it to
more complex and realistic situations. This last type of interaction accounted for close to a quarter of
interactions (24.5%) and mostly occurred when the teams discussed how to present their plan to the
G.O.D.
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Table 2. Sample of interactions between participants and how these interactions help them understand
data, analysis, and models and the corresponding knowledge co-creation stage.






IND2 asks their team “What does that mean, EEZ?”
after seeing the term on a layer in the game, and
teammates explain its meaning.
Data, model Externalization
0:07:30
The team discusses what they will tell G.O.D.
regarding stakeholder engagement, which is beyond
the scope of the game.
Analysis Combination
0:09:30
YEL1 explains to the team what information the
layers concerning aquaculture can give them to plan
for the next five years.
Data, model Socialization
0:11:09
YEL2 asks how the team should go about combining
wind farms and aquaculture farms: which one
should be built first? Although this is not accounted
for by the game, YEL1 explains that usually you
build wind farms first and then use them as
anchorage for aquaculture farms.
Analysis Externalization,Combination
0:18:00 IND1 explains to IND2 what anchorages are andwhere they are located on the screen. Data and model
Externalization,
Socialization




Team discusses what they plan to tell G.O.D. They
go one step above what the game requires of them
and discuss the type of institutions that would need
to be put in place to reach some of the goals they
have set for their country.
Analysis Combination
0:45:00
When looking at placing offshore wind turbines, the
team goes beyond the game and discusses the
aesthetic implications of placing offshore wind farms
next to certain touristic areas
Analysis Combination
1:00:10
YEL1 says that they should bring up their plan to
create more employment in the country during their
meeting with G.O.D. The game does not track




OR1 needs to use the computer for the first time and
OR2 shows them how to navigate the game and
extract the information needed
Data, model Socialization
1:27:40 IND2 Takes control of the mouse and asks IND3 howto use some features. IND3 shows IND2 Model Socialization
The post-game survey questions and answers relating to learning outcomes from the three game
events are presented in Table 3 below. The possible answers that participants chose from range from
1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), where a 3 is neutral, meaning the player neither agreed
nor disagreed with the statement. The answers have been grouped based on the players’ experiences
working in MSP. The data is divided by experience because statistical analysis (i.e., Mann-Whitney U
test) revealed that prior experience in MSP most influenced the players’ answers. The participants had
for choice: Less than a year, from one to two years, two to three years, three to five years, five to 10
years, and 10 or more years of experience working in MSP. When unsure, the participants were told to
round down their level of experience. One column presents the average answer for players with less
than two years of experience (less than two years), and the other for players with two years or more
(two years and more). The first three questions ask the players how much they have learned about MSP
from the game artefact, which corresponds to externalization of knowledge. A Mann-Whitney U test
on the first three questions indicated that the players with less experience of MSP learnt significantly
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more about MSP from playing the game than the players with more experience (U = 116, p = 0.05).
That being said, both cohorts chose, on average, an answer above “neutral”, meaning that they report
some learning about MSP from playing the game. Questions 3 to 7 pertain to the social aspect of
playing the game, or the socialization part of the knowledge co-creation cycle. The questions relate
to the interactions between the players, which acted as practitioners of MSP. There was no statistical
difference between the answers of the two cohorts for these questions (U = 116, p = 0.05), with averages
above 3 (“neutral”). Furthermore, the players agreed that the game helped them understand the
different barriers to the development of a good MSP process (question 5), which can be linked to
the combination of knowledge about different systems involved in MSP and how they can conflict
with each other. Finally, survey question 8 asks the players about internal reflection throughout the
game, which corresponds to an internalization of knowledge and information provided by the game.
Although there is no statistical difference between the two cohorts for this answer, it is important to
note that participants from the Copenhagen event scored significantly lower (mean = 3.05, SD = 0.94)
on this question than players from Newfoundland (mean = 3.67, SD = 0.50, U = 48, p = 0.05) and
Venice (mean = 4.20, SD = 0.77, U = 90, p = 0.05). The post-game survey written responses of the
Copenhagen event indicate that the players wanted the game to be based on realistic events and
conflicts. Two players suggested introducing different planning scenarios that would be specific
to a region. Another player suggested using a real case study in the game. Finally, three players
thought that the game was too focused on national planning and that there was not enough time for
transnational planning. Overall, the interaction analysis and the post-game survey answers showed
that playing MSP Challenge 2050 helped players with little work experience in MSP better understand
the challenges of MSP and the game helped facilitate the MSP process within each team.
Table 3. Average question score with standard deviation in parenthesis for post-game survey questions
that look at learning outcomes.
Post-Game Survey Question
Less than 2 Years of
Experience (n = 29)
2–10 Year of
Experience (n = 13)
Statistical Significance
(U = 116, p = 0.05)
(1) I gained more insight into what the
important factors in MSP are and how they
(can) influence each other
4.31 (0.85) 3.38 (0.87) Yes
(2) I gained more insight into conflicts and
cooperation between different sectors (e.g.
fisheries, energy, environment)
3.93 (1.07) 3.31 (0.75) Yes
(3) I have a clearer picture on how MSP can
be turned into an integrated process 3.90 (0.77) 3.23 (0.93) Yes
(4) I gained more insight into how MSP
decisions in different countries (can)
influence each other
3.79 (1.05) 3.46 (0.88) No
(5) I gained more insights in the problems
and barriers of cooperation among
countries in MSP
3.72 (0.96) 3.46 (0.88) No
(6) I gained more insights in the various
ways countries can cooperate in MSP 3.79 (0.94) 3.46 (0.88) No
(7) I gained more insight into how decisions
on different planning scales (local, regional,
national, international) (can) influence each
other
3.39 (1.13) 3.08 (0.95) No
(8) As players, we did enough internal
reflection and adjustment 3.59 (0.98) 3.23 (0.93) No
The answers from the mid-game survey of the Newfoundland game event indicate that the teams
were struggling to define their goals because of the overwhelming amount of data the game provided
them. Team Indigo admitted that they did not know “How to geographically spread out some of the
new facilities”. To help work through this cognitive loading, the teams identified different strategies,
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such as “Us[ing] a more integrated approach” and “leaving on [the] most important layers (things
that can’t be moved) to plan our work” (team Indigo), “Taking on specific roles” (team Orange),
and “Dividing tasks” (team Purple). These findings demonstrate that although the teams were
overwhelmed by the amount of data at the end of the planning phase, they developed strategies to
redress the situation, such as: Integrated planning, limiting the amount of information on the screen to
only show what they deemed most important, and dividing the specific roles and tasks between the
players within a team to limit information overload. The game was therefore a good learning tool that
helped the players develop skills to adjust and adapt to working with large data sets required for MSP.
3.2. Research Question 2: Does playing MSP Challenge 2050 Promote Quality Interactions and Cooperation
Between Participants Facilitating the Knowledge Co-creation Cycle? (i.e., Group Added Value)
First, from the videos of the Newfoundland event, a quantitative analysis of the interactions in
each team was performed for the planning phase of the game (defined as the first 90 min of gameplay
where the time in the game did not advance). To graphically represent the data, this 90-min timespan
was divided into nine sub-phases that show how interactions changed over the course of the planning
phase. Due to increased movement of players between teams after the planning phase, interactions past
this point could not be counted. Table 4 below shows the quantitative evolution of interactions for each
team during the initial planning phase of the MSP Challenge 2050 simulation. There are three points to
keep in mind when looking at Table 4 below. The first is that the numbers represent the total number
of interactions, although it should be noted that some teams had less players than others. Having
one less player in a team surprisingly did not affect the number of interactions. Interaction analysis
reveals that this could be because the teams with three players only used one computer instead of two
and therefore had to communicate with each other more than a team that used two computers. The
player on the computer tended to speak less than the others and instead take instructions from other
teammates. Second, the bolded numbers represent moments where the team experienced technical
difficulty and a facilitator had to come and reboot their computer. A technical difficulty is always
accompanied by a dip in the number of interactions (see teams, OR, IND, YEL). A third thing to note is
that each team met with G.O.D. individually towards the end of the first 90 min of gameplay to go
over their country plans. These meetings took between 10–15 min, represented in the table as G.O.D.
From the interaction analysis, it was noted that after meeting with G.O.D., team members were
more stressed and retreated into their chosen roles, which appeared to isolate them from other players
within their team. Therefore, the number of interactions dropped as players focused their attention
on changing their national plans to match G.O.D.’s demands before discussing with players with
similar roles in other teams how to coordinate on an international scale. With that in mind, the table
shows that interactions within teams are constantly changing, but that interactions stay relatively high
throughout the simulation gaming event.
Table 4. Quantitative interaction analysis.
Teams Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6 Phase 7 Phase 8 Phase 9
Indigo 76 80 89 80 G.O.D 78 89 54 65
Purple 91 86 88 74 94 74 G.O.D G.O.D 75
Orange 68 86 100 97 71 G.O.D * * 92
Red 42 83 74 87 80 78 76 G.O.D *
Yellow 65 59 80 75 75 78 70 30 G.O.D
* Teams were out of frame of the audio-visual recording devices during these phases.
The most important information coming from the quantitative interaction analysis is that MSP
Challenge 2050 fosters numerous interactions between teammates during the planning phases. These
interactions are necessary for the socialization stage of the knowledge co-creation cycle. Furthermore,
it shows that the main hindrance to interactions throughout the game are technical difficulties.
Therefore, the utmost care and caution must be exercised when planning these events to reduce
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instances of technical difficulties to promote the greatest amount of interactions. However, looking
at quantity is not enough to come to definitive conclusions, instead, the nature and quality of these
interactions must be evaluated. To do this, five qualitative indicators were developed for this research
to describe the quality of the interactions. These indicators are described in Table 5 and the results are
tallied in Figure 2 below.
Table 5. Quality of interaction indicators and descriptions.
Indicator Description
Moments of Consensus Moments when teammates come to an agreement onhow to proceed.
Moments of Reflection Moments when teams pause and reflect on their actionsand consequences.
Shared Laughter Moments when teammates laughed together.
Anecdotal and Opinion Exchange Moments when one teammate shares an anecdote oropinion with another teammate or the team as a whole.
Explicit Knowledge Transfer
Moments wherein one teammate shares expertise or
knowledge with another teammate or the team.
Generally, takes the form of an answer to a question.
 
Figure 2. Summary of quality of interactions by team.
Once again, it is important to note that team Indigo and team Red had three players while the
other teams had four players. Furthermore, interactions between teams during the planning phase
were recorded though minimal in number (less than 10% of total interactions). The results for each
indicator are similar for each team, with one outlier that outperformed the other teams in each category.
Moments of explicit knowledge transfer and of reflection were the most common type of interaction
between teams making up 22% and 37% of the quality interactions, respectively. This supports the
hypothesis that playing MSP Challenge 2050 can lead to knowledge co-creation through explicit
knowledge transfer and combination. Going back to the first research question, it also supports the
idea that this SG could be used as a PSS providing added value while it helps participants learn to
interpret the data, models, and analysis through interactions that lead to explicit knowledge transfer
and reflection. These findings show that MSP Challenge 2050 can serve as a learning tool and as an
innovative tool to support planning.
As can be noted by looking at Table 5 above, a great deal of interactions occurred between players
and teammates; however, when looking at Figure 2 above, one can see a great deal less in terms of
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quality interactions. This is not to say that the game is ineffective at fostering quality interactions,
rather, a large number of interactions are required to support these quality interactions. Previous
research has shown similar results using a different SG (see [36]). Certain quality interactions are made
of multiple smaller interactions, which can also explain the discrepancy in occurrence. Survey results
from the mid- and post-game questionnaires were also analyzed to determine how the players felt the
game helped them collaborate. The answers from the mid-game survey of the Newfoundland game
event show that most teams identified team cohesion and collaboration as being helpful to develop
and achieve MSP. Teams reported that much of their strategies relied on “lots of communication” (team
Red), and “delegation, cooperation” (team Purple). When asked which strategies they were using to
develop their MSP, team Yellow responded by saying: “Focus on communication between teams and
between different ministers”, while team Orange reported that: “[They] are still having fun working
together easily and have chosen some key roles”.
The answers to the mid-game survey indicate that teams valued cooperation during the game.
The answers from the post-game survey in Table 6 below reinforce the findings of the mid-game
survey and the interaction analysis, i.e. that cooperation took place between participants during
the game event. Table 6 summarizes answers from the post-game survey from all three events to
questions about the level of collaboration within teams. As before, the possible answers range from
0 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), where a 3 is neutral. The Newfoundland and Venice
groups ranked the questions similarly (U = 34, p = 0.05). However, we see a statistically significant
dip in the values for the Copenhagen group for the second question relating to how well players
worked together (UV = 90, UN = 48, p = 0.05). This may be attributed to the fact that for both the
Newfoundland and the Venice event, the players were mostly students who knew each other well prior
to the game, while the Copenhagen event was attended mostly by MSP professionals with more distant
or non-existent relationships. The standard deviation for these questions remains under 1, meaning
that most participants shared a similar experience. The high number of interactions and the teams’
focus on collaboration indicates a potential for MSP Challenge 2050 to promote knowledge co-creation
through socialization, externalization, and combination. In fact, as noted above, players identified
communication as an important strategy for the next steps of the game. Overall, the game promoted
ongoing collaboration within teams, despite each player choosing a distinct role for themselves.
Table 6. Average question score with standard deviation in parenthesis for post-game survey questions








(1) The discussions between the
players were good 4.22(0.44) 4.53 (0.52) 3.7 (0.73)
(2) As players, we worked
together well during the game 4.22 (0.67) 4.4 (0.51) 3.4 (0.82)
(3) In general, other players (team
members) played their roles well. 4 (0.50) 4.27 (0.80) 3.75 (0.79)
(4) I really put myself into my role. 4 (0.50) 4.53 (0.52) 3.65 (0.81)
The key insights from the debriefing session revolved around economic considerations,
collaboration between different teams, and the feasibility of the task given to them. The players
reflected on the complexity of MSP, which was made easier by removing economic components during
the game, something the players were thankful for, but that removed from the realism of the task
given to them. Even without economic considerations, the teams acknowledged that they had to make
tradeoffs between different tasks and prioritize certain goals. In response to the complexity of MSP
and learning to make decisions in a complex system, player RED2 noted that “It’s not that people are
useless—interactions between good and moral people make weird outcomes”. The facilitator reflected
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on this statement by explaining that political and research cycles have different lengths, therefore,
planners often find themselves trying to make decisions that fit within the short span of a political
cycle without necessarily having as much scientific research to help them as they would like. This
is a reality that most planners deal with, and the game illustrated that reality. From the interaction
analysis of the debriefing session, it seems that the complexity of the subject mixed with the fast-paced
game allowed some participants to reflect critically on what was happening, but that the game process
could be improved to allow for more space for critical thinking. An interesting development occurred
during the Newfoundland event, which can be explained by looking at the interaction analysis of
the game event and the debrief. A feature of the game requires teams to make their plans visible
to other teams to receive feedback and approval. As the game currently stands, it is suggested that
teams seek approval from other teams before implementing plans in shared waters (based on the Kyiv
(SEA) protocol that states that Member States must notify and consult each other on all major projects
under construction that may have adverse environmental impacts across borders). However, the teams
realized, one by one, that they did not need to wait for approval to go ahead with implementation of
their plans (see Table 7 below).
Table 7. Interactions regarding consultation for project approval.
Time Description of Interaction
0:031:16
RED2 asks team Indigo if they can see the plan they just proposed. Both teams
have just discovered that they can share information. Indigo says that they don’t
need to approve it, that Team Red can just go ahead and do their plan without
their approval.
0:37:17
IND 2 says that once everyone starts putting plans up for approval, the teams
will be overwhelmed and approve everything and that it’s probably like that in
the real world
0:56:29 IND 2 asks if it is really necessary to ask for consultation for a plan that’s veryclose to their coast. At 57:45 they just implement it.
0:02:40 (debrief)
YEL2: “It was interesting to see how when we thought we needed everyone to
agree, we were all ready to do so but as soon as we realized we didn’t have to
come to a collective agreement it was just like every man for himself a little bit.”
The role and importance of this feature of the game will be further explored in the Discussion
Section. Overall the interaction analysis showed that players helped each other understand the terms
used by the game, the game itself, as well as reflected on how their plans could be implemented in the
real world.
3.3. Research Question 3: What are the Characteristics of the Plans Developed While Playing the Game and
How Do the Plans Differ From Team-to-team? (i.e., Outcome Added Value)
To assess the outcome of added value of MSP Challenge 2050, the national plans developed
by each team during the planning phase provide valuable information. Table 8 below provides an
overview of the national plans developed by each team in the first 90 min of game-play and presented
to G.O.D. The plans below are divided into five sectors: Ecology, fishing and recreation, oil and gas,
renewable energy, shipping, and an additional miscellaneous category.
When looking at the above plans, some teams’ plans are more comprehensive than others. For
example, the Orange team planned for all five sectors as well as having miscellaneous goals. Similarly,
the Purple team planned for all sectors, save shipping, although they managed to include timelines for
most of their plans. Team Indigo also created a rather comprehensive plan. On the other end of the
spectrum, we see that the Yellow and Red teams’ plans are rather lacking, with the Yellow team failing
to plan for two of the sectors while the Red team planned for all sectors, though vaguely.
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Comparing the quantitative and quality interactions obtained in question 2 shows how these
interactions may have supported the development of their plans. Table 9 below shows the total quality
and quantitative interactions for all teams.
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Table 9. Total quantitative and quality interactions.
Team Quantitative Interactions Quality Interactions
Indigo * 611 74 (12% of total interactions)
Orange * 514 57 (11% of total interactions)
Purple * 582 69 (12% of total interactions
Red 520 56 (10% of total interactions)
Yellow 532 71 (13% of total interactions
* Denotes teams with the most developed, comprehensive plans.
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Table 9 above shows that the teams with more comprehensive plans interacted more throughout
the game event. These teams generally had more quality interactions than other teams. The exception
here being the Orange team that had less interactions (both quantitative and quality). However,
it should be noted that for two phases, team Orange was out of view of the recording devices, and the
team interacted more than the numbers show. In fact, in their mid-game survey, they reported
“we looked at everything as a team, looked at what is missing, what needs more information, to make
sure to talk with key partners to avoid conflict.” The Yellow team is also an exception, with the second
highest quality interactions, yet they still had an underdeveloped plan. Despite this, the Yellow team
noted in their mid-game survey that one of the challenges they faced was “confusion over how to
prioritize things”, which may have led to confusion over how to develop their national plan. The
Yellow team did, however, have the most instances of knowledge sharing, meaning that although
their MSP plans may not have been as comprehensive as most, there was the highest exchange of
knowledge occurring.
The outcome added value does not end at the planning phase, it extends into the implementation
phase. Although not recorded, teams discussed the implementation phase during the debriefing
period, which was recorded as well. The teams discussed an example of international cooperation that
occurred during the implementation phase, namely the international Sea of Colours Energy Grid that
was a joint creation by all teams. Proposed by the Orange team, a so-called “international summit”
was held where representatives from each country were brought together. As a result of this summit,
all five countries successfully linked their energy grids in a hub in the center of the Sea of Colours.
The Orange team was composed of one student, two local stakeholders, and one postdoctoral fellow;
it was the team with the most combined experience. The other teams benefitted from their expertise
and were able to learn from their experience and create new knowledge between themselves, resulting
in a successfully implemented Energy Grid for the Sea of Colours.
3.4. Summary of Research Results
Though the results and findings for each individual research question are essential to achieve
the research objective, it is also important to look at the inter-connections between these questions.
An important aspect of this study was to investigate the added values of MSP Challenge 2050 as
defined by Pelzer, Geertman, van der Heijden, and Rouwette [14]. Namely, our research questions
sought to investigate the individual, group, and outcome added values. By isolating these added
values, we add credence to the idea that SG (specifically MSP Challenge 2050) can be used as PSS.
The findings from the first research question allowed for a deeper investigation into the individual
added value that PSS can bring out in users. Results and findings relating to this first question
indicated that by playing MSP Challenge 2050, participants are given the opportunity to acquire
knowledge and information from the game artefact and game experience itself. The results have
shown that this opportunity is greater for participants with less experience and formal training in
MSP, though, generally, the game experience proved advantageous to all participants. The second
research question allowed the researchers to investigate the added group benefits as defined by Pelzer,
Geertman, van der Heijden, and Rouwette [14]. A quantitative analysis shows that players are offered
a venue in which interactions are common and stable (unless teams experienced technical difficulty).
Furthermore, an analysis of quality interactions has shown that knowledge between participants is
exchanged either through explicit knowledge transfer or anecdotal exchange. The game experience
also fosters moments of reflection, allowing for players to come together and reflect on the information
being transmitted to them via the game artefact that was determined in research question 1. This
knowledge transfer and reflection therefore allows for the different stages of knowledge co-creation to
take place. Table 10 shows the stages of the knowledge conversion cycle and summarizes if and how
these stages occurred during the MSP Challenge 2050 game event.
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MSP Challenge 2050 offers a space
for Socialization to occur based on
how the game is set-up and how
players are grouped into small
teams.
58 examples of socialization were









The game asks the players to
develop a national and international
MSP process using complex
information in the game. The
players are required to take on
different roles and explain to each
other their logic and justify their
opinions.
150 examples of externalization










(c) editing or processing




While planning, the teams discuss
how their plans could be
implemented in real life, and which
criteria are omitted in the game but
would need to be considered in the
real world. During the debriefing
sessions, the tacit information of the
experience is transformed into more
explicit usable knowledge.
117 examples of combination were










(c) active participation of
all players.
Unknown
In order to determine this, more
follow-up with participants needs to
be performed to inquire if lessons
learned in the game were used in
the real world.
No examples noted, follow-up
required as it involves bringing new
knowledge into one’s everyday life.
Finally, research question 3 investigated the added benefits of the outcome level by analyzing
the plans that were developed by teams throughout the planning process. These plans were informed
by both the individual and group levels as they are a synthesis of all the information and knowledge
developed by players throughout the planning stage of the game. Findings from this question indicate
that teams that interacted more both in quantity and quality generally created more thorough MSP
plans for their respective countries. Overall, it can be concluded that the MSP Challenge 2050 SG
displays the added values required for a PSS on an individual, group, and outcome level. It offers
opportunities for interaction and discussion within and between teams. This interaction and discussion
increase the chances of creating new tacit or explicit knowledge on an individual and group level.
The results of this study are preliminary, although this research provides insight into further research
opportunities on how SG can effectively be used as a PSS or how PSS can be gamified to allow for
learning outcomes that may not be present in traditional PSS.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Improving MSP Challenge 2050 to Become a PSS
Although preliminary research results show that MSP Challenge 2050 offers many of the same
added benefits as a PSS, there are still opportunities and areas for further improvements to increase
the added value. Firstly, several players reported some difficulties in understanding the game early on,
noting a learning curve. As mentioned in Section 3.1, one of the types of interactions most frequent
during the game involved players helping each other navigate the game interface. Teams therefore
spent a large amount of time learning how to use the game artifact instead of learning more about
the MSP process. Since the individual added value of a PSS focuses on helping participants use
and understand data, it is important to reduce this steep learning curve as much as possible [51].
MSP Challenge 2050, therefore, suffers from the same criticism as other PSS, which can often be
characterized as user unfriendly [52]. This could be remedied by adding an instruction manual
or by having more facilitators to help teams with the technical aspects of the game, which would
allow participants to focus more on the MSP planning process. However, part of the game intends
to overstimulate participants to help them learn to compartmentalize information and deal with
uncertainty in decision-making [45]. In fact, Van Bilsen, Bekebrede, and Mayer [42] explain that SG are
an important tool to teach decision-makers to make choices that affect complex systems. Therefore,
the game should not be too simple or the participants will not learn these hard to teach lessons.
However, the level of difficulty should always correspond to the types of users that participate in
game events.
Although the technical complexity of the game detracted the participants from focusing on the
planning process, several participants commented on the absence of financial considerations in the
game, which made decisions easier to reach. These participants emphasized that the inclusion of
economic analysis parameters in the game will increase the added value of the MSP Challenge 2050 SG
as a PSS on the group and outcome level. On the group level, had the cost of decisions been included in
the game, the teams would have had to discuss trade-offs in more depth, which could have led to more
conflict or consensus building about setting national and international priorities. On the outcome level,
the preliminary plans developed by the teams would have better reflected the realities of the MSP
planning process. As it stood, the priorities of each nation were provided to teams at the beginning
of the game event through cue cards and subsequently changed by G.O.D. during their one-on-one
meeting with him. Without economic considerations, the MSP Challenge 2050 SG is unable to respond
to the real needs of MSP stakeholders or decision-makers that play the game, because in reality, they
require economic considerations to make decisions.
Biermann [52] explains that a common pitfall of PSS is their complexity, which makes it difficult
to tailor their use for a specific purpose, therefore, they are often too general and do not respond to the
very specific needs of its users. MSP Challenge 2050 experiences this common pitfall and if improved
would increase added value on the outcome level. The game’s focus is on teaching the MSP process,
which makes it less effective to address more specific planning issues. This feedback was received
from three players following the Copenhagen event that wished they could have used the game to
test scenarios or learn about a specific case study that was more relevant to their work. Given that
the Copenhagen players had the most MSP experience, their comments very likely reflect those of
potential users of MSP Challenge 2050 as a PSS. Therefore, future versions of MSP Challenge 2050
should be tailored to meet more specific user needs of participants, whether it be by customizing the
region in which they are playing or by setting specific initial boundary conditions that mimic a scenario
the players are interested in exploring. This brings up an important concern when working with either
SG, PSS, or hybrids of the two: Knowing your specific audience is essential. More experienced users
may desire working on a tangible issue while those with less of an understanding of the MSP process
benefit more from a game with a broad and more educational scope.
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MSP Challenge 2050 relies on a simplified model that abstracts certain information [53]. Being
aware of the strengths and weaknesses of a model can help its users make more informed decisions
based on the information the model returns [54]. A recent review by Steenbeek, J. (2015) [46] concluded,
however, that the model used in MSP Challenge 2050, the Ecopath food chain model, was insufficiently
realistic to be used for decision-making purposes. This removes from the validity of the plans created
using MSP Challenge 2050, and therefore reduces the added value on an outcome level. The next
version of the game, called the MSP Challenge Platform, will be using more complex models with the
aim to more closely reflect reality by giving players the option to choose between three real-world
locations: The North Sea, The Baltic Sea, and the Clyde Marine region in Scotland. The new version of
the game will also enhance roleplay options to allow for players to more fully immerse themselves in
the game environment. Updated shipping and energy simulators will also add to the realism. Also,
allowing participants to change certain parameters and see the projected outcome will allow them to
develop and test scenarios, something that was identified as important by players. Overall, there are
several changes that could be made to MSP Challenge 2050; though many of these changes will likely
be made in the upcoming version of the game, MSP Challenge Platform.
4.2. Limitations of the Study and Avenues for Future Research
The current study has certain limitations and offers opportunities for further research involving
the MSP Challenge 2050 SG and its newer platform version. Firstly, the information gathered in
the post-game surveys provided insight into to how the participants felt immediately after playing
the game. It should be noted that the research team was unable to determine whether there was a
clear increase in knowledge in players after playing the game, which relates to added value on the
individual level. To remedy this, future studies should include a survey gauging players’ knowledge
before and after the game to definitively show whether or not players increased their understanding
of the MSP process through the game and game experience. This will also help researchers isolate
which type of stakeholder (i.e., level of understanding of MSP processes) would benefit the most from
the game. For example, if players score perfect on the pre-game questionnaire then it follows that the
game will be of little use to them, at least in terms of increasing explicit knowledge related to MSP or
individual level added value.
A second set of limitations involve improvements needed to assess the SG’s group added value.
First, the interaction analysis was performed only on the national planning phase of the game.
An interaction analysis of the whole game would have gained more insight into how the game
can promote collaboration between teams, and how international conflicts were dealt with during
game-play. For future game events, cameras and microphones should be set up to record movement
and discussions of participants throughout the room and further analyze interactions between
participants within and between teams. Due to this limitation, only the intra-team interactions were
analyzed. Had further stages of the game been recorded, researchers could have looked at inter-team
interactions as well. Inter-team interactions more closely resemble the reality of decision-making and
the MSP process and would allow for researchers to look at other indicators, such as moments of inter-
and intra-team conflicts, capacity building, knowledge exchange, etc. Researchers could then look
at the frequency of these indicators in both inter-team and intra-team contexts, allowing a greater
understanding of the types of interactions that occur both within and between teams that may have
conflicting objectives and goals.
Within the context of a simulation gaming event, moments of conflict, for example, can provide
insight into the differing perspectives and viewpoints of players on other teams. Facilitating
communication of diverging viewpoints directly refers to the group added value. Therefore, during the
debrief, facilitators could explore the idea of conflict to give players a greater perspective on why and
how these conflicts occur. Another important aspect that must be managed for future events is the fact
that teams can publish their plans without the approval of all other countries. Once players became
aware of this fact, a distinct decrease in inter-team collaboration was noted. In future versions of the
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game, it would be essential to evaluate what happens when teams are obligated to receive approval
from all other affected teams prior to implementing their country plans. This would add realism to
the game given that this feature is based on the Kyiv (SEA) protocol. By-passing approval removes
the international dimension from the game; MSP, however, involves international, inter-disciplinary,
and cross-actor collaborations that are better reflected by interactions that resemble a network of
teams rather than the interactions occurring within each team separately [6]. This will also provide
a game experience for participants that more closely resembles the reality and complexity of MSP
decision-making processes.
Although we have shown that the added values of a PSS are present in MSP Challenge 2050,
more research must be conducted to corroborate these results. Most notably the added value at the
outcome level would greatly benefit from being further studied. We have shown that group and
individual added values lead to better quality plans, but for the outcome level to be fully realized,
these improvements must be transferable to real world settings. Therefore, follow-ups with players of
the game will have to be completed in the months following gameplay to determine whether the game
experience facilitated planning processes in the real-world. It will be interesting to look at a platform
that allows for more in-depth planning where players can interact with data and each other both in
person and virtually over the course of a longer time period. This platform may also be integrated into
real world planning environments, thus allowing for a more in-depth assessment of the outcome level
added value of a game, like MSP Challenge 2050.
After having investigated the benefits of MSP Challenge 2050 as a SG-PSS hybrid, it will also be
beneficial to compare it to other non-gamified PSS tools. By organizing two parallel events, one using
a gamified PSS and one using a more traditional PSS, it may be possible to further study the benefits
that arise solely from the gamification and those that are common in both gamified and standard PSS.
5. Conclusions
Overall, this research outlines the benefits, opportunities, and further research required to study
the added value of gamified elements to traditional PSS. On an individual level, the most important
added value of gamification, such as that provided in the MSP Challenge 2050, appears to be that
of learning [14]. The learning that occurs through gamification of PSS, such as with MSP Challenge
2050, takes several forms. Players of MSP Challenge 2050 indicate to have developed a greater
understanding of the myriad of challenges and complexities that exist when developing a marine
spatial plan. Game-based learning is increasingly recognized as an essential element for sustainable
water and environmental management that seeks to include not only more, but also a broader variety
of stakeholders into decision making processes [55]. By using SG, managers can facilitate stakeholder
meetings that enhance the socialization of new stakeholders while assuring that all stakeholders
have access to the same level of baseline information. This process also allows stakeholders to gain
a deeper understanding of the views and perspectives of their peers as well as the context they are
working within.
On a group level, it is important that the added value of a gamification tool fosters communication,
collaboration, and consensus building. It has been shown in this study and others [36] that SG possess
immense potential to foster the quantity as well as the quality of interactions between participants.
Specifically, it has been shown that SG can create a space where participants can laugh together,
share thoughts, ideas and stories, and reflect on their experiences. This allows for the participants to
develop and enhance their collaboration skills while activating the knowledge co-creation cycle and
developing new tacit and explicit knowledge through these interactions. Gamifying the collaborative
decision-making process removes the risk of real-world consequences, allowing for players to explore,
test, and discuss scenarios they may not have been able to otherwise. The outcome level refers to the
resultant plans stemming from a PSS. It has been shown that teams that collaborate more and shared
more quality interactions developed more comprehensive plans. The outcome in these cases can be
said to be based on a deeper consideration of the information provided [14]. The human resource is an
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important one and allowing players the time to interact and discuss with their teammates allows for an
externalization and combination of knowledge that leads teams to create more comprehensive marine
spatial plans. Although further research is required to fully understand the extent of the outcome
level added value of gamification, a preliminary argument can be made that SG have the ability to
improve planning outcomes by fostering spaces wherein the individual and group added values are
able to manifest.
Overall, the MSP Challenge 2050 has indicated to foster all three levels of added values; as such
an argument can be made that the potential of SG should be further studied for their utility as PSS.
SG should be used in the early phases of the MSP process to assure all involved are given the same
baseline information (individual level), to allow all involved a chance to socialize and work together
on a specific problem (group level), and to aid in the creation of more comprehensive and widely
agreed upon plans (outcome level). The results of this study indicate that SG have the potential to
be used as tools for stakeholder development and planning. Specifically, MSP Challenge 2050 is a
promising tool for planners and future versions of the game may provide more effective tools to
enhance MSP processes.
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Abstract: Peri-urban areas in the global south are experiencing over-exploitation and contamination
of water resources as a result of rapid urbanisation. These problems relate to the ineffectiveness of
the underlying institutions in this dynamic, multi-actor context. Institutions need to be considered
during problem solving; however, peri-urban communities have limited insight into their institutional
context. This research examines the extent to which problem solving capacity can be improved
through gaming-simulation methods. A game-based approach is tested in a capacity building
workshop with peri-urban communities in Khulna (Bangladesh). A role-playing game designed
from game theory models is used to examine local drinking water problems through an institutional
lens. Workshop evaluation shows that through role-play, participants learned about strategies in
drinking water supply (in both the current and future scenarios) and about the potential to address
water quality issues through cooperative groundwater monitoring. Results also show improved
problem understanding with regards to institutions, actor strategies, and problem-solving constraints.
Participants valued the interactive medium for comparing and evaluating strategies. This paper
highlights limitations in game design and its implementation, and offers ways to address this in
future applications.
Keywords: drinking water management; peri-urban; institutions; gaming-simulation; groundwater;
capacity building
1. Introduction
Water resource management during urbanisation is becoming increasingly problematic in the
Global South given the rate at which development is occurring. In the coming decades, Asia and
Africa will experience rapid urbanisation compared to other regions, and 66% of the global population
is expected to be urban by 2050 [1]. Therefore, attention must be paid to water governance, particularly
in peri-urban contexts, where the transition from rural to urban landscapes occurs. “Peri-urban” is
defined, according to Narain [2], as a transition zone in close proximity to urban centers experiencing
a two way flow of goods, services, and population. Here, urbanisation processes are visible in the
changing land use, economic activities, and population [2,3]. Achieving sustainable and equitable
water management in peri-urban areas is important, given that they are the cities of tomorrow.
The institutional context is relevant for understanding and addressing peri-urban water
management problems. Here, institutions are defined as formal and informal ‘rules’ that structure
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interactions and behaviour in society [4]. Formal rules include laws, policies, and regulations, while
informal rules refer to customs, codes of conduct, and taboos [5]. With regards to water management,
institutions exist to facilitate coordination over its use and allocation. For example, service providers
can use water tariffs, a type of rule intended to regulate water usage. In this way, institutions serve a
function in society by offering guidance during the problem solving process.
In peri-urban areas, however, these institutions are often ineffective. Typically, institutions are
arranged along rural and urban (administrative) boundaries, with peri-urban governance defined by
rural institutions [6]. These traditional rural institutions are unable to support the needs of communities
in such a dynamic context. In some cases, peri-urban institutions are fragmented or overlapping.
As a result of this, identifying which rules apply, or who has what roles and responsibilities in a
given situation, is challenging. Moreover, peri-urban areas are much more socially-heterogeneous
than rural villages [3]. Often, multiple actors with varying interests are competing for the same
resources. Balancing actor needs is an important part of peri-urban governance, but requires supportive
institutional arrangements. Without it, peri-urban communities can become marginalised from
essential public services.
Examples of ineffective institutional arrangements can be found in peri-urban Khulna
(Bangladesh). Here, urbanisation is rapid and largely unregulated. Despite being located in the
water-rich Ganges delta, peri-urban communities face drinking water insecurity. Access to safe
drinking water supply is limited in many communities. Conflicts have also emerged between
peri-urban and urban water users over access to groundwater, an important source of drinking
water. For example, in nearby Phultala (north of Khulna city), peri-urban residents organised
protests and filed a legal case against a large-scale groundwater abstraction project by Khulna city [7].
Declining groundwater levels and contamination from iron, salinity, arsenic, industrial, and wastewater
contamination is also reported in this region [8,9]. Together, this provides a clear signal that existing
institutions are unable to support sustainable or equitable water management outcomes.
Even though peri-urban communities are adversely affected by the outcomes of institutional
design, they have limited insight into their institutional context. This is the result of isolation from
formal decision-making arenas that limits access to information about institutions and the actors
operating within decision-making arenas who apply these institutions. As a result, peri-urban
communities have limited ability to formally intervene. This has been observed in peri-urban
Khulna, where residents have previously resorted to informal strategies given their isolation from
formal policy arenas [7]. Research from other peri-urban contexts also signals a lack of participatory
interventions [10]. Thus, there is a need to support the problem solving efforts of peri-urban
communities by closing this knowledge gap and building capacity to navigate policy arenas.
This paper explores the use of gaming-simulation methods to support problem solving through
capacity building at the local community level. A game-based capacity building workshop is piloted
with residents from peri-urban Khulna. During this workshop, participants used role-play to explore
strategies to address the drinking water problems that are currently affecting them. Evaluation findings
from this workshop are used to answer the following research question:
To what extent does the game-based workshop improve communities’ problem understanding
and capacity to intervene in peri-urban problems?
The paper is structured as follows. The theories in Section 2 explain the potential of using
gaming-simulations to support peri-urban communities. Section 3 describes the materials and methods
used to design the role-playing game and the workshop, as well as the evaluation framework and
protocols used in this study. A brief introduction to the case study follows in Section 4, specifically, the
drinking water problem in peri-urban Khulna. Results in Section 5 describe the role-play activities
by participants during the workshop and evaluation of the game, workshop, and learning outcomes.
The discussion in Section 6 reflects upon the pilot study, its limitations, and potential future research.
Conclusions on the use of gaming-simulation methods with peri-urban communities are presented in
Section 7.
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2. Theory and Concepts
Gaming-simulation methods have appeared in the policy analyst toolkit since the 1960s in
response to the need for human-centered approaches that incorporate the socio-political complexity of
public policy issues [11]. Since then, different kinds of games have emerged in fields relevant to the
area of application in this research: resource management [12–14], urban planning [15], and peri-urban
conflicts [16].
Game design handbooks by Duke [17] and Greenblat [18] explain that design starts by defining
the game’s purpose. The purpose helps select the most appropriate gaming-simulation method.
Bots and van Daalen [19] describe different functional uses of games to support policy processes.
Here, gaming-simulations can serve as a laboratory for research and analysis, a medium for design and
recommendation, a practice ring for strategic advice, a negotiation table for mediation, a consultative
forum for democratisation, and finally, a parliament to clarify values and arguments. It is common for
there to be more than one purpose, in which case, the designer must prioritise one, as the process of
game design involves making trade-offs such as this [18].
In situations where stakeholders are marginalised from policy processes, gaming-simulation can
be used for learning to achieve integrative negotiation within policy processes [16]. Here, learning also
extends to the interactions occurring within policy arenas. Role-playing games offer a useful medium
to achieve learning in this regard. Players can examine a problem by experiencing how different
actors behave (within a set of institutions). One function of games is to serve as a ‘virtual practice ring’
for stakeholders to experiment with different strategies before formally entering the policy arena [9].
Here, the game can simulate decision-making arenas, where players use role-play to build negotiation
skills before entering real-world negotiations. In this way, role-play can offer marginalised actors
strategic support during the problem solving process.
Designing a role-playing game that simulates a real-world problem requires abstracting relevant
details about the problem. These details help select the appropriate boundaries and inputs in the game.
In this way, real-world phenomena can be mimicked in the roles, rules, and incentives in the game
(Meijer and Hofstede, 2003 cited in [20]). One way of abstracting from the real world is with the help
of game theory models. Game theory modelling is a method used to structure and analyse strategic
behavior. The logic and analytical rigor of game theory is useful for interpreting real-world decision
making phenomena in multi-actor situations [21,22]. They help illustrate how outcomes result from
strategic interactions between actors based on their preferences, values, and objectives [23].
The literature highlights several similarities between the design schemas of game theory models
and gaming-simulations. The same inputs used for constructing game theory models are also needed
for game design. Models formalise strategic behaviour in the form of a ‘game’ consisting of players,
actions, and payoffs on resulting outcomes [24]. These same inputs may be used by game designers
to map the formal structure of a game [25]. Moreover, the focus on decisions and outcomes in game
theory provides the building blocks for meaningful play [25].
Game theory models implicitly specify the ‘rules’ of the game. This offers additional design
details for game designers with regards to the order of play, information in the game, and resources
available to players. In the real-world, these rules are given by formal and informal institutions. In this
way, the institutional context of the problem can be incorporated into the game’s design. There are two
ways of specifying rule conditions in the model. Non-cooperative game theory is used to structure
conflicts within a fixed set of rules, where actors adopt a self-optimising attitude to meet their own
objectives [23,26]. In cooperative game theory, the game assumes a willingness to communicate,
coordinate actions, and pool resources by actors in the game [26,27]. Thus, different types of game
theory models may be used to design role-playing situations where players can experiment with
different strategies under the existing set of institutions, or experiment with collective action by
changing or creating new institutions.
This study explores the use of gaming-simulation methods to support peri-urban communities
in on-going problem solving efforts. In peri-urban contexts, communities have limited insight into
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formal policy arenas and negotiation experience. Simulating peri-urban problems as a role-playing
game offers a medium for communities to explore the problem through its multi-actor environment,
and experiment with problem solving strategies in a safe, virtual environment before engaging in
real-world negotiations. Therefore, a role-play game is well-suited to the capacity-building needs of
the beneficiaries in this context.
Designing a role-playing game for this purpose requires integrating unique features about
the problem and the peri-urban context. The authors have previously developed a structured and
participatory approach to help in this regard [28]. It begins by identifying the community’s most
pressing problem. Then, this problem is framed through an institutional lens, and relevant formal and
informal institutions are mapped using the Institutional Analysis and Development framework [29].
Next, the focus shifts to the decision making arenas. Here, game theory models are used to examine
how institutions are operationalised through actor interactions and the outcomes of these interactions.
This research experiments with translating game theory models into a role-playing game to improve
problem-solving capacity within peri-urban communities.
As peri-urban problems are multi-actor in nature, game theory models serves as the starting point
in game design. Inputs from the models are used to define roles, rules, and incentives in the game, and
identify potential scenarios for players to explore through role-play. The dynamic nature of peri-urban
contexts is also incorporated by designing a game where players start with the existing peri-urban
problem (starting conditions), after which new elements are introduced during the game [17]. In this
way, players can identify appropriate strategies to peri-urban problems as they evolve.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data Collection and Model Development
The village that participated in this study is situated approximately 7 km outside Khulna city.
To protect the privacy of the study area, the village’s name is kept confidential. This research is
conducted as part of the Shifting Grounds project, that aims to support institutional change for
pro-poor, sustainable, and equitable peri-urban groundwater management in the Ganges delta [30].
It is through this project that the authors first connected with the village in October 2014. Since then,
extensive research and capacity building initiatives have been conducted. One of the main concerns
in this village is access to safe drinking water supply. This problem was highlighted during early
discussions with the community as part of the Shifting Grounds project. This game-based intervention
was designed to offer insight into this drinking water problem.
Primary data about this problem was collected during two field visits by the primary author in
2015 and 2017. The 2015 field visit comprised 13 key informant interviews with government agencies
and academic institutions, and a focus group discussion with 27 village residents. During this time,
discussions covered the institutions, actors, interactions, and outcomes associated with drinking water
supply. The second field visit in 2017 was used to identify actor values and preferences in resolving
both water supply and water quality aspects of this problem, now and in the future. It consisted of 19
key interviews with residents (from peri-urban and urban areas), government agencies, a bottled water
company manager, and a focus group discussion with 10 residents from the village. All meetings lasted
between 30 and 90 min, were semi-structured, and were organised using snowball sampling methods.
Co-authors from the local NGO partner Jagrata Juba Shangha (JJS) served as translators. To supplement
this primary data, secondary sources such as government websites and Shifting Grounds reports were
also used as inputs.
Using this data, game theory models were constructed. Detailed steps followed in early versions
of these models were based on the initial 2015 field visit, and are available in Gomes, Hermans, and
Thissen [28]. Since then, models have undergone several revisions as new details emerged about the
problem. Over time, participatory research revealed the existence of several smaller but inter-connected
problems, such as the lack of drinking water infrastructure, poor drinking water quality, and future
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changes in water services as a result of urban expansion from Khulna city. These sub-problems were
modelled as individual games, each defined by their own institutional arrangements and multi-actor
interactions. This study uses inputs from three game theory models. Model 1 is on the existing
(peri-urban) drinking water supply situation, and model 2 is on the future (urban) drinking water
supply situation. Both are modelled as non-cooperative games using Gambit [31]. Model 3 focuses on
water quality aspects of the problem, more specifically, groundwater quality, and explores cooperative
strategies to improve monitoring. Solutions in this cooperative game theory model were analyzed
using R [32].
3.2. Game Design
Three short role-playing games were designed using inputs from the corresponding game theory
model. This included the players, their roles, actions, resources, and potential outcomes in the game.
Game 1 is about the existing drinking water supply situation, game 2 on the future drinking water
supply situation, and game 3 on groundwater monitoring.
Initial game design proposals were discussed with local experts and project partners for
context-specific feedback. Thereafter, two test sessions were conducted at Delft University of
Technology (Netherlands). The final game was also played with researchers from Khulna University
of Engineering Technology in March 2018. As this game was designed for peri-urban residents, it
was translated into the local language (a dialect of Bangla) by the co-authors from JJS. Two half-day
training sessions were held with facilitators at JJS offices in Khulna to familiarise them with the game
and other provided supporting materials, such as the facilitator script.
In each game, participants are assigned a role. Each game has several strategic players.
These players consciously made decisions in the game based on their objectives, using the actions
and resources available to them. In games 1 and 2, there were also non-strategic (or chance players).
Their actions during the game were selected by rolling a dice. Each player was given various cards that
described their role, actions, and resources (assets) that a player can use during the game. All players
had at least two actions to choose from. Action cards also specified the conditions for each action.
For example, some actions could only be used in combination with a resource card. Examples of the
aforementioned game materials can be found in the supplementary materials.
Role-play in each game was based on the game’s objective. The objective in games 1 and 2,
was for residents to obtain drinking water supply. Therefore, residents moved first in these games.
Their actions determined who would move next in the game, and so on. The combination of actions
by different players produces an outcome. The outcome could be a type of drinking water supply or
no water supply at all. From game theory models, we had identified the set of all possible outcomes
in each game. After each round, players had to rate their satisfaction (happy, indifferent, or sad)
with the outcome using a scorecard (see supplementary materials for an example). The scoring was
based on that player’s values. Multiple rounds allowed players to draw comparisons between the
strategic outcomes.
The objective in game 3 was slightly different. The first round of this game focused on
non-cooperative strategies. It represents the status-quo of groundwater monitoring in peri-urban
Khulna. Each player in this round had to identify the locations where groundwater data was
individually collected. A groundwater crisis situation was then introduced in round 2 of the game.
It prompted players to explore more collaborative groundwater monitoring strategies. Participants
were given 15 min to negotiate agreements. Thereafter, they had to describe the locations, terms, and
conditions for cooperative monitoring that was agreed to. All possible non-cooperative and cooperative
outcomes in this game were identified from the model. Participants used their scorecards to rate their
level of satisfaction with both non-cooperative vs cooperative groundwater monitoring strategy.
All three games were facilitated with the help of a game board (Figure 1). It described the physical
geography of a fictional peri-urban area outside a city boundary (demarcated by a red line). Its design
was closely based on the geography of peri-urban Khulna. The game board was used to indicate the
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location of players (orange circles) and their actions during the game (white rectangles). Outcomes were
also visualised on the game board using drinking water icons, which described the type of drinking
water supply that resulted in each round (Figure 1 top row). In game 3, groundwater monitoring icons
(Figure 1 bottom row) were used to identify the locations of non-cooperative (different coloured icons)
and cooperative groundwater monitoring (blue icons). The game board was customised for each game
as needed. In session 2, urban expansion was visualised by extending the city boundaries with colored
tape and adding city icons (Figure 1 middle row) in the expanded areas to indicate urban development.
During game 3, players who had agreed to cooperate were connected on the board with coloured tape.
Figure 1. Game board (left); Game board pieces: (top row) drinking water icons, (middle row) city
icons, (bottom row) groundwater monitoring icons.
3.3. Design and Evaluation of Gaming-Simulation Workshop
All three games were played as part of a gaming-simulation workshop. The one-day workshop
was held on 27 March 2018 at a venue in Khulna city. Four facilitators from JJS were present, including
a main facilitator who conducted the workshop, one observer who recorded workshop proceedings,
and two co-facilitators who organised game materials, assisted participants, and recorded discussions
during the debriefings. The game designer (primary author) was also present to answer questions
related to the game or workshop activities.
The workshop was attended by 9 participants from the peri-urban village that were formally
invited by JJS. They included 6 female and 3 male participants. Participants represented key stakeholder
groups from the community. Six participants were from the negotiation group that regularly participated
in community meetings organised by JJS as part of the Shifting Grounds project. The remaining 3
represented recent migrants and low-income households from the village. All participants signed a
consent form and were remunerated for travel costs to the venue.
The overall workshop design, including its structure, specific activities, and time management
plan, is shown below in Figure 2. In the introductory session, facilitators presented the workshop’s
objectives, introduced participants to the role-playing format, and conducted the pre-workshop
evaluation. This was followed by the three role-playing games. The sequencing of games was
important. We assumed that the existing situation is most familiar to peri-urban residents, and
hence, is a suitable starting point. The (future) urban water supply game was played next, given
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that it closely resembled game 1, extending it with a long-term perspective to the problem. This was
followed by game 3, where participants focused on water quality aspects of the problem, and explored
non-cooperative and cooperative groundwater monitoring strategies.
Figure 2. Overview of workshop structure.
Facilitators began each game with an introduction to the drinking water situation to be examined
and the objective of the game. Next, game materials were distributed and roles were assigned.
Depending on the number of roles available, participants were individually assigned a role, or worked
in groups of 2–3 persons. Multiple rounds were played in each game, and each outcome was evaluated
by the players. In game 1, a trial round was played at the beginning to familiarise players with the
game materials. Each game concluded with a de-briefing exercise, led by the facilitator.
A wrap-up session concluded the workshop with a summary of activities and final evaluations of
the game, workshop, participant experience, and learning.
Assessing the impact of this gaming-simulation workshop required a suitable evaluation
framework. Different frameworks offer suitable starting points for this [33–35]. Evaluation in this
study, shown below in Figure 3, draws from Thissen & Twaalfhoven [34]. It is designed around three
components: the input, activity, and result. Specific evaluation criteria and sub-criteria are specified
for each component, taking cues from Midgley et al. [35].
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Figure 3. Evaluation design (adapted from [33–35]).
The inputs refers to the purpose of the game. Examining the fit between designer and community
objectives is a principle of good game design and offers a basis for reasoning the successes or failures
experienced. Context refers to inputs beyond the control of the designer, thus representing important
design boundaries. Contextual attributes included appropriateness to the type of problem being
addressed, stage of problem solving, and intended recipients. The activity is evaluated with respect to
the game, workshop, and overall participant experience. Game criteria refers to the appropriateness of
role-play, real world representation, and clarity of the game. Workshop criteria includes its structure
and facilitation.
Finally, results refer to participant learning. Learning was evaluated in two ways. First, we
examined the extent to which participants’ problems with understanding were improved. This was
done by comparing problems of understanding at the start of the workshop (as a pre-workshop
discussion) and after each game during the workshop (de-briefing). Second, we identified higher-order
learning outcomes. For this, a game-structuring exercise was conducted after the first game.
Participants were presented with a new problem situation and asked to name the actors, actions,
resources, and values. This exercise was used to assess whether knowledge and insights from the
previous game could be applied to similarly structure other types of peri-urban problems.
The evaluation medium was facilitated group discussions using flip charts. Different evaluations
were structured throughout the workshop (Figure 2). Participants also filled out a post-workshop
questionnaire in the wrap-up session. It was used to assess their overall workshop experience.
During the workshop, observations were recorded by one of the facilitators on a process record form.
This included the questions asked by participants during the games and outcomes of role-play activities.
Evaluation results were later translated into English, coded in Excel, and analysed qualitatively.
4. Case Study: Drinking Water Problems in Peri-Urban Khulna
In this peri-urban village, groundwater is the primary source of drinking water. The village
is officially part of the rural jurisdiction. Currently, residents have two strategic options to access
groundwater. One is to apply for a public tube well from the Water and Sanitation (WATSAN)
committee. The other option is to invest in a private tube well. Compared to public tube wells that are
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subsidised by the government, private tube wells are expensive. Therefore, most households prefer
public over private tube-wells, as not everyone has the financial means to invest in the latter.
Approval from the WATSAN committee is needed before a public tube-well can be installed.
This committee operates at the sub-district (upazilla) level, as per the formal rules of the rural
administration. They can either reject an application or approve it by issuing a tube-well licence.
There are two reasons why the committee might not approve an application. First, given that most
members of the WATSAN committee are elected, there is a need to appease their local constituency.
This can lead to an inequitable distribution of tube-well licenses, with preference given to villages with
stronger ties to WATSAN members. Second, license quotas (or tube-well funding) are limited. In this
village, applications are rarely approved.
If a license is approved, the Department of Public Health Engineering (DPHE) manages the
installation process. This begins by selecting a site to install the public tube-well. This can be done
based on an assessment of local groundwater conditions, or based on the preference of the applicant.
Discussions highlight a preference for the latter, as local aquifer data is limited. Thereafter, DPHE
hires a mechanic to install the tube-well. Mechanics are hesitant to accept these installation contracts,
as the terms state that payment depends on the success of tube-well installations. In other words,
mechanics are not paid for tube-wells that supply poor quality or limited groundwater volume. If sites
are selected without assessing local groundwater conditions first, then installation contracts can be
risky for mechanics.
As mentioned, the village can also invest in a private tube well. Officially, this also requires a
licence; however, it is currently unregulated, as the government is aware of the gap in rural drinking
water supply. Here also, mechanics are hired to install a private well, except they are paid irrespective
of the viability of the tube-well site. Therefore, there is no risk for mechanics to accept private tube-well
installation contracts. The risk instead is borne by the village, as a non-viable tube-well would result
in financial losses for the investor.
In the future, drinking water supply in this village is likely to change from rural to urban service
providers as proposals to expand city boundaries are currently under review. Thereafter, peri-urban
villages will become part of the urban jurisdiction. In this urban scenario, residents have four strategies
to obtain drinking water supply. First, they can apply for piped water supply at the city’s Water and
Sanitation Authority (WASA). Currently, Khulna WASA supplies treated surface water via pipelines.
To reduce the pressure on groundwater, they are investing in new supply projects to increase the
capacity and coverage of the piped supply network. However, these on-going projects are designed to
meet the needs of the current population. Piped supply in these future urban areas depends on the
availability of additional water supply projects. Therefore, in future, this option may not be available
to residents.
A second option is to apply for a public tube-well from the city’s WASA. Here, there is the risk
that public-tube-wells might be unuseable if the installation site is non-viable. However, the costs for
using a public-tube well are less than those of piped supply. It is also less convienient compared to a
household connection. Depending on their financial capacity, residents might prefer public tube-wells.
A third option is to invest in private tube-wells. Similar to the peri-urban scenario, mechanics are hired
to install private tube-wells, and there is a risk for residents that the site will be non-viable. Moreover,
the costs of a private tube-well are significantly more than those of a public-tube well, making it a less
affordable option.
Finally, the fourth option is to purchase drinking water from (private) bottled water companies.
In Khulna, there are several informal suppliers. They typically sell large jars of packaged groundwater.
This option is only accessible to households who can afford it. These companies are expected to test
drinking water quality; however, it is likely that this is not always done, especially by those operating
illegally. Similarly, in the future, bottle water companies can only supply if they are able to meet the
demand and recover the higher distribution costs (from supplying to customers in more remote areas
of the city).
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The village’s drinking water problem also relates to groundwater quality. Residents have the
impression that good quality water is only accessible from deeper aquifers. Rural providers are unable
to ensure safe drinking water quality due to limited knowledge of groundwater conditions. This points
to a gap in groundwater monitoring. This monitoring gap is also a concern for other government
actors. Several actors highlighted a need for coordinated groundwater monitoring. In Bangladesh,
groundwater is monitored by several government agencies as part of their mandate. Residents also
informally monitor groundwater to meet daily household needs. They mentally record the quantity
and quality available from different tube-wells in the village. This is done by observing seasonal
changes in the volume available from tube-wells, and using sensory signals like taste, odor, and
color of groundwater. Health issues from drinking contaminated water is also an indicator of poor
water quality.
A game theoretic representation of the existing and future drinking water supply and groundwater
monitoring problems, can be found in the supplementary materials. The role-playing games in this
study are designed to help communities explore this problem.
5. Results
5.1. Strategies Explored through Role-Play in the Capacity Building Workshop
Participants played multiple rounds of each role-playing game during the workshops. The results
of each round in games 1, 2 and 3 are summarised below in Table 1.
Table 1. Overview of strategies explored during the three games.
Game Strategy Outcome
1. Peri-urban drinking water supply
Round 1
License for public tube-well application approved
but aquifer assessment pre-installation finds site
non-viable, so installation is halted.
No drinking water supply in peri-urban
village available
Round 2
Investment in private tube-well is successful, as
installation site is discovered to be viable for
groundwater.
Peri-urban village receives drinking
water supply via private tube-well
Round 3
Application for public tube-well not approved by
WATSAN committee as all licences are
issued elsewhere.
No drinking water supply available for
peri-urban village
2. Urban drinking water supply
Round 1 Application for piped water supply is approved byurban drinking water provider.
Residents get drinking water supply via
piped network supplying treated
surface water
Round 2 Bottled water companies refuse to sell water toresidents of former peri-urban area.
No drinking water supply available for
newly urban residents
Round 3 Failed investment in private tube-well as installationsite is discovered as non-viable after installation.
Residents must either use the poor
quality, unreliable groundwater from
private tube-well or look for
other alternatives
3. Groundwater monitoring
Round 1 Individual (non-cooperative) monitoring byresidents, DPHE, DOE
Fragmented groundwater data from
different areas is insufficient for
decision-making purposes
Round 2 Joint (cooperative) monitoring by residents andDPHE, while DOE monitors groundwater separately.
Sharing of groundwater data and better
knowledge of aquifer conditions in
peri-urban areas only
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5.1.1. Game 1: Peri-urban Drinking Water Supply
In this game, participants explored the existing (peri-urban) drinking water supply situation.
The players in this game included peri-urban (residents), WATSAN committee (chairman), DPHE
(engineer), a mechanic, and the two chance players—nature and other unions. Nature determined the
viability of a tube-well installation site, whereas the chance player ‘Other unions’ decided the total
number of applications received by the WATSAN committee.
In round 1, residents applied for a public tube-well, the cost for which was paid using monetary
resources. The WATSAN committee approved a tube-well license for the village. Thereafter, DPHE
opted to assess aquifer conditions beforehand, as groundwater data was available (as a resource card).
However, nature revealed the site to be non-viable, so installation was halted. Therefore, the outcome
of round 1 was a return to the status quo or no drinking water supply for the village. Figure 4 shows
how game play was depicted on the game board in this round. Although this strategy is the village’s
preferred solution to the drinking water problem in reality, scorecards in the game showed mixed
feelings towards this outcome. Residents and the mechanic were unhappy, whereas the WATSAN
committee and DPHE were satisfied overall, despite the outcome.
Figure 4. Game play in round 1 (Game 1).
In round 2, residents explored a different strategy. Residents used their monetary resources
to invest in a private tube-well by hiring a mechanic. As groundwater data was unavailable (as a
resource card) to both residents and the mechanic, no aquifer assessment was conducted prior to
installation. Nature discovered the site as viable, resulting in reliable, good quality, although more
expensive drinking water supply. Everyone except DPHE was satisfied with this outcome. Therefore,
private tube wells are a more favorable strategy for peri-urban residents, despite the higher costs and
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associated risks. It is possible that residents are willing to pay for reliable, safe drinking water services.
However, their decision to re-visit a more affordable option in round 3 also suggests otherwise.
In round 3, residents decided to re-visit the public drinking water option. This time, other unions
also submitted tube-well applications to the committee. In this case, the committee decided to allocate
all licenses to the other unions. This meant no drinking water supply for residents. As expected,
they were unhappy with this outcome, while the committee and DPHE had mixed feelings, and the
mechanic was satisfied.
5.1.2. Game 2: Future Drinking Water Supply
In game 2, participants explored the (future) urban drinking water supply situation. The players
included former peri-urban village (residents), WASA (engineer), bottled water company (manager),
the mechanic, and nature (chance player).
In round 1, residents applied for a piped water supply connection from WASA (paid using
resource cards). The availability of piped water supply projects (a resource for this player) made it
possible for WASA to extend good quality, reliable piped water supply (Figure 5). In round 2, residents
opted to purchase bottled water; however, they were refused by the bottled water company due to
low production volumes (as stated on their resource card). This meant a return to the status quo for
residents. Thereafter, they reverted to a familiar strategy in round 3 and paid a mechanic to install a
private tube-well. However, following installation, the site was discovered to be non-viable by nature.
Thus, the outcome of this round is a failed tube-well installation, financial losses, and no water supply.
Figure 5. Game play in round 1 (Game 2).
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The scorecards in game 2 shows that residents were successful only in the piped water supply
strategy (round 1). This outcome was considered satisfactory by both WASA and residents, although
it scored poorly with respect to affordability by residents. The mechanic was indifferent, and the
bottled water company was unhappy with this outcome. By comparison, round 2 was considered
unsatisfactory by almost all players except for the mechanic, who was indifferent to the result. In round
3, the outcome was poorly scored by residents as well as the bottled water company, while WASA was
indifferent and the mechanic was happy, as they were paid for installation services despite the outcome.
5.1.3. Game 3: Groundwater Monitoring
There were three players in game 3: DPHE (engineer), village (residents), and the (water quality
analyst) from the Department of Environment (DOE). In round 1, players identified the locations in
which they were each collecting groundwater data as part of their monitoring efforts. This outcome is
shown in Figure 6. The action cards indicated that DPHE collects groundwater data only in non-urban
areas from public tube-wells at limited times of the year. Residents monitor both private and public
tube-wells used for drinking purposes within their village. The DOE’s monitoring locations meanwhile
are only within city areas, as per the instructions from higher levels of the department. Scores in this
round varied. Residents were indifferent to this outcome, as informal methods are, to some extent,
helpful in managing daily water needs. DOE was satisfied overall, while DPHE was only partially
satisfied, presumably as the data collected is insufficient and unreliable for decision-making purposes.
Figure 6. Game play in round 1 (Game 3).
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In round 2, players explored cooperative groundwater monitoring strategies in response to a
groundwater crisis. Following negotiations, participants explained that a full consensus between all
3 players could not be reached, as they were unable to partner with the DOE. Only residents and
DPHE agreed to share knowledge and information about groundwater conditions from their respective
monitoring areas. Periodic meetings were arranged for this. Compared to round 1, all 3 players were
satisfied with the outcome of round 2. Only groundwater availability was scored poorly by residents.
A likely explanation for this is that collaborations with DPHE might improve groundwater quality
given the shared interest, more so than groundwater level monitoring.
5.2. Evaluation of Role-Playing Game
The appropriateness of role-play was evaluated during the workshop. In the introductory session,
participants expressed their familiarity with role-play through local dramas (e.g., theatre) and cultural
events. Moreover, local experts had highlighted that in this context, ‘games’ are typically associated
with informality and playfulness. Therefore, we purposefully referred to the games only as role-play
activities during the workshop. Despite participants familiarity, significant time was spent initially to
ensure understanding of the game materials (30 min) and to complete role-play activities (50 min) in
game 1. Games 2 and 3 by comparison were completed much more quickly (e.g., 10 min for role-play
in game 2), with less assistance and greater confidence observed among the participants.
The wrap-up discussion revealed that participants enjoyed the role-play very much, as it provided
information about the problem and the institutions. Participants expressed an interest in disseminating
knowledge gained from this workshop with others in their village. They requested support from
JJS to provide game materials for this. This indicates that knowledge sharing is one of the wider
impacts of this workshop. With regards to problem solving, the workshop highlighted the need
for collaboration and showed how residents can conduct this with authorities. One participant also
suggested that the game-based approach could be applied to examine other problems and used to
facilitate multi-stakeholder workshops between the community and authorities.
Local residents from this village varied in their level of education, literacy, and socio-economic
background. Therefore, significant effort was made to ensure materials were easy to understand by
translating them using a previously-developed glossary of local terms. Game testing and facilitator
training sessions helped identify potential questions that might be raised, or points of confusion.
During the debriefings, we evaluated the clarity of all three games. Participants felt that role of
description cards could be simplified further, and in some cases, be more specific. On the other hand,
they were positive about the game board, particularly the visualisation of rural-urban boundaries
(Game 2) and negotiation outcomes (Game 3). Similarly, scorecards were well received, and were
considered useful for comparing strategies.
The game’s representation of the real-world had mixed reviews. Some participants highlighted
missing details such as, for example, politics at the WATSAN committee (due to pressure from higher
level authorities and local communities). Similarly, the practice of groundwater monitoring was,
in reality, much more limited compared to what was observed in session 3. On the other hand,
preferential allocation of tube-wells by the committee to other unions over the village was considered
accurate. On the positive side, participants experienced the complexity of problem solving through this
game. Both nature and player’s resources (for example, financial constraints) were found to strongly
influence the outcome, especially in game 2. In game 3, participants compared negotiations in the
game to multi-stakeholder meetings held by JJS as part of the Shifting Grounds project. In other words,
participants recognised that real-world negotiations to address peri-urban problems often requires
third-party involvement and support.
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5.3. Workshop Evaluation
The three games were explained well according to the participants, despite problems
understanding the materials in game 1. They noted that some participants needed more help than
others, as not everyone had the same level of problem understanding. Those who had participated
in project meetings in the past felt more comfortable discussing local issues, whereas additional
background information about actors was required by first-time participants. The time allocated for
each game was considered appropriate, aside from the negotiation round in game 3 and in game 1,
where more time was needed. It was suggested that the game materials could also be shared prior to
the workshops to give residents more time to understand them.
Facilitation was overall positive, although it was highlighted that facilitators needed further
training on the order of play. This is also visible in the video footage of the workshop. Despite the
use of local terminology, participants misinterpreted certain elements of the game. Efforts to involve
facilitators—who have knowledge about the local context and culture—earlier in the design process
might prevent this. Significant time and effort was spent preparing facilitator scripts and conducting
training sessions. This was found to be very valuable during the workshop. Although facilitators had
no prior experience with gaming-simulation or game theory modelling, their expertise and relations
with the community were valuable during the workshop. Participants felt comfortable, and did not
hesitate to ask questions or communicate their feedback as a result.
A post-workshop questionnaire was used to evaluate overall participant experience. Respondents
expressed that the workshop made them feel happy (75%), sad (18%), and inspired (9%). The workshop
was convenient to attend for peri-urban residents, at an appropriate venue, and with sufficient
refreshments and breaks. Finally, 60% would have preferred the workshop to be longer in duration,
while the remaining considered it appropriate.
5.4. Evaluation of Learning Outcomes
The pre-workshop assessment in the introductory session (Figure 2) represents the initial problems
with understanding among the participants. Community members explained that their drinking water
problem relates to several aspects: poor groundwater quality (due to salinity and iron contamination),
inconvenience of water collection from distant sources, groundwater depletion (seasonal scarcity), and
wasted investments in tube-wells (as residents do not know the exact layer to abstract groundwater
from). When asked which actors were involved in this problem, participants only listed women. It is
true that women are most affected given their responsibility for household water collection. As 6 of
the 9 participants in this workshop were female, this response is not entirely surprising. In reality,
however, the problem involves several actors. It is possible that this question was misinterpreted by
participants as the actors ‘affected’ by the problem, or it represents a very narrow perception of the
problem’s scope or boundary.
Participants described two potential solutions to this problem. First, they see a need to identify
the appropriate groundwater layer. This strategy requires support from the sub-district chairman and
local Members of Parliament. Until now, the village has been unable to achieve this. Another solution
would be to install a water treatment plant nearby, although it was not mentioned who would be
responsible for providing this solution. The community recognises that they have a role to play in
the problem solving process. Participants explained that they need to present a united front while
requesting solutions from the authorities. They added that this type of collective action is not new to
the village, but was practiced regularly, i.e., every time they apply for a public tube-well.
The de-briefings conducted after each game highlighted the learning that resulted from
role-playing activities. Participants’ understanding of the tube-well licensing process was improved
through game 1 (peri-urban situation). They learned that access to financial resources does not
guarantee access to groundwater, given the important role of nature in the success of tube-well
installations. Tube-well quotas was also a previously unknown factor in the decision making process
of the committee prior to this workshop. When asked if they discovered new actors through this game,
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several were mentioned, such as the DPHE, WATSAN chairman, nature, and villages. Participants
likely misunderstood this de-briefing question, as these actors were previously mentioned during field
interviews and in the pre-workshop evaluation. Although game 1 did not result in a new solution
strategy, the strategy in round 2 was considered most satisfactory, and is reflected in the scorecards.
Furthermore, participants learned that not all strategies lead to satisfactory outcomes (especially for
peri-urban residents), and that different strategies require interaction with different actors.
Game 2 (future urban situation) provided insight into the application process for piped water
supply. It highlighted the fact that the option to purchase bottled water depends on the availability of
financial resources. This was a newly-discovered problem for participants. Moreover, in the event that
future drinking water options (piped water supply or bottled water) are unavailable, residents need
to fall back on existing strategies (private or public tube-wells) to access drinking water. Participants
learned that not all actors are satisfied with the same outcome. For example, bottled water companies
were unhappy in all 3 rounds, although generally, round 1 (piped supply) was considered satisfactory
by most players. In this way, participants discovered a new solution to the drinking water problem
from game 2, namely, piped water supply. The session also led to the discovery of two new actors:
bottled water companies and WASA.
The main learning from game 3 relates to coordination with regards to groundwater monitoring.
Participants noted that, in reality, both DPHE and residents are unwilling to monitor groundwater.
But residents now feel they have a role to play, by informing the authority about the (local) groundwater
situation. They see a benefit from collaborating with the other players to identify a suitable
groundwater layer. In round 2, residents could collaborate with DPHE but not the DOE. Participants
did not see a need to collaborate with the DOE, as DOE operates primarily in city areas. It is likely
that the DOE’s role was not fully understood during the game. Players found resources helpful while
negotiating agreements. However, it is possible that player resources cards (assets) were mistaken
for physical water resources by some participants and/or facilitators. The response to this question
suggests this.
Evaluating the transferability of problem structuring to other local problems was based on a
game structuring exercise at the start of session 2. Participants were asked to list the basic game
elements (actors, their actions, values, roles, and resources) in the future drinking water scenario.
Only two actors were listed during this exercise: Khulna WASA and KCC, together with some details
about their role, values, actions, and resources. This exercise shows that learning from game 1 could
be easily applied to structure other peri-urban problems, although only to a limited extent. This is
understandable, given the availability of information about this future scenario.
6. Discussion
Workshop results show clear improvements in problem understanding, as reported by
participants. At the same time, this gaming-simulation workshop was part of a larger project, and
the impacts of both the larger project activities and this specific intervention are hard to disentangle.
The understanding of participants prior to the workshop was already partly fed by earlier interactions
with the project’s researchers and trainers about the drinking water problems and about negotiation
plans. Even then, it is clear that the workshop was successful in communicating some of the key
insights about institutions and strategic interactions to the local community members.
We are aware that this pilot study provides a limited basis for more general conclusions about the
uses of gaming-simulation methods to support peri-urban communities. The authors have conducted
this workshop with government actors from peri-urban Khulna on 28 March 2018. A follow-up
workshop was also conducted by JJS in July 2018 with the same village. We are also currently exploring
opportunities to use game-based capacity building to strengthen polder management elsewhere in
Bangladesh. These case studies lie outside the current scope of this paper, however, they provide a
basis for broader reflection in the future.
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Although this pilot study shows the benefits of role-playing methods, this intervention had its
limitations, given the constraints of the methods and boundaries selected for its design. Game theory
models were the starting point in game design. These models are limited by the number of players
that are used to structure the game; this necessitated simplifying the game’s design and the level of
detail about the problem. Therefore, it was not surprising that participants highlighted missing details.
We argue that the problem boundaries used to design this game were appropriate at this stage of the
problem solving process. At the same time, it is clear that a game theoretic analysis, and using a game
to communicate its results, likely produces a different experience for participants compared to a game
designed more for play.
The role-playing game focused problem examination onto the institutional context. The peri-urban
system is far more complex, with biophysical changes (land use, groundwater use) and socio-economic
changes (livelihoods, population, economic conditions) occurring simultaneously. In other words, the
‘wicked’ nature of this problem is only partially captured in the game. The physical and socio-economic
context was still being researched by project partners, and therefore, could not be used as inputs in
the game’s design. On the other hand, had these results been available, their full inclusion might also
have led to a more complex game that ran the risk of not being playable or easily understandable by
the community. Striking the right balance here, therefore, remains an issue for further deliberation.
There is scope to improve the game design process as well. Through field visits, the community
contributed inputs for the game used in this study, but was not directly involved in the game’s
design. A model building workshop could be used to more directly co-create the game theory models
with community representatives, which would thereafter translated into a game by researchers and
played by the community in a follow up workshop. Another possibility would involve creating a
semi-structured game, where participants have the ability to add new game materials (actors, roles,
actions, or resources) during the workshop. Follow up research can explore this and other participatory
game design approaches.
We do not want to claim that this single gaming workshop could have been done in isolation
of other community capacity building activities. We believe that this workshop has made a valuable
contribution though, as part of a stream of work and activities in a larger project. However, even
this larger stream of work is limited in its expected results—and these limitations thus also apply to
our game-based workshop. Community empowerment and capacity building is not something to be
achieved in a single workshop, or even by one project that runs for a few years. It requires much more
than this. In this case, for instance, some of the very powerful and influential actors have not been
willing to truly engage with the project, such as private sector companies and land development actors.
This is not unique for this case, and also, does not mean that communities cannot be supported so that
they can have a stronger voice and role in future processes.
In this case, government agencies have been more responsive and willing to participate. Here,
the game-based workshop also offers a vehicle for direct interaction, playing it jointly with local
community and government representatives. Similarly, now that this medium is available and known,
it can be used within the community to extend the dialogue and understanding to community groups
beyond the workshop participants and to other neighboring communities. Both these ideas for future
use were put forward by the community participants, suggesting that they do see the value of the
gaming workshop.
7. Conclusions
The pilot workshop in peri-urban Khulna indicates that gaming-simulation (in this case, a
role-playing game) offers a practical and visual medium for peri-urban communities to examine
local problems through an institutional lens. This method was well-suited to the context and the
workshop participants. Role-play fostered interactions and active discussions on a complex multi-actor
problem. It also helped communicate insights about institutions, often an abstract concept, in a way
that is easy to understand and apply to strategic problem solving. Moreover, it revealed the dynamic
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nature of peri-urban problems as a result of urbanisation. Participants’ understanding of problems
improved with regards to the multi-actor interactions that exist in peri-urban problems, evaluation
and comparison of strategies to address local problems, and the benefits and challenges of cooperation.
The use of gaming-simulation methods to support peri-urban communities requires a simple
game design by selecting the appropriate level of detail. In this study, game theory models were
used to design games of this nature. Key elements of game theory models such as players, actions,
outcomes, and payoffs can be easily translated into a role-play game. However, while simple role-play
is recommended to start with, we also recognise that, over time, capacity building activities should
address more complex aspects of the problem.
This research provides a basis for improving the game design process and replicating this approach
elsewhere. Future uses of gaming-simulation methods for strategic exploration can experiment with
even more participatory game design processes with the local community. Overall, this pilot study
shows that gaming-simulation methods can be a suitable and useful medium to support problem
solving by peri-urban communities in the global south.
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Abstract: Videogames have become educational, communicative and social tools among the young,
favouring the acquisition of skills, abilities and values, encompassing an endless number of themes,
and helping them to experience and to face, in the first person, a great diversity of environmental
situations and ecology problems. Thus, the present article aims: (a) to evaluate a sample of
20 educational videogames about water, making use of some empirical criteria of quality; and
(b) to design, validate and apply an integrated quality indicator of educational videogames on water,
based on the aspects of narrative, gameplay and education, which allows us to obtain a ranking.
The findings reflect a ranking of games allowing us to suggest that the nature of the game (simulation,
adventures, platforms or questions) does not determine the quality of the game, although generally
simulations and adventure games are placed in a range of medium- or high-quality, as well as those
games that pursue objectives related to the design and management of a territory in a sustainable way.
The paper provides teachers with quality criteria based on narrative and gameplay that complement
and enrich the pedagogical dimension.
Keywords: assessment; educational videogames; online games; water; ecology education
1. Introduction
At present, we are immersed in the Anthropocene, the new geological era of the planet,
characterized by the influence of the human species on Earth [1–4]. This influence is exerting great
pressure on water and aquatic ecosystems, resulting in water pollution, loss of aquatic biodiversity,
overexploitation of aquifers, and ultimately putting the survival of the species and human welfare at
risk. The recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports [5] point out that the most
serious consequences of climate change (CC) are problems related to water resources. For this reason,
the United Nations has just proclaimed the International Decade for Action “Water for Sustainable
Development” [6]. This plan seeks to promote international cooperation partnerships that allow an
efficient use of water, reduce tensions and disputes between the territories as a result of water deficits,
and at the same time contribute to the achievement of the objectives of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, among which water is a priority goal. Agenda 2030 includes several objectives related
to the sustainability of water and aquatic ecosystems, as well as recognizing youth as a key actor
in achieving these objectives. In this regard, it specifies that youth have the ability to participate
widely in raising awareness and promoting the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) both in their
communities and through social networks and other digital communication tools, as they are capable
of providing innovative approaches and solutions for their implementation [7].
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To face this bleak panorama, citizens have united around the movement “Get wet for the water,
Get involved for your community”, whose objective is to mobilize society to act in defense of water
and aquatic ecosystems through actions that favor the maintenance of ecosystem services, human
welfare and the recognition of water as a human right, with the slogan: “Do you dare to participate in
this social movement in your community? We are waiting for you. Act!”
Accordingly, it is well known that young people spend a great part of their leisure and free
time using social networks and videogames, besides online games having a lot of acceptance
among this public [8]. Videogame electronic games which use computer technology and allows
a player to interact with the machine in real time promote motivation for learning, as well as
cognitive potentialities [9–11]. In addition, videogames favour personal autonomy, social and cultural
commitment [12]. In McGonigal’s words [13]: “Videogames can make us better people and help us
to change the world”. Some other studies on the effects of video games on young people conclude:
“The usefulness of video games to complete some of the skills acquired in the formal education system,
favour the formation of identities and knowledge of social rules, as well as supporting the development
of organizational skills or the development of some critical capacities” [14–18].
New generations of “digital natives” [19] and “digital wisdom” [20] need educational tools
that cover learning needs, new to previous generations, and videogames as a powerful educational
resource [21]. In terms of the formal educational context, the use of videogames (called “online
serious games” when they are played on the Internet) by teachers in the classroom has experienced
significant growth, since its use as a curricular element or resource has allowed students to achieve
greater motivation towards knowledge, making the classroom a dynamic, participatory and attractive
space [22]. “Serious games, gamification and virtual reality can be seen as a response of policy analysis
to a growing social need to get ‘engaged and entertained’, also in public policy making” [10] and the
sustainability of water.
Recent research on games and learning points to the need to carry out shared studies that
determine which games are better or worse when contributing to student learning [23]. This research
shows a classification of a video game on water according to its narrative, gameplay and educational
potential. This classification can help teachers to choose those excellent games and differentiate them
from others of lower quality. The possibility of integrating these didactic resources as an ordinary
element of the curriculum and analysing their pedagogical impact opens interesting ways to educate
future generations of young people about sustainability.
2. Background
The need to promote more attention to sustainability issues, games and youth people learning
and demands to develop more empirical research in the field of social sciences and especially focusing
on the education for sustainability has become an explicit agenda of the academic literature [24,25].
In this agenda, the field of videogames in their different genres [26,27], is an explicitly recognized hot
topic of research [28–30]. In this sense, the IPCC Working Group III has more recently tried to deal with
socio-environmental research demands and to move beyond the topics of hard sciences; to this end,
it proposes focusing social research on reducing epistemic uncertainty surrounding the perceptions
and social responses to environmental topics such as water and climate change. The report identifies
more than 20 future research topics in this line, including those located more specifically in the fields
of behavioural sciences, education and communication [5]. Among these lines, the field of videogames
stands out as one of the 20 lines of the agenda, being a topic with its own entity with the need to
promote evaluative research in this regard: “Evaluate the effectiveness of experiential methods such
as simulations, games and films to improve the public’s understanding and perception of processes
of CC” [5]. The view of social scientists on these debates on education for sustainability is essential,
since they must provide answers based on evidence of relevant empirical research that meets the new
evaluation standards of IPCC initiated in 2015 and that will extend to 2022 within those debates [24].
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Playing computer games is linked to a variety of impacts and perceptual, cognitive, behavioral,
affective and motivational results; with the most frequent results and impacts being the acquisition
of knowledge and understanding of the content and the affective and motivational results [23].
Videogames that are intended to convey ideas, values and influence the thoughts and actions of
players in real-life contexts have been called serious games [31]. These games, also called “games
of change” [32,33] or “social impact games” [17], have experienced a rapid rise in the last decade,
due to the popularity of videogames as audiovisual technology for the media, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), politicians, activists, teachers, professionals and the art sector, because they can
encompass multiple learning objectives, encompass diverse areas and target different age groups [34].
Attending to their gameplay characteristics, serious games exist in a variety of genders and formats
such as simulations, simulating aspects of a real or fictional reality; quizzes, answering questions with
the goal of obtaining points- platforms-navigating one’s environment while avoiding obstacles; or
adventures, solving puzzles by interacting with people or the environment in a non-confrontational
way [23,27–30]. The choice of the type of game influences the success of digital educational games,
where success is defined as a significant gain of knowledge in combination with the positive experience
of the player. In this regard, a study made a game genre map, where five types of games were defined:
mini-game, action, adventure, resources and role play. This research concluded that those role-plays
that combine the elements of the adventure, action and resource genres are the most appropriate for
educational learning. However, it must focus on what attributes of the different types of games genre
are most appropriate depending on the type of learning to be achieved [30].
Our research evaluates electronic games on water sustainability that use computer technology
and allow a player to interact with the machine in real time to promote the motivation for learning as
well as cognitive potentialities.
Videogames have great potential to favor scientific education among young people, awakening the
motivation to learn concepts and scientific processes through new challenges adapted to the particular
needs and interests of each one. They can allow learners to visualize, explore, and formulate scientific
explanations for scientific phenomena that would otherwise be impossible to observe and manipulate.
Increasing learning time, focusing instruction toward individual learning needs and opportunities,
and providing ongoing formative feedback have been shown to support learning generally and science
learning specifically [35].
While it seems that games do enhance student motivation, are engaging and can be associated
with behavioral change, more active design studies are needed to ensure that the best interests of the
learner are met in different contexts [28]. As with other educational tools, it is important to consider
how games are integrated into the student’s learning experience to influence outcomes related to
cognition, effect, and behavior [30].
Meta-analysis research on sustainability videogames like that conducted by Soekarjo and Van
Oostendorp [36] suggest that limited empirical evidence is currently available to prove the effectiveness
of games in attitude change: first of all, evidence of successful change in attitude after playing a
persuasive game can only be found in five of 60 papers reviewed. Secondly, using a pre-test–post-test
design, they tested whether change in attitude was different for people playing the persuasive game
EnerCities compared to a control condition where participants read a document with highly similar
information, finding no significant differences.
Reeves et al. [37] built a social game about energy use in a virtual home and, in a field test, smart
meter data showed a significant decrease in electricity usage when comparing 30-day periods before
and after playing. A comparative study examines the influence of 2020 Energy among north American
and Spanish teenagers 12 age old (n = 108); using a pre-test–post-test research design in which
participants are divided into two conditions: the experimental condition (playing) and the control
condition (not playing). Results show that there have not been statistically significant differences after
playing the game, although when looking closer at each factor, some positive consequences can be
found. the game seems to have had a bigger impact on the American experimental group than on
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the Spanish group regarding positive attitude towards energy-saving behaviors, and that moving by
bicycle is the activity that increased the most after playing the game, both among Spanish and North
American students [38].Learning based on videogames has great advantages in the training processes
by allowing students to be active and direct their process; in this type of learning we obtain immediate
feedback, we learn through problem solving, and the students focus only on their learning [39].
“A well-designed serious game environment provides a feedback mechanism that allows the player
to reflect on his or her actions and adopt different approaches or strategies. The internalisation of
actions and reactions stimulates learning, often resulting of an increase in self-learning and knowledge
retention” [40]. Therefore, serious games can play a fundamental role in the promotion and awareness
of the sustainability of water and aquatic ecosystems among youth.
If videogames aspire to be validated as useful and constructive tools to foster learning, social
change, or anticipated understanding of social issues, the quality of their design must be evaluated.
In this sense, some research has been carried out with the aim of establishing evaluation tools that
allow the identification of criteria for serious games in various dimensions [41–44], as well as the study
of the characteristics of good commercial videogames [45,46] and assessment about educational aspects
of commercial videogames in the teaching-learning processes [47–52]. “Research on how videogames
actually contribute to, or even influence, policy making and management is scarce, perhaps because
it requires an evaluation type of research that is quite difficult to set up. It would need to build on a
comparative analysis of a rich and varied set of cases with such innovative approaches” [10]. Just a
few of these studies have been concerned, therefore, with evaluating the quality of videogames from
perspectives beyond the pedagogical dimension, integrating quality criteria based on evidence of other
dimensions such as narrative or gameplay. Other research, concludes that it is important to focus on
the development of interdisciplinary research that can address the different variables involved in the
processes of design, development and evaluation of educational videogames [28,53].
Many teachers demand from researchers and game designers the criteria that allow them to
differentiate between good and bad games from different characteristics and quality dimensions.
Research on the subject is an emerging field that requires an approach that is not exclusively
pedagogical, as the gameplay aspects and the narrative potential to build stories must also be
considered as influential variables in the characterization and selection of quality games. In relation
to the theme of water and aquatic ecosystems, there are scarcely references to the evaluation of
videogames in general, and the evaluation of videogames produced in languages other than English.
Research has revealed the need for providing a greater discursive complexity to the theme of
water in the different initiatives, policy, practices and educational resources that from environmental
education are carried out with the aim of favouring the conservation of water resources and aquatic
ecosystems [54–60]. Therefore, it seems extremely important to know how the issue of water is being
treated from the window of virtual games, and to investigate if, as in other initiatives, it is necessary to
take a step in the construction of a discursive approach towards a complexity of the same kind, besides
identifying which are the characteristics that gather the online games that are approaching water [10].
Some authors have done different studies on: (1) classifications of serious games according to different
criteria [27,61–63]; (2) use of serious games as a tool for teaching and evaluation of generic competences
in higher education, by designing levels, indicators and descriptors [64,65] and (3) how online games
can influence individual lifestyles of the players [60]. However, no study has yet been carried out that
addresses the need to establish indicators to assess the quality of educational videogames in order to
establish different quality scenarios in which to classify such games [66] taking into account integrated
dimensions in a multimodal way.
Research findings suggest that the games used for teaching sustainable development have
generally increased players’ understanding of issues around sustainability and have enhanced their
knowledge of sustainable development strategies. Use of videogames for teaching sustainable
development is an interesting way to acquire the managerial skills required to effect change and
to develop and increase attitudes, knowledge and awareness in a sustainable perspective [67].
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Games present great opportunities as tools of edutainment (educational entertainment) for teaching
and training, with positive effects on learning outcomes [68].
With this objective, on the one hand, we considered indispensable to evaluate educational
videogames on water produced today, from a holistic and multidisciplinary perspective which
encompasses both aspects of narrative (discursive construction around water under the paradigm
of complexity); gameplay (set of properties that describe the player’s experience with a given game
system); and pedagogy or education (referred to competencies, skills and learning). On the other hand,
it also seemed of paramount importance, to carry out the design and application of a quality indicator
that allows users to know which games are better in relation to three fundamental aspects such as
narrative, gameplay, and education. In this way, it will be possible to obtain a ranking in games, as
well as to detect strengths and weaknesses in each of the aspects to be evaluated.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Mixed Method Research
The evaluation of the sample of selected videogames was carried out using a mixed methodology
research, qualitative and quantitative [69,70], based on the evaluation of pairs and the classification of
the games according to a series of scores assigned to its educational, narrative, and gameplay quality.
The dimensions emphasize factors external to the technological and architectural quality of the game
design, although they integrate key elements of the video game’s internal character such as the story
play and narrative structure. Based on a Delphi consultation that consists in a systematic, iteractive
and group process aimed at obtaining expert opinions and analyzing consensus after several rounds of
consultation. A matrix of quality criteria for the evaluation of videogames has been validated after the
round of consultations. This matrix was applied to each of the games by three independent evaluators
who discussed and agreed on the discrepancies. Afterwards, a hierarchical classification was carried
out based on which it was possible to establish a ranking of excellence by quartiles. This methodology
is similar to the methodology used in other procedures of honorable mention and recognition of merit,
considered as modalities of subjective peer evaluation [71].
A very popular example of this type of model is applied by the Hollywood filmaker industry to
assign the annual awards in their Oscar Awards to the best films, depending on how different aspects
of the film quality are valued such as costumes, music, photography, revelation actor, better director,
etc. Although, for the film industry, the most objective index is the box office, in terms of collection
and number of viewers who watch and pay for films, for video games one could think of similarity
in the number of buyers, downloads or users who play and make use of it. As in the cinema, these
quantitative indices that turn a film into a “box office” success are filtered and conditioned by other ex
ante evaluation systems of prior reputation, subject to peer consensus evaluation. The publicity that
the nominated films receive in the case of the Hollywood Oscar Award contributes to increasing its
reputation based on the judgment of experts (before being even awarded) and is complemented by
the ratings of the users in web and media communication, comments, criticisms and “likes” received
in social networks. In this way, experts and users are those who assign merit to some relevant
dimension of the artistic quality of that work. Advertising contemporary social media marketing
also contributes to all this. Videogames assessment also imitate these evaluation procedures used in
the cinematographic world and grants more or less fame and publicity to the games through awards
and prizes such as those granted, for example, by the International Education Games Competitions
(IEGC, 6th edition, 2018) [72], the Best of Swiss Web [73]; and the Continental Media Competition-Prix
Europe [74].
3.2. Videogame Excellence and Metrics for Quality Evaluation
We understand the “qualty concept” as “a measure of excellence” or a “state of being free from
defects, deficiencies and significant variations” [75]. The classic reference standard on quality, ISO/IE
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9126, 2001 defines quality as “the totality of features and characteristics of a product, process or service
that bears its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs” [76]. This excellence “is brought about by strict
and consistent commitment to certain standards that achieve uniformity of a product (videogames) in
order to satisfy specific customer or user requirements” [75].
The ISO standard has more recently developed specific proposals applied to the world of video
games that use heuristics and metrics for the evaluation of quality; and have been applied to the
production and use of video games in different ways. This diversity of metrics is justified from the
need to objectify relevant aspects of video games according to the perspective of creators, sellers and
users. The scopes of these metrics have focused initially on dimensions such as design, production
and marketing and more recently on aspects such as education, gameplay and usability. These more
recent dimensions put an emphasis on the assessment of more qualitative aspects such as satisfaction,
learning, efficiency, reliability or efienciency.
The standard, ISO/IEC 25010-3/2009 [77], addresses both internal aspects, specific to software
quality based on criteria of navigability, functionality, portability, flexibility, reliability etc., as well
as other external criteria such as usability and related quality of use (Figure 1) with satisfaction,
motivation, learning, immersion, attractiveness, effectiveness, efficiency, etc.
Figure 1. ISO/IEC 2501-3/2009: internal and external quality games aspects.
The classic ex-ante videogame evaluation metrics [78,79] focus on internal evaluation processes
centered on the design (game mechanic, game engine) and on the architecture of the game (game
interface, narrative game and and plot development). Other types of more recent external metrics have
focused on aspects external to the design and architecture of the videogame [80–82].
Some recent trends suggest the use of metrics based on the analysis of educational facets and
playability attributes integrated with usability and quality of use (Figure 2), based on integrated
metrics or multicriteria [83,84].
Figure 2. Integrated attributes of games: usability and use.
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3.3. Sample Study
Videogames that are available on the Internet are also called online games. In order to select
the sample of our study, we focused on those educational videogames on water that were online.
We used the following web search: “videogame” or “online game” and “water”; “water cycle”; “aquatic
ecosystems”. Different search engines were used in different languages, such us: Google, Yahoo, Ask.
On the other hand, it was also taken into account that they fulfilled the following requirements: that
they are hosted on a web platform and are free to access (thus favoring social inclusion and reaching a
greater number of players); that they have communicative and educational objectives; that the focus of
the storyline is water or related aspects such as cycle of water, water management, ecosystem aquatic,
the human right to water; that they are aimed at an adolescent audience (+12); and that they are
produced in several languages, thus covering different countries and recipients.
The sample of games varies in the possible strategies to carry out, the languages, as well as
in the duration of the game, thus favoring the evaluation of different types of games and valuing
their pedagogical contribution. A sampling of maximum variability in all these variables has been
considered. The sample consists of 20 games (Table 1), which are detailed below: “Water alert” (Unicef);
“Stop disaster” (United Nations); “Simbiocity” (Government of Sweden); “Floodsim” (Government of
England); “Kingfisher” (Water Consortium of Guipúzcoa); “SAIH Ebro” (Hidrographyc Confedarcy of
the Ebro river); “Plant it Green” (National Geography); “Darfur is dying” (International Crisis Group
and Reebok Humanrights Foundation); “Fish game” (Cloud Institute); “Catchment” (ABC Catchment
Australia SA); “Pipe dreams” (Government of Englad); “Riverbed” (Mary wharmby); “Citizen Science”
(Game, Learning and Society GSL); “Fluvi” (Council of Zaragoza); “Climántica” (Regional Government
of Galicia); “Where the River Meets the Sea” (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration);
“Dive in the Guadiana” (Hidrographyc Confederacy of the Guadiana River); “Project Wet” (Water
Education for Teacher Foundation); “Moving through the water” (Red Cross); Water cycle (Meteorology
Statal Agency, Government of Spain, AEMET).
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Table 1. Study simple of games.
Game Creator Language Website Description
National Geography
Simulation game with the objective of
designing a green city, managing the
resources in an ecological way, applying
environmental criteria to urban planning
and promoting the creation of
ecological jobs.
You decide where to place each building,
factory and power plant. Deciding whether
to build a park or a nuclear power plant is a
hard choice, but now you are the mayor
and it is all in your hands. As a mayor you
have to decide between providing power









Simulation game related to the
management of the River Basin and a
sustainable city.
It is an online game where you’re in charge
of the whole catchment. You get to decide
what activities you undertake—whether to
plant crops, log forests, build factories or set
up national parks. The aim is to avoid
environmental problems and provide food





Simulation game related to the productive
management of a territory and its
environmental quality.
You are the territory manager, you decide
where to grow, where to plant, and where to
build, from the upper basin to the mouth.
The objective of the game is to make a




Game related to questions about the new
water culture, personified by means of the
bird: the Martin Fisherman.
This kingfisher is the symbol of the new
culture of water. There has been a great
drought and now it is in danger. If you
want to help Martintxo and his world,








of the Ebro River
Simulation-skill game related to the
management of the Ebro basin.
The reservoir’s technical scientist teaches us
how to manage the reservoir volume of the
dam. The objective is to avoid a flood and
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Table 1. Cont.




Simulation game based on the narrative of a
displaced refugee, overcome the forces that
threaten the survival of the camp, such as
water management and sanitation.
It is a web-based, viral video game that
provides a window into the experience of
the 2.5 million refugees in the Darfur region
of Sudan. It is designed to raise awareness
of the genocide taking place in Darfur and









Simulation game on sustainable fisheries
management and ecosystem conservation.
You have 10 days to catch as many fish as
you can. The money you make from these
fish will need to support your family for the
next month. The object of the game is to






Adventure game with the purpose of
recovering eutrophic lake through different
measures of ecological conservation and
citizen awareness.
The protagonists of the game warn about
the eutrophication of the aquatic ecosystem
to citizens, trying to find solutions for the
restoration of it. The objective is to
implement both individual and collective








Platform game whose objective is to help
Fluvi to save the rivers of the contamination,
to take care of the ground waters and to
watch the operation of the factories.
My name is Fluvi and I am a small creature
of water. My mission is to get water to
everyone. The objective of the game is to
pass each of the phases, avoiding the







Adventure game about the water crisis,
focused on improving water management
and promoting awareness with this
problem.
Water is the new oil. The Riverbed is a
first-person interactive experience: part
game, part story. The fictional
murder-mystery set in a land devastated by
water scarcity. The Riverbed is designed to
raise awareness of this looming crisis and
help players to better understand the
dynamics at work in water scarcity
situations. Issues like
upstream/downstream, sustainability,
conservation and the security dilemma are
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Table 1. Cont.
Game Creator Language Website Description
Government of Galicia
Simulation game to manage a territory in a
sustainable way.
Decisions must be made about how to
manage a territory in areas such as water,
energy, protected natural spaces, among
other topics. The objective of the game is to




The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration,
Alabama
Adventure game whose objective is to raise
awareness about the problem of pollution
of aquatic ecosystems.
An otter and a girl will try to raise
awareness about the problems of water
pollution. To do this, you must pass several
tests and ensure that the water is clean for
human consumption and your home:
the river.
Languages: English
Where the River Meets the Sea http://games.noaa.gov/oscar/game/welcome.html
United Nations
Simulation game whose objective is to plan
and build a safe city in the face of natural
disasters.
You decide where and how you build a city,
keeping in mind that the area is affected by
floods and tsunamis. The objective of the
game is to know how to build a safe city in
the face of natural catastrophes.
Languages: English, Chinese,





UNICEF Adventure game whose aim is to ensure the
survival of the inhabitants of a village by
accessing drinking water.
The protagonists of a village try to get
drinking water and build infrastructure for





Simulation game whose objective is to
manage a city in a sustainable way in the
face of the various economic, social and
environmental challenges and conflicts.
Create an attractive city for citizens and
business by improving health, comfort,
safety and quality of life for you and future
generations in harmony with nature,
balancing economical, social and
environmental effects of your decisions.







Simulation game based on political
decision-making and citizen awareness
around flood management.
The intention of the game is to know how to
adequately manage the territory of a city in
front of the floods. The objective will be to
avoid floods in the city through direct
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Game Creator Language Website Description
Hydrographic Confederacy
of the Guadiana River
Adventure game about the cycle of water,
aquatic ecosystems and the Guadian river.
The main characterthe will show the use of
water in the home and in the city, with
actions for its improvement. The objective
of the game is to raise awareness among the
population about good water management
practices in the home and in the city.
Languages: Spanish







Game of questions about the water cycle,
aquatic ecosystems, water footprint and
good habits at home.
The game tries to discover the role that
water plays in our lives through different
tests and topics such as: the water cycle, the






Adventure game about the importance of
water in our quality of life and conservation
of the planet.
The main character with the help of a drop
of water discovers the important role that
water plays in people’s lives. It will also
face episodes of drought and, therefore,
make the public aware of the importance of
efficient water management in the city.
Languages: Spanish
Moving through the Water http://www.cruzroja.es/juego_del_agua/
Meteorology State Agency,
Government of
Spain-AEMET Game of questions about the water cycle
and efficient habits in its use.
The intention of the game is to know more
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The sample of games reveals that most water games are located in a section of the website of the
institution or author, specifically 65% of games versus 35%, that are located on an independent website,
and none of them have access to the game through any mobile application. In relation to the language,
10 games are exclusively in English (50%), 7 of them in Spanish—along with other official languages
like Galician (Climatic) and in Euskera (“Kingfisher”)—(35%) and 3 of them in several languages such
as English, Spanish, Chinese, Arabic and French (15%). On the other hand, the study indicates a
wide variety of types of producers ranging from national (20%), regional (10%) and provincial (10%)
governments, as well as intergovernmental institutions, mainly the United Nations (Water Alert,
Darfur is Dying, Stop Disaster); to educational institutions (10%), scientific (5%), university (10%),
companies (10%), media (5%) and NGOs (5%). With regard to the typology of the game according to its
nature, it was found that most of them correspond to games of simulation (35%), followed by games of
questions (15%) and games of action and adventure (15%). There are also mini-games, which include
skill games, questions and strategy (10%), platform games (Fluvi) and games of strategy (“Fish Game”).
Finally, the majority communicative proposal is to provide general information on the subject (71%),
followed by the objective of providing information on causes and consequences (60%), as well as
favouring reflection, critical thinking and the development of ideas and solutions (50%), and lastly,
encourage the change of attitudes and behaviours (35%).
3.4. Evaluation Instrument
In order to evaluate the sample of videogames about water and have a better understanding
of their communicative and educational nature, we used the validated criteria identified by [85].
The study applies the Delphi method, a structured and interactive process to collect opinions
that establish consensus based on the experiences and judgments of experts, to develop a set of
indicators to analyse communicative and educative features of online games on climate change
related issues (including water). A total of 13 experts were chosen for their theoretical and practical
knowledge, motivation to participate in the study, and feasibility of contact; their areas of expertise are
communication, education, games and climate change. The technique consisted of three consulting
rounds: in the first round, an open question was sent to the experts to assess the relevance and
usefulness of preliminary dimensions (categories of evaluation) and criteria (indicators of evaluation),
identified through an extensive literature review and pre-selected for their potential to provide useful
information from a narrative and ludological point of view, inspired by the “Social Discourse of
Videogames Analysis Model” by Pérez-Latorre [86], which integrates both analysis perspectives.
In this round, the five dimensions were identified: identification, narrative, contents, gameplay and
educational. The second consulting round consisted of a questionnaire in which experts assessed in
ordinal terms (high, medium, low) the relevance and usefulness of the evaluation criteria. The criteria
that obtained a consensus of 90% (high + medium) were selected. In the third and last round, a final
assessment of these criteria that did not pass the second phase took place, confirming whether or not
they should remain outside of the final set of criteria (Table 2).
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3.5. Peer Review Evaluation
The qualitative evaluation procedure that we have developed has had the evaluations carried
out by three specialists with different training and professional trajectory (teacher, gameplay expert
and game research expert). These three qualified evaluators are experts in scientific communication
(journalist with experience and motivation in the use of video games), environmental education
(researcher specialized in the topic and with extensive research experience), and secondary school
teacher (with experience in the integration of serious games in the science classroom). These evaluators
have independently assessed the different facets of quality of each of the games and agreed upon the
dimensions of quality, focusing on the analysis of the scientific-educational content, the educational
potential, the playfulness and entertainment value, the plot of stories and implicit narratives that
give structure and serve as a thread to the story that recreates the video game. Independently, each
evaluator has assigned scores and assessed the quality of the dimensions and criteria on a scale of
three values (high, medium, low). When consensus has not been reached among the evaluators, a
debate has been held on the extreme ratings and adopted a consensus assessment.
The 20 games evaluated have been classified according to their excellence based on the calculation
of scores in quartiles. The procedure used in this final phase to evaluate videogames imitates, in a
certain way, the heuristic used to differentiate and order scientific publications from their impact index
by quartiles [87]; although our methodology incorporates other previous elements of more qualitative
assessment focused on the evaluation of pairs that judge different quality dimensions of videogames.
In this work, we propose as dimensions to evaluate in pairs a series of elements for assessing the
quality of the game in terms of different dimensions such as a ludic experience experienced by the
player, or other types of complementary perspectives of its usability and its formative impact on the
player himself or his pedagogical potential; at the time of being used as an educational resource to
address a certain curriculum content. The three dimensions in which we focus our attention are the
gameplay, the narrative potential and the intrinsic educational value.
We classify the games based on a scalar score given to a set of criteria that integrate each of the
dimensions of playability, narratological and educational potential (Table 3). The sum of these scores
allows the assignment of values to the different dimensions and in turn an integrated global score was
obtained resulting from the sum of the different dimensions. This procedure will allow indexing the
games according to each one of the considered dimensions and an integrated multilevel classification
that agglutinates them in a global index.
The indexation and its classification in quartiles is an operative way of ranking games based on
this global index and its different dimensions depending on the quartile in which they are located
with respect to the score obtained by the rest of the sample elements. Those games evaluated in their
different dimensions by independent evaluators are qualified according to their excellence and from
these scores a range of quartiles is established. The excellent games located in the Q1 are those that
differ from the others because they have been highly valued by experts with high scores. The lowest
quality games are placed in lower ranges of medium or low quality as they exceed a score threshold
established from the normalized scores.
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3.6. Quality Indicators
The indicators have been constructed based on a series of categories that refer to three fundamental
aspects such as: narrative, gameplay and education. The category model consists of a series of thematic
items (TI) associated to a scoring system (SP) of 1 to 3 points, which allows a ranking of quality about
videogames on water to be obtained. In relation to the narrative aspects, it has mainly been developed
incorporating the paradigm of complexity in the construction of knowledge around water, always
under the look of the new water culture and ecosystem services, understanding that these currents of
thought make possible the change of paradigm towards a complexiation of the content in this case that
concerns us, water. Regarding the gameplay aspect, the following items have been selected: the profile
of the player, the level of exigency, the feedback, and the rewards. Finally, in relation to the educational
aspect, the basic competences defined in the compulsory educational systems have been taken into
account; as well as the abilities that appear in the taxonomy of Anderson et al. [22] and the digital
adaptation of Churches [88]. They propose a pyramid in ascending order: to get to the stage of “create”,
it must pass through “evaluate”, “analyse”, “apply”, “understand” and “remember”. Regarding the
curricular integration of the games, according to the typology of teaching methodologies it is observed
that the games that encourage active/interactive learning seem to get higher quality scores than those
that have more traditional/passive methods. Finally, it also includes the type of learning that the game
fosters (Table 3). The system of categories conformed by their indicators with a certain score would
reflect different scenarios of quality of the games (low, medium, high), and would allow us to outline
quality intervals in which a sample of games can be placed.
4. Results
Below are developed each of the aspects taken into account in order to characterize the sample of
videogames on water, which have been arranged in a general ranking of three categories: excellent
games (Q1), medium-quality games (Q2 and Q3) and low-quality games (Q4) (Table 4). The excellence
is identified with their position in the corresponding quartile according to the assessment.
We obtain the integrated ranking of games dimensions (narrative, gameplay and education),
sorted from highest to lowest, placing each of the games in different quality intervals. If we observe
the results we have:
(a) Q1, green colour (excellent quality): games are placed in a low-quality scenario, whose score
would range from 42 to 62 points;
(b) Q2, yellow colour (medium–high quality) and Q3, orange colour (medium–low quality): games
are placed in a scenario of medium quality that would go between 63 and 83 points;
(c) Q4, red colour (low quality): games would be placed in a scenario of high quality, with a score
above 84 points.
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Table 4. Global integrated ranking of video games about water according to quantitative evaluation of
experts: game classification and position by quartile.
Excellent games of high quality in narrative, gameplay and education
Position Q1 in the global integrated ranking
Simbiocity Citizen Science Climántica Catchment Stop Disaster
Good games of medium-high quality in narrative, gameplay and education









Good games of medium-low quality in narrative, gameplay and education
Position Q3 in the global integrated ranking




Low quality games in narrative, gameplay and education
Position Q4 in the Global Integrated Ranking
Pipe Dreams SAIH Ebro Fluvi Kingfisher Water Cycle
The cut-off point to include a game as excellent in the integrated ranking is given by the corresponding normalization
in each dimension and in the overall score.
Table 5 presents a detailed ranking of the 20 games in terms of narrative, gameplay and education.
The first three columns represent the sorting by categories and the last the general ranking from
the summation score of the ratings in games of high, medium or low quality. If we look at column 4
(global ranking) we can observe that 5 of the games (in green) are rated as excellent, since they are
positioned in quartile 1 (punctuated with ratings above 84 points); in quartile 2, the next 6 games are
placed (in yellow) with ratings between 70 and 83 points; below 63 points are the games of low average
quality (quartile 3, orange color); finally, with less than 62 points, are the games of lower narrative,
educational and educational quality (quartile 4, red color). If we consider the three dimensions of
evaluation in Table 5 (columns 1, narrative; column 2, gameplay; column 3, education) and their
equivalence, in order to be classified in green as Q1, we observe that the ranking remains stable and
that the order is consistent in relation to those games considered excellent (games 1 to 5), which are
positioned in Q1 homogeneously for the three dimensions evaluated. We can observe the exception of
game 5, which in the gameplay dimension occupies position Q2 (yellow) because it is considered of
high average narratological quality by the narratives (38 points), and position Q3 (orange) because it
has a low–mid range assessment (16 points); maintaining its position Q1 in the educational dimension
(30 points) and Q1 in the global ranking (84 points). The stability in the arrangement of games
according to the excellence in the criteria depends on the dimensions in relation to its normalized
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position: from game 6 onwards alternation is observed in the rankings according to the position
occupied in each of the dimensions. For example, game 10 of the ranking can be considered globally
of medium-high quality, although from the gameplay point of view it is a game of low quality, it is
excellent narrative and of medium-high quality from the educational point of view.
Videogames that are located in a high quality scenario, in terms of narrative, gameplay and
education, refer to simulation games (“Simbiocity”, “Climatic”, “Catchment”), as well as an adventure
game (“Citizen Science”). In this sense, these games are primarily intended to create, design and
manage (whether a territory, a basin or a city) in a sustainable manner including different ecological,
social and economic aspects over time, whose main tool is the decision making between different
variables and models (energy, agriculture, urban planning, waste management, conservation of natural
spaces, etc.). Also, as a high-quality game, we encounter “Citizen Science”, an adventure game focused
on the fight against eutrophication of a lake, encompassing both ecological conservation measures
and citizen awareness, being able to incorporate numerous and diverse elements from a narrative
view, as well as different profiles (citizenship, environmentalists, scientists, users of the lake, among
others) feedback and dynamics (understanding of the phenomenon, measurement and data collection,
conversation with local agents, etc.) in relation to the gameplay. Finally, in relation to the educational
aspect, these high-quality games promote different competences (interaction with the physical, social
and civic environment, cultural and artistic, etc.), and different skills (understanding, analyzing,
evaluating), favouring participatory learning.












































































































































































































































































































Narratology [Q1(X ≥ 42), Q2(X ≥ 37), Q3 (X ≥ 32), Q4 (X ≤ 31)]; Gameplay [Q1(X ≥ 18), Q2 (X ≥ 17), Q3 (X ≥ 14),
Q4(X ≤ 13)]; Education [Q1(X ≥ 29), Q2(X ≥ 18), Q3(X ≥ 14), Q4(X ≤ 13)]; Global Ranking [Q1(X ≥ 84), Q2(X ≥ 70),
Q3(X ≥ 63), Q4(X ≤ 62)].
A correlational analysis of the three dimensions evaluated (Table 6) shows that there is a
statistically significant relationship (rxy = 0.653) between the narrative and educational categories,
finding a slight correlation (rxy = 0.301) between the gameplay and educational categories and very
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similar (slightly higher than rxy = 0.364) between gameplay and narrative. This shows that although
the three dimensions considered contribute to conform the integrated concept of game quality, the
object of evaluation, the narrative and educational dimensions have more weight in terms of correlated
dimensions that give meaning to the possible learning processes triggered by these games. This aspect
acquires special relevance in the case of serious games in general, and in our research whose thematic
content is water, which are not intended for the sole purpose of entertainment and fun.
Table 6. Pearson correlations by dimensions.
Narrative Gameplay Education
Narrative
Pearson correlation 1 0.364 0.653 **
Sig. (bilateral) 0.114 0.002
N 20 20
Gameplay







** (Level of significance α = 0.01).
Aware of the importance of the gameplay dimension and its different integrating features for
young people, as the main recipients of these games, it seems appropriate to note the interest of this
result as a scenario for future research: can serious games not be fun? It will be necessary to analyse, in
greater detail to what extent this lack of correlation reflects the slogan of seriousness with which video
games designed with more pedagogical intent than playful have been classified, commonly called
“serious games”, is a relevant issue that deserves more attention. In any case, the gameplay dimension
should not be subordinated to the exciting opportunity to transform learning processes into situations
of amusing inquiry and construction and discovery of rigorous scientific knowledge. This justifies
the fact that some scholars prefer the term games for training or learning [89], because they provide
learners with an authentic learning experience where the entertainment and learning are seamlessly
integrated [90,91], while others prefer to refer to these games as serious games [63,92].
The games located in a scenario of medium quality encompass an endless variety of typologies
such as simulation games, adventure games and questions, with different objectives ranging from
sustainable fisheries management, awareness of the importance of water and pollution as a problem,
the fight against floods and other natural disasters, and the survival of refugees, among others.
Depending on the game to be dealt with, some of them get a higher or lower score depending on the
aspect being analyzed, although most are in the following medium range: narrative (32–41 points)
being the maximum 50 points; gameplay (14–17 points) being the maximum 20 points; and didactic
(14–28 points) being the maximum 30 points (Table 7).










Q1 41,75 18 29 83,75
Q2 36,50 16,5 18 70
Q3 31,75 14 14 62,5
Q4 X ≤ 31 X ≤ 13 X ≤ 13 X ≤ 62
For example, “Project Wet” gets 34 points in narrative, 12 points in didactic, being the lowest
scores in that range, but it is excellent in gameplay (18 points), because it contains different dynamics
and profiles. By contrast, it can be observed that “Darfur is Dying” obtains 36 points in narrative and
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18 points in education, which means a good score in that rank, and obtains 14 points in gameplay,
which means quite a poor score in the dynamics that offers the game, the feedback or the possible
profiles to develop.
In relation to low-quality games, you will find games such as “Fluvi”, “Kingfisher”, “Pipe
Dreams”, “SAIH Ebro” and “The Water Cycle”. These games are of different nature as platform game
and quiz, and include only a few narrative elements of poor content, mainly generalist, as well as a few
dynamics, mechanics profiles, and feedback between the game and the player. Finally, if we analyse the
educational aspect, we find that it promotes few competences, skills and learning is mainly theoretical.
The resulting dendogram of the cluster hierarchical analysis, according to the quadratic averages
estimation model, shows two large clusters that represent the two main levels of polarization of the
quality of the videogames on water analysed: the first group groups the games classified as excellent
and good against the second group that includes games of medium and low quality (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Cluster of Quality Videogames on Water.
5. Discussion
5.1. Narrative Dimension
The results of the study in relation to the narrative aspect indicate the existence of a narrative of
medium relevance, being the majority with 40%, followed by a high relevance (35%) and characterized
by a low relevance (25%) of the sample. Some games with high relevance are: “Simbiocity”,
“Water Alert”, “Where the River Meets the Sea”, “Citizen Science” and “Moving through the Water”.
The latter uses a narrator who accompanies the main character through different settings (home,
school, city), showing the importance of water for daily life and different economic sectors (industry,
agriculture, tourism), as well as showing different problems and proposing different measures
(ecological agriculture, purification of the waste water, good practices of the use of the water in
the home). In contrast, there are games of low relevance such as: “The Kingfisher”, “Dive in the
Guadiana”, “Pipe Dreams” and “Fluvi”, the latter the narration is almost non-existent because it is a
platform game. On the other hand, the existence of a narrator appears in 55% of the gamers. In those
games in which a narrator appears, we encounter the figure of a citizen (35%), followed by mayor
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(15%) and manager of the urban water cycle (15%) and other diverse figures such as farmer, fisherman,
animal and scientific. In this study, the space and time where the game was played were also analysed:
results show that in 65% of the games the setting was fictitious, compared to 35% in a real setting
(Africa, Sweden, Spain, England, etc.). In this sense, the story ran on a local scale in 70% of games
(city, home, town) compared to 20% on a local and global scale and 10% on a regional hydrographic
scale). In relation to the time scale, the stories took place in the present (50%) and in several scalespast,
present and future at once (50%). For example, this is the case of “Climatica”, which begins in 2015
and the game evolves until the year 2034. In this game as in others, connections between past, present
and future are established in order to teach how to depend of the management model of a territory,
problems can be solved or worsened.
5.2. Contents Dimension
The main generic contents of the games deal with water management (55%), aquatic ecosystems
(40%), water cycle (35%) and ecosystem services (35%). In relation to the use of misconceptions, only
the game “Moving through the Water” refers to water as scarce (we understand from the prism of the
new water culture, that water is not scarce, but is given according to the climate in each territory); the
use of scientific concepts appear in 60% of the games as in the case of “Citizen Science” with terms like
eutrophication. On the other hand, only 35% of the games use information sources, such as UN reports,
compared to 65% that do not indicate any source. More striking is that only one game, “Plant it Green”,
converges with social networks. If we look at the more specific contents, the following are listed
in order of importance: water management (50%), urban planning and biodiversity (35%), aquatic
ecosystems and water consumption (30%), citizen participation and water as economic resource (25%),
water and water cycle properties (20%) and natural disasters, river basin management and water as a
human right (10%). Regarding the problems, the games show the following: water pollution (45%,
examples: “Where the River Meets the Sea”), loss of biodiversity (35%, ex.: “Fish Game” and “Citizen
Science”), loss of ecosystem services (25%, ex.: “Simbiocity”, “Catchment”, “Climantica”), diseases
and threats to “Darfur is Dying” (20%), natural disasters, rising temperatures and desertification (15%
examples: “Floodsim” and “Stop Disaster”), change in species behaviour (10%, ex.: “Project Wet”)
and sea level rise, social and political crises (5%, “Water Alert”). In this sense, the study reveals that
games, to a large extent, focus the origin of problems on human causes (75%), followed by both human
and natural causes (15%), only natural causes (5%) and No cause (5%). In relation to action proposals
developed by the games: 40% of the games do not show any example, 30% propose individual actions,
20% show individual and collective actions, and just 10% only show collective actions.
Some examples of individual actions would be those related to good practices in the use of
water in the home (“Project Wet”), to recycle or to donate used clothes (“Plant it Green”); examples
of collective actions would be: wastewater treatment, energy efficiency in the city, more sustainable
transport models, re-vegetation of urban areas, among others (“Simbiocity”). Finally, the tone used
in the games is characterized by being essentially informative (95%), proactive (55%), alarmist and
ethical moral (30%), and also protest (15%).
5.3. Gameplay Dimension
The sample of games is characterized by a high degree of interactivity (which allows the player a
great capacity for intervention) (40%), medium grade (35%) and low grade (25%). In relation to the
dynamics of the game prevails progression, discovery, challenge, and skill; and with respect to the
mechanics of the game, it is mainly the decision making in 15 of the 20 games, as well as the collection
of resources, the pressure of time, and the retention of memory. In this sense, we can highlight games
in which decisions are taken repeatedly in different aspects in order to sustainably manage a city or
territory or solve an environmental problem through the analysis and evaluation of the information
given in a particular setting and time. On the other hand, if the type of player is observed, the most
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popular profile is that of explorer (45%), followed by the creator (35%), and equal collaborator and
competitor (10% each).
In relation to the feedback system, which evaluates the player’s actions and their impact, the
study reveals that 60% of the games have a mixed response system, sending both positive and
negative messages; and with respect to the rewards system, 60% of the games do not have any system
that rewards the actions of the player compared to 40% that values the actions through different
mechanisms like extra points or new resources. Finally, the number of players is one in all games,
mainly for individual use (14), with a duration of less than 30 minutes (50%), followed by games
lasting more than 30 mt (35%) and one hour (15%).
5.4. Educational Dimension
The development of games mainly favours educational competences such as: knowledge and
interaction with the physical world (70%), social and citizenship (55%) and linguistics (50%), among
others. In relation to the promoted skills they emphasize understanding, analysis and application.
On the other hand, the level of difficulty of the games is characterized by being mainly middle level
(45%, e.g., “Moving through the Water”), low level (35%, e.g., “Water cycle”) and high level (20%,
e.g., “Simbiocity”). It is noteworthy that 14 of the 20 games promote interdisciplinary elements
(economic, ecological, social, cultural, etc.); by contrast, only 4 games provide educational guidelines
or an educational guide to help the teacher in the development of the objectives and contents of the
game, such as: “Where the River Meets the Sea”. Finally, most of the games do not favour mechanisms
to evaluate the learning acquired by the students, nor do they facilitate group work.
6. Conclusions
This paper provides a useful tool for teachers and serious game designers to carry out a quality
assessment based on evidence from narrative, gameplay and education. The validation process by
consensus and traits evaluated in each of the dimensions through a triple round cycle with a panel
of experts provides methodological rigor to the decisions that a teacher can adopt on the resources
to be used in learning scientific-ecological content about themes like water. The final normalization
of scores carried out with this sample of games allows us to follow a procedure to classify the games
separating the excellent ones from those of lowest quality according to the learning purposes pursued
by the teacher when integrating this type of resource in their classes.
6.1. Evaluation of the Dimensions
Despite some authors acknowledge that the existing common game formats lack clarity as well as
consistency and thus cannot serve as a solid reference to inform research on digital educational games
which are increasingly used as learning tools, the study of the characteristics of educational videogames
on water has allowed us to confirm that the format of simulation supports to a greater extent learning
about water: it facilitates reflection, development of critical thoughts, and the contribution of solutions
through the analysis of information and creativity in decision making. The format of simulation,
understood here as those games simulating aspects of a real or fictional reality, has been found to be
an appropriate tool for learning by other authors [89,93]. However, the literature on simulation for
teaching emphasizes that “the effect of gaming exercises crucially depends on a subsequent debriefing,
as processing of experience is necessary to provide insight” [93].
It is still necessary to make an effort in relation to how to favour the change of attitudes and
behaviours through the virtual game. This is a great challenge, since the change of attitudes and
behaviours is a gradual process that requires time and scenarios that allow taking actions in the daily
sphere or in the social sphere. On the other hand, it seems that protagonist figures with responsibility
in managing a city or territory could favour a deeper learning about water (from a more global
and complex perspective), dealing with real and everyday situations in the subject of water. In the
world of narrative construction, whether it is in books or in games, characters are seen as “key” to
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identification and immersion [94]. Psychologically, immersion can be explained as “a state where the
primary driver to engage is intrinsic motivation; this state is extended where the player’s attention
to stimuli is exclusive, and awareness of the other stimuli in the environment loses awareness” [95].
Intrinsic motivation is, therefore, a key element in engaging players to learn the contents of the game.
Other aspects to be improved would be to incorporate further the use of scientific terms and official
sources of information, and to place greater emphasis on solutions or possible measures to be carried
out to face the challenges and problems related to water in the different thematic areas addressed by
the game (city, territory, watershed, ecosystem).
We can also conclude that in relation to the gameplay, those games whose main dynamics are
decision making and the profile of the explorer or creator involve more interactivity, allowing the
player a greater incidence in the capacity of action and modification of the reality or the history of
the game. Regarding the educational aspect of the games, it is important to emphasize the lack of
educational orientations that favour the achievement of the objectives. It would also be interesting
to advance in games that promote group work, since this method of work supports the exchange
of knowledge between a diversity of students, promoting values of mutual support, solidarity and
understanding. Lastly, the study shows the limited capacity of games to incorporate cultural and
artistic competence, fundamental to foster the development of creativity, in order to face current and
future challenges.
6.2. Quality Indicator
With the ranking of games, we have noticed that the format of the game (simulation, adventures,
platforms or questions) does not determine the quality of the game, although generally speaking,
simulations and adventure games are placed in a range of medium or high quality. In relation to
the theme, it is not possible to clarify if a certain theme can obtain a higher score, although it could
be concluded that games that pursue objectives related to design and management of a territory in
a sustainable way are also located between medium- and high-quality scenarios. In this sense, it
deserves special attention that those games that support participatory learning versus theoretical
learning are those games that have obtained a better score, as we saw in the four games that obtained
a high-quality ranking. In relation to narrative, it can be determined that those games placed in a
high-quality scenario must include almost all the elements of the matrix identified as high scores,
as occurs with the examples like Simbiocity or Citizen Science, which obtained the maximum score.
Regarding the curricular integration of the games, according to the typology of teaching methodologies
it is observed that the games that encourage active/interactive learning seem to gain higher quality
scores than those that have more traditional/passive methods.
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Abstract: The 2014 EU Directive on Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) lays down obligations for the EU
Member States to establish a maritime planning process, resulting in a maritime spatial plan by 2020.
Consultation should be carried out with local, national and transnational stakeholders. Stakeholder
engagement in MSP is complex because of the great number and diversity of maritime stakeholders
and the unfamiliarity of some of these stakeholders with MSP and its potential impact. To facilitate
stakeholder engagement in MSP, the ‘MSP Challenge’ table top strategy game was designed and
played as part of several stakeholder events in different European countries. The authors study the
efficacy of the game for stakeholder engagement. Background and evaluation data of nineteen game
sessions with a total of 310 stakeholders with different backgrounds were collected through post-game
surveys. Furthermore, the efficacy of the game for stakeholder engagement processes, organised by
competent MSP authorities in Scotland and Belgium, is studied in more detail. The results show that
the board game, overall, has been a very efficient and effective way of familiarising a great diversity
of stakeholders with MSP and to create meaningful interaction and learning among stakeholders in
formal planning processes. However, the case studies also show that contextual factors—the level
of familiarity with MSP and participants’ perception to sustainability—influences the efficacy of
the game.
Keywords: Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP); stakeholder participation; serious game; Blue Growth;
Good Environmental Status
1. Introduction
The diversity and intensity of human activities at sea are staggering. This is due to the rich
ecosystem services and resources that are provided by the sea, combined with rapid technological
innovation and economic globalization [1,2]. Human activities at sea involve, but are not exclusively
reserved to, traditional maritime sectors such as shipping, fishing, dredging, recreation and mineral
extraction (oil and gas) along with emerging economic sectors such as blue energy (offshore wind,
tidal, wave), aquaculture (fish farming) and blue biotechnology [3].
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Maritime sectors are increasingly getting into each other’s way, not only within an Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) but also at a sea basin level, i.e., across borders. The ambitions of one country
for offshore wind energy, can easily become the problem of another sector, such as fishing, in a nearby
country [4]. National economic interests are at stake. Linear infrastructures—such as cables, pipelines,
shipping routes—are transboundary by definition [5]. Sectoral interests and ambitions are voiced by
maritime stakeholders, who form intricate webs of actor-networks in countries around a sea basin and
try to influence policies at all administrative levels [3,6]. The spatial allocation of maritime activities,
therefore, has to be coordinated effectively among the countries that share a sea basin [1,7].
An important constraint to the ambitions of maritime sectors and countries is the health status
of marine ecosystems. Globally, marine and coastal ecosystems are under enormous pressure [3,8].
Human uses are having a cumulative effect on ecosystems that is not yet fully known. Different
international treaties and agreements, such as the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), including
the Aichi targets [9], and the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 14 call upon
nations and stakeholders to ‘conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for
sustainable development’ [10]. The European Union (EU) adopted the European Marine Strategy
Framework Directive (MSFD) which aims to achieve clean, healthy and productive seas (e.g., Good
Environment Status) [11]. The Integrated Maritime Policy [12,13] aims to find a balance between
Blue Growth (BG) and Good Environmental Status (GES) by using, among other methods, Maritime
Spatial Planning.
1.1. Maritime Spatial Planning
In 2014, the EU Parliament and Member States agreed on the Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP)
Directive (2014/89/EU) [14]. In short, this Directive lays down obligations for the EU Member States to
establish a ‘maritime planning process’, resulting in a ‘maritime spatial plan, or plans’ (Art 9.) by 2020.
MSP is defined as ‘a process by which the relevant Member State’s authorities analyse and organise
human activities in marine areas to achieve ecological, economic and social objectives [14]’. Some key
principles underpinning the EU MSP Directive (2014/89/EU) [14] are:
• Integrated planning of all spatial uses and possible conflicts.
• Evidence-based i.e., guided by best available knowledge.
• Ecosystem-based e.g., taking into account monitoring of the cumulative impact of human activities
on the ecology.
• Transboundary consultation and co-ordination at sea basin level.
• Information of the general public and consultation of all relevant stakeholders.
At the time of writing, EU Member States are in different implementation stages of the MSP
directive. Some countries, such as Denmark, are in the first planning cycle, while other countries
have recently implemented a Maritime Spatial Plan or already started a second or third iteration
after a review process has been completed [15,16]. This makes transnational cooperation even more
challenging as countries need to reconcile differences in approaches, mandates and capacity. In light of
the above, the EU is actively supporting transboundary co-ordination and stakeholder consultation in
the Baltic, Mediterranean, Celtic Seas and North Sea regions, amongst others, via projects supported
by European funding mechanisms see [17] for an overview of these projects.
1.2. Stakeholder Engagement
Stakeholder engagement, or public participation in relation to policy-making and implementation,
is required by both national legislation and international resolutions, such as the Aarhus Convention
1998 [18]. Furthermore, art. 9 of the MSP Directive [14] states: “Member States shall establish means of
public participation by informing all interested parties and by consulting the relevant stakeholders
and authorities, and the public concerned, at an early stage in the development of maritime spatial
plans, in accordance with relevant provisions established in Union legislation”.
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Stakeholder engagement and involvement processes in MSP and other areas is relatively well
studied in the academic literature [19]. There are specific handbooks and guidelines about MSP and
stakeholder engagement [20], best practices examples from transnational projects [19] and more critical
literature on, for instance, stakeholder empowerment [21,22] and inclusivity [23]. In the context of MSP,
stakeholders have been defined as ‘individuals, groups or organizations who are, in one way or another,
interested, involved or affected (positively or negatively) by a particular project or action toward
resources’ [21]. Requirements for effective stakeholder participation are, among others: willingness
and motivation of stakeholders to participate [24]; inclusivity of all possible interests [25]; equal access
to information and knowledge [24,26]; timeliness of participation [19,20,23]; safety and fairness in
the process [24]. However, studies of (regional) experiences have demonstrated that there are many
barriers to effective stakeholder involvement in MSP [19], including the following non-exclusive list of
factors that play a role:
• Stakeholder involvement in MSP often means tokenistic participation or cosmetic engagement in
a very early stage of the planning process or at the end of process, whereas stakeholders should
be ‘on board’ during the whole planning process [20,21,23,26].
• Not all stakeholders are familiar with MSP, so they are unaware of its possible impact. The sense
of urgency among specific type of stakeholders can be low.
• MSP stakeholders include often other States, or government bodies or agencies therein [27].
• Stakeholders have great diversity in terms of capacity and areas of interest: compare national-scale
oil and gas companies, offshore wind industry and fishing industries with wreck and recreational
divers, recreationists, local fishing communities or indigenous tribes [24,26,28].
• Maritime communities—local fishermen, shippers—have deeply rooted value and belief systems
and often reason and talk from ‘tacit knowledge’, a form of experiential and everyday understanding
about the ocean.
• Trust levels in maritime sectors—e.g., local (fishing) communities—have often been adversely
affected by previous negative participation experiences and/or political decisions (e.g., discussion
on pulse fishing, discard ban) [4].
Because of the great number and diversity of maritime stakeholders in a transboundary context
with high and (potentially) conflicting interests, combined with a significant unfamiliarity of these
stakeholders with MSP and its potential impacts, stakeholder engagement in MSP is as important as
it can be difficult. Several authors have called for innovative approaches and tools for stakeholder
involvement in MSP [29]. They should be effective to help identify and reach out to new stakeholders;
engage stakeholders; stimulate them to participate; increase the general level of understanding on
MSP; create a level playing field; build a common language; give a sense of safety and openness [30].
Personal experience and interactive practice in MSP is essential, as planning can hardly be taught and
learned individually or by books [31].
1.3. Serious Gaming
Collaborative tools, such as serious game/simulation games (SG) can be used to facilitate
stakeholder engagement, to provide opportunities to deepen mutual understanding and to explore
and integrate new ideas and solutions. ‘Serious games’ make use of the technologies of games and the
principles of play to achieve objectives that are valued not for their intrinsic value—i.e., merely for the
sake of entertainment—but for the extrinsic value achieved by the consequences, such as the fact that
engagement and feedback in play is a good condition for learning and change [32].
Since 2011, the authors have been developing and using serious games to support MSP in various
ways for education, social learning, stakeholder engagement and decision-support [33]. At the time of
writing, the MSP Challenge brand—a not for profit initiative—holds several types of serious games;
a role-playing game, advanced digital games, a table top strategy board game and a playful discussion
method called the Living Q. The MSP Challenge board game has been designed to let stakeholders
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experience some of the dynamic and complex interactions in ecosystem-based MSP and to start
‘thinking and talking’ about the interrelations among different marine uses and objectives [34,35].
1.4. Research Problem
The aim of this paper is to study the efficacy—the ability in reaching its designed objectives—of
the MSP Challenge board game for stakeholder engagement in various planning contexts. We use
the following indicators to measure efficacy: the reported perception of learning about MSP, players’
satisfaction ratings and the uptake of the game in the MSP community. The main research questions
are:
• How and to what extent does playing the MSP Challenge board game raise stakeholder’s
understanding of MSP?
• How and to what extent do different types of stakeholders enjoy playing the MSP challenge
board game?
• How and to what extent do background factors—age, gender, prior level of MSP involvement, sector
affiliation and sustainability perception—affect the engagement and learning of stakeholders?
• What are the insights for real world MSP from stakeholder interactions in the game?
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The MSP Challenge Board Game
At the end of 2015, the MSP Challenge board game Short Sea Shipping edition, was developed.
It was first played in Amsterdam in February 2016 with around 30 stakeholders at a high-level meeting
on Short Sea Shipping as part of The Netherlands’ EU Presidency [34]. The idea behind the board
game was to communicate in an engaging manner the emerging concepts of ecosystem-based MSP, the
European Blue Growth Agenda (BG), and Good Environmental Status (GES) to the Short Sea Shipping
community [34,35]. The simplicity of the game made it a powerful tool for engaging a wider range
and greater diversity of people.
Since 2016, several revised editions—with translations into other languages, customisation of
icons and symbols and adaptation of planning scales—have been made. The MSP Challenge: Scottish
Marine Region edition has been developed to consider transboundary marine planning issues at
a sub-national level [36], while the MSP Challenge: Blue Development edition widened the focus
from shipping to other economic sectors [37]. At the time of writing, the MSP Challenge board
game has been played in twenty countries with hundreds of people in the global MSP community
(for an overview of the sessions, see Table 1). Dozens of institutions have been involved in its further
development and dissemination.
 
Figure 1. Impression of the MSP Challenge board game.
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The Maritime Spatial Planning Challenge board game is a table top strategy game, based on a
constructionist learning philosophy [38], which suggests that players learn about the world and their
relation to it, through creation and construction. The game was originally developed in a period of
three months with a small development team consisting of game developers, designers and MSP
experts. It has been designed to run for one to three hours, depending on the setting, and involve
12 to 30 players. The game is played on a 2.8 × 1.6 m plywood game board, printed with a map of
a fictional sea, showing a grid with holes drilled through the middle of each square (See Figure 1).
The fictional sea, the ‘RICA Sea’ is shared by three countries: Bayland, Peninsuland and Island’; each
having their own country profile and objectives about the future development of the RICA Sea. At the
start of the game, players stand around the board and a simple narrative introduces them to the game:
‘Jointly develop the RICA Sea so that at the end of the game, you and others feel comfortable with
the state of the RICA Sea and how you developed it’. Players are assigned different roles—maritime
spatial planners, nature conservationists or a representative of a marine-related industry—in one of
the three countries. Players can develop the RICA Sea by placing various tokens and threads on the
game board. Many colourful acrylate squares (i.e., the tokens), with various symbols representing
marine environment and human activities, are designed to fit onto the grid in order to build up the
picture of ecosystem services and human activities above, on and below the sea surface. Different
colours of threads indicate forms of linear infrastructure (e.g., cables, pipelines) and shipping lanes
relating to various types of vessels. During the game, the players may gradually find out that they
get into each other’s way and this should start players ‘thinking and talking’ about the interrelations
among the different activities and objectives. At chosen intervals during the game and at the end of
the game, the Moderator, together with the Game Overall Director (G.O.D.), facilitates a discussion
with the players, asking questions like ‘How did it go?’, ‘What happened and why?’ and ‘How does
this resemble real life?’. The G.O.D. is an MSP policy expert and he/she has the authority to give
additional information, decide on, or intervene in, all matters that are unclear or on situations that
arise out of the game scenario. Rules of the game can be tailored to session objectives or invented on
the spot to give the gameplay a certain twist. The board game is designed to be an impressionistic,
fast and hectic, even chaotic experience; much like reality. Over everything, however, it is intended to
be fun. For a more details, see www.mspchallenge.info.
2.2. Study Design
2.2.1. Questionnaires
Background and evaluation data of nineteen game sessions have been analysed for this study.
A questionnaire, based on an evaluation framework [39], was developed to capture participants’
feedback. It uses validated questions and constructs for game evaluation to elicit information on
demographics, sector of employment, pre-existing MSP involvement, game play experience and
appreciation and understanding of Maritime Spatial Planning. The survey is based on self-reporting,
with answer categories ranging from ‘strongly agree’ (5) to ‘strongly disagree (1)’. Respondents can
also write down a short comment.
A total of 310 stakeholders filled in a post-game survey. The questionnaire is intentionally brief to
ensure maximum cooperation. Not all game sessions have been surveyed as the questionnaire was
not developed until after success of the game became apparent. Table 1 details the sessions where
questionnaires were deployed and the context of the game play.
2.2.2. Observations
The majority of game sessions were moderated by the development team with considerable
involvement of the different organising hosts. All but two of the sessions in Scotland were moderated
by the organising authority only, without involvement of the original developers. Moderators noted
down observations for many game sessions. On a few occasions, participants were interviewed on
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camera to capture useful footage for promoting the game and short time lapse videos were made for a
couple of sessions to demonstrate how the players developed their maritime world [40]. All sessions
had intermediate and post-game reflective discussions to transfer MSP related knowledge and stories
and to stimulate and capture learning. The case study in Scotland was systematically observed as part
of a Master of Science thesis [41] and the results of the recorded observations illustrate and sustain the
conclusions noted here.
2.2.3. Sessions
The game sessions differed in terms of duration, number and experience of participants and
context. Generic sessions typically took place—with stakeholders or students—as part of an event, such
as a conference, a workshop, or learning sessions (e.g., a MSP summer school). These generic game
sessions varied from one to three hours and their objectives were to create more attention, awareness
and understanding of MSP. Two other types of sessions, identified as ‘Belgium’ and ‘Scotland’ were
organised by the relevant competent authority to kick start a formal MSP process with stakeholders.
These sessions were between 90 min and 2 h and are more comparable with each other, allowing
analysis in more detail. Table 2 gives a short overview of the session characteristics.
Table 2. MSP Challenge board game sessions—context and characteristics.
Generic Belgium Scotland





MSP level N.a. National Regional
MSP phase N.a. Revision process ofmarine plan
Pre-planning
(initial stage)
Planning area N.a. Belgium North Sea,Ca 3500 km2
Firth of Clyde,
Ca 3650 km2
Type of stakeholders Students, experts,intermediaries. Sector stakeholders
Recreational
stakeholders
Number of respondents 185 89 36
MSP Challenge Edition Various Blue DevelopmentEdition
Scottish Marine
Region Edition
Duration 1–3 h. per session 1.5 h. per session 2 h. per session
Nr. of sessions 11 5 3
MSP Sessions in Scotland
In Scotland, the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010 provides the framework for marine spatial planning.
This Act requires the creation of a national marine plan and enables the production of regional marine
plans under the authority of Scottish Ministers [42]. On 25 March 2015, the Scottish National Marine
Plan was adopted. The National Marine Plan will be augmented at the regional level by local Marine
Planning Partnerships (MPP), which will develop a suite of regional marine plans in territorial waters
(12 nautical miles) [43]. The Clyde Marine Planning Partnership (CMPP) is the first of eleven regional
partnerships in Scotland that have been delegated the task to prepare a statutory policy document for
the Clyde Marine Region and, as part of the process, will implement a series of consultation sessions
with local marine stakeholders over a period of three years [41].
In Scotland, the CMPP organised three separate sessions with the MSP Challenge board game
in the summer of 2017. The purpose of these sessions was to develop a dialogue between policy
experts and target marine users about the complexities of MSP issues. A special Scottish Marine
Region edition of the MSP board game was created for the purpose, overseen by the Scottish Coastal
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Forum and the development team, and supported under the auspices of the EU-funded SIMCelt
initiative, which was testing novel ways of stakeholder engagement to facilitate cross-border and
transboundary marine planning. These sessions were held to encourage engagement from sectors
that had been under-represented in marine planning in the Clyde area up until that point, including a
group of stakeholders from the marine recreational sector (coastal rowers, divers, kayakers and coastal
swimmers) [41].
MSP Sessions in Belgium
The first legally binding Marine Spatial Plan for the Belgian Part of the North Sea was approved
by Royal Decree in March 2014 [44]. The plan needs to be revised at least every six years. In the
spring of 2017, the Ministry for the Environment started with the revision procedure of the Belgian
Maritime Spatial Plan which, under Belgian law, must lead to a new Plan by 2020. For the start of this
process, a workshop with all competent authorities and stakeholders was organised on 8 February
2017 in Bruges, Belgium [45]. The purpose of the workshop was to inform the public about the revision
procedure and to receive ideas from the participants about the future development of the Belgian part
of the North Sea. In an event with circa 150 participants from different maritime sectors including
scientists and civil servants, the MSP Challenge: Blue Development edition game was used to kick
start this revision procedure [45]. The MSP Challenge development team has facilitated five MSP
board game sessions together with MSP experts from Belgium.
2.2.4. Description of the Data Set
The players were asked about their background; results are shown in Table 3. A total of
310 participants of the nineteen game sessions filled in the post-game questionnaires. The male/female
distribution of the total respondent group is relatively balanced with a slight overrepresentation of
male participants. Persons of all age categories participated, from slightly younger than eighteen to
above sixty-five. About forty percent of all respondents are active in the non-profit sector (NGOs,
research, education) and about thirty percent in the public sector.
Table 3. Player backgrounds.


























































Public sector 49 (27%) 44 (51%) 9 (26%) 102 (34%)
Private sector 23 (13%) 28 (32%) 16 (46%) 67 (22%)
Non-profit 104 (58%) 15 (17%) 5 (14%) 124 (41%)
* 1 = not or hardly involved; 2 = from time to time; 3 = quite some involvement; 4 = strong involvement; 5 = deeply
involved. Missing values in questionnaire and/or rounding off explain differences in the summation of numbers
and/or percentages between rows and columns.
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Table 3 also shows that the three cases—Generic, Belgium, Scotland—differ significantly in terms
of backgrounds. In the Generic case, the players are internationally mixed (country background not
presented here) with an equal gender balance. On average, the players in this category tend to be
early or mid-career professionals (around 20–35 years of age), with some previous involvement in
MSP, mainly in the non-profit sector (education, NGO). Typical players in this category were students
or graduates from different countries, young researchers or policy officers, who played the game at an
MSP conference or workshop.
In the Belgian case, there are more male players with a moderate to high level of involvement
in MSP. On average, they have a higher age and are working in the public sector. The players in the
Belgian case are already part of a national MSP actor-network, where many of them have previously
been involved in the first national Maritime Spatial Planning process.
In the Scottish case, the players on average come from the private sector and have a higher age.
They have hardly any or no pre-involvement or knowledge of MSP. For these local and regional players,
it was a first encounter with MSP. The intermediate conclusion is that in the analysis, the significant
differences among the case studies, need to be taken into account.
3. Results
3.1. MSP Understanding
According to the participants, the MSP Challenge board game reflects the challenges in real life
MSP accordingly and playing the board game has made respondents, in general, more interested in
MSP (see Table 4). Furthermore, the players on average report that they have learned about MSP
as a result of playing the game. By and large, and based on a great many player debriefings, and
observations, as well as player comments in the survey, we conclude that the game is considered
meaningful and insightful.










The issues in the game represent the challenges in MSP 4.1 (0.8) 3.9 (0.8) 4.4 (0.7) 4.1 (0.8)
I have become more interested in MSP 3.8 (0.9) 3.4 (1.1) 4.1 (0.7) 3.7 (1.0)
I know better what MSP is 3.8 (1.0) 3.4 (1.0) 4.2 (0.7) 3.7 (1.0)
I can better imagine the different viewpoints on MSP 4.0 (0.9) 3.6 (0.9) 4.2 (0.7) 3.9 (0.9)
I gained more insight into what the important factors in
MSP are and how they (can) influence each other 3.9 (0.8) 3.6 (0.8) 4.1 (0.5) 3.8 (0.8)
I gained insights on how different planning scales (local,
regional, national, international, etc.) can influence
decisions made
3.7 (1.0) 3.6 (0.8) N.a. 3.6 (1.0)
General understanding of MSP * (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.85) 3.9 (0.8) 3.5 (0.8) 4.2 (0.5) 3.8 (0.8)
* General MSP understanding is based upon 3 statements: “I know better what MSP is”, “I can better imagine the
different viewpoints on MSP”, and “I gained more insight into what the important factors in MSP are and how they
(can) influence each other”.
“It has been [an] interesting game, because you can obtain a global idea about MSP and the
conflict resolution between sectors, environmental issue and neighbouring countries.”
—(participant of MapSiS session).
There are marked differences among the three cases. Table 4 shows that the respondents who
have played the MSP Challenge board game as part of the Clyde Marine Planning Partnership report a
significantly stronger perception of learning about MSP than the respondents who played the game at
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a conference or workshop. Participants who played the game as part of the revision of the Belgian
Maritime Spatial Plan reported a learning effect that was not as high as the players in the other cases.
This might be explained by the level of pre-existing familiarity with MSP of the players.
“As I was familiar with this topic, the game itself did not help me personally to understand
the issue better. I can imagine, however, that the MSP Challenge will be very helpful in
providing stakeholders (your average layman) in understanding the complicated task of
planning and policy implementation in the coastal area.”
—(participant of ArtReefs workshop).
More important than the players’ reviews or testimonials are the dialogues between the players
on various MSP aspects. All players—students, professionals, novices or proficient planners—struggle
with words and symbols during the game. This can be exacerbated as the players come from different
countries and cultural backgrounds. Through the gameplay players get to know and understand one
another better.
3.2. Engagement
Based upon observations of the facilitators, video recordings, and the results of the questionnaires,
we can safely conclude that the participants of the MSP Challenge board game sessions get, in general,
deeply engaged and immersed in the game. After the short introduction, the players jump into it, and
the moderator often has a hard time stopping the players for intermediate or post-game reflections.
The following quotes are an illustration of player-stakeholder engagement.
“Really interesting and innovative way [for] getting people to think about the different
interests and viewpoints of the various stakeholders.”
—(participant of Atlantic Strategy Stakeholder Conference).
“The game shows clearly how governance and communication links work in reality.
Everyone undermines the planners and mind[s] their own interest.”
—(participant of Baltic MSP forum).
The players take their role as planners or stakeholder very seriously. They show all kinds of
emotions, signs of pleasure, team work as well as argument and conflict. In general, across almost
all sessions, the experience is that all stakeholders pursue their own interests and try to realise their
ambitions; the Marine Planners have a difficult task getting everyone aligned. The game tends to be
hectic and chaotic, but extremely immersive. The half way reflection challenges the players to improve
and solve their conflicts through better national, sectoral and transboundary planning in the second
part of the game.
Table 5 shows that the participants enjoy playing the game although the responses differ per
case, with a very high enjoyment score for Scotland. The respondents strongly recommend the
game to others. This is further evidenced by the uptake of the MSP Challenge board game by the
MSP community.










I think it is easy to learn how to play the game. 4.0 (0.8) 3.8 (0.8) 4.1 (0.8) 3.9 (0.8)
I think the information provided in the game is clear. 3.8 (0.8) 3.7 (0.8) N.a. 3.7 (0.8)
I think the game is visually appealing. 4.6 (0.6) 4.2 (0.7) N.a. 4.4 (0.6)
I feel creative while playing the game. 4.1 (0.9) 3.9 (0.8) N.a. 4.0 (0.9)
I think the game is fun. 4.5 (0.6) 4.0 (0.9) N.a. 4.3 (0.8)
I enjoy playing the game. 4.4 (0.7) 4.0 (0.9) 4.7 (0.6) 4.3 (0.8)
I am likely to recommend this game to others. 4.2 (0.8) 4.0 (0.8) 4.4 (0.6) 4.2 (0.8)
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3.3. Mediating Factors
In order to understand better how the game works for different player backgrounds, we examined
the possible intermediating effects of age, gender, country of origin, MSP involvement, sector of
professional affiliation and sustainability perception, by performing various statistical analysis.
Table 6 gives an overview of the results of the correlation between different background factors
(age, gender, level of involvement, sector affiliation) on MSP understanding and gameplay enjoyment,
for all sessions and for the three cases separately. The analysis shows that younger players significantly
enjoy the gameplay a little more than older players while females seem to enjoy playing the game
more than men. There are also significant differences with regard to self-reported learning on MSP.
The analysis shows a significant, negative relationship between previous involvement in MSP and
self-reported learning. Players who have previously been engaged in MSP seem to pick up less new
things from the game. The analysis also shows a significant difference in terms of learning based on
the country of origin; with regard to enjoyment this relationship is less strong. Possibly, players with
different cultural backgrounds do not respond the same to the gameplay.
Table 6. Correlation results MSP understanding and enjoyment.
Generic Belgium Scotland Total
‘MSP understanding’ vs ‘Age’ Spearman’s rho (sig) −0.11 (0.15) 0.04 (0.74) 0.18 (0.32) −0.09 (0.11)
‘MSP understanding’ vs ‘Gender’ Kruskal Wallis sign. 0.02 0.28 0.92 0.07
‘MSP understanding’ vs ‘Sector’ Kruskal Wallis sign 0.03 0.05 0.92 0.87
MSP understanding’ vs
‘MSP involvement’ Spearman’s rho (sig) −0.04 (0.56) −0.23 * (0.03) -0.05 (0.82) −0.19 ** (0.00)
‘MSP understanding’ vs
‘Country of origin’ Kruskal Wallis sign. 0.00 N.a. N.a. 0.00
‘MSP understanding’ vs
‘Soft sustainability’ Spearman’s rho (sig) 0.20 ** (0.01) 0.29 ** (0.01) N.a. 0.16 ** (0.01)
‘MSP understanding’ vs
‘Hard sustainability’ Spearman’s rho (sig) 0.03 (0.70) −0.02 (0.88) N.a. 0.05 (0.44)
‘Enjoyment’ vs ‘Age’ Spearman’s rho (sig) −0.03 (0.69) −0.18 (0.09) −0.26 (0.13) −0.15 ** (0.01)
‘Enjoyment’ vs ‘Gender’ Kruskal Wallis sign. 0.00 0.59 0.82 0.00
‘Enjoyment’ vs ‘Sector’ Kruskal Wallis sign 0.23 0.47 0.39 0.39
‘Enjoyment’ vs
‘MSP involvement’ Spearman’s rho (sig) 0.15 * (0.04) −0.10 (0.36) 0.29 (0.15) −0.03 (0.61)
‘Enjoyment’ vs ‘Country of origin’ Kruskal Wallis sign. 0.10 N.a. N.a. 0.00
‘Enjoyment’ vs
‘Soft sustainability’ Spearman’s rho (sig) −0.02 (0.80) −0.05 (0.64) N.a. −0.08 (0.21)
‘Enjoyment’ vs
‘Hard sustainability’ Spearman’s rho (sig) 0.01 (0.93) 0.23 * (0.04) N.a. 0.12 * (0.05)
* means result is significant at 0.05; ** means result is significant at 0.01, Note: only Spearman’s rho results are
presented; Kendall’s tau analysis showed similar results.
Table 7 provides an overview of the results of respondents with regard to two statements on
sustainability (‘hard’ vs ‘soft’ sustainability). Hard sustainability indicates an attitude that ecology
should be given priority over economic growth. Soft sustainability indicates the attitude that economic
growth and sustainability can go hand in hand, for instance through technological innovation.
Player-stakeholders from the Belgium group who agree more with the statement that measures
‘hard sustainability’, significantly report more enjoyment in the game, while player-stakeholders who
agree more with the statement measuring ‘soft sustainability’, report a significantly higher level of
self-reported learning (see Table 6). This is an interesting result, although the reasons behind it are
largely speculative. It may relate to the level of trust of the participants in whether this game, or a
game-based approach in general, is able to address the real problems of MSP.
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(n = 86) Scotland
Total
(n = 267)
Depletions in natural resources and decline of biodiversity
can be compensated for through economic growth and
improvements in technology (Soft sust. Factor).
2.7 (1.3) 3.2 (1.1) N.a 2.9 (1.2)
Human activity and economic development should not be
allowed to undermine natural systems and processes that
are vital to the existence of humans. (Hard sust. Factor).
4.2 (0.9) 3.9 (1.0) N.a 4.1 (0.9)
Note: Mann-Whitney test shows significance differences in response between the Generic and Belgium case with
regard to soft sustainability statement (p = 0.00) and hard sustainability statement (p = 0.01).
3.4. Insights and Lessons for Real World MSP
From the observations of the facilitators during the different MSP Challenge sessions the following
insights and lessons can be drawn.
Players engage deeply in discussions about ‘the ecosystem-based approach’, ‘land-sea interaction’
or ‘cumulative effects’. Participants ask all sorts of questions, such as “What is blue biotech?”, “Which
functions can be combined (co-exist)? and ‘How does one re-route an international shipping lane?”
The MSP Challenge board game allows players to make mistakes or act in an inconsistent way, such
as planning wind farms in water deeper than 50 m despite being told not to do so at first. The game
uses this as a learning experience and allows for future innovations to change game conditions and
introduce new situations that must be taken into account (e.g., floating wind farms that are not
restricted to certain water depths).
The MSP Challenge board game also lets players learn about different roles, responsibilities,
and limitations. The role of the maritime spatial planner, including their authority and planning
instruments, is quite challenging to comprehend and is especially heavily debated. Planners deploy
different planning styles as in real life. In the game, most planners try a pro-active, top-down approach,
although others plan in reaction to proposed developments and a few are able to plan in an adaptive
mode. Real world stakeholders—shippers, fishers, scientists—are often ask to step into the role of the
planner to experience first-hand what it means to be a marine spatial planner and consider multiple
different interests all at once. Some of them immediately take the lead by nature, while others let
themselves be overrun by the stakeholders (e.g., other players). The players also experience the
consequences of their decisions through the response of other players in the board game.
Another aspect that plays an important role in the game as well as in real life is resources (e.g., man
power, time, tokens). In one session, there was no fisheries representative in a country and, as a result,
other stakeholders were putting claims (e.g., tokens of other economic functions) on important fishing
grounds without anyone to stop them. The important lesson for the stakeholder-players is that it
is important to be ‘at the table’ and participating actively to avoid finding yourself being served up
‘on it’.
The game also brings many realistic conflicts and tensions to the surface. They revolve around the
disputed boundaries of an Exclusive Economic Zone, the development of shared energy infrastructure
such as an offshore power grid and energy island, and the development of short sea shipping
connections, such ferries and cruise lines. Negotiations take place among the stakeholders and
planners within the same country, as well as among the three countries. Transnational cooperation,
however, is not a given even when players know that they share the RICA Sea with others. The focus
of the players is first to develop their own part of the RICA Sea and only afterwards start to think
about transnational cooperation. Often, at the end of the session, participants describe the RICA Sea as
‘chaotic’. If they could play again, they would do it differently.
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“Nice to see how you experience that you first go for your own interests, then national, and
only then international in this game. Actually, it isn’t good, but this is how it worked. Also:
everyone wants to plan as much as possible.”
— (participant of North Sea Days session).
4. Discussion
In terms of the MSP stakeholder engagement purpose, indicators for a good efficacy of the board
game are: the reported perception of learning about MSP, players’ satisfaction ratings and the uptake of
the game in the MSP community. Our analysis shows that, in general, all participants enjoyed playing
the MSP Challenge board game but that there are differences between the three cases relating to the
self-reported perception of learning about MSP and gameplay enjoyment. These differences can be
explained by key session characteristics (such as quality of facilitation, duration of the session, number
of participants, personality of the participants and group dynamics), but also on key characteristics
of the participants (such as age, gender, country of origin, level of involvement and perspective
on sustainability).
Each MSP challenge session is as unique as the number and combination of players, the interaction
between them, the context of the session and the facilitation of the game by the moderator and G.O.D.
The players, together with the facilitators, make the game; the discussions between them and the
facilitators on different aspects of MSP are key to the gameplay and learning experience. Although
the design of the game is similar across the sessions, different facilitators and the way they run the
events might have an influence on the way the players perceive the game and the subsequent reported
learning about MSP. Some participants might benefit from greater explanation about their roles or
possible interactions between activities, while others prefer a looser gameplay. To what extent these
factors play a role is a topic for further research. Based upon our experience and feedback received
from the players, it is recommended to play the MSP Challenge board game for 90–120 min with 15
to 21 players. Experience has shown that sessions with fewer players might miss out on interesting
discussions as some stakeholder roles are not being played. More than 7 players per country makes the
gameplay more chaotic, which might influence transnational cooperation as planners and stakeholders
have a hard time in realising national objectives.
The MSP Challenge board game works very well as an introductory game (i.e., entry level game)
for participants with a limited knowledge of MSP as it provides a build-up of information in an
informal manner. From the Scottish case, it became evident that the participants’ general lack of
previous involvement in MSP did not appear to affect their ability to learn and enjoy playing the game.
Instead, it could be argued that selecting and characterising these stakeholders because of their lack
of involvement actually enhances learning and knowledge exchange. The interaction in the game
among players who are proficient in MSP and those who are novices can of course be very beneficial
at a group or team level, where both might learn from each other. The experts, for instance, form
the questions and explain things that are unclear to the incumbents and the novices learn from the
contributions of the experts. The game is not only an individual learning experience but also a shared
social learning experience.
Additionally, sustained debate and enthusiasm for MSP, coupled with a likeliness to recommend
the game to others, also hinted at the potential for wider learning within the broader stakeholder
community. Participants continuing debates and demonstrating enthusiasm over MSP issues after the
MSP Challenge sessions had finished alluded to the potential comparative effectiveness of gaming
over more traditional methods of engagement. Although this cannot be decisively concluded here,
further studies may wish to examine this comparison, perhaps investigating the extent to which
post-workshop knowledge of MSP is demonstrated within broader stakeholder groups after playing
a ‘serious game’ such as the MSP Challenge board game. Future research will focus on the role of
advanced (digital) gaming for other forms of stakeholder engagement in the MSP process, such as in
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later stages of the development of Maritime Spatial Plans, for scenario-analysis and for transboundary
co-operation among stakeholders and planners.
5. Conclusions
We can conclude that, in general, MSP stakeholders from any sector and background can enjoy
and appreciate the experience of the Maritime Spatial Planning Challenge board game. Whether
participants have a better understanding of MSP after playing the board game depends, amongst
others, on key characteristics of the participant’s own professional background, notably their country
of origin, level of involvement in MSP and their perspective on sustainability.
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Abstract: The growing complexity and interdependence of water management processes requires the
involvement of multiple stakeholders in water governance. Multi-party collaboration is increasingly
vital at both the strategy development and implementation levels. Multi-party collaboration involves
a process of joint decision-making among key stakeholders in a problem domain directed towards
the future of that domain. However, the common goal is not present from the beginning; rather,
the common goal emerges during the process of collaboration. Unfortunately, when the conflicting
interests of different actors are at stake, the large majority of environmental multi-party efforts often
do not reliably deliver sustainable improvements to policy and/or practice. One of the reasons for
this, which has been long established by many case studies, is that social learning with a focus on
relational practices is missing. The purpose of this paper is to present the design and initial results of
a pilot study that utilized a game-based approach to explore the effects of relational practices on the
effectiveness of water governance. This paper verifies the methods used by addressing the following
question: are game mechanisms, protocols for facilitation and observation, the recording of decisions
and results, and participant surveys adequate to reliably test hypotheses about behavioral decisions
related to water governance? We used the “Lords of the Valley” (LOV) game, which focuses on the
local-level management of a hypothetical river valley involving many stakeholders. We used an
Water 2018, 10, 346; doi:10.3390/w10030346 www.mdpi.com/journal/water163
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observation protocol to collect data on the quality of relational practices and compared this data
with the quantitative outcomes achieved by participants in the game. In this pilot study, we ran the
game three times with different groups of participants, and here we provide the outcomes within the
context of verifying and improving the methods.
Keywords: serious games; social simulation; social learning; relational practices; river basin
management; water governance; multi-party collaboration; stakeholders; experimental social research
1. Introduction
Water governance involves many complex issues beyond the conventional scope of technical
and environmental aspects. Water catchments can be characterized by connectedness, complexity,
uncertainty, conflict, multiple stakeholders, and multiple perspectives [1]. Berg [2] identifies seven
crucial elements that affect water governance: institutions, interests of stakeholders, information,
incentives, ideas, ideals (i.e., priorities placed on objectives), and individuals (meaning leadership).
In order to integrate all these aspects in water governance, traditional top-down and technocratic
approaches must be replaced by new management paradigms [3]. By this account, collaborative or
participatory and multi-scale or multi-level modes of governance have been widely recommended to
reconcile environmental, economic, and societal goals in the water sector [4–7].
Crucial factors for successful collaborative governance include face-to-face dialogue,
trust building, commitment, and development of a shared understanding [8]. Dialogue enhances
stakeholder empowerment and network building, and fosters learning [9]. Previous studies have
found that learning processes based on social relations are essential for sustainable water resources
management [10–12] since they provide positive outcomes, providing an increased understanding
of key issues, reframing, building trust, improving relations, developing new organizations,
and producing substantive results [13]. These outcomes of social learning may be both technical
(e.g., effectiveness, sustainability, and integration) and relational or normative, such as a sense
of ownership of solutions by different stakeholders, active citizenship, inclusive governance,
and self-governing capacities [14]. Social learning occurs in multi-party collaboration processes
that take place in the actors’ networks or in “communities of practice” [3]. Multi-party collaboration
is an emerging work system of two or more legally independent parties formed to address a certain
problem while still retaining their autonomy within the new entity, e.g., network.
Multi-party collaboration involves a process of joint decision-making among key stakeholders
in a problem domain directed towards the future of that domain. However, the common goal is
not apparent from the beginning but rather is created through a process of collaboration [14,15].
According to the relational theory of multi-party collaboration processes, organizing can be defined as
the process of making new meaning from the given diverse inputs while building communities
of practice, and relational practices constitute the core of the social learning process (Figure 1).
Relational activities (we use term interchangeably with relational practices in this paper) include
getting the attention of stakeholders, committing to collaborate, legitimating stakeholders, fostering
dialogue, connecting stakes and interests, negotiating roles and identities, guaranteeing commitment
of constituencies, and aligning efforts and agreements [14]. They are often neglected at the expense
of the focus on technical problem-solving. All too often such neglect of relational practices turns out
to be highly detrimental to the outcomes. Social learning for interdependence among the parties is
regarded as a central aim of multi-party collaboration, of which the main goal is to acknowledge and
accommodate interdependent interests through the process of continuous negotiations. Unfortunately,
most multi-party projects do not reliably develop improvements in policy or practice [14]. This might
be caused by stakeholder assumptions about intended outcomes. Quaghebeur et al. [16] document that
the emerging participation may be very different from what the convening party originally intended or
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what the financing institution expected. A greater challenge arises in regard to framing and reframing
issues, e.g., when different actors, by definition, take different perspectives on issues. This is often
the core problem in interdisciplinary projects related to natural resources [17]. Difficulties in creating
co-ownership of the solution among all parties may occur even if the interactions among the parties
are very intensive and well-guided [18].
 
Figure 1. Social learning cycle through multi-party collaboration on natural resources [14] (p.149).
When conflicting interests of different actors are at stake in environmental projects, social learning
that is centered on relational practices may prove to be crucial in overcoming these problems.
Water management can serve as a perfect reflection of multi-party collaboration issues. Water itself
might be perceived as a strong metaphor for the interconnectedness among many stakeholders
since it connects geographical regions and diverse groups of providers and users, and as such
symbolizes ecological and social interdependencies [14]. The purpose of this paper is to consider the
abovementioned issues within the context of a multi-party collaboration experiment based on a serious
game devoted to the challenges of water management in a river valley.
Environmental management games have long been used to support learning and to promote
awareness of sustainability challenges [19] in a broad range of policy domains, such as climate
change mitigation and adaptation [20,21], flood risk management [22–24], and land use and urban
planning [25]. Environmental management games have been used both at different levels of education
systems as well as in public policy to support social learning and encourage collective action [26–28].
Educational uses of serious games are further expanded into support for participatory policy analysis
and strategic management [29,30], and it has been found that almost one-quarter of these games relate
to water governance [31]. According to Mayer [32], the success of gaming for policymaking derives
from the power of gaming to tackle both the technical-physical and the social-political complexities of
policy problems.
Parallel to gaming applications in education and policy making, serious games have also been
used to support experimental research. The application of laboratory experiments in the social and
political sciences has continued to increase since the 1980s; however, there are still many objections
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regarding the lack of realism and generalizability. However, Falk and Heckman [33] argue that many of
these objections are misguided, and laboratory experiments provide the possibility to control variation,
which is basic for empirical scientific knowledge. According to these authors, such experiments,
including games, can be used to study behaviors and institutions under the conditions of strong
control of decision environments (e.g., payoffs, information that parties possess, and rules of action).
There is an established tradition of experiments in the field of experimental economics regarding
policy-relevant issues, such as cooperation and public goods [34] or the importance of reciprocity and
social approval [33,35]. Progress in experimental games has been achieved by evoking the essence of
complex dilemmas in simple settings, though it leaves many questions about social processes in more
realistic policy situations untouched.
Regarding complex policy questions, games seem to be a research method with potentially
high external validity, especially when it is not possible (or very difficult) to test alternative policies
in real-life situations. Games may be designed in a manner that is less artificial than laboratory
experiments, and thus, they may more adequately depict real-life scenarios [36]. Empirical studies in
the organization and policy sciences might have a form of “research with gaming” [30] or “gaming for
pure research” [36], i.e., when games are used as an observation context to develop and test hypotheses
on the policy-relevant behavior of individuals, groups, and organizations. The strongest advantage of
games as quasi-experiments relates to the controlled variation that is crucial for causal knowledge [37].
Games provide the possibility of systematically manipulating variables in complex organizational
environments and measuring the effects in systematic ways, including statistical methods, even in
mostly qualitative projects [36]. The analysis of available experiments with games provided several
conclusions on the advantages of “research with gaming” [30,36]:
• identical policy environments for experimental and control groups, though the stimuli for all
groups can be structured in a controlled and desired way;
• the possibility of complete observation and reconstruction (by writing down all actions
in observation protocols) of all decision-making processes, which is hard to achieve in
real-life situations;
• opportunities to observe situations (raised by simulations) that are rare, hidden, risky, and socially
unacceptable or in other ways that are difficult to access in reality.
Questionable correspondence between the experimental environment and reality can be checked
among participants [30,36], who should include experienced policy makers (strongly recommended),
not just students. This “member check” provides a serious opportunity to assess the psychological and
procedural validity of the game. However, there will always be difficult-to-avoid trade-offs between
the control of experimental conditions and the real-life resemblance of experimental environments.
Furthermore, a trade-off exists between representing real-life experiences and playability since
participants often undertake certain actions within a game in order to “have fun” that they would
not initiate in the real world. Next, an issue that always arises with social research is the effect of
the observer’s presence on participants’ behavior. However, the same problem occurs in interviews,
so this problem is not exclusive to gaming research.
The LOV game has been used repeatedly as an educational serious environmental management
game. Because it is based on a real-world situation in the Tisza River Valley of Hungary [38], it also has
the potential to serve as an experimental environment for research in the field of water governance [22].
With a more complex representation than experimental economic games, LOV allows researchers
to examine the social interactions that emerge from the role-playing situation linked with causal
mechanisms from the environment. The main outcome from this paper is the verification of the
methods used by addressing the following question: are game mechanisms, protocols for facilitation
and observation, the recording of decisions and results, and participant surveys adequate to reliably
test hypotheses about behavioral decisions related to water governance?
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2. Materials and Methods
We developed the LOV game as a tool to support a multi-party collaboration quasi-experiment.
The original version of the game was created as a part of the NeWater project [39]. The goal was to create
a simulation, based on interviews with stakeholders and experts, which enables participants to explore
alternative river management regimes and introduces the concept of river-landscape connectivity.
After the finalization of the project, the game was further developed in cooperation with the University
of Leuven (Belgium) to expand on the existing biophysical model by introducing new roles for the
participants, thus exploring social aspects of floodplain management. The goal was to represent the
problems connected with engaging multiple stakeholders and thereby emphasize the importance of
relational activities. This development created the social simulation that is currently used regularly
in the context of educating about river basin management and social aspects of creating multi-lateral
agreements. Furthermore, it has been implemented as a supplementary tool in real-world processes
to engage participants and give them an opportunity to explore the problem, similar to the real one,
in a safe, simulated environment (for example, sessions with Dutch Water Sector Intelligence [40].
The current version of the game is available to be played online using tablets and computers for all
operations and calculations [41].
The biophysical model in the game refers to a short river reach. It is limited and does not include
any details on water quality, aquatic ecology, or groundwater. Since the game focuses on a small
community in a river valley, upstream–downstream relationships are not included. The game is not
intended to recreate biophysical complexity—rather its goal to represent a minimalistic representation
with only basic feedbacks. Even such a minimalistic representation is hard to handle for participants.
The main purpose of our quasi-experimental approach is to study the social complexity of water
governance systems. Many experimental studies follow an experimental economics approach that
limits game features to bare essentials. Adding game features has to be done carefully in order to
match the cognitive limits of participants within the assigned time (which is rarely longer than a 1-day
workshop). Hence, the scope of our biophysical model must have been limited. At the other end of the
game complexity spectrum, role-playing simulations are rarely assessed with quantitative methods.
The contribution of this study lies in bringing more structure to qualitative studies of social behavior
relevant to water governance.
We applied a “research with gaming” approach in order to examine the impact of relational
activities on the outputs in the game setting. It is not the goal of this experiment to reproduce real life
social learning, although the game itself might be used as a support for multi-stakeholder processes
(we provide some comments on such a use of this game in the discussion section). In other words,
we use the game for empirical research on complex systems in a laboratory situation.
Using the LOV game as an observational context [30], we have designed structured observation
protocols and used the record of game results to measure the impact of relational activities on the
game’s outputs. Relational activities such as leadership, sharing information, stereotyping, and ground
rules were selected for this study from the longer list based on research and training experience [42].
In this article, we report our initial results from three case studies. While it is obvious that these
results are not statistically significant, these results represent a pilot study of the research method that
allows one to explore relational activities and social learning in a controlled environment. Therefore,
the contribution of this article is methodological in nature, and there is no claim made regarding the
validity of the results. Rather, we demonstrate how this type of research can be conducted; additionally,
although the actual results in the three case studies support our hypothesis, we are aware that a larger
sample is needed to develop valid conclusions. Despite the modesty of these assumptions, we believe
the challenges inherent in the empirical research of complex social-ecological systems make this pilot
study novel and relevant to both the use of serious games for empirical research the understanding of
social processes in complex environments.
Our main research direction focuses on determining whether relational activities act as facilitating
mechanisms that affect the game’s two main outcomes: the players’ economic status and the state
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of the environment. Based on the existing research in the area of multi-party collaboration [14,15],
we propose the following hypotheses:
1. Groups that allow/stimulate all members to share information, express their understanding of
the problem, and build a shared reality are better able to cope with inherent system complexity;
thus, they achieve better content outcomes.
2. Having a leader (leaders) that is (are) both process- and outcome-oriented facilitates the
processes of defining the problem and agreeing upon solutions, which, therefore, leads to better
content outcomes.
3. Stereotyping and/or lack of ground rules to facilitate interactions make conflict management
more difficult; as a result, it lowers the chance of developing common solutions and negatively
affects content outcomes.
4. The ability of the group to formulate and agree upon a common solution leads to better
content outcomes.
We will attempt to verify these hypotheses in the subsequent research. In this article, based on the
pilot study, we will verify if the methods that we use are appropriate for testing these hypotheses. In the
LOV game, participants take the roles of inhabitants of a river valley threatened with droughts and
floods. They are asked to identify with their roles; however, no decisions are imposed on them—they
can make them freely. Some assume the roles of farmers, and their task is to manage the farms
they own. They make decisions about the type of production on a particular plot. There is also the
possibility to buy land, so they can expand their farms. Free plots belong to the Local Government,
which determines the sale conditions and taxation levels of specific farmers. Money acquired in this
way can be transferred in the form of subsidies to other players.
The Water Board main task is to build and maintain elements of the flood-protection infrastructure,
e.g., dykes and the water steering system. Dykes protect the valley from flooding, while the water
distribution system helps reduce flood losses or increases soil moisture in the valley during a drought.
The farmers’ financial performance depends on external factors, such as the precipitation, the water
levels in the river, the associated soil humidity, and the performance of different types of production
on the individual plots under different moisture regimes. Farmers can decide to set up crop cultivation
(with options to use high-yield grain), animal husbandry, orchards, and fish ponds, or they can decide
on the commercial use of pre-existing forests. Each production type is characterized by a different
resilience to environmental conditions as well as by losses caused by floods or excess irrigation from
the water steering system. Therefore, it is crucial to match each production type with the anticipated
conditions on the board. These are, in turn, the result of both external factors, independent of the
participants and the investments made by the Water Board. Additionally, all activities undertaken on
plots by farmers as well as the extent of the water steering system affect the biodiversity in the valley.
The intensification of production may damage the local ecosystem, which elevates crop sensitivity to
pest attacks and may cause additional losses.
There are also two other important institutional roles in the game, i.e., the Bank and the
Environmental Non-Governmental Organization (NGO). In the first case, as Banker, a player has
the option of granting loans to other entities in the valley, but he must also ensure that they are
recovered, including the interest charged. An environmental NGO has information on the impacts
of particular methods and types of production on biodiversity. This knowledge, together with the
possibility of making complaints about other players to the Central Government, which is represented
by the Moderator, can help protect the valley’s ecosystem.
The game presents two layers of complexity. One comes from the general complexity of the
simulation model, i.e., multiple interactions between environmental variables that affect production
within the valley and its economic condition. That, in turn, results in further investments that create
feedbacks, which can affect the environmental conditions. The second layer of complexity comes
from interactions among participants. Therefore, the process can be described as encompassing social
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complexity. The economic dependencies between specific roles and the asymmetry of information
mean that communication and cooperation between and among players are the key aspects of the game.
Game facilitator applies the protocols of gameplay to impose restrictions on conversational possibilities
between individual participants. These restrictions are introduced to represent real-life problems
related to the dispersion of information. For example, representatives of more than three roles cannot
talk with each other at the same time. This simulates real-life challenges connected with engaging
other parties. As in real life, the only opportunity to assemble all inhabitants of the valley and reach a
broad agreement is through a so-called “community meeting.” Community meetings are convened
twice throughout the entire game, and representatives of all roles can participate. The way they are
carried and the topics discussed are regulated by the participants themselves. The overview of the
game physical model is attached in Appendix A.
The game was played over 7 rounds with the total time between 4 and 5 h, followed by 1–2 h
debriefing. It is a long and intensive game designed to allow players to immerse in its narrative and
for the social relations to develop within the game world (Figures 2 and 3).
 
Figure 2. Social interactions in progress—Lords of the Valley (LOV) game workshop, Wrocław (photo
Anna Zemlak).
During the game, participants have to deal not only with both layers of complexity but also with
their own preconceptions and ideas about the effective management of the river valley. The underlying
model simulating environmental conditions (flood, drought) tests these ideas in terms of feasibility
and provides feedback about the consequences of their decisions. This process shows that some actions
may have unforeseen long-term consequences that can affect the environment of the entire valley.
Yet, for participants, the greatest challenge can be the social element within the simulation. Creating a
common understanding of the situation, let alone some management agreements, can be difficult when
all participants have their own perspectives on the problems being addressed, their own goals and
personal values, as well as different levels of access to the in-game information. The setting, as well as
the emphasis on the role-playing element of the game, enables each participant to observe how real-life
communication problems emerge and how they affect the outcomes. The safe environment of social
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simulation creates a “laboratory” where participants can not only learn about the challenges connected
with multi-party collaboration but also test their ideas and potential solutions in a safe environment.
 
Figure 3. Financial performance in progress—LOV game workshop, Wroclaw (photo Anna Zemlak).
The game was played during workshops in three cities: Wrocław, Rzeszów, and Kraków.
The number of players participating in these workshops varied from 15 to 25. Observations involved
11 observers trained in observation procedures (Appendix B), who were assigned to different roles;
one observer was assigned to follow general interactions at the game board. The results of the
observations include both quantitative and qualitative parts. However, due to the pilot study character
of this research, the quantitative results are not statistically significant and are used here only for
testing the methodology. There were two observation protocols applied: one for the rounds of the
game and one for the community meetings (Appendixs C and D). They both contained multiple choice
as well as open-ended questions regarding communication and interactions between teams, sharing
information, leadership, conflicts, and overall group dynamics. Moreover, in the community meetings,
where representatives of all groups could participate, the observation protocol questions referred to
defining, understanding, and solving problems. Questions about exclusion (are some parties ignored
by others?), a common understanding of the problem, establishing agreed solution, and ground
rules are relevant only for community meetings. Results concerning internal dynamics come from
participants’ evaluation feedback, while the rest of the results come from observation protocols.
The questions in the observation protocol were related to specific categorizations (relevant for
the stated hypotheses) that were in turn narrowed down into specific variables. Observations were
recorded as data and transformed to indices (added) to measure variables that were later compared
between the cases (cities) to verify our hypotheses.
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For binary variables, observations were recorded as “yes” if that response was the majority, “no” if
that response predominated, and “hard to say” (HTS) if the distribution between the two was roughly
equal. In case of conflicts, answers indicate how many of the observers indicated “yes”, e.g., 7 from 10.
For the variables measured on ordinal scales, values presented in the table are the average of the scores.
In the case of stereotypes, the number indicates how many times they were noticed. Sharing
information specific to a player’s role was measured on a scale from—3 (No, actors actively refuse
to share information very much) to 3 (Yes, actors share information very much) with no neutral value.
Both competition and cooperation were measured on a scale from 3 (very much) to 1 (a little),
and observers were able to estimate both scales in each round. Common understanding of the
problem was measured on a scale from 0 (not at all) to 3 (very much). Establishing and agreed solution
is measured on a scale from 1 (Yes, and the solution is made explicit) to 4 (No, actors explicitly set individual
solutions). For all questions represented with ordinal scales, the values shown in the table are the
average of the scores.
Additionally, over the course of the game, participants completed surveys (3 times during the
game and before and after the game), intended to gather information on their subjective assessment
of cooperation and competition levels (Appendix E). In order to understand the time dynamics of
the sequence of game events round after round, both quantitative and qualitative data (including
participants direct quoted) have to be used jointly.
Recruitment for the games was open, advertised mostly in the academic community (mostly
students, doctoral students, and researchers) and resulted in a rather random group composition,
the impact of which is later discussed. Again, the study should be treated only as a pilot study.
3. Results
The results of observations carried out by observers during rounds and community meetings,
as well as from evaluation protocols, are presented in Tables 1–3.
Each single workshop (gameplay) created its own history of multi-party collaboration related
to managing natural resources in the face of threats. Multiple actors collaborated to address the
issues of water and soil management, nature preservation, land use, farming practices, introduction
of technology, innovation, and related problem domains. Participants in different cities had different
attitudes and different definitions of the problem domain. Each story was unique in terms of
participants decisions, results, and frames applied by participants about what happened in the valley
and why.
In Wrocław, participants initially focused on “deal-making” among themselves. They were mainly
engaged in bilateral conversations and agreements. Actors shared information specific for their roles
and goals; however, there was primarily “lots of talking between groups to figure out other team’s roles
and how to operate” (Quotes in italics come from observation protocols). In Rzeszów, there was almost
no communication at the beginning; some players openly refused to share or “held information close
and shared little with other teams.” In Kraków, actors were looking for general solutions. They “seemed
to be looking for the best solutions; not entirely self-focused.” In addition, there were some bilateral
conversations without open communication, but actors shared information, especially organizations
(i.e., Water Board, Bank, and NGO). These differences in attitudes at the beginning of the game
influenced further development of trajectories in different cities gameplays.
In Wrocław, leadership functions were rotating between selected teams (playing their roles): NGO,
Local Government (LG), and Water Board (WB). The participant playing the LG was perceived
as a natural leader. The participant playing the NGO was focused on both technical content
(problem-solving) and on group processes. The NGO emerged as a group facilitator and “was accepted
by all”. It was the only group (Wrocław) where the function of the facilitator was clearly identified and
enacted. The first round began in a climate of competition. However, better outcomes became possible
as other factors appeared: the emergence of a leader and facilitator, much smaller number of conflicts,
and sharing information during the first community meeting. At the time when the drought occurred,
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competition reappeared (the second Community Meeting) and even conflict (9/10), which clearly
shows the effect of the crisis. However, due to the collaborative practices established earlier as well as
effective leadership and facilitation, the group was able to recover from the crisis and, already in the 5th
round, information sharing was very intensive and cooperation more pronounced than competition.
This led to higher profits (visible in the game results). Although participants indicated a high level of
competition in their evaluation sheets, a summary of observational data of the participants provides
a broader view than the participants’ perceptions of competition and cooperation by revealing the
effect of a facilitator or leader and of sharing information on the outcomes. This also demonstrates that
conflict can be constructive when relational practices are positively established.
In Rzeszów, responsibility for the group was dispersed among different actors in each round.
There was no clear leader identified until the seventh round. As a consequence, there was “more chaos
than conflicts or cooperation.” Actors were “not sure who’s leading the circus.” Institutions like the
LG or the WB were recognized as leaders responsible for the valley, but “not all players paid attention
to them.”
In Kraków, there was no unambiguous leader. Rather, responsibility was dispersed. The LG and
the WB were recognized as leaders a few times, but they were mainly focused on technical content.
Cooperation was less intensive than in Wrocław and Rzeszów. There was much more competition and
rivalry, with obvious arguments and conflicts.
In each gameplay, stereotyping emerged over the course of interactions, and it was probably
transferred from actors’ experiences in the real world. Expressions of stereotyping affected mainly the
LG but also the NGO, WB, and sometimes (rarely) farmers:
”Government was initially distrusted by farmers.”
“Role of the government as a money source.”
“Thought that the government is greedy.”
“Farmers think government should subsidize poor farmers. NGO thinks farmers want
money for silly things. Farm 3 called NGO the “green guy.” NGO did not trust in the farmers’
abilities to change their land use, since they claimed at the meeting that they do not have the
knowledge. Farmers are poor and not environmentally friendly.”
“I don’t like the Bank, they are bloodsuckers ( . . . ) Those blood suckers, those bank people
. . . you like them?”
The data collected indicate that every single multi-party collaboration process was characterized
by different internal dynamics. Behaviors linked with some variables, such as exclusion or stereotyping,
were common in each gameplay, but there was significant variation with respect to most of the
variables observed. For example, some groups were poorly organized. Some had a history of conflict,
and there were disparities in power and resources. In addition, there were differences in access
to expertise and information. In general, the Wrocław group was better organized than the other
communities. In Wrocław, the leadership functions were shared successively between different roles
not only during game rounds but also during the community meetings. The final outcome was much
more satisfactory because parties were able to cooperate effectively, share information, and agree on
which solutions to implement. This is confirmed by both qualitative and quantitative data. In Rzeszów
and Kraków, information sharing was low, and there were fewer leadership attempts and no facilitation
function. Exclusion and conflicts occurred much more often than they did in Wrocław. Observations
from community meetings indicate that, in all cities, participants were not able to achieve a shared
understanding of the problem (nevertheless, Wrocław has the highest rate). This is often the case in the
real world, where stakeholders quickly jump to solutions without deeper reflection on how problem
perception differs among them.
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Besides observations, game decisions and results over the course of the gameplay were collected
to support the key hypotheses. Economic outcomes in the context of events in the river valley
ecosystem (flood and drought) are presented in Figure 4. The Wrocław group achieved better economic
results. Natural disasters (floods and droughts) occurred similarly in every scenario, but in Wrocław,
there was the greatest variability in outcomes related to events (i.e., floods and droughts); however,
this variability did not decrease accumulated profits. The most difficult economic situation was in
Kraków, where multi-party collaboration finished with conflict and economic bankruptcy. In Rzeszów,
a leader emerged in the seventh round, and they finished the game with better economic results
than those observed in Kraków. In Kraków, the greatest economic losses occurred due to drought,
while losses in Rzeszów were due to flooding. Regarding biodiversity, both Kraków and Rzeszów
resulted in a decreasing value, in contrast with Wrocław. Obviously, one can achieve high outputs
in both accumulated profit and biodiversity. This is because the underlying game model includes
feedback mechanisms that undermine economic outcomes in the long term when ecosystem services
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Figure 4. Economic outcomes and biodiversity levels in the context of the events in the ecosystems of
the valleys.
The results and their analysis presented above (Figure 4) provide the basis for the assessment of
our hypotheses. As indicated earlier in the article, verification of the stated hypotheses is beyond the
scope of this paper because our sample is too small. However, we can discuss the findings from our
case studies (gameplays in different cities) and note to what extent observed regularities contribute to
the stated hypotheses, which is necessary to verify our “research with gaming” approach. Subsequent
discussion of the pilot results should be seen in this light.
The Wrocław group achieved the best game outcomes both in terms of profits and biodiversity.
Table 4 presents observations indicating potential causes of this advantage, linked to specific
hypotheses. There is supporting evidence for Hypotheses 1, 2, and 4 but not for Hypothesis 3.
Table 4. Summary of observations highlighting the Wrocław group that achieved the best outcomes.
Hypothesis Summary of Observations
Hypothesis 1. Groups that allow/stimulate all members to
share information, express their understanding of the
problem, and build a shared reality are better able to cope
with inherent system complexity, and thus achieve better
content outcomes.
The Wrocław group scored high on information
sharing, much better than other groups.
The difference between the groups with respect to
achieving the common problem definition was
not pronounced.
Hypothesis 2. Having a leader (leaders) that is (are) both
process- and outcome-oriented facilitates the processes of
defining the problem and agreeing on solutions, therefore
leading to a better content outcomes.
The leadership effect was observed throughout the
game in the Wrocław case. It emerged naturally
(NGO) or was discussed, agreed and transferred
between the roles. It allowed the whole group to get
through the crisis caused by floods and droughts.
Hypothesis 3. Stereotyping and/or lack of ground rules
facilitation of interactions makes conflict management more
difficult; as a result, it lowers the chance of developing
common solutions and negatively affects content outcomes.
Wrocław case was the only one where facilitation
was present and this group was definitely better
organized than other cases; however, establishment
of the ground rules was not recorded. The intensity
of stereotyping was similar between the cases.
Hypothesis 4. The ability of the group to formulate and
agree on a common solution leads to better content outcomes.
An agreement on a common solution was reached
only in the Wrocław case.
Above we have presented all the steps necessary to analyze the results of the pilot study with
the game using data gathered with the observations protocol and participants’ surveys. These data
provide us with measures to draw the conclusions with respect to the stated research goal. Once we
have a larger dataset, we can test stated hypotheses statistically. The method is also rich enough for
qualitative research of smaller samples.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
The LOV game was designed in such a way that relational practices were as important as
problem-solving aspects, and this is a novelty that combines game mechanics with role-playing
(identifying with and role taking in a party/organization from the game world). We aimed to provide a
space to observe how players behaved both in terms of the openness of interactions and the structured
observation protocol. Since this was a pilot study, the results are not statistically significant, and the results
are presented to demonstrate the method rather than to emphasize specific findings. The limitations
of this approach are similar to those in other experimental settings in social sciences and include the
artificiality effect, as well as the issues of psychological and process validity. The real-life resemblance
might be evaluated by participants themselves if participants were real stakeholders, and the artificiality
effect is difficult to avoid in laboratory experiments. On the other hand, during the game, we may ensure
a similar experimental environment for different groups in order to achieve a level of controlled variability
that is not possible in real-life situations. In order to make comparisons possible, a larger study with more
LOV sessions is necessary. Moreover, additional data about participants should be collected and included
in the analysis. For example, it is not possible to retroactively determine why the group in Wrocław was
better at embracing relational activities, especially leadership. In future research experiments, participants
should be examined with regard to their background, including domain knowledge, previous experience
in public policy making and serious gaming, and social or public activities in real life. The authors are
aware of their own cultural background, including the current emphasis on participatory approaches
in water governance research. In spite of our effort to create a neutral environment (a “sandbox”),
where participants could try different governance styles, there are unavoidable cultural biases that may
be present in game and research design. Different governance regimes can produce different outcomes in
different cultures [43,44]. In order to verify the stated hypotheses, this cultural background should also
be controlled in the experimental design, especially regarding the nature of relational activities under
observation, since this might differ depending on the cultural context. This issue might be the subject of
further research.
Indices constructed from observations can be developed with greater complexity or greater
specificity to identify relevant processes. For instance, conflicts may be focused on relations or tasks.
Several task conflicts can be a sign of diversity, so the balance of task conflict to relational conflict is
important. In this case, an index can be based on the ratio of task/relational conflict. In terms of ground
rules, they concerned procedural issues, task issues, and relationship issues. We usually observe
process interventions by some actors when they handle these issues, and gradually, these become
accepted (i.e., written) rules. Improved indices may take the nature of these interventions under
consideration, e.g., the effort to reframe the common ground to ensure that the concerns and interests
of all members are recognized in the problem formulation.
The application of the LOV game to do research with gaming described in this article is not
the only possible option for using this game. It can also be used to support real-world multi-party
processes related to the management of river valleys. Often the soft, relational activities do not receive
enough attention in the actual processes of formulating policy and making decisions. By participating
in a “social simulation” based on this game, stakeholders can become aware of the importance of
relational practices, and based on this experience, discuss how they can change their real world
relations, interactions, rules, or procedures.
By considering all limitations, we find the initial results obtained from this pilot study provide a
solid verification of the proposed research method used to study the effects of relational activities and
social learning for improving water governance.
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Appendix A. Overview of the Biophysical Model for the Lords of the Valley Game
The game uses a simple stylized model defining critical relationships and processes connected
to the small-scale management of the floodplain valley. The area is restricted to the segment of the
river with surrounding water infrastructure and local farms. Furthermore, all values presented to the
participants are treated as yearly averages (rainfall, soil moisture, the water level in the river, etc.).
What is more, due to the limited size of the modeled area and the scope of the game, biodiversity
is treated as an aggregated value representing average biodiversity within the valley. Introducing
such simplifications to the system was conscious design choice as limiting the physical complexity
of the simulation was required to conduct the workshop within the sensible timeframe along with
the debriefing. Figure A1 presents the general schematics of the system as well as the feedbacks
between simulation elements. The model transforms the participants’ decisions into the changes
of food production and of water infrastructures, such as dikes. It also combines the environmental
scenario (rainfall and the water level in the river) with choices made by the players (farmers and
the Water Board) to produce the concrete values of farmers’ production. Together the model and the
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Figure A1. General schematics of the game system.
Appendix B. Instructions for Observers
Appendix B.1. Observation of Multi-Party Processes—Selection of Behaviors to be Recorded
• Communication between teams
• Conflicting goals and interests at different levels
• Dealing with unequal distribution of information
• Shared reality (common understanding of the problem/the system)
• Inter-group relations-conflict, cooperation, competition
• The role of trust (inter-group and intragroup)
• Setting interaction ground rules
• Commitments, responsibilities, control
• Learning about interdependence of actors
• Leadership style and facilitation
• Dealing with risk and uncertainty
Appendix B.2. Main Directives for the Observers
1. Stay “invisible”—do not talk to participants. In case they have questions—gently but firmly
redirect them to the main moderator. Do not to express your feelings and opinions about whatever
is going on—do not comment, nod, smile, etc. Do not laugh at their jokes.
2. Whatever you hear is confident during the game—you must not share any information with
other players.
3. Focus on relevant issues—do not listen/make notes if players are discussing topics unrelated to
the game. Respect their privacy!
4. Try not to distract players but make sure you can hear what they are saying.
5. Remember to write down interesting, vivid quotes, they will be useful also for debriefing.
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6. After the game, go through your notes and make a short list of the 3 most important observations
you had—report them to Piotr.
Appendix B.3. If You are Assigned to Observe One Team in the Game
1. In case “your group” splits—follow one player for a while to find out what she/he is doing,
then try to find the second player and figure out what they are doing, etc. Your information will
not be complete but you need to know more or less about all players in your group.
2. During community meetings stay focused on “your group” and try to understand (and record)
how they relate to other groups. Be as specific as you can.
Appendix B.4. If You are Assigned to Observe the Whole Game at Once
1. Try to observe where people congregate, walk around the room, try to listen to their conversations,
and record who talked to whom, about what and how. You should visit all actors in each round
to see what they are up to—even if you cannot capture everything, it will give you a good
overall impression.
2. During the community meeting, try to observe group-level dynamics. Identify dominant actors
and observe how the groups decide the mode of discussion (process-related issues) and topics of
discussion (content-related issues).
Appendix B.5. Examples
Below, you will find examples of behaviors/quotes that correspond to each item of the observation
protocol. This is NOT a complete list, just a guide, to give you the sense of what we are looking for.
Participants’ behaviors are likely to be slightly different, so use your common sense to qualify them. For
each item of the observation protocol, we list several possible behaviors that we’ve see during our pilots
(with examples of what participants might actually say in italics)—please code this behavior based on
occurrence of any of these examples. For example, you code that participants share information if they
talk about anything related to the current situation in the valley with other role representatives.
Appendix B.5.1. Example 1
Actors share information specific for their roles
- Comments about the state of the situation in the Valley
 In this round we have no money for . . .
 We have cut all the trees now . . .
- Comments about changes
 We will have a problems with low level of water
 The prices of parcels will raise
Appendix B.5.2. Example 2
Participants declare adopting common norms/rules
- Announcing common rules
 Next round everybody in the group can only . . . (at least several participants nod or confirm verbally)
- Announcing sanctions for disobedience
 If anyone . . . , we will all sanction him/her
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Appendix B.5.3. Example 3
Can you identify a leader among participants in this round? Please write who it is. What is the
main focus of the leader?
- Who do you think is the most influential participant?
- Who can affect other participants’ decisions/behaviors?
- Who is asked for advice or guidance? (Technical content and problem solving)
- Who can stop fights and solve conflicts? (Interpersonal/group process)
Other interesting behaviors (please describe)
- Active resistance
 “I am not going to let you order me around.”
 “I don’t have to tell you how much I earned”
- Aggressive behaviors
 I don’t trust some of you, I think we should check each other.
 Visible conflicts—squabbling, yelling . . .
- Direct statements suggesting lack of trust
 I don’t trust that bastard, he always cheats.
 I want to see how much money you earned
- Nonverbal behaviors suggesting lack of trust (depending on the context)
 Remaining silent during the general discussion or when asked questions
 Trying to check the content of other peoples’ boxes
- Confusion about rules of the activity
 I don’t understand how . . . works.
 What happens if I . . . . . . ?
- And more . . .
Appendix C. Observation Protocol for the Game
1. How would you evaluate communication between teams regarding identifying, understanding,
and solving the problem of the Valley?
(very much) (moderately) (a little) (a little) (moderately) (very much) 
Actors are mainly engaged in bilateral
conversations and agreements
Actors are looking for solutions that will work for
the whole group
It’s hard to say







• It’s hard to say
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3. Do actors share information specific for their roles?
(very much) (moderately) (a little) (a little) (moderately) (very much) 
No, actors actively refuse to share information Yes, actors share information It’s hard to say
4. Under what conditions and for whom do they provide the information? (please describe below)
5. How would you evaluate interactions between teams? (you may tick on both sides of the scale)
(very much) (moderately) (a little) (a little) (moderately) (very much) 
Competition/rivalry/conflicts Cooperation It’s hard to say
6. Can you observe conflicts?
• Yes, there are conflicts (please describe how they are dealt with)
• No, there seems to be no conflict
7. Can you observe stereotyping?
• Yes, certain actors get stereotyped (please describe)
• No, there seems to be no use of stereotypes
8. Is there a clear leader?












No, there seems to be no leader.
9. What is the main focus of the leader?
(very much) (moderately) (a little)  (a little) (moderately) (very much) 
Technical content and problem solving Both equally Interpersonal/group process It’s hard to say
10. Describe the internal dynamics of the team you are observing—how are they making decisions,
sharing information, and delegating tasks?
11. How were the actors dealing with uncertainty and risk?
12. Other interesting observations
Appendix D. Observation Protocol for Community Meetings
1. Can all actors give their view on the definition of the problem of the Valley?
• Yes, they all said how they see the problem.
• Most actors are able to say how they see the problem but some actors are ignored.
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• Discussion is dominated by one or few actors, and many actors are ignored.
• There is no discussion about the problem of the Valley.







3. Do the actors seem to achieve common understanding of the problem?
(not at all) (a little) (moderately) (very much) It’s hard to say
4. Did the group establish an agreed solution?
• Yes, and the solution is made explicit (please write it down below)
• Vaguely yes, the solution is implicit
• Vaguely no, it seems that actors have different solutions and these solutions are
not articulated
• No, actors explicitly set individual solutions (please write them down below)
• It’s hard to say







• It’s hard to say
6. Do actors share information specific for their roles?
(very much) (moderately) (a little) (a little) (moderately) (very much) 
No, actors refuse to share information Yes, actors share information It’s hard to say
7. How would you evaluate group-level interactions? (you may tick on both sides of the scale)
(very much) (moderately) (a little) (a little) (moderately) (very much) 
Competition/rivalry/conflicts Cooperation It’s hard to say
8. Can you observe conflicts?
• Yes, there are conflicts (please describe how they are dealt with)
• No, there seems to be no conflict
9. Can you observe stereotyping?
• Yes, certain actors get stereotyped (please describe)
• No, there seems to be no use of stereotypes
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10. Is there a leader?












No, there seems to be no leader.
11. What is the main focus of the leader?
(very much) (moderately) (a little)  (a little) (moderately) (very much) 
Technical content and problem solving Both equally Interpersonal/group process It’s hard to say
12. Are there any ground rules created by the group? (multiple choice possible)
• rules about making decisions
• rules about dealing with conflict
• rules about sharing information
• rules about mutual respect
• other rules (please describe)
• the group does not have any rules established
Other interesting observations
Appendix E. Evaluation Questionnaires for Farmers
FARMER No . . . . . . .
Beginning of Round 1
Please recall the moment AT THE BEGINNING OF THE GAME, JUST BEFORE ROUND 1.
How did you expect your interactions to develop with the following teams?
Local Government a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
Water Board a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
ecoNGO a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
Bank a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
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Additional Comments:
The whole valley community a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
After community meeting #1
Please recall the moment IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE FIRST COMMUNITY MEETING.
Considering your experience of the previous rounds and what happened at the first community
meeting, how did you evaluate your interactions with the following teams at that moment?
Local Government a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
Water Board a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
ecoNGO a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
Bank a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition




The whole valley community a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
After community meeting #2
Please recall the moment IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE SECOND COMMUNITY MEETING.
Considering your experience of the previous rounds and what happened at the first community
meeting, how did you evaluate your interactions with the following teams at that moment?
Local Government a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
Water Board a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
ecoNGO a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
Bank a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
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Additional Comments:
The whole valley community a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
Immediately after the last round
Considering your experience during the game, how do you evaluate your interactions with the
following teams?
Local Government a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
Water Board a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
ecoNGO a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
Bank a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition








Considering all you have heard and experienced during the debriefing session, how do you
evaluate your interactions with the following teams?
Local Government a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
Water Board a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
ecoNGO a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
Bank a little moderately very much hard to say
cooperation
competition
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Abstract: Improved water safety management, as addressed by the Sustainable Development Goals,
can be aided by Water Safety Planning, a risk-assessment and risk-management approach introduced
by the World Health Organization and implemented to date in 93 countries around the globe. Yet,
this approach still encounters some challenges in practice, including that of securing collaboration
among the broad range of stakeholders involved. This paper presents a role-playing game designed
to foster stakeholder collaboration in Water Safety Plans (WSP). In this role-play, participants take on
different stakeholders’ roles during a collective (team-based) decision-making process to improve
water supply safety in a fictive town. The game is the result of a transdisciplinary initiative aimed
at integrating knowledge across technical and governance aspects of WSPs into an active learning
experience for water sector actors from diverse backgrounds. It exposes participants to the four phases
of Kolb’s experiential learning cycle: concrete experience, reflective observation, conceptualization
and active experimentation. This paper discusses potential impacts of the WSP role-play, including
skills and knowledge development among participants, which can support cross-sectoral integration
and dealing with complexity in decision-making. These are capacity assets strongly needed to address
water safety management challenges in a sustainable way.
Keywords: active learning; drinking water; role-play; stakeholder collaboration; Water Safety Plan;
water supply
1. Introduction
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) launched by the United Nations [1] aim at achieving,
by 2030, “universal and equitable access to safe and affordable drinking water for all” (target 6.1).
This poses a triple challenge: reaching unserved populations, improving existing service levels,
and ensuring sustainability of existing and future services [2]. This target will be monitored by
tracking the proportion of “safely managed drinking water services”, which entails water that is free
from contamination, available on premises and available when needed [3].
Water safety management may be aided by risk management approaches, such as Water Safety
Plans (WSPs), a preventive risk assessment and management approach that encompasses all steps in
water supply from catchment to consumers, including water treatment and distribution [4]. WSPs were
originally introduced by the WHO in 2004 [5], following the 2001 Stockholm Framework [6] for the
development of risk-based microbial water quality standards for all water uses. Since then, WSPs have
been implemented in 93 countries around the world [7]. In the context of drinking water, WSPs require
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site-specific assessment of hazards impacting water quality from the watershed to the tap, and the
identification and implementation of risk control measures, monitoring and management plans.
Generally, the implementation of urban WSPs is led by the water supplier. Benefits related to WSP
implementation include improved management and traceability, and a demonstrated reduction of the
incidence of clinical cases of diarrhea [8].
Nevertheless, some challenges persist, such as securing executive buy-in (i.e., support from the top
management), encountering a favorable organizational culture (i.e., a sense of collaboration towards
a common goal of improved management practice and public health protection), and overcoming
the perception of WSPs being an additional burden for utilities [9,10]. Further, one of the greatest
challenges is to actively involve stakeholders other than the water supplier in the WSP process, despite
the WSP manual reporting that favoring dialogue and collaboration among stakeholders is one of the
benefits promoted by the WSP approach [11]. Improving water safety at the treatment and distribution
stages may be manageable by the utility with limited commitment of other stakeholders, but a WSP
cannot be fully implemented without the involvement of major stakeholders at catchment and at
household scale. In fragmented water governance structures, cooperation among stakeholders in the
implementation of WSPs, as encouraged by the Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM)
principles [12], generally doesn’t occur.
Multiple approaches have been adopted for building capacities on WSP: these range from a variety
of short courses (face-to-face or on-line) to Water Operators’ Partnerships or courses at universities and
higher education institutes. Most of the courses are based on teaching material developed by WHO
& IWA [13]. Nevertheless, after over 10 years of capacity building and the implementation of WSPs
worldwide, research highlights that in many cases there is little evidence of involving stakeholders
from the catchment in WSPs [14]. Hence, there is a need to support implementers with tools that
facilitate or enhance collaboration between stakeholders. Additionally, Parker and Summerill [15]
reported that the ability of WSPs to involve all stakeholders was seen as a motivation to engage in
WSPs; yet, poor relationships with other stakeholders formed a barrier in several countries.
In this paper, we argue that role-plays can significantly contribute to both enhancing
experience-based learning on governance of water safety management and developing skills required
for water professionals dealing with the design and management of WSPs. Role-plays are a form of
simulation in which learners engage actively in problem solving, while the teacher acts as facilitator and
uses his/her knowledge to develop realistic scenarios, creating a ‘situational interest’ by presenting
a problem stimulus [16]. They address the demand for active learning in multiple ways. First,
pedagogical theories suggest that knowledge is not transferred from the teacher to the learner,
but rather constructed by learners whilst the teacher acts as a facilitator [17,18]. This has important
implications on the role of the learner, who ultimately holds the responsibility of his/her learning
process [19,20]. Learning, therefore, requires actively engaging with the subject matter, as ‘students
learn best when they engage with course material and actively participate in their learning’ [21–24],
active learning techniques are increasingly being encouraged. Through the role-play, learners are
exposed to a real-life situation in a protected environment that allows them to experience, experiment
and repeat (trial and error), thus putting the learner in the condition of both constructing and enhancing
their knowledge [25]. Participants take on an active role (e.g., a given stakeholder involved in water
management) during the simulation of an activity that involves interacting and making decisions.
In this process, activation is intrinsic: “individuals assume roles, act out their characters, experience
the interaction and see the outcome” [20]. Second, the flexible structure of the role-play generally
allows the pursuit of different scenarios and, in turn, multiple learning objectives. Because of the trial
and error pattern, these also allow testing and reinforcing knowledge by practicing in a variety of
scenarios [26]. Role-plays often entail multidisciplinary scenarios, in which different dimensions of a
problem or a process are addressed in the controlled and safe environment of the role-play [25].
We present an original role-playing game developed to complement existing training materials
with the following objectives: (i) raising awareness of water professionals of the added value of WSPs
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and ensuring a safe water supply globally, and thus of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 6,
target 6.1 [3]; (ii) creating a learning environment where water professionals can practice stakeholder
engagement while making strategic decisions on financial investments in the rehabilitation of a water
supply system; (iii) demonstrating the importance of effective collaboration and integration among
stakeholders in decision making on water supply safety. After presenting the game, we discuss the
potential impact of the game on water professionals and on water governance at large.
2. Materials and Methods
The context of this role-playing game is a multiple-stakeholder decision-making process to address
public health protection in relation to drinking water safety. Participants are divided into groups
to experiment with decision making in two consecutive game rounds: (i) the first round simulates
a ‘fragmented’ institutional environment, where stakeholders are segregated and communication
is limited (ii) the WSP ‘integrated’ institutional environment is evaluated in the second round,
when communication between stakeholders is intensified, eventually leading to a different outcome
of the decision-making process. The outcome of both rounds is evaluated in terms of water quality
risk reduction, revealing how stakeholder engagement and cooperation in the WSP decision-making
process could lead to improved water quality through more efficient investment planning.
The target group includes water professionals of different backgrounds (i.e., public administration,
engineers, policy makers) who may either implement or advocate for the implementation of WSP in the
future. At a broader level, the game can also be used with other practitioners within the water sector
(including—but not limited to—all stakeholders represented in this game), and as an educational tool
for any group of students taking courses related to water governance and water services management.
The game was developed in 2016–2017 as a result of a collaboration between the Water Supply
Engineering and Water Services Management chair groups at IHE Delft. This game is part of
a set of tools developed by IHE Delft to support capacity building for water utilities in Water
Operators’ Partnerships towards achieving a range of performance goals. The game is the result
of a transdisciplinary initiative aimed at integrating technical knowledge with water management and
governance of WSPs into an active learning experience for water sector actors from diverse training
backgrounds and fields.
The development of this game was an iterative process based on initial brainstorming and review
of other serious gaming tools used in water management. The game was tested with (i) students
enrolled in the Master Programme in Urban Water and Sanitation at IHE Delft (n = 18), (ii) students
enrolled in the Master Programme in Water Management at IHE Delft (n = 9), and (iii) researchers
of the Dutch National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM) (n = 15). The game
was part of a larger course or training on WSPs. Plenary feedforward sessions—that is, to listen
to the suggestions for the future—were organized at the end of each game. The game developers
listened to the suggestions, took notesk and integrated the suggested modifications into the subsequent
revisions of the game. During the students’ sessions, each team appointed a participant to take notes
about potential improvements of the game. Additional guidance was sought from a WHO consultant
experienced in WSP and role-play games. The game was finalized in August 2017 and is available
open-access on the WSP Portal (http://www.wsportal.org) of the IWA/WHO and on the BEWOP
project website (http://bewop.un-ihe.org). The final version of the game is intended to be played over
a period of 4 h, but includes additional features to turn it into a longer version (suggested 6 h).
3. Results
In this section, the main features and stages of the game, i.e., the preparatory steps, round 1 and
round 2, and the outcomes of the testing process are described.
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3.1. Preparatory Steps
To begin with, the roles are assigned to participants and the case study is presented. The case study
is a fictional town named BE, which is supplied with treated surface water. In BE town, agricultural
activities in the catchment have significantly intensified over the past decades, moving from small-scale
subsistence agriculture to larger-scale. A chemical factory has recently opened in the rural-urban
fringe, and the quality of the river water has been drastically deteriorating. The water supply company
is struggling to supply drinking water that meets basic water quality standards. In this scenario, the
local government has received funds from a developing agency, which they must use to tackle multiple
issues in the water and sanitation sector. In addition, the water company has its own budget to invest
in rehabilitation. The total budget remains limited with respect to the range of issues faced by the
utility, and therefore investment priorities need to be set.
Before diving into the game, participants are divided into teams, such that each team includes at




4. Water supply company
5. Local government
6. Ministry of Public Health
7. Consumers
3.2. Round 1
The first round of the game aims at allowing participants to experience a situation that is in
many instances representative of typical real-life context, i.e., institutional fragmentation and limited
communication among actors. The scenario of stakeholders’ interconnections presented in Table 1 is
given to participants, which use it to form the two sub-groups: one led by the local government
(in grey in Table 1) and the other one led by the water supply company (in white in Table 1).
Communication within the sub-groups is not allowed, and the information available to each sub-group
differs, as detailed below.





Weak relationship with farmers’ association about land use and agricultural practices
Weak relationship with industry about types of chemicals discharged in plant’s
effluent
Weak (informative) relationship with city government as downstream user in the
catchment
1/10
Farmers’ association Weak relationship with catchment authority 1/10
Industry Weak relationship with catchment authority 2/10
Local government (municipality) * Weak relationship with catchment authority 6/10
Water supply company *
Relationship with customers based on billing, customer complaints and satisfaction
surveys
Weak relationship with Ministry of Public Health which provides guidance on
drinking water quality
5/10
Ministry of Public Health Weak relationship with water supply company 3/10
Consumers Necessary relationship with water supply company 2/10
Note: * Indicates the stakeholder leading the sub-group.
The water supply company has a budget of 1M BE$ and the local government of 3M BE$. Within
each sub-group, stakeholders must discuss how to invest the money they have available over a
period of 10 years, using the printed information available for each sub-group. Each stakeholder
within the sub-group can influence investments of an amount corresponding to a fraction of the total
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budget managed by the local government or by the water supply company, based on the respective
weight of each stakeholder. The amount is calculated as follows: amount of investment influenced by
X = (influence factor) × (total budget sub-group). This relative influence of individual stakeholders
with respect to collective investment decisions is referred to as the ‘weight distribution’ of stakeholders.
The sub-group led by the water supply company can use the WSP they recently developed (for
the sake of the game, a summary of the WSP, focusing on the highest identified risks, is provided to the
sub-group (i.e., it is assumed that this was developed by the water supply company through activities
that are not part of the scope of the game)) (see an excerpt in Table 2), but they won’t be able to invest
on all the items listed in the improvement plan because of two reasons: (a) they have a limited budget,
and (b) some interventions would require the collaboration of stakeholders from the other sub-group,
with whom they cannot communicate (as exemplified in Table 2).
Table 2. Example of one high-risk hazard and possible control actions identified through the WSP.









































Meanwhile, the sub-group led by the local government can only rely on a list of various issues
that have been raised over the past few years of the government’s mandate around water supply
and water management, along with the estimated funding required to address the issue at the time it
was raised. This sub-group therefore does not have access to the information contained in the WSP.
The two sub-groups will eventually deliver different investment plans and it will become evident that
both the presence of a WSP and stakeholders’ collaboration could considerably improve the decisions
to be taken.
3.3. Round 2
In this second round, stakeholders play as one group (i.e., both sub-groups are reunited into
the original team). In addition, they have the opportunity to re-define the interconnections and the
influence factor of each stakeholder. Participants reflect on what the consequences and limitations of
such a weight distribution are, and how it can be reconsidered and improved in order to increase the
benefits of coordinated decision-making on water supply.
The spending of the total budget (4M BE$ in total) is guided by an investment plan based on the
prioritization of risks and control measures as informed by the WSP. The stakeholders can negotiate
which investment they support, based on their own interest. If a given option requires collaboration
from specific stakeholders, these stakeholders must agree to support at least part of the investment
required to implement that control action. During the discussion, play-money can be placed on a chart
that illustrates all possible investment decisions and their respective costs (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Chart used to illustrate investment decisions made by a team in round 2.
Stakeholders should aim at the set of investments that will result in the greatest risk reduction.
When playing in a large group with several teams, and/or if there is more time available
for playing the game (~5–6 h), the trainer can distribute ‘unexpected event cards’, which include
natural calamities that restrict the budget available or new risks that need to be immediately tackled,
thereby influencing priorities and the set of investment decisions that the team settles on during this
second round.
3.4. Feedback Session
The game ends with a discussion on various aspects of the game, particularly comparing the
outcomes of the two rounds of the game. Additionally, the connections between stakeholders and their
respective influence factor are discussed, as well as the rationale, interactions and processes behind the
group’s decisions on investment. Finally, participants are guided through assessing the ‘take home’
message from playing this game:
• Could participants relate the experience of stakeholders’ fragmentation in the game’s first round
to the water supply sector situation in their own country?
• Could participants appreciate the value of the WSP as a support tool to protect public health in
water provisioning?
• Could participants appreciate the value of stakeholders’ collaboration while taking strategic
decisions on investments during the second round?
3.5. Testing Process
A total of 27 Master students and 15 public health practitioners and researchers tested the game.
Only 4 participants (15%) among the students group and 3 participants (20%) among the public health
practitioners and researchers group had previous experience with WSP. Master students stated that
they could clearly relate the stakeholders’ fragmentation to the water sector in their own country,
being mainly from developing and in-transition countries, but this was more difficult for the public
health practitioners and researchers from The Netherlands. Moreover, the trainers observed that the
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group of Master students was easily acting out the roles throughout the game, whereas the group of
public health practitioners and researchers had more difficulties in adhering to their roles.
Participants in both IHE student groups were asked to discuss their experience orally after playing
the game. All participants in the student groups mentioned that, through the game, they gained a better
understanding about the importance of stakeholders’ engagement for the successful implementation
of WSP. Many participants in the student group also mentioned that they would be likely to play this
game in the future, to support training on WSP and stakeholder coordination on water management
from catchment to tap. These last two points were not discussed with the public health practitioner
and researcher groups. The latter was requested to fill in a simple evaluation form that included one
question related to each part of a broader training workshop of which the game was part. Only partial
results were obtained from this group: 7 out 15 participants filled in the evaluation; 5 out of 7 were
extremely positive about the game and 2 out of 7 were neutral.
Another extremely important component of the testing process was the feedforward session.
The main suggestions received from participants were related to the operationalization of the game.
This included, for instance, adding a “fun element” to the game. As a result, the team developed
play-money to be placed on a chart that illustrates all possible investment decisions (Figure 1).
Additionally, Master students helped the trainers to improve the process for allocating money to
each stakeholder by simplifying the influence factor approach (Table 1). Other suggestions included
elucidating some minor clarity issues in the participant’s and trainer’s guidance manuals, which were
addressed in the final version available online.
Finally, expert opinion on the game was sought from a WHO consultant who had extensive
experience with role-playing games in relation to water safety. His most valuable suggestion was to let
participants reflect on the risk minimization linked to each control action, in order to overcome the
tendency to focus just on cost (Figure 1). His suggestions also enabled the improvement of operational
elements of the game, such as color coding of stakeholders’ tags, and adding guidance in the trainer’s
manual on how to organize the room and facilitate the role-play the when playing the game with
larger or smaller groups.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
This section discusses the potential impact of the WSP role-play on knowledge and skills
development among participants, as well as the potential impact on longer-term water quality planning
and management. First, the game offers the opportunity to experience the importance of integrated
approaches to water quality management. It is often argued that the so-called “water crisis” is, to a
large extent, “a crisis of governance” [27–29]. Water governance is complex and involves a wide range
of interconnected processes, embedded in fragmented and institutionally complex systems [30,31].
Managing water quality from catchment to tap and protection of public health require understanding
water challenges as interconnected at the city, region or basin scale, as well as among users and across
the water cycle. In experiencing the different scenarios (without and with collaboration of different
stakeholders), participants become aware of the crucial need for stakeholder collaboration to achieve
safe water supply.
Further, water quality management, just as suggested by IWRM principles [12], entails developing
a set of skills and competencies for water professionals to deal with integration and complexity [25].
In fact, professionals in the water sector are increasingly required to have an in-depth knowledge in
their specific field, whilst being well versed in adjacent and related ones [32]. Implementing WSPs
requires not only an expertise on water quality and supply operations, but also an understanding
of water governance processes and negotiation skills, such as dealing with allocation of resources
or the right to pollute entails developing collaborations and handling potential conflicts [25,33,34].
During the game, participants are exposed to two different types of negotiations, where they must
agree on budget allocations, establish priorities and reach an agreement with stakeholders that might
have different positions and interests. The long version of the game also simulates unexpected events
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such as a sewage pipe break, unforeseen operational problems at the water treatment plant, new
regulatory requirements for water quality, farmers going on strike, extreme weather conditions, etc.
This scenario-based training forces participants to engage in new and more complex negotiations,
and to think about how to address the event and return to business as usual or reach adapted,
acceptable (or even improved) operational conditions. It exposes the participants to the reality of
unexpected, dynamic, evolving conditions, and therefore increases their awareness to the context of
uncertainty in decision-making processes. Moreover, understanding and addressing water governance
challenges, which constitute one of the bottlenecks in effective water safety management, require
interdisciplinary analyses encompassing both the institutional (i.e., socio-political, cultural, ethical and
legal) and the technical dimensions (e.g., geo-hydrological and engineering assessments, water quality
monitoring) of water management [35,36]. By simulating a real decision-making context involving
multiple stakeholders, this game allows participants to experience some of these various dimensions
of water management, as conflicting interests and priorities of the different stakeholders will emerge
from the teams’ discussion and decision processes.
Moreover, this role-play represents an important tool for enhancing participants’ knowledge
on water safety management from catchment to tap, i.e., the WSP approach, including associated
challenges and benefits, and on the impact of various stakeholders on water supply safety. Participants
build this knowledge through active problem solving by making decisions on investments on water
safety and by conciliating different stakeholders’ interests (especially at the second round). In fact,
role-playing games have the potential to be especially effective when the desired performance objective
of the training involves problem solving [16].
According to Kolb, experience plays into the learning process [37]. The game exposes participants
to different learning moments that cater to different learning styles. At different points in the game,
participants are exposed to the four stages of Kolb’s experiential learning cycle (Figure 2). In the
first round of the role-play exposes students to what Kolb defines a Concrete Experience (1): here,
participants experience the behavior, different levels of influence and potentially conflicting interests
of stakeholders involved or affected by water safety management. They experience this in a simulated
‘fragmented’ system, representative of real-life context in many instances. The concrete experience
leads to Reflective Observation (2): before starting the second round, participants in both sub-groups
reflect on the outcome of the first round and on the challenges they faced. Through the plenary
feedback discussion, some level of Conceptualization (3) can be derived from the previous stages,
e.g., on WSPs as tools for strengthening the decision-making process on water safety investment
and on the need for stakeholders’ collaboration. This stage also works as a tool for facilitators to
test participants’ knowledge on water safety management from catchment to tap. In this phase they
identify and describe the challenges faced in the implementation of WSP and the impact of various
stakeholders on water supply safety. Finally, by playing the second round of the game, participants can
engage in Active Experimentation (4): they practice the concepts they have just approached through
another round of role-play, in a simulated ‘integrated’ system, with the potential to further practice
later in real-life situations as water professionals.
As a result, the game has the potential to provide both short-term impacts (e.g., achieving the
learning objectives during the training) and medium-term impacts (real-life WSP implementation).
Beyond this, the set of skills and the type of knowledge that the game seeks to develop among
water professionals aspires to longer-term, broader impact on transformative change: skills and
knowledge that help support cross-sectoral integration and deal with complexity in decision-making
are increasingly needed in order to address sustainability challenges. The active learning material
presented in this study aims at contributing towards a better understanding of the WSP approach,
as a tool for water utilities to engage with a broader network of stakeholders, but also to further
challenge-based training of water professionals on social and interactional skills’ development, which
are critical to solve the pressing issues underpinned by the SDGs.
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•One sub-group reflects on the lack of 
information for the decision-making 
process since they do not have a WSP
•The other sub-group reflects on the 
impossibility to implement the 
improvement plan without the 
involvement of certain stakeholders
•WSP can facilitate and strenghten 
the decision-making process
•Stakeholders collaboration will 
enable an organic implementation 
of the improvement plan 
proposed through the WSP 
•Experiencing the behaviour of 
different stakeholders (Round 1)
•Experiencing a fragmented 
governance system (Round 1)
• Experimenting with an integrated 
governance system (Round 2)
• Experimenting with the lessons 



















Learning from the 
experince
Figure 2. Kolb’s experiential learning cycle stages through the WSP role-play.
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Abstract: Water, energy, food, land and climate form a tightly-connected nexus in which actions
on one sector impact other sectors, creating feedbacks and unanticipated consequences. This is
especially because at present, much scientific research and many policies are constrained to single
discipline/sector silos that are often not interacting (e.g., water-related research/policy). However,
experimenting with the interaction and determining how a change in one sector could impact
another may require unreasonable time frames, be very difficult in practice and may be potentially
dangerous, triggering any one of a number of unanticipated side-effects. Current modelling often
neglects knowledge from practice. Therefore, a safe environment is required to test the potential
cross-sectoral implications of policy decisions in one sector on other sectors. Serious games offer such
an environment by creating realistic ‘simulations’, where long-term impacts of policies may be tested
and rated. This paper describes how the ongoing (2016–2020) Horizon2020 project SIM4NEXUS will
develop serious games investigating potential plausible cross-nexus implications and synergies due
to policy interventions for 12 multi-scale case studies ranging from regional to global. What sets
these games apart is that stakeholders and partners are involved in all aspects of the modelling
definition and process, from case study conceptualisation, quantitative model development including
the implementation and validation of each serious game. Learning from playing a serious game is
justified by adopting a proof-of-concept for a specific regional case study in Sardinia (Italy). The value
of multi-stakeholder involvement is demonstrated, and critical lessons learned for serious game
development in general are presented.
Keywords: nexus; participatory modelling; serious game; system dynamics;
water-food-land-energy-climate
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1. Introduction
Water, energy, food, land and climate exist in a ‘hyperconnected’ state [1] and are bound
together in an extraordinarily complex system in which each sector cannot be considered in isolation,
as it has impacts on at least one of the other system sectors. The Bonn Nexus Conference in
2011 [2] focussed particularly on the water-energy-food (WEF) ‘nexus’. Since then, the ‘classical’
WEF nexus has evolved to include land use, the environment, climate change, waste and/or the
economy ([1,3–9] and www.flores.unu.edu/en/research/nexus). Others have used alternative terms
to define a complex system connected at the global scale and in which actions of one sector can have
significant impacts on other sectors (e.g., ‘teleconnections’, especially in the climate system; [10]).
Global research teams, politicians and multinational corporations are showing increased interest in
the nexus and its potential implications for business [1,3,8,11–13]. The nexus has global relevance
and is extremely complex. However, global issues often require local actions [13]. Full understanding
of this nexus and characterization of its internal feedbacks is required in order to be able to make
informed, meaningful (policy) decisions [14]. Herein lies a current gap in understanding, as many
previous studies either: (1) consider only one or perhaps two nexus sectors, neglecting impacts on the
others [7,15]; or (2) consider more sectors, but only for very local, specific case studies that lack wider
applicability [16,17]. Efforts are required, therefore, to consider many nexus sectors together at a range
of scales from regional to international in order to develop a more general understanding of nexus
behaviour, and the potential impact of climate, socio-economic and policy changes on this behaviour.
To enable full understanding of complex relations between natural resources and to promote
the nexus concept as a means to enhance wider nexus-compliant practices require capacity building
and education programs to engage current and future stakeholders. Learning is essential. However,
the process of capacity building and education is complex, and there is a push to find innovative
ways to make these processes more efficient, effective and scalable. A major opportunity to accelerate
progress is through the utilization of opportunities provided by advances in and dissemination of
information and communications technology (ICT).
One upside of ICT is the easy access to information and data, which is in turn related to one
of its main downsides, namely the overabundance of information, not all of which may be useful,
necessary or accurate. Consider the number of hits a search engine returns on a simple search,
or the amount of online advertisements a typical Internet user may be exposed to during the course of
day. According to [18,19], we are exposed to these sources at such a high rate, that it affects the way our
brains process information. Today, we are immediately drawn to information mechanisms, for example,
notifications from devices (mobile phones, tablets or computers) that ‘pop-up’, interact with us briefly
and give us a very condensed information stream. This brings about additional challenges in learning
and capacity building: besides having to make it more efficient and scalable, we also need to keep
up with communication trends and technology to be able to attract the attention and interests of our
target audience(s).
A serious gaming approach combines a learning objective with a fun activity in an attempt to
increase the potential for learning uptake [20,21]. Perhaps one of the best-known applications of
an electronic-based serious “game” is that of flight simulators used in pilot training. One of the
main reasons for the success of this kind of application is that pilots need a very realistic learning
environment, but also one that has minimal risk and allows them to make non-catastrophic mistakes
from which they can learn. This learning-by-playing approach is commonly termed “meaningful
play” [22], and a well-designed serious game environment provides a feedback mechanism that
allows the player to reflect on his or her actions and adopt different approaches or strategies.
The internalisation of actions and reactions stimulates learning, often resulting in an increase in
self-learning and knowledge retention. Serious games, or games used for purposes other than mere
entertainment [21], are often used for education, decision making and for public policy making.
Since [23] introduced the notion of serious games, various applications have been developed, including,
but not limited to, educational [24], science [25], training, psychology [26], military [27], government,
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corporate, healthcare [28] and water management domains [29]. However, no comprehensive serious
game has been developed to deal with the water-energy-food-land-climate nexus, which represents
a clear gap in the literature.
With respect to the above discussion, there is a clear need to: (1) improve scientific understanding
of the water-food-land-energy-climate nexus in a holistic way and applicable at a range of scales;
and (2) to develop serious games addressing the (global) water-energy-food-land-climate nexus,
or parts thereof, at multiple scales from regional to international, and for a reasonable policy-relevant
time dimension (decades at least). Such serious games should be grounded in robust science and
analysis, using the latest data and state-of-the-art modelling tools and techniques. They should
also be appropriately ‘packaged’ and targeted to certain users, namely those in decision-making or
decision-influencing positions. These games should allow those users to explore nexus issues at many
scales, allowing exploration of the trade-offs and synergies between sectors. They need to be coherent
and understandable and convey clear policy-relevant messages and information based on the latest
scientific understanding. The main purpose of these serious games should be to enable stakeholders
to understand and learn about the medium and long-term implications of nexus-related policies
applied to each case study. Using gaming (not necessarily as an ICT tool) has long been established as
means for understanding policies [20], leading to acceptance, mitigating conflicts and compromise.
Moreover, Medema et al. [30] discuss how serious games offers stakeholders an opportunity to voice
their perspectives, and Gurung et al. [31] show how useful serious gameplay can be in the development
of trust and empathy among stakeholders, as well as an improved understanding of systems and
complex issues at play. A similar conclusion is reached by [32], who asked farmers in conflict over
water allocations to play a simulation game in which the farmers swapped roles for one round of the
game. When the roles of the farmers are swapped from upstream to downstream villages and vice
versa, it was very effective at sharing different perspectives. This paper introduces a serious gaming
approach, based on these concepts, aiming at creating an understanding of nexus issues related to
food, energy, water, climate and land, across various stakeholders and the long-term implications of
different policies that may be implemented at the regional, national or international level.
The work presented in this paper refers to an ongoing (2016–2020) EU Horizon2020 project
“Sustainable Integrated Management FOR the NEXUS of water-land-food-energy-climate for
a resource-efficient Europe (SIM4NEXUS; www.sim4nexus.eu)”. SIM4NEXUS aims at developing
serious games for each of the project’s case studies, using an innovative methodological approach,
described in this paper. The serious games in SIM4ENXUS will be operable at scales ranging from
regional to national, to continental, to global, as well as at different time horizons: short-, medium
and long-term to 2050. A specific project case study (Sardinia) and its serious game are presented,
which was selected from the start of the project as a “fast-track” proof-of-concept exercise. The term
“fast-track” refers to the time frame (as fast as possible) during which the serious game was developed,
as well as to some relatively simplified approach in the modelling; we are interested in a methodological
innovative high level approach, rather than detailed simulation of the region. On the other hand,
the paper is meticulous in detailing the nexus approach and all the steps leading from “raw” data to
the development of a serious game for a specific region; this same approach is being followed for all
case studies (still an ongoing exercise until 2020). Furthermore, it has a wider potential for further
applications and, to the best of our knowledge, does not exist in the literature.
While previous efforts have considered nexus elements either in complete isolation or only in
‘partial integration’ (i.e., considering only a few nexus elements at one time), SIM4NEXUS aims to
address all the water-food-land-energy-climate elements together (Figure 1) and to account for the
possible impact on these elements in response to climate and relevant policy changes. SIM4NEXUS
aims to address both research and knowledge gaps regarding the global nexus at multiple scales
and communicating critical results to policy-makers via a state-of-the-art serious game built on
robust science. Considering Figure 1, the image on the far left reflects the ‘traditional’ approach with
sectoral modelling (e.g., from models such as CAPRI (Common Agricultural Policy Regionalised
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Impact Modelling System) or E3ME (energy-environment-economy[E3] macro-economic model)).
The middle image reflects the most current advanced approaches (e.g., impact assessment tools,
integrated assessment modelling, integrated water resources management). There is partial integration,
e.g., linking the model MAGNET (Modular Applied GeNeral Equilibrium Tool) with IMAGE,
used to assess cross-sectoral impacts of climate, social and/or policy changes, but complete nexus
understanding is still missing. SIM4NEXUS integrates thematic models within a system dynamics
modelling framework to integrate the knowledge and data from thematic models and local experts.
SIM4NEXUS adds the learning from playing the serious game and testing nexus-compliant policies.
In addressing nexus-wide interconnections, system-wide trade-offs and synergies can be sought,
with benefits for multi-sectoral policy development and planning [14].
The objectives of this paper are two-fold. Firstly, the general process of serious game development
in SIM4NEXUS that is common for all 12 case studies is presented. In this way, the consistent mode
of game development in SIM4NEXUS, running from case study nexus qualitative conceptualization
and problem mapping, right through to serious game development and implementation, is presented.
Herein lies the first novelty: inclusion of local-level stakeholders from the very beginning, with each
case study led by a local expert. The second objective is to highlight the central novelty of SIM4NEXUS.
To the best of our knowledge, no other serious game has been developed that covers the range of
nexus sectors (water, energy, food, land and climate), the range of spatial scales (regional to global)
and that also includes comprehensive case study-relevant policy analysis to help frame and guide
model and game development. In this sense, many of the gaps alluded to above regarding nexus
modelling and serious gaming are being addressed in SIM4NEXUS. It is pointed out that SIM4NEXUS
is ongoing (started June 2016, ending May 2020). Therefore, this paper does not present completed or
final models or serious games, but focusses instead on the process and on intermediary results from
a pilot fast-track study in the project. Lessons learned from the fast-track are presented. These lessons
are useful not just in SIM4NEXUS, but for other serious game development exercises.
Figure 1. The SIM4NEXUS integration concept.
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2. Serious Game Development: Process Overview
SIM4NEXUS will develop serious games for 12 case studies, ranging in scale from regional
(e.g., southwest England, Sardinia) to global. For each, the general process of model development
leading to serious game design and implementation will follow a similar path, only changing specific
details particular to each case study. There are five main steps in the overall general model and
serious game development process comprising: Step 1. Case study nexus system description, framing
and conceptualisation; Step 2. Thematic data identification and collection; Step 3. System dynamics
integration modelling and conversion to R script (www.r-project.org); Step 4. Communication of model
output to the Knowledge Elicitation Engine; Step 5. Design and development of the serious game
front-end. These five steps are elaborated in the following sections (Sections 2.1–2.4). For each step,
the general process/methodology to be used in all SIM4NEXUS case studies is described, followed by
the application to the pilot fast-track case study of Sardinia.
2.1. Case Study System Conceptualisation and Data Identification (Steps 1 and 2)
This step is concerned with framing the key nexus issue(s), within the remit of SIM4NEXUS,
to be explored in each case study. Together with project case study leaders and diverse stakeholder
groups, the main case study nexus issue(s) is identified in stakeholder workshops. For example,
in Sardinia, the central issue is the long-term resilience of reservoir water supply to changes in climate
and agricultural factors, while in the Netherlands, it is centred on biomass generation and a switch to
a low-carbon economy. From the central theme, interactions with other nexus sectors are identified,
including important feedback processes. A dedicated Work Package in SIM4NEXUS on nexus policy
analysis is critical in offering input to this process, as it provides a first idea of the most pertinent
nexus-relevant policies, goals and instruments for each case study. The central theme/issue identified
by case study leaders and stakeholders can be cross-checked with the policy analysis to begin to
identify likely policy scenarios/goals to be modelled and implemented in the serious game so as to
have relevance for local players. Therefore, even at this early stage, stakeholder involvement is critical,
and input is taken from case study-level policy analysis.
The end product is a conceptual (qualitative) diagram that defines the central nexus issue and
that elaborates the key interactions with other nexus sectors. Key policies to potentially be played
in the final game are already identified, but subject to changes. Data requirements for quantitative
modelling are identified at this stage, and data are gathered.
In this paper, the general modelling process is elaborated in relation to a ‘fast-track’
proof-of-concept carried out in SIM4NEXUS using Sardinia as the pilot case study (Figure 2).
The fast-track approach was adopted to test each step in the development process, identifying
and addressing any major difficulties and issues before rolling out the process in detail for all
12 SIM4NEXUS case studies. Sardinia was chosen as the fast-track because knowledge of system
dynamics modelling to assess resilience of reservoirs to meet multiple water demands (i.e., agriculture,
domestic/tourism, hydroelectric) under climate change was already available from the EC FP7
project Water Availability and Security in Southern EuRope and the Mediterranean; ‘WASSERMed’
(see www.cmcc.it/projects/wassermed-water-availability-and-security-in-southern-europe-and-the-
mediterranean for a general project description and [33] for results). Therefore, the team was not
starting from a ‘blank slate’, allowing a facilitated process to integrate further nexus sectors and
feedbacks in the quantitative modelling.
To articulate the conceptual framing of the Sardinia case, interactive workshops with local experts
and stakeholders, including academics, public authorities, decision makers and unions, were carried
out to define the key nexus sectors to consider, identify sector drivers, relevant key policies and,
crucially, how sectors and policies interact. At the end of the process, the model was expanded in
terms of: (i) nexus sectors, which now include energy, land and food, that were not included in the
WASSERMed version; (ii) spatial scope, from district level to integrating sectorial interactions for
the whole of the Sardinian region; and (iii) increasing the detailed representation of nexus sectors in
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the model, including the policies that affect them. Figure 3 shows the conceptual system diagram
developed for the Sardinia fast-track, on which further quantitative model development was based.
 
Figure 2. Map of Sardinia, showing the seven hydrological districts and the locations of the
reservoirs studied.
 
Figure 3. Conceptual diagram describing the major nexus components relevant for the Sardinia case
study. ETO is reference evapotranspiration.
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Based on the above conceptualisation, it was possible to identify the relevant ‘thematic models’
from within SIM4NEXUS from which data would be required. Here, data from CAPRI (a global
agricultural and production model; [34]), the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) database
(www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/), E3ME (a global economic and energy model; [35]), downscaled
climate data from HadGEM2-ES from the Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project
(ISIMIP) [36], as well as locally-relevant data (e.g., for reservoir operating rules and environmental
flow regulations) were acquired. Data for 2010 (the baseline) and 2030 under RCP Climate Scenarios
4.5 and 8.5 [37] and Shared Socioeconomic Pathway 2 (SSP2) were gathered and used for quantitative
model development. The conceptual framework will be further elaborated and improved during
the SIM4NEXUS project, although the present framework already gives a reasonably accurate
representation of the nexus in Sardinia. For full model development in SIM4NEXUS case studies,
projections to 2050 will be simulated.
2.2. System Quantification: System Dynamics Modelling (Step 3)
Based on the conceptual framework (Figure 3), the qualitative descriptions of the case studies
will be ‘translated’ into quantitative system dynamics nexus models built in STELLA Professional
(www.iseesystems.com). STELLA is a system dynamics modelling (SDM; [38]) software that allows for
the exploration of complex systems. STELLA, like most SDM software, uses the concepts of stocks,
flows and convertors (see [38] for a description of these elements) to create models of the system under
study. SDM is ideal for modelling complex systems governed by feedback, delay and cross-disciplinary
problems. STELLA can integrate data from many disciplines. SDM is ideally suited to studying the
trajectory of system parameters under change and for dealing with uncertainty. SDM is proven in
modelling complex systems in a diverse range of disciplines and for communicating with non-expert
stakeholders (e.g., [39–42]).
For the Sardinia case study, the main focus of the SDM was the representation of the reservoir water
balance for the island, accounting predominantly for water supply and for water demand related to
agricultural, energy and domestic/tourist consumption. Energy generation and consumption were also
important along with the mode of generation and sector of consumption, as was modelling the change in
crop types (i.e., land use and food production changes) and the crop water requirements associated with
potential crop and cropped area changes, as well as in response to change in the local climate. While water
is the central focus, this model is not only concerned with Sardinian hydrology and is not a hydrological
model, but considers other nexus sectors including energy, climate, food and land use.
On the water supply side, the model (Figure 4) accounts for inflows to the reservoirs based on
precipitation partitioning to runoff over the catchment area upstream of reservoirs. For the purposes
of the fast-track, water supply for the 40 main reservoirs and multiple demands were aggregated at
the island level. However, final case study results will aim at a more articulated disaggregation within
seven hydrological districts in Sardinia (see Section 4).
For water demand, the model considers: (1) open-water evaporation from reservoir surfaces;
(2) discharges for hydroelectric generation; (3) spillways in times of overflow; (4) irrigation requirements;
(5) industrial demand; (6) domestic and tourist water requirements; and (7) environmental flows
(i.e., the minimum amount of water needed to preserve ecological functions and values in watercourses).
With irrigated agriculture being the largest water consumer, this sector was modelled in more detail.
The crop water requirements per unit-area, and the area planted, were taken into consideration for
13 major crops in Sardinia as a function of current and changing climatic conditions.
Energy production is modelled from sources including oil and gas, solar, wind and hydropower,
while energy demand comes from the agricultural, domestic, industrial and service sectors. Touristic
fluxes and relative water demands are modelled based on a Touristic Climate Index [43] and
socio-economic scenarios. Climate change will have an impact on evaporation rates, crop water
requirements, precipitation recharge to reservoirs, but also touristic fluxes. Data from thematic models
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provide projected changes of irrigated area by crop (CAPRI), energy production and demand by sector
(E3ME) and socio-economic factors (GTAP). All other data are from local Sardinian sources.
 
 
Figure 4. The developed system dynamics model for the Sardinia fast-track.
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The model for Sardinia runs simulations for 2010 and 2030 for both the RCP4.5 and 8.5 scenarios.
The model has a total of 73 variables accounting for each nexus sector and the interlinkages between
the sectors. The modelling time-step is monthly, with all data scaled to this resolution. The model for
Sardinia runs with five different climate models, accounting for inter-model variability. The variables
of concern for the fast-track were chosen by the case study partner in SIM4NEXUS in consultation
with local stakeholders.
Once the model structure was deemed representative (in consultation with local stakeholders),
appropriate data were inputted into the model and the model outputs (in terms of the general trends
of key variables such as the reservoir water balance over the year; see Section 3) were discussed with
local case study experts to verify if the model was yielding sensible results. Once an agreed SDM
representation was defined, the next step was to convert the model into an R script.
The primary reasons for the conversion of SIM4NEXUS STELLA models into an R script are that
R is a freely-available open-source platform that can be distributed to all stakeholders, and the R script
can be integrated easily with the Knowledge Elicitation Engine (KEE; Step 4) and the serious game
(SG; Step 5). This conversion will therefore greatly speed up gameplay and will allow for much easier
communication between the model, the KEE and the serious game.
The general conversion of the STELLA models to R is facilitated by the STELLA functionality
allowing model equations and parameters to be exported to a text format (.txt; known as the ‘equation
file’). To achieve the conversion process, a Python script was created that reads the equation file and
generates the R script and corresponding lookup files required for the R script to run. The script allows
for policy changes to be implemented in the game front-end. In addition to the main R script, a number
of accompanying files are produced (Table 1).
Table 1. Data outputs from STELLA conversion to R.
File Purpose
R Function File Contains details relating to time-series lookup tables used by the main script alongwith mathematical functions
Time-Series Files Input data within the STELLA model are stored as time-series CSV files that arereferenced within the R function file
Coefficient Files
A coefficient file is generated for each time-series variable to allow for policy
implementation at a monthly scale, e.g., specific crop area can be reduced by 20% from
June to August by switching the coefficient variable from 1.0 to 0.8 for those months.
Dynamic Variable Equations
Values within the SDM that change over time and/or are dependent on conditions of
other dynamic variables are stored as a reference so that these lines can be substituted
by variations of that line to allow for policy changes to be implemented
In order to implement and analyse the effects of policy changes (e.g., changes in energy mix or
changes in cropping patterns) with the SDM file, variables within either the coefficient files or one
of the dynamic variable equations (Table 1) can be altered to reflect new policy rules or conditions.
To highlight the implementation of a policy change for the Sardinia case study within the R script,
a working example looking at environmental flows is summarised in Table 2, which shows the present
policy implemented in the SDM for Sardinia to foster ecosystem services and biodiversity downstream
from the reservoir. Within the R code, the cases depicted in Table 2 are represented in Equation (1).
Environmental_flows = IFELSE (Reservoir/2000 > 0.20, Inflow*0.1,
IFELSE (Reservoir/2000 > 0.1 & Reservoir/2000 ≤ 0.20, Inflow*0.05, 0)) *
Environmental_flows_Policy_Coeff
(1)
where ‘IFELSE’ is the R representation for the IF-ELSE logic, ‘Reservoir’ is the volume of water stored
in Sardinian reservoirs at a given time-step (in million cubic meters; Mm3), ‘Inflow’ is the inflow
volume to reservoirs in that time-step (Mm3 month−1) and ‘Environmental_flows_Policy_Coeff’ is
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a coefficient that can be changed to reflect different policy conditions. The number ‘2000’ represents
the cumulative maximum reservoir storage capacity.
Table 2. Policy rules to foster ecosystem services and the biodiversity of ecosystems downstream of
Sardinian reservoirs.
Case Rule
1 If water in the reservoir is above 20% of the reservoir capacity, then 10% of the monthlybasin run-off is allowed to be environmental flow.
2 If water in the reservoir is below 20% of the reservoir capacity, then 5% of the monthlybasin run-off is allowed to be environmental flow.
3 If water in the reservoir is below 10% of the reservoir capacity, then 0% of the monthlybasin run-off is allowed to be environmental flow.
Once the policy changes are implemented within the R script, the script can be run, and resulting
outputs from the R systems model can be exported as CSV or JSON files and referenced by the
Knowledge Elicitation Engine (Step 4).
2.3. Knowledge Elicitation Engine (Step 4)
The Knowledge Elicitation Engine (KEE) in SIM4NEXUS focuses on integrating knowledge
and strategies at different spatial and temporal scales, with resource-efficient land use, agricultural
productivity improvements, sustainable water management and low carbon energy transition.
The KEE enables the analysis of interactions within existing regulatory frameworks and barriers
to implementation (Steps 1 and 2). The KEE provides the serious game with the system-wide impact of
each action implemented under a case study or specific scenario, considering the interactions modelled
in the SDM (Step 3). Moreover, the KEE permits a top-down learning approach based on serious
game front-end user decisions (Step 5) and a bottom-up approach based on classical machine learning
methodologies applied to data. Top-down learning focuses on expert validated decisions made by
users playing the game and how they affect the nexus system being played, giving feedback explaining
the consequences of the decisions they have made. The bottom up learning focuses on discovering
new knowledge in the form of unknown relations between systems, basing its learning on the data
generated by the SDM from different geographic and temporal scale points of view. All learning
and relevant knowledge for the nexus are stored in a semantic repository, which is supported by
a cross-domain ontology. This simplifies information exchange between different nexus components
and fosters better understanding of nexus interactions from a holistic point of view.
The KEE comprises three main items: (i) the game decision support system (GDSS), which focuses
on recommending serious game user actions to be taken considering the current status of the game
(polices applied, indicators, etc.), the objectives of the scenario and the learning goals to be achieved;
(ii) the inference engine, which generates new knowledge based on machine learning algorithms
applied to previous user decisions playing under different scenarios; and (iii) an agent-based module,
which acts as artificial intelligence-based players when required by the specific case study. Thus,
the KEE integrates knowledge coming from Steps 1 and 2, nexus complexity science from Step 3 and
the serious game front-end (Step 5).
The KEE modules rely on the SIM4NEXUS database and metadata ontology (semantic repository),
which contains general information and knowledge about the nexus, specific information regarding
each case study, historical data about user actions while playing the game and all necessary
pre-calculated information (e.g., climate information such as precipitation projections) to accelerate
real-time computational needs and to feed the serious game front-end to represent the different
elements in the scenario. The semantic repository is focused on support of the fast-track described in
this paper, with the resulting simplified schema of the current ontology shown in Figure 5. Historical
data about user actions are used to create an artificial intelligence able to simulate human players in
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the game, when needed. Finally, pre-calculated information is used to assure appropriate response
time while playing the game, as some calculations require a long time and high computer power to
be executed.
The ontology (Figure 5) represents the SIM4NEXUS knowledge and scope. Currently, the top
concept is the ‘Session’, which represents a game session in the serious game front-end. Linked to
the ‘Session’ there is a ‘User’, representing the player, and a ‘Case Study’ (at the moment this is only
Sardinia), which in turn is related to a specific ‘Model’ (currently the SDM for the Sardinia case).
In order to represent the nexus state through the game, the ‘Session’ has a list of ‘StateEvolution’,
which represents the changes from one state (‘State’) to the new state (‘State’), after the user decides
to apply certain polices (‘Policy’). The ‘State’ is defined by a collection of ‘NexusComponent’
(for instance, ‘Climate and environment’ or ‘Water’), and these components have specific related
variables (‘Parameter’).
Figure 5. Simplified ontology schema for the Sardinia fast-track. See the text for details.
The ontology is defined using the Web Ontology Language (OWL), a semantic web language
designed to represent rich and complex knowledge about things, and relations between things.
Some existing ontologies, related to the nexus, have been included in the SIM4NEXUS context:
(1) WatERP ontology [44], developed under the EC FP7 project ‘WatERP’ (see HTTP://WWW.
WATERP-FP7.ORG/ for a general project description), which reflects the water manager’s
expertise for managing water supply and demand. The novelty of the WatERP ontology lies in
including interactions with natural processes as a mechanism to understanding how to affect
changes in water resources management so as to achieve the objective of matching supply with
demand. These interactions could range from infrastructures to management decisions.
(2) The WEFNexus ontology [45], which concerns water, energy and food derived from the European
Directives: Article 2 of EU Directive 98/83/EC that defines the water intended for human
consumption; Article 2 of EU Directive 2003/30/EC that defines bio-fuels; and Article 2 of EU
Regulation 178/2002/EC that defines food.
For the Sardinia fast-track specifically, the KEE focuses on: (i) storing information about the
case study in the Semantic Repository (e.g., climate data, CAPRI data, E3ME data, local reservoir
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operating rules); (ii) storing historical data about user actions for future analysis; and (iii) providing
a standardised communication interface between the serious game front-end and the SDM simulations.
The KEE needs to run SDM models repeatedly for each case study during a game session. At the
moment, the computational requirement of the Sardinia model allows for real-time simulation, but this
computational load will increase as models become more sophisticated. To enable this, the R script is
called when necessary from a Python script, which is included and published in the SIM4NEXUS web
services layer. This layer establishes the communication mechanisms among the different modules.
The deployed web service follows the OpenGIS® Web Processing Service (WPS) Interface Standard [46]
for standardizing the inputs and outputs for geospatial processing services. The standard defines
how an execution of a process has to be requested by a client and how the process output is handled.
It defines an interface that facilitates the publishing of geospatial processes and clients’ discovery of
and binding to those process.
Using this web service, the serious game front-end is able to send the current status of the scenario,
define the policies to be applied and define the time-step. The web service runs the SDM to calculate
the evolution of the scenario under that context and sends it back to the serious game front-end. Finally,
that information is presented to the user, and new policies to be applied are offered.
2.4. Serious Game Front-End (Step 5)
The SIM4NEXUS development of the serious game front-end for each case study uses the
AquaRepublica serious game developed by DHI [47] as a starting concept, but further develops
that game for the specific requirements of each case study in SIM4NEXUS. The goal of the game is to
bridge the gap between science and policy stakeholders by translating complex modelling results into
an interactive virtual world. The serious game will be used in stakeholder workshops to explain and
provide learning opportunities about the potential impact of different policies on the nexus and how
these policies impact a case study through a “learning by playing” approach (Figure 6).
Figure 6. Learning by doing flowchart.
Based on these concepts, the serious game of SIM4NEXUS attempts to create the same
understanding of nexus issues across stakeholders in food, energy, water, climate and land. The setup
of the serious game is as follows:
As a player, you represent decision makers in the various sectors in a particular area: food, energy,
water, climate and land. Your aim is to achieve the targets (objectives) set out by the national or
international bodies by changing or adapting new policies in your area and to implement practices
to comply with local policy objectives. To succeed in the game, you must learn how to achieve these
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targets by mixing and matching various cross-sectoral policies without compromising the existing
‘goal attainment’ of the other sectors.
The main content in the serious game is provided both through the interfaces and the logics
that the game contains, as well as through the KEE (Step 4) that provides information and further
knowledge to stress the immersions of the game user for each case study. The identification and
formalization of the content to be imparted is important for the game logics requirements definition,
as the logics behind the game must guide the user through these contents in order to impart the
knowledge to be conveyed. This identification is required for the construction of the KEE, as well as
the way both the game and the KEE architecture will communicate the knowledge and information.
Therefore, Steps 4 and 5 are critically linked. This content is divided into three main parts:
1. Core experience: What are the players experiencing as they play the game?
The core experience is to play the role of policy makers in food, energy, water, climate and land
management. The player will typically start off with separate “silo-thinking” approaches towards
decision making and policy implementation. Over the course of playing the game, they will be
encouraged to change towards a more integrated nexus-compliant policy implementation approach
and decision making.
2. Base mechanics: What does the player do?
The player will have a target at the start of each turn of the game and he/she will have to
implement policies to try to achieve the target. The turn ends when the player has decided on the
policies to be implemented to achieve the targets and clicked on a “next turn” button. The game
will compute the policies, and an analysis of the decisions will be displayed in the following turn,
with a new target to achieve for the turn. The targets are envisioned to be displayed in a step-by-step
manner to the player. This will help guide the player on what to do during the game play.
3. Penalties and Reward (P&R) system: What behaviour within the game is encouraged or discouraged?
Silo-thinking in decision making and policy implementation within the game is discouraged,
whereas integrated nexus-wide decision making is encouraged. For every target in each turn, the player
is encouraged to look at policies in all sectors and consider them to achieve a target. The P&R system
will be provided in three parts:
(i) Key indicators across all nexus components. These key indicators will be defined with case study
partners to ensure the game is suitably targeted for the local context. Local stakeholder meetings
will be used to elucidate these indicators.
(ii) Events within the game. Events are news happening “on the ground”, which add a societal
and cultural aspect to the game. These events will be narrated in the same tone as the shared
socioeconomic pathways (SSPs; [48]) and will be triggered based on the decisions the player
made in the game. There will be uncertainties in event triggers to add more realism in the game
(e.g., the occurrence of extreme events such as economic crisis or disaster events). There will
be three categories of events: (a) informational events, which are neutral; (b) negative events,
which will penalize the player by deducting points; and (c) positive events, which will reward
the player with bonus points.
(iii) Score. There will be a score for the player. The score will indicate how successful the player is at
applying nexus-compliant decision making to achieve the targets in the game. Every progression
in the time-step of the game will add to the score to encourage the player to continue, with every
policy implemented and events occurring adding further points to this score. The score is
computed as follows:
S = 1 − ∑
i
wi
(max{0, mi(gi − xi)})2
(gi − x0i)2
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where:
• the score S is based on a weighted sum of squared, normalized, differences between
indicators xi and targets gi;
• the x0i stands for the starting value of the indicator at the beginning of the game;
• for indicators that must be maximized mi = 1, and for indicators that must be minimized
mi = −1;
• the sum of the weights ∑iwi = 1;
• S = 1 is the maximal score to be attained (full compliance with all targets).
Such a score can be computed over all indicators and per policy area, making clear on which areas
to focus in order to improve the general score. Thus, it can serve as a basis to advise users and explain
opportunities to improve their performance in nexus management.
In SIM4NEXUS, nexus-compliance refers to the degree to which policy choices made by the
player tend to lead towards/away from policy objectives for that case study, as elucidated by both the
detailed policy analysis work in SIM4NEXUS and by relevant nexus policies/objectives as indicated
by stakeholders during the case study formulation and framing phase (Steps 1 and 2). The detailed
nexus policy mapping will help define the scoring system for each case study. This may lead to some
not necessarily ‘bad’ decisions (e.g., climate-neutral energy generation) perhaps not being scored as
highly as expected if they do not fit strongly within the policy framework defined for a case study.
However, through the policy work and stakeholder discussions, such instances should be minimized.
Emphasis is placed on minimizing detrimental cross-sector impacts from a given policy choice.
The feedback between spatial scales is facilitated by the KEE. The KEE collects data about players’
policy choices and the resulting consequences for the nexus components. This mechanism will be used
to feed new targets resulting from games at the global or continental scale, into games at the national
or regional scale. For instance, some policy may result from playing a game on the European level.
This policy may entail new targets set at national and regional levels. By playing games with these new
targets with national and regional policy makers, data can be collected about their reactions and the
consequences for the nexus components. The KEE will then inform the policy makers at the European
level (Figure 7).
 
Figure 7. Feedback across spatial scales facilitated by the Knowledge Elicitation Engine (KEE).
The game can be played in different modes. It can be used by a single player, controlling all
policy options. It can be used for playing the game in sessions led by a trainer or group facilitator,
where participants play roles of policy makers in particular nexus domains. Single- and multi-player
games can both be played. Lastly, it can be played with artificial agents. In the latter case, users take
the roles of particular policy makers, while other roles are fulfilled by artificial agents, based on data
collected by the KEE.
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• Single-player controlling all policy options
The user has opened a new game session and initialized a predefined scenario. The user does not
select a role as policy maker in a particular nexus domain. In the main gameplay screen, the user is
presented with policy options enabled for all nexus domains. While playing subsequent turns, the user
can adjust policies in all domains, attempting to achieve a balanced set of targets across the nexus.
This setting for playing the game is particularly suitable for education and training to offer insight into
relations across the entire nexus.
• Multiple players, each taking policy makers’ roles on particular nexus domains
Playing games with groups where participants take different roles requires a group facilitator to
set up the game. In the simplest case, the facilitator asks the players for their policy decisions and
enters these into a game set up as in the single-player case described above.
As a future extension, a more advanced multi-player setting is envisaged, where the facilitator
starts a game and assigns the players roles as policy makers in a particular nexus domain. The game
logic is running on a central server, but players are presented with an individual gameplay screen in
which all policy options and indicators are visible, but only the policy options related to the selected
role can be changed. Turns are synchronised on the central server, and the next time-step is not taken
until all participants have made their policy choices. Individual players are able to try various policy
options available to them and check the consequences, but only have to commit to a policy once they
are happy with it. At this point, the policy option and its consequences are revealed to other players.
This stops exploratory and sub-optimal policies affecting other players too often, causing a disruption
to the game play.
• Playing the game with artificial agents
As another future extension, it is envisaged to have artificial agents participating in the game.
During the games described above, the KEE collects data on the policy choices the players make and the
resulting outcomes in terms of indicators. Since users have supplied information on their background
and expertise when registering for the game, the KEE can learn the behaviours of policy makers
in particular domains. To this end, several machine learning techniques will be tested, including,
but not limited to: decision trees, nearest neighbour and support vector machines. Combined with
other knowledge, the collected data and generated knowledge and models can be used to design
artificial agents, playing the roles of policy makers. The results attained by human players can be used
to configure agents on a scale ranging from a focus on one particular nexus domain to full awareness
of all domains. In this setting, users can select a role as policy maker in one of the nexus domains and
then play the game as in the multiplayer setting. Moreover, game designers and academics are able to
understand the usual behaviour of specific stakeholders, helping them tailor the contents of the game
sessions to better fit their needs and to fulfil the learning goals.
3. Results from the Sardinia Fast-Track
Here, results from the fast-track SDM for Sardinia are shown. Since the Sardinia island-wide
reservoir system was represented for simplicity as an aggregated system (i.e., geographically lumped;
see the conceptual framework in Figure 3 and the model schema in Figure 4), an overestimated
efficiency of the system to capture and manage water was introduced, thereby overestimating resilience
to changes in water supply and demand (in Mm3 month−1). However, the model did accurately capture
the pattern of reservoir filling and emptying through the year (Figure 8a), and it captured the fact that
energy supply and demand (in GWh month−1) are balanced over a year (Figure 8b).
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Figure 8. (a) Showing the results of the Sardinia fast-track simulation for the baseline (2010) and for
2030 under RCP4.5 and 8.5. Results show the total water stored in all Sardinian reservoirs. (b) Energy
generation and consumption for the baseline and both RCP scenarios. Energy generation equals
consumption in each month. The predicted generation/consumption in the RCPs are the same.
(c) Irrigation crop water requirements.
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An interesting feature regarding energy generation is the predicted reduction in 2030. This is
largely due to a reduction in fossil-based energy generation, which is not fully replaced by greener
energy sources. Demand is still expected to be met, but increasing pressure from the tourist sector,
especially in the summer months, could strain the system. It could be expected that the replacement
with a greener energy system may take longer than planned if system strain becomes too large.
Figure 8c shows the modelled baseline and future irrigation crop water requirements.
The irrigation requirements are similar in terms of the summer peak in all three simulations; however,
the annual totals are slightly higher in the RCPs due to the increase in requirement in the spring
months. It is expected that these requirements will increase further by 2050, increasing pressure on the
water system and on the energy system for increasing pumping.
As an additional element for the Sardinia fast-track, a working prototype front-end for the serious
game has been developed (Figure 9). The prototype includes a photo-realistic map of the study area,
together with a toggle display of key nexus indicator values. In Figure 9, example indicators for the
water sector are displayed. A timeline slider is shown at the top illustrating how far through the
game the player is. Future extensions will include boxes/options to adjust various key nexus and
policy parameters and to observe the nexus-wide impacts of these changes. It is noted that Figure 9
is a prototype. It will be further developed and refined throughout SIM4NEXUS. It is shown here as
an illustrative example of what the final serious game front-ends may look like.
 
Figure 9. Screenshot from the developed prototype serious game front-end for the Sardinia fast-track
case study.
4. Lessons Learned and Future Developments in SIM4NEXUS
The general process of serious game development in SIM4NEXUS has been presented, going
from initial case study nexus framing and conceptualization, through to serious game development.
Two key findings and general conclusions are found:
(1) Collaborative and constructive stakeholder involvement from project inception is critical in the
development of meaningful models and games that are more likely to have impact. Suitable policy
analysis is an important aspect in appropriate case study framing and model/game design and;
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(2) Appropriate spatial scale selection for the case study and nexus sectors is important in producing
reliable model outputs. Deciding on the spatial scale and potential disaggregation of a case study
is intimately linked to Lesson 1 above.
These lessons were learned from direct feedback from stakeholders regarding model outputs
to case study leaders and model/game developers, from case study leaders themselves and from
academics within the project through development iterations. At present, feedback is based on the
model outputs: the game is not yet developed due to the stage within the project, although discussions
on game expectations are ongoing.
It is shown through the Sardinia fast-track (and reinforced as more case studies get further into the
development process) how stakeholder interaction, contribution and verification of model veracity are
critical from the very beginning, the value of which can be overlooked in serious game development.
Case study-level policy analysis is central in guiding case study development, another element that can
easily be neglected, but something that is centrally built into SIM4NEXUS. Critical and constructive
stakeholder involvement, along with relevant and detailed policy analysis to aid case study framing
and gameplay, are key conclusions that can be adopted in many serious game development exercises,
but they must be well thought through and implemented from early stages.
The second key conclusion, linked to the first, is deciding on appropriate levels of model/game
spatial disaggregation. Discovering the appropriate spatial scale might depend on a number of
iterations, but will depend on the feedback from local expert stakeholders. It was only during the
verification process for the Sardinia fast-track that it was found that while the timing of reservoir filling
and emptying processes was correct, the modelled volume of water entering the system was vastly
overestimated. This would have had significant implications for any subsequent analysis and potential
policy recommendations. As a result, for the final SIM4NEXUS Sardinia model, the island will be
disaggregated into a number of hydrological basins to better reflect spatial variability. Cross-checking
with stakeholders will remain an integral element. As seen from the Sardinia fast-track results, it is
important to articulate correctly the spatial scale of any model for the case study under consideration
and for the nexus sectors being modelled. In future developments, Sardinia will be split into seven
hydrological basins to better capture hydrological dynamics across the island. Aggregation to the
island scale will take place a posteriori.
During the Sardinia fast-track, a number of different groups and individuals were involved
at different stages in the process. Without this cooperation, the process could easily stall or fail,
or a poor/unrepresentative model could be developed, with consequences for the robustness and
veracity of the messages being communicated by the game. It could also mean limited uptake and
therefore limited impact of the game and the results. It is important to invest time and resources in
bringing together individuals with different experience, integrating their knowledge and focusing
discussions on interactions between different sectors. As anticipated, difficulties emerged during
stakeholder interactions with respect to expanding the experience of individuals beyond their specific
sectors (i.e., breaking ‘silo-thinking’). Only by including stakeholders in cooperative forums could
these difficulties start to be addressed and compromises found. It is expected that similarly diverse
groups will contribute to the full development of all 12 SIM4NEXUS models and serious games.
Indeed, other case studies (Andalucía, Greece, The Netherlands, Latvia and the southwest U.K.) are all
currently at various stages of development within the project. In each case, a wide range of relevant,
but diverse stakeholders is actively involved to determine: (i) the case study nexus sectors(s) of key
importance based on locally-relevant policy issues; (ii) critical interactions between nexus sectors;
(iii) data availability; (iv) the main (policy-relevant) questions that the game(s) should try to address;
(v) what the game might look like, how it might be played and the added value for participants;
and (vi) how best to market and ‘sell’ the game in order to reach as wide and diverse an audience as
possible. These lessons are generally applicable for other serious game development projects.
The lesson on correct spatial representation is important because better information and
knowledge will be generated for policy and decision making, with results more accurately expressing
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on-the-ground situations. By sticking with a lumped approach, model results would not have been
representative, and therefore, confidence in the results and the implications for nexus sectors discovered
during game play would not be taken seriously. This finding has already had important implications
for model development in other cases (e.g., Andalucía, Greece, southwest England), where accounting
for local level dynamics will be critical for modelling success and by extension for providing the
end-user of the serious game(s) with robust policy-relevant messages. By taking the pilot case seriously
and rigorously assessing the outputs, important implications were highlighted. By intense and ongoing
cross-project communication, these important lessons were noted and are being implemented by other
project case studies. Within-project learning also follows as a critical lesson. As with the first key
lesson, this lesson of tailoring spatial detail appropriate to the study under consideration is generally
applicable, with the appropriate scale perhaps only becoming apparent after trial-and-error and the
analysis of initial results.
The findings resulting from the SIM4NEXUS fast-track are more generally applicable. This is
not to say that implementing these lessons is easy, but where possible, time and effort should be
appropriately invested in these activities to ensure robust and policy-relevant modelling activities and
serious game development (including the aims, objectives and game-play criteria). These lessons are
being implemented within SIM4NEXUS and could prove useful for similar coupled modelling-serious
gaming exercises.
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Abstract: How do policy analysts perceive the various roles that Models, Simulations and Games
(MSG) have, or can have in Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM)? Fifty-five policy
analysts in water management in The Netherlands and China were interviewed, following the
procedure of the Q-method. Comparative analysis of the combined quantitative and qualitative
data show that: (1) The debate on the role of MSG for IWRM is structured around five frames in
The Netherlands and three frames in China. (2) The frames in The Netherlands and China are
significantly different. (3) In China, there is a predominant frame that perceives MSG for IWRM as
data driven simulation technology for rationalization of water management, which is less significant
in The Netherlands. (4) The reverse is true with regard to MSG for stakeholder interaction, learning
and integrated assessment, which are significant frames in The Netherlands, but not in China.
The conclusion is that frame differences can easily confuse professional and academic debate about
MSG for water management; within the same institutional and cultural context, but even more so
in Netherlands–China co-operation projects. Frames are also relevant when designing, using or
evaluating innovative methods for integrated water resources management.
Keywords: simulations; serious games; Q-method; integrated water resources management;
policy analysis
1. Introduction
How do policy analysts perceive the various roles that Models, Simulations and Games (MSG)
have, or can have for public policy making in general, and for Integrated Water Resources Management
(IWRM) in particular? What do policy analysts in water management expect of MSG, if anything at all?
These questions are relevant in light of a growing advocacy to develop and apply advanced models,
simulations and (serious) games, in particular, for IWRM [1–5].
The professional and academic debate on the use and usefulness of MSG for policy-making
and management in general has quite a tradition [6,7]; however, it is also rife with strong and
diverging opinions about what MSG can or should deliver. Some expect nothing less than a digital
revolution in the way we make, or will make policy decisions; a Futurium where scientific evidence
and public participation are fully integrated [8]. In the near or more distant future, we may well be
managing natural systems, such as oceans and river basins, through advanced and highly interactive
and participatory management and control systems, built upon big data, geoinformation systems,
artificial intelligence, scientific models and simulations combined with advanced game-technology,
and Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR and AR, respectively) [9–12]. This is also the rationale behind
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“Understanding Game-based Approaches for Improving Sustainable Water Governance: The Potential
of Serious Games to Solve Water Problems”, the theme of this Special Issue.
Others claim that such technological innovations are rather trivial, because they are not well
aligned with the true and underlying reality of politics and management; the blunt exercise of power
to protect particular interests [13]; and economic growth and the accumulation of capital. Analytical
methods in the policy process, including MSG, may be seen as irrelevant [14], or as an intricate
form of manipulation [15,16]. Conversely, they may be seen as a last resort to rescue evidence-based
policy making from the growing influence of a “post-truth” belief system [17]. From that perspective,
the advocacy for things such as serious games, gamification and virtual reality can be seen as the
response of policy analysis to a growing social need to get “engaged and entertained”, also in public
policy making.
Other voices start from the normative end. The urgency and complexity of contemporary
problems—climate change and the rapid degradation of natural systems in particular—necessitates a
radical transformation of the way we make policy decisions [18,19]. This has led to a strong call for a
post-normal science [20]. Holistic interventions should drive for transformative change at the level of
values and fundamental beliefs of stakeholders [21,22]. Advocates of such view commonly expect a
lot of social learning with or without the support of interactive methods (serious games), immersive
technologies (VR/AR, Virtual Reality/ Augmented Reality) and big data [2,23–25].
Amidst such diverging voices, empirical evidence about the use and usefulness of MSG for
transformative policy making does not really take us much further, unfortunately. There is a
considerable and fast-growing list of research publications where MSG have been used for IWRM
(e.g., [3,10,12,26–39]). There are a few observations that can be taken from this literature. Most of
the empirical research is done in an educational context, often with university students as players.
Professionals in such game sessions are usually experts who work at the boundary of science and policy;
academics, consultants, and strategy officers. Game sessions are often part of a general conference, or a
dedicated seminar or workshop with reflective and social purposes. Most of the empirical studies can
be classified as case-based, tool-oriented design and validation studies. Learning effects are mainly
considered at the individual level, or player-group level [3,37]. Some MSG have been used effectively
however as intervention method with local stakeholders at a community level, for instance with local
farmers or fishermen in rural areas of developing countries. See for a few examples: [33,36,40,41].
The most significant observation however is that research on how MSG actually contributes to, or
even influences, policy making and management is scarce, perhaps because it requires an evaluation
type of research that is quite difficult to set up. It would need to build on a comparative analysis of
a rich and varied set of cases where such innovative approaches have been used for policy making,
over a longer period (for a few exceptions, see [5,6]). Furthermore, how do we observe and value
the different functions of policy analysis against one another; their instrumental, communicative,
enlightenment and empowerment functions [42,43]?
The objective of this paper therefore is to take a step back by reconstructing the different
fundamental and coherent views, called frames, that policy-analysts and policy makers have about the
use and usefulness of MSG for IWRM. To do so systematically and profoundly, we use the Q-method,
explained in greater detail in the Materials and Methods Section. There are three key concepts
that provide the basis for the operationalization of statement in the Q-study: (1) Policy Analysis
(PA); (2) Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM); and (3) Models, Simulations and (Serious)
Games (MSG).
Policy analysis is defined by Dunn [44] as “an intellectual and practical activity aimed at
creating, critically assessing, and communicating knowledge of and in the policy-making process”.
Policy analysis finds itself at the heart of the Science–Policy Interface (SPI) [13,45–48]. This is the
boundary sphere were scientific and other knowledge oriented institutions interact closely with
political institutions and public agencies. Research has shown that the different rationalities in the
world of science and the world of politics lead to many kinds of tensions, such as the risk that results
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of studies tend to come too late, and after the political facts. These boundary tensions need to be
managed and mediated roughly by accommodating policymaking to science (speaking truth to power)
or, vice versa, by accommodating science to policymaking (sciences that serve power) [49–51]. Models,
Simulations and Games (MSG) are among the more sophisticated methods in the policy analysis’ tool
box, and as such subject to many of the tensions at the SPI [45,48,52]. The boundary tensions with
regard to the use and usefulness of MSG for policy making are the focus of our research.
Integrated Water Resources Management is the locus—the domain application area—of our
research. IWRM has been defined by the Global Water Partnership (GWP) [53] as “a process which
promotes the coordinated development and management of water, land and related resources, in order
to maximize the resultant economic and social welfare in an equitable manner without compromising
the sustainability of vital ecosystems”. In this research, we will consider two water management
regimes, in The Netherlands and China, which may be very different in the way they view the
science–policy interface in IWRM.
According to some authors, IWRM is closely connected to the transformation of a “prediction
and control” regime to an “adaptive, learning” type of regime [54]. Similar to major regions in China,
The Netherlands is a river delta, although of a different size than for instance the Pearl River delta.
Most of The Netherlands lies below sea level and a substantial proportion of land has been won from
the sea through land reclamation and the building of dikes. Since the early 1990s, however, there is
an ongoing paradigm shift from engineering-driven solutions (more, higher and stronger levees) to
solutions where nature, technology and human aspects are in balance. Since the “Room for the River”
policy in the early 1990s, IWRM is well established in The Netherlands. Due to global environmental
changes, flooding is becoming a major problem in other parts of the world too, where there is much
less expertise in water management. China is one of the countries to which The Netherlands actively
disseminates and exports the principles and methods of IWRM, along with many of the tools to realize
it. With the increasing occurrence and scale of flooding, the central government of the Peoples Republic
of China (PRC) is reforming from a highly fragmented and engineering driven water management
administration, towards an IWRM approach. The gives an excellent opportunity to compare the two
countries. We will therefore reconstruct the different frames of policy analysts and policy makers
in the two countries with respect to IWRM on aspects such as governance, sectoral and functional
integration—and examine if and how these frames influence their perceptions on the use and usefulness
of MSG. We intentionally do not narrow down the understanding of IWRM—s.a. into urban/rural or
water quality/quantity—as this would need to come to the surface in the interviews.
Models, Simulations and (Serious) Games is increasingly being used as a general reference term for
a varied cluster of related methodologies and techniques for understanding and managing complexity
in a context of decision-making. This includes systems dynamics, agent-based modelling, Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) and gaming-simulation. More recent innovations in this area are (serious)
gaming, Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). There is considerable overlap and cross
fertilization among these methods.
The term model mainly refers to the manner in which a part of reality—called the “reference
system”—is captured and represented, in a mental, physical, digital or virtual form. Simulation mainly
refers to the manner in which the dynamic behavior of the reference system is represented in such a
way that it enables human experimentation and manipulation over time. When one or more human
actors can give input into the simulation—the user can play with certain input parameters—it is not
uncommon to call it an interactive simulation. When multiple users interact with the simulation as
well as with each other, it is commonly called a social simulation. When there is also a defined set of
rules for human–computer or human–human interaction, in the form of play rules, player roles, player
goals and a narrative, it becomes a simulation-game or a serious game. The term simulation-game
or serious game generally refers to the societal utility of games, the game technology, as well as the
game principles and the game formats. This utility of games is always mediated through a form of
learning or change, at the individual, organizational or system level. The almost infinite number of
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ways how external purposes, applications domains, game technologies and game mechanics, can be
combined creates an enormous variety in serious games. This also explains why they are also called
under different names, such as policy exercises or gamification [55]. In this study, we will consider all
kinds of genres of serious games—including interactive models, simulations and VR/AR—designed
and used for IWRM, be it learning, research, validation, intervention and more.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Q-Method
A comparative Q-method study in The Netherlands and China was designed and executed
to understand how policy analysts—e.g., the experts, policy makers, managers, etc. who operate
at the science–policy interface—frame the use and usefulness of MSG for IWRM. The Q-method
is particularly suited to uncover the underlying structure of human subjectivity around a certain
topic [56]. It combines qualitative and quantitative data collected in personal interviews, and works
as follows:
• Collection of several statements (the Q-set, usually between 30 and 40) that are representative for
diverging views on a certain topic.
• Identification of respondents (P-set, usually between 25 and 40) who are representative for the
diverging viewpoints.
• Personal interviews in which each respondent ranks the collection of statements (Q-sort) on a scale
(Q-scale, −3 to +3, strongly disagree–strongly agree), thus laying out a quasi-normal distribution
of the cards, as in Figure 1, while giving detailed explanations and arguments to the interviewer.
• Statistical analysis (an “inverted factor analysis”) of the Q-sorts (called the Q-data) and coding of
the qualitative information.
• Reconstruction of a limited set of frames based on the factor analysis but interpreted and labelled
with the qualitative data.
2.2. Q-Set
The set of statements—called the Q-sort—was collected by scanning the literature in the widest
and most diverse coverage possible, as well as interviewing a few experts. The initial Q-sample
consisted of sixty-five statements divided over the three main issues IWRM, Policy Analysis and MSG.
The initial statements were improved and reduced to forty-three statements in several Q-trials with
peer experts. The statements were then translated from English to Dutch and Chinese. The quality of
the translation was verified in a few more trials with bilingual colleagues, with English or Chinese
as a native language. The final set of Q-statements was put on laminated cards, as well as into the
online Flash Q system for online use, mainly in China. To make the interviews in China shorter
and more practical, it later proved necessary to reduce the number of statements to thirty-four and
adapt the Q-scale accordingly. Although this affected comparability, the Q method is positioned as a
flexible method that relies heavily on the explanations that the respondents give for their positioning
of the Q-statements.
2.3. P-Set
The respondents in The Netherlands and China were senior professionals, mostly male, with quite
a lot of work experience in the field. Both in China and in The Netherlands, we selected respondents
from all relevant fields and points of view: water policy makers, water managers, water stakeholders,
water researchers and consultants, MSG developers and users. In The Netherlands, we approached
candidates for an interview through organizations such as the ministry, the water boards, provincial
and local governments, universities, consultant and engineering companies. The long list of candidates
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went up to around fifty in The Netherlands, of which thirty-three were interviewed with a fully
completed Q-sort.
Interviewees in China were selected through a similar procedure, making use of our professional
contacts in cities of Dalian, Nanjing and Guangzhou. We contacted officials in the local municipality,
water management sectors, infrastructure design institutes, water research institutes and universities.
Finally, we had useful interviews with twenty-two persons from different institutions who also
completed the Q-sort. All interviews were done by the first author, born and raised in China, educated
in universities in The Netherlands and proficient in the Dutch and English language.
The whole interview would take between one and three hours, with the card sorting consuming
about an hour. In The Netherlands, all but five respondents used the card version. In China, we only
used the digital Flash Q-software version (not the cards) during live, personal interviews. At the end of
the interview, respondents were asked to answer some questions related to their professional affiliation,
their expertise, and knowledge about MSG and additional things if there were any. We coded all
additional information and inserted the data into one database. All interviews were fully transcribed.
After some introduction of interviewer, objective and technique, the respondents were asked to read
(aloud) the statements on the cards and subsequently rank the cards in a quasi-normal distribution
(scale from −3 to +3). Figure 1 gives an impression of a quasi-normal distribution as in this research in
paper-based form.
Figure 1. Card sorting example.
2.4. Analysis
The results of the Q sorts were analyzed with factor analysis, supported with the software PQ
Method. With the factor analysis (Varimax rotation) respondents with the same answer patterns were
grouped together. The factor analysis extracts factors on two layers, a frame about IWRM and a frame
about MSG, that matched together. The frames suggested by the statistical analysis were combined
with coded background data (position, work field, experience with MSG, etc.), general questions
(familiarity with and trust in MSG) as well as quotations from the interviews.
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3. Results
3.1. The Netherlands
Twenty-three out of thirty-three respondents in The Netherlands had quite some experience with
the use of MSG for policymaking. Three respondents, all in frame NL1 (see below) had “no trust at all”
in MSGs and one had a “little doubt”. The respondents could reflect on the conditional usefulness of
MSG, such as “when it is based on scientific data”, “when it is used with the right participants”, or
“yes, but it is costly and time consuming”. From the analysis, five frames are distinguished:
• Frame NL1: Bureaucratic alignment
• Frame NL2: Stakeholder interaction
• Frame NL3: Learning
• Frame NL4: Uncertainty
• Frame NL5: Science vs. emotions.
3.1.1. Frame NL1: Bureaucratic Alignment
Frame NL1 is represented by eleven respondents, three respondents belonging to the world of
science, and eight to the world of politics. Table 1 shows the distinguished statements about IWRM in
this frame. Distinguished statements combine extreme answers (−3; +3) with strong factor loadings.
Table 1. Distinguished statements about IWRM in frame NL1.
Number Statement Ranking
16 Reinforcing levees (dikes) etc., is insufficient to keep The Netherlands safe fromflooding in the 21st century. +3
18 Socioeconomic developments in flood-prone areas should be mitigated throughspatial planning and construction regulation. +3
11 A strong degree of integration of water management and spatial planning atdifferent administrative and spatial levels is crucial for water management. +3
5 Uncertainty in water management is deepened by a lack of integration amongsocial, political, technological, ecological, economic (etc.) knowledge. −3
7 Water managers should set more ‘social learning’ activities on their agenda. −3
8 A centralized form of governance, with sufficient authority and decision power atthe national level, is crucial for water management. 0
The statements give a rather clear picture of how the respondents frame the issue of IWRM,
namely as predominantly a matter of integrating engineering works and infrastructures with spatial
planning, regulation and levels of governance. Water management at the different administrative levels
of governance should be integrated. At the other extreme, the integration of stakeholders’ values and
things like collaborative learning and stakeholder participation are most strongly rejected. We therefore
label this frame “bureaucratic alignment”, because it is mainly the administrators and experts who
integrate (or should integrate) their expert knowledge and authority. One interviewee who scored
high on frame NL1 expressed quite honestly why he rejects learning and stakeholder interaction:
“At the national level, the spatial solution has been chosen as the necessary solution to flood
management in the future. However, until now the top-down decision is not fully accepted
and cooperated with, at regional and local levels. [ . . . ] To deal with these issues you need to
have a clear understanding of the power and interest of the stakeholders. [ . . . ] When people
in a group are against the spatial solution you brought, it is hard to talk to and convince
them. However, if you come in the evening to communicate individually, the chance of
negotiation will increase. They will ask you what your offer is.” (Interviewee No. 16).
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In other words, agreement with stakeholders can better be reached through power, by making
“package deals” or by “compensation”. Top-down decisions simply need to be sold locally. There is
little need for or influence of learning, since stakeholders already know what they do, and do not
want. Now, the question should be asked what the role of integrated approaches and MSG methods
is. Probably not a lot, except for making package deals and getting things done, preferably behind
closed doors. This is reflected in the respondents’ framing of MSG in IWRM. Five respondents had no
experience of MSG; one had, but does not trust it; and a few others seemed politely skeptical. Table 2
shows the distinguished statements about MSG presented in this frame.
Table 2. Distinguished statements about MSG in frame NL1.
Number Statement Ranking
23 The key function of ‘policy analysis’ is to support the stakeholders’ learning process. −3
31 Policy simulation does not need to be computerized. ‘Low-tech’ gaming based onhuman behavior is also a scientifically proven method for water policy analysis. −2
43 Playing together in a simulation game increases the stakeholders’ willingness tocooperate in the real world. −2
36 Visualization (e.g., by pictures, animations or 3D graphics) significantly increases theusers’ understanding of models and simulations. +3
39 Computer simulations can accommodate poorly with conflicting values and interestsof stakeholders in water management and water policy. −3
In line with the bureaucratic tendency in this frame and the rejection of things such as learning and
stakeholder participation, low-tech games and human play are regarded as not very useful. From the
interviews, it becomes clear that in frame NL1 the bureaucratic process can best be supported with
simulation and visualization technology. Think of models that can calculate the consequences of
plans, or visualization tools to integrate plans in 3D. Such analyses are powerful for bureaucratic
integration and when negotiating with stakeholders. The social learning value of MSG, however,
is deemed irrelevant and impossible in this frame. The reason for this is nicely illustrated in the
following quotations:
“Simulating the richness of social values is impossible because a lot of social values,
individual values, are not possible to involve in the model. [ . . . ] A spatial solution needs
people’s property. They have different reasons to refuse to give you their property. [
. . . ] How can you explore those through gaming? [ . . . ] In such an environment the
most important issues of integration are network cooperation and visualization technology.
Visualization increases the policymakers’ understanding of technical analysis and therefore
contributes to cooperation.” (Interviewee No. 16).
“Policymakers look for excuses to not to learn from the game. Gaming is not the thing
to change the behaviours of individuals. However, it can be used strategically to show
the community the need to make the long-term decision and stimulate the discussion.”
(Interviewee No. 20).
3.1.2. Frame NL2: Stakeholder Interaction
Nine respondents loaded in frame NL2. We coded four respondents as belonging to the world of
science (researchers, consultants) and five as belonging to the world of politics (public policymakers,
water managers). All had experience with MSG, and trusted it to be useful for policy making. We label
this frame “stakeholder interaction”. Table 3 shows the distinguished statements about IWRM.
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Table 3. Distinguished statements about IWRM in frame NL2.
Number Statement Ranking
22
The key solution to the consequences of climate change lies in active public
involvement and stakeholder participation. Societal interaction will provide the most
significant contribution to water management and policymaking in the near future.
+3
2 The key problems in water management today are more socio-political thantechnological-infrastructural in nature. +2
9 A network type of governance, with interaction between interdependent stakeholders,is crucial for water management. +2
11 A strong degree of integration of water management and spatial planning at differentadministrative and spatial levels is crucial for water management. +2
18 Socioeconomic developments in flood-prone areas should be mitigated through spatialplanning and construction regulations. 0
3 The increasing complexity of society leads to a problematic compartmentalization andfragmentation in water management. −3
8 A centralized form of governance, with sufficient authority and decision power at thenational level, is crucial for water management. −3
This frame relies more strongly than frame NL1 on a network view of society and policymaking,
whereby many stakeholders are and should be involved in water management. Water management
problems are more socio-political than technological–infrastructural in nature; solutions should
therefore come from stakeholder interaction and public involvement. Governance should
accommodate the network character of society. The centralization of governance should be strongly
rejected (difference from frame NL1). Power, authority and competences are unequally distributed in
the interaction between water authorities and stakeholders and other authorities: the region of a water
board can be as big as ten municipalities or a province. This can cause a lack of trust and frustrate the
cooperation between water boards and municipalities. This needs some time and effort to change, to
build enough trust to cooperate. Table 4 shows the distinguished statements about MSG in this frame.
Table 4. Distinguished statements about MSG in frame NL2.
Number Statement Ranking
23 The key function of policy analysis is to support the stakeholders’ learning process. −2
31 Policy simulation does not need to be computerized. Low-tech gaming based onhuman behaviour is also a scientifically proven method for water policy analysis. +3
28
The outcomes of computer simulation are generally more authoritative (trustworthy)
for water policymakers and water managers than the outcomes of a simulation game
with real stakeholders.
−3
42 Simulation gaming can effectively facilitate and support the interaction amongstakeholders from different governance sectors. +3
43 Playing’ together in a simulation game increases the stakeholders’ willingness tocooperate in the real world. +3
37 Computer simulations for water management and water policymaking should be easyto use and understand by non-expert users. −3
As in frame NL1, the respondents in this frame disagree that the function of policy analysis is
to support a learning process. However, in contrast to frame NL1, playing together in a game is
seen to have effects on stakeholders’ interaction in the real world. According to frame NL2, strategic
interaction in a serious game is a social intervention to further stakeholder interaction, and not a
learning process (difference from frame NL3). Two quotations illustrate how respondents in this frame
distinguish serious games from computer simulation, that is, they are not comparable.
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3.1.3. Frame NL3: Learning
Only three respondents loaded in frame NL3, and we coded all of them as water manager.
In contrast to the other frames, these three respondents put significant emphasis on learning, that
is, increasing stakeholders’ understanding of the complexity of water management. As in frame
NL1, but in contrast to frame NL2, the three respondents in this frame do not consider problems in
water management to be mainly socio-political in nature. From the statements, it also appears that
respondents are rather technology-oriented (contrast with frames NL1 and NL2), and rejecting of
stakeholder interaction and network governance. Table 5 shows the most distinguished statements
about IWRM in this frame.
Table 5. Distinguished statements about IWRM in frame NL3.
Number Statement Ranking
23 The key function of policy analysis is to support the stakeholders’ learning process. +3
2 The key problems in water management today are more socio-political thantechnological–infrastructural in nature. −2
22
The key solution to the consequences of climate change lies in active public
involvement and stakeholder participation. Societal interaction will provide the most
significant contribution to water management and policymaking in the near future.
−3
16 Reinforcing levees (dikes) etc., is insufficient to keep The Netherlands safe fromflooding in the 21st century. −2
9 A network type of governance, with interaction between interdependent stakeholders,is crucial for water management. −1
11 A strong degree of integration of water management and spatial planning at differentadministrative and spatial levels is crucial for water management. −1
29 Rational thinking should always be combined with human emotions in policy analysisfor integrated water management. −2
The following quotation illustrates the frame:
“The water management problem is very dependent on the local conditions. Generating the
solution needs a lot of local knowledge. Water governance should be more decentralized.
In The Netherlands, the surroundings of the local area is really different, both the socio-political
issues and the characteristics of the water problem. The solutions must satisfy the needs of
local development. For example, agriculture in greenhouses is a typical economic activity in
the area around [city name]. The policy strategy needs to involve the calculation of the cost
and impact of policies on this activity, which is not necessary in the other areas. Central
government cannot generate solutions but only make political choices. The practitioners in
the local sectors are the experts to get the job done.” (Interviewee No. 1).
The focus on learning in a complex technological setting, rather than stakeholder interaction,
seems to be why the respondents consider the combination of computer simulation and stakeholder
participation important. SG is valued as a good method for innovative learning in water management.
It can be effective to analyze the future, to test policy options in a safe environment, etc. Table 6 shows
the most distinguished statements about MSG in this frame.
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Table 6. Distinguished statements about MSG in frame NL3.
Number Statement Ranking
20 Methods that combine computer simulation with stakeholder participation aresupportive of water management. +2
30 A simulation game with real stakeholders as players is generally more effective toforesee and analyse what can happen in the near future than a computer simulation. +3
24 Most computer models are not flexible enough to deal with complex water problems.Models that can be quickly developed and changed to fit the circumstances are needed. +3
27 Gaming simulation with real stakeholders as players is a better strategy for theinnovative process than using computer simulations in integrated water management. +2
30 A simulation game with real stakeholders as players is generally more effective toforesee and analyse what can happen in the near future than a computer simulation. +3
34
Testing various policy options in a safe environment (such as simulation gaming with
real stakeholders as players) is crucial to avoid serious consequences of water
policymaking to the real world.
+2
43 Playing together in a simulation game increases the stakeholders’ willingness tocooperate in the real world. −3
37 Computer simulations for water management and water policymaking should be easyto use and understand by non-expert users. −3
What is interesting is that the respondents strongly disagreed with the statement that gaming
increases stakeholders’ cooperation in the real world, whereas this statement was strongly valued
in frame NL2. Upon closer inspection, however, this is not so strange. Respondents value MSG for
their capacity to learn from it, and not as socio-political intervention, as in frame NL2. We believe that
frame NL3 is present among a small number of experts in water management who have a focus on
engineering but are open to social innovation. They believe in interactive simulations and games for
learning, but reject the negotiated nonsense and the wheeling and dealing that commonly occur in
interactive stakeholder processes:
“We do not believe in the complex integrated model. You can, for example, combine
the groundwater model with the surface water model. In such a model you get more
parameters that can also be wrong. It will not give more certain results but create
more doubt. For instance, models often give incorrect predictions of the water level
rise. Simulation games should be used first to explore the possibilities. It can mean a lot
at the start of a process to explore each other’s views and understand the opportunities
and constraints analysis. Computer simulation can be used after a game to analyse the best
option.” (Interviewee No. 33).
3.1.4. Frame NL4: Uncertainty
Six respondents loaded in frame NL4. We coded two respondents as belonging to the
world of science (researchers) and four as belonging to the world of politics (public policymakers,
water manager). Frames NL4 and NL2 have in common a strong preference for network
governance, cooperation and integrated policymaking among administrative levels. Like frame
NL1, frame NL4 does not agree that water management problems are more socio-political than
technological-infrastructural in nature. Table 7 shows the most distinguished statements about IWRM
in this frame.
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Table 7. Distinguished statements about IWRM in frame NL4.
Number Statement Ranking
23 The key problems in water management today are more socio-political thantechnological–infrastructural in nature. −1
4 There are significant uncertainties about the local and regional impacts of globalclimate change. +3
17 There is a need to collaboratively find local solutions to water problems (flooding,draughts, pollution, etc.). +2
9 A network type of governance, with interaction between interdependent stakeholders,is crucial for water management. +3
11 A strong degree of integration of water management and spatial planning at differentadministrative and spatial levels is crucial for water management. +3
12 A strong degree of cooperation among public water management authorities is crucialfor water management. +3
The main distinction between frame NL4 and the other frames lies in the emphasis put upon
uncertainty and the interactions between the global and the local system. The respondents in frame
NL4 markedly agree that the local and regional impacts of climate change are very uncertain and
that this makes integration between planning scales and water management authorities necessary.
This becomes clear in the interviews:
“There are a lot of technical uncertainties and they are rarely communicated to
policymakers. At the same time, decision makers don’t like to take uncertainty into
their policy. This brings the risk that we spend a lot of money on analysing the measures,
which may not be as useful as we think. More effort should be made to increase the
communication of uncertainty to decision makers. In this way, decisions can be made in a
more robust and flexible way to deal with uncertain situations, instead of aiming to reach
the number that indicates the coming water level, a goal that can be both unrealistic and
risky.” (Interviewee No. 15).
Respondents in this frame have a strong systems orientation towards policy analysis. They like
to see the big picture and the longer term future. In contrast to frame NL3, they do not attach
much value to learning from MSG, but they do seem to approach MSG as a kind of “integrated
assessment”. The respondents are very aware that politicians have a limited capacity to incorporate
scientific information in policymaking, and that this is a problem. Enhanced cooperation and
communication between the world of science and the world of politics is necessary. Table 8 shows the
most distinguished statements about MSG in this frame.
Table 8. Distinguished statements about MSG in frame NL4.
Number Statement Ranking
6 A system approach is useful for water management only when it addresses thetechno-physical and socio-political aspects in an integrated fashion. +2
23 The key function of policy analysis is to support the stakeholders’ learning process. −3
27 Simulation gaming with real stakeholders as players is a better strategy for theinnovative process than using computer simulations in integrated water management. −2
30 A simulation game with real stakeholders as players is generally more effective toforesee and analyse what can happen in the near future than a computer simulation. −2
39 Computer simulations can accommodate poorly with conflicting values and interestsof stakeholders in water management and water policy. −2
36 Visualization (e.g., by pictures, animations or 3D graphics) significantly increases theusers’ understanding of models and simulations. +1
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Quotations about MSG in frame NL4:
“Simulation should not be only technical, but also involve socio-political aspects. Computer
simulation can shine a light on the conflicts. If you have a clear view on the social conflicts
and values you should be able to put them in the computer simulation as well, in graphics
or in other forms. But it has not been done very well yet. A lot of experience of technological
development has been gained. However, social simulation is very hard because reading
the exact interests of stakeholders is difficult. We don’t know how far computer simulation
can go, but we think technologies for such analysis have improved. But there is a lot of
room to improve them further.” (Interviewee No. 4).
“I do think it’s useful to talk to each other and share information and ideas. But it’s
only good when you have a good start, already have the information and foundation.
For example, the model can show which approach is more promising and do the analysis.
In many cases, the information is available. You just need to study more to get it. However,
the situation in The Netherlands is that in some areas they really talk too much. They have
so many workshops to talk about things that are easier to study by water modelling and
analysis. We think they should study more before doing the workshops, do more of the
analysis.” (Interviewee No. 6).
3.1.5. Frame NL5: Science vs. Emotions
Four respondents loaded in frame NL5. We coded three respondents as belonging to the world of
science (researchers, consultants) and one as belonging to the world of politics (public policymaker).
Table 9 shows the most distinguished statements about IWRM in this frame.
Table 9. Distinguished statements about IWRM in frame 5.
Number Statement Ranking
2 The key problems in water management today are more socio-political thantechnological–infrastructural in nature. +3
12 A strong degree of cooperation among public water management authorities is crucialfor water management. +3
29 Rational thinking should always be combined with human emotions in policy analysisfor integrated water management. +2
16 Reinforcing levees (dikes) etc. is insufficient to keep The Netherlands safe fromflooding in the 21st century. −3
A somewhat cynical attitude towards the science–policy interface and the value of SG emerges
in frame NL5. Based upon the interviews, it appears that some of the statements were answered
with a kind of alternative interpretation (see quotation below). First, frame NL5 most strongly
believes in “reinforcing levees” as the solution to keep The Netherlands from flooding. Secondly, and
equally strongly, the frame agrees that problems in water management are more socio-political than
techno-infrastructural. It becomes clear from the interviews that respondents in this frame believe
that the technical solutions are available and that science has provided most of the answers, but that
politicians and societal stakeholders do not listen: they should trust water experts to get the job done,
but unfortunately emotions and irrationalities play too big a role. It seems that the respondents have
come to accept it:
“Science and knowledge generation are not the problem in the current water
decision-making process. In The Netherlands a lot of investigations have been made
on scientific research for the long-term water management. The result is based on very
good investigation and therefore does not need to be doubted. But on the other hand,
the lack of communication of management sectors is the big problem in The Netherlands.
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A lot of failures to make a decision on a development plan happened due to the lack of
willingness to cooperate. It is very often that sectors make plans by themselves; there is not
so much communication.” (Interviewee No. 19).
“Science is no longer taken seriously enough in decision making. Emotion and power
dominate the decision-making process. The politicians are not interested in rational
evidence. The priority of interest and power determines what will happen. Scientific
evidence can help, but it depends on the political situation. It can be easily denied if it does
not match the political interest in the problem. We should move back to the situation that
the socio-political power does not constrain the technical power”. (Interviewee No. 11).
If this is the case, what is the role of MSG? In the interviews, some respondents indicated that
it could be useful to find a balance between science and emotions. However, it is not clear whether
MSG can help to find a balance. For the most part, the respondents seem to have mixed feelings
about MSG. They disagree strongly that computer simulations are difficult for policy stakeholders to
use and understand. They also highlight the importance of visualization to increase policymakers’
understanding of models and simulation. Low-technology games are not scientifically valued
(see Table 10). From the discussions, it seems that gaming is regarded as useful to reflect the human
emotions (but not to change them) and it needs the support of technology to gain the trust of players if
it tries to simulate the reality (see quotations below).
Table 10. Distinguished statements about MSG in frame NL5.
Number Statement Ranking
28
The outcomes of computer simulation are generally more authoritative (trustworthy)
for water policymakers and water managers than the outcomes of a simulation game
with real stakeholders.
−3
31 Policy simulation does not need to be computerized. Low-tech gaming based onhuman behaviour is also a scientifically proven method for water policy analysis. −1
33 The process of decision making simulated by human players in a gaming environmentis generally more useful for learning than for real policy analysis. −2
36 Visualization (e.g., by pictures, animations or 3D graphics) significantly increases theusers’ understanding of models and simulations. +3
38 Computer simulations in water management are generally difficult to use andunderstand by policy stakeholders. −3
Quotations about MSG in frame NL5:
“For me, the concept of gaming means computer model based, role playing, rules and
group activity. [ . . . ] We never use a game in a real decision-making process. We use
games in academic exercises. With the students the experience often shows the non-rational
outcome, which is not what we expected. The decision always depends on the political
and social power of some of the roles. We think the reason behind it is that people are
selfish. If they are powerful enough they will push their selfish interest. In such a situation,
gaming does not help at all. So we think gaming can help to make a quicker decision, but it
does not help to make a better decision.” (Interviewee No. 11).
“The dilemma is that gaming works with respondents who are willing to be involved and
communicate. But if the respondents are already open and willing to interact, is the value
of gaming still significant, considering the time and money consuming process to organize
it?” (Interviewee No. 9).
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3.1.6. Intermediate Conclusions
Through the analysis of data, we found some rationality between how the respondents view
IWRM and the role that MSG can or should play. The familiarity, experience with and trust in MSG was
generally high. Table A1 present an overview of the five frames. They are separated in their views on
governance (hierarchy, power, and public participation?), IWRM (what is integrated? administration,
sectors, disciplines, and stakeholders?), the role of science in policy making (science or evidence based,
political power play, social and human factors, and role of emotions). These factors correspond with
different views on the role of MSG: (1) strengthen the evidence and science base of decision-making;
(2) strengthen the interaction and involvement of stakeholders; (3) for learning; (4) for integrated, long
term assessment; and (5) for dealing with public emotions.
3.2. Frames in China
The twenty-two respondents in China were quite unfamiliar with MSG and therefore either
curious, or skeptical about the use of MSG for IWRM. To facilitate the Q-method, we decided to show
a few good international MSG examples before the interview. We identified three Chinese frames:
• Frame CH1: Doctrine of the mean
• Frame CH2: Modern and rational governors
• Frame CH3: The open-minded reformer
3.2.1. Frame CH1: The Doctrine of the Mean
This frame is shared by 12 respondents, the biggest group among the four frames. We coded all
of them as belonging to the world of politics (provincial and local water managers). The attitude in
this frame provides quite a good understanding of the values in the view of the doctrine of the mean:
“Say as little as possible while knowing perfectly well what is wrong, to be worldly wise and play it
safe”. Table 11 shows the most distinguished statements about IWRM in this frame. The best form
of governance is for central government to have a strong leading position, and more interaction and
cooperation among different levels of government sectors. Methods to enhance cooperation are needed,
but methods to analyze conflicts are not needed. The topics related to the science–policy interface,
such as the impact of uncertainty and fragmentation, and matters like stakeholder participation
and collaborative learning for policy analysis, are regarded as unimportant or are strongly rejected
(see Table 11).
Table 11. Distinguished statements about IWRM in frame CH1.
Number Statement Ranking
2 The key problems in water management today are more socio-political thantechnological-infrastructural in nature. +2
6 A centralized form of governance, with sufficient authority and decision power at thenational level, is crucial for water management. +2
7 A network type of governance, with interaction between interdependent stakeholders,is crucial for water management. +1
8 There is a need for methods that can enhance the cooperation among different sectorsand levels of governance in water management. +2
9 There is a need for methods that can analyse the conflicts and cooperation amongdifferent regions in river basins. 0
Another interviewee in this frame admitted quite honestly that the interaction among government
sectors is more of a network routine than for meaningful policy analysis (see quotation below).
“Interactive, participatory policy analysis in China is still more of a ‘lip service’.”
(Interviewee No. 11).
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“The focus of water management and flood control in China is still on the development of
infrastructure. [ . . . ] With such a focus, a centralized government is efficient. Enhancing the
cooperation among sectors increases the efficiency of management. However, the advanced
development in Western countries is dependent not on participation and social interaction,
but on the standardization of rules. The standardization in China is still at a low level. This
is the critical reason for the problems in water management.” (Interviewee No. 7).
Table 12 presents the distinguished statements about MSG. It is quite obvious that in this frame
MSG is neither trusted nor preferred. All the key statements about the values of MSG for policymaking,
whether for providing real-life insights or for increasing cooperation, are strongly rejected. Low-tech
games are certainly not a scientific method. An integrated computer model—data driven—is more
trustworthy for analysis.
Table 12. Distinguished statements about MSG in frame CH1.
Number Statement Ranking
19
By letting stakeholders play their own role (interests, behaviour, etc.) in a gaming
environment, we can simulate real problems and solutions in water management and
derive valuable insights for water policymaking.
−2
25 Policy simulation does not need to be computerized. Low-tech gaming based onhuman behaviour is also a scientifically proven method for water policy analysis. −2
34 Playing together in a simulation game increases the stakeholders’ willingness tocooperate in the real world. −2
33 Simulation gaming can effectively facilitate and support the interaction amongstakeholders from different governance sectors. −2
22
The outcomes of computer simulation are generally more authoritative (trustworthy)
for water policymakers and water managers than the outcomes of a simulation game
with real stakeholders.
+1
MSG is regarded as too Western or too early for the complex Chinese politics. This is especially
the situation in the regional and local areas. The culture gap can also explain the distrust of MSG, as
expressed by two of the interviewees (see quotation below).
Quotations about MSG in frame CH1
“The situation of ‘treatment after pollution’ is not avoidable in the developing process,
which the developed countries also experienced. [ . . . ] However, whether the Western
method of such participatory role playing game is also useful for the ‘Chinese solution’ is
still too early to see.” (Interviewee No. 18).
“The power relation and strategic game in China’s policy environment is deeply embedded
in its routine. Chinese politicians follow ‘the doctrine of the mean’ to be able to survive in
the environment, which makes it impossible for them to articulate their needs and interests,
and express their emotions. The Chinese political game contains many uncertain and
un-parameterized variables to design a game for.” (Interviewee No. 22).
3.2.2. Frame CH2: Modern and Rational Governors
Five respondents loaded in frame CH3; two of them are coded as belonging to the world of science
(researchers), while the other two belong to the world of politics (regional and local policymakers).
In contrast to the other frames, the five respondents in this frame gave the impression that they
appreciate a network type of governance. We label this frame the “modern and rational governors”:
they modestly agree on the importance of socio-political problems in water management, which reflects
their modern outlook. They are also rational governors, because they rely on science and strongly
disagree with the contribution of public participation to solving the problem and consequences of
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climate change. They reject the suggestion that policy analysis should involve human and social
aspects. Table 13 shows the most distinguished statements about IWRM in this frame.
Table 13. Distinguished statements about IWRM in frame CH3.
Number Statement Ranking
6 A centralized form of governance, with sufficient authority and decision power at thenational level, is crucial for water management. −2
2 The key problems in water management today are more socio-political thantechnological-infrastructural in nature. +1
7 A network type of governance, with interaction between interdependent stakeholders,is crucial for water management. +1
8 There is a need for methods that can enhance the cooperation among different sectorsand levels of governance in water management. +2
16
The key solution to the consequences of climate change lies in active public
involvement and stakeholder participation. Societal interaction will provide the most
significant contribution to water management and policymaking in the near future.
−2
23 Rational thinking should always be combined with human emotions in policy analysisfor integrated water management. −2
Quotations below gives a respondent’s thought on the urgent needs to develop a rational,
science-based cooperative government.
“Rational, science-based governance is urgently needed to improve the efficiency of
management. However, the bottom-up type of social participation is not a suitable method
due to the very complex social situation in China. It will lead to a big crisis and loss
of control when too much emotion is allowed in the policy analysis process. A good
governmental regulation system based on rational priorities is the proper way to achieve
better water management.” (Interviewee No. 4; water manager).
Frame CH2 also agrees on such things as the need for social simulation, the limitation of using
computer modelling alone, the importance of visualization and using MSG for learning rather than for
policy analysis (see Table 14).
Table 14. Distinguished statements about MSG in frame CH2.
Number Statement Ranking
15 There is a need for socio-political simulations that provide valuable insights into themulti-actor complexity of water management. +2
18 Most computer models are not flexible enough to deal with complex water problems.Models that can be quickly developed and changed to fit the circumstances are needed. +2
25 Policy simulation does not need to be computerized. Low-tech gaming based onhuman behaviour is also a scientifically proven method for water policy analysis. +1
30 Computer simulations for water management and water policymaking should be easyto use and understand by non-expert users. +1
26
It is not enough to rely on computer simulation for the exploration of policy problems
and the testing of policy options (even they have been developed on the basis of
best-available scientific knowledge).
+1
29 Visualization (e.g., by pictures, animations or 3D graphics) significantly increases theusers’ understanding of models and simulations. +1
27 The process of decision making simulated by human players in a gaming environmentis generally more useful for learning than for real policy analysis. +2
Quotations about MSG in frame CH2
“The development and application of integrated models is quite advanced due to the
large investment from the national government. However, developing socio-political
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simulation is a different topic. In developed countries such as The Netherlands, they are
interested because the development of infrastructures is completed. Water management
can now focus more on the small-scale, ‘soft’ issues and use the more ‘soft integrated’
approaches such as gaming for less urgent issues in a long-term perspective. It is important
to address the long-term planning in water management, but in China the more urgent
issue is developing infrastructures, especially in the northwest area. Gaming will not be
considered in these tasks. It is useful to learn new perspectives in policy analysis, but only
after the fundamental structure has been completed.” (Interviewee No. 8).
3.2.3. Frame CH3: The Open-Minded Reformers
Six respondents loaded in frame CH3; two of them also loaded on frame CH1. We coded two
respondent as belonging to the world of science (researcher) and four as belonging to the world of
politics (public policymaker). Table 15 shows the most distinguished statements about IWRM in this
frame. The views of these open-minded reformers.
Table 15. Distinguished statements about IWRM in frame CH3.
Number Statement Ranking
4 Uncertainty in water management is deepened by a lack of integration among social,political, technological, ecological, economic, etc. knowledge. −2
6 A centralized form of governance, with sufficient authority and decision power at thenational level, is crucial for water management. 0
7 A network type of governance, with interaction between interdependent stakeholders,is crucial for water management. +1
2 The key problems in water management today are more socio-political thantechnological-infrastructural in nature. −1
This frame shows quite strong agreement with the use and usefulness of MSG for IWRM in China.
Games are regarded a more social-innovative strategy for IWRM than computer simulation, and it can
bring valuable insight for real-life policymaking. Besides the scientific value, MSG is also regarded
useful for learning, increasing the real-life communication and willingness of collaboration among
government sectors (see Table 16).
Table 16. Distinguished statements about MSG in frame CH3.
Number Statement Ranking
19
By letting stakeholders play their own role (interests, behaviour, etc.) in a gaming
environment, we can simulate real problems and solutions in water management and
derive valuable insights for water policymaking.
+2
21 Simulation gaming with real stakeholders as players is a better strategy for theinnovative process than using computer simulations in integrated water management. +2
22
The outcomes of computer simulations are generally more authoritative (trustworthy)
for water policymakers and water managers than the outcomes of a simulation game
with real stakeholders.
−2
25 Policy simulation does not need to be computerized. Low-tech gaming based onhuman behaviour is also a scientifically proven method for water policy analysis. +1
32 Simulation gaming with real stakeholders as players integrates ‘soft knowledge’ fromstakeholders with ‘hard knowledge’ from scientific research. +2
34 Playing together in a simulation game increases the stakeholders’ willingness tocooperate in the real world. +2
33 Simulation gaming can effectively facilitate and support the interaction amongstakeholders from different governance sectors. +2
27 The process of decision making simulated by human players in a gaming environmentis generally more useful for learning than for real policy analysis. −2
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Quotations about MSG in frame CH3
“Developing methods and technology for socio-technical integration in China is only a
matter of time. [ . . . ] In China there are already some demonstration projects going on
at the national level, big institutions. However it is still quite new and needs more time
to be introduced to the local level [ . . . ]. The technology in China has been developing
quite rapidly in recent years. We now have a lot of advanced 3D visualization technology
and integrated simulation models. They are used successfully in technological control
and management in large-scale infrastructures. So far, however, there has not been much
convincing evidence [ . . . ]” (Interviewee No. 5; senior researcher).
4. Conclusions and Discussion
The empirical studies in this manuscript provide insights into the use and usefulness of MSG
from a macro level. Not from one case or one experiment, but from the generalized overviews at the
higher level of institutions and political system, where knowledge, expertise, interests, power and
stakes are interwoven at the science–policy interface.
Comparative analysis of the combined quantitative and qualitative data show that the debate
on MSG for IWRM is structured around five frames in The Netherlands and three frames in China.
Table A1 gives an overview of the frames in key words. The frames look at IWRM regimes—control vs.
adaptive—through different lenses that are internally consistent in the way they perceive MSG at the
science–policy interface. In and between the frames, there are significant differences. The words that are
used—such as integration, stakeholder involvement, visualization, game, and evidence-based—might
be the same, but they have very different meanings and connotations—even within the same country.
It is difficult to compare the frames in The Netherlands and China. Many respondents, also in
China, agree that IWRM is a general trend in both countries and also globally. Water management
is moving from its hard-core engineering domain to become an inherent part of integrated spatial
development in order to achieve the ecology-based, sustainable, risk-involved management of water
resource. However, the pathway to IWRM in both countries will be curved differently. There is
also a similar “skeptic” tendency in both countries which has to do with the respondents’ view on
whether political reality can, and should, be influenced by science, evidence, participation and learning.
In The Netherlands, there is a growing frame that perceives MSG for water management as “data
driven simulation and visualization technology” especially in light of emerging trends in systems
science and AI. A similar trend is noticeable in China, however there it also seems to have a function
as political legitimation—the appearance of being modern, science-based. However, the use of MSG
for understanding and managing complex systems, social learning or as persuasive technology, are
significant frames in The Netherlands, but not as yet in China.
The findings and conclusions have scientific and practical relevance. First, the Q-method was
found to be a valuable method for comparative, cross cultural research around topics that show a
diversity of understandings, opinions and values. In countries such as China, officials are not very
inclined to give interviews and speak openly. The Q method proved practical and effective, because it
was novel, gave just enough structure and soon proved fun to do. The definition of a stable Q-set of
statements that can be used in multiple contexts, requires pre-study validation efforts to avoid that the
statement set needs intermediate revisions.
Second, many Dutch companies are now taking their advanced IWRM approaches and MSG
methods across the globe, especially to Asia, and into China. Frame differences can easily confuse
professional and academic debate about MSG for policy making and IWRM; within the same
institutional and cultural context, but even more so in Netherlands–China water management
co-operation projects. Frames are relevant when designing, using or evaluating innovative methods
for IWRM. MSG are now increasingly advocated for social learning in a context of natural resource
management. Learning to understand, design and work with multiple frames is a prerequisite for the
relevance and impact of innovations in IWRM and MSG.
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Abstract: Most of the literature on serious games and gamification calls for a shift from evaluating
practices to using theories to assess them. While the former is necessary to justify using game-based
approaches, the latter enables understanding “why” game-based approaches are beneficial (or not).
Based on earlier review papers and the papers in this special issue of Water entitled “Understanding
game-based approaches for improving sustainable water governance: the potential of serious games
to solve water problems”, we show that game-based approaches in a water governance context are
relatively diverse. In particular, the expected aims, targeted audience, and spatial and temporal
scales are factors that differentiate game-based approaches. These factors also strongly influence
the design of game-based approaches and the research developed to assess them. We developed
a framework to guide and reflect on the design and assessment of game-based approaches, and
we suggest opportunities for future research. In particular, we highlight the lack of game-based
approaches that can support “society-driven” sustainable water governance.
Keywords: gamification; serious games; water governance; stakeholder participation; sustainability
1. Game-Based Approaches for Water Governance Lack Systematic Assessments
Using game-based approaches in a water governance context is not new. For instance, the
role-playing games “Water on the West Bank” [1] and “the river Wadu” [2] date to 1988 and 1989,
respectively, while the simulation game “FishBanks” dates to 1993 [3]. At the moment, interest in
game-based approaches in a water governance context is growing. Illustrative of this interest is the
recent general assembly of the European Geosciences Union that featured many serious games on
water [4]. In this section, we first define what we mean by “game-based approaches”. We then define
the dimensions and variables that characterize them based on a review of the literature on water
governance, decision analysis, and game design (both in gray (e.g., [5]) and peer-reviewed e.g., [6–9]
literature). We then address the current state of assessment of game-based approaches.
1.1. Characterizing Game-Based Approaches for Governance
A wide range of games for water governance currently exists, such as serious games, role-playing
games, simulation games, applied games, and educational games. To them are added the inter-related
phenomena of “gamification” and “gamified applications”. Given the various definitions and
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interpretations of “games” and “gaming”, it is useful to provide a more detailed outline of the emerging
landscape of game-based approaches.
A dictionary definition of a “game” is an activity solely aimed at leisure or fun, defined by rules,
and unsolicited (intrinsically motivating) [10]. Games often offer a chance to win or lose. They also use
various amounts of physical and/or mental skills, and luck [10]. The term “serious game” refers to games
developed for a purpose beyond entertainment alone [6]. Serious games address societal challenges (e.g.,
ecological, social, economic, environmental, or a combination thereof) [6,11–15]. Serious games tend to
combine elements of entertainment (e.g., fun, suspense, mystery, inquiry) with elements of learning
(e.g., developing knowledge, insights, skills). Gamification or gamified applications, on the other
hand, are applications or services that include some game elements as motivational affordances [16] to
motivate desired psychological processes [11,16,17] to prompt particular desired behaviors [18]. The
following elements are usually considered: Points, achievements/badges, leaderboards, clear goals,
challenge, progression, feedback, status, levels, rewards, roles, story/theme [16,19]. Designing gamified
application and services implies the intention that the game elements create engagement, as a game
does [17,18,20].
The boundaries between “serious games” and “gamification” are inevitably somewhat blurry. For
instance, a stakeholder workshop can be “gamified” by introducing sessions dedicated to playing a
serious game focusing on particular desired learning outcomes. The serious game thus represents the
game element designed to help achieve the workshop’s desired outcomes. The workshop remains
a solicited activity, with introduction and debriefing sessions that are not part of the serious game.
In addition, some serious games used during stakeholder workshops are not fully fledged, in the
sense that they are not stand-alone or fully self-engaging. In this paper, we use the term “game-based
approaches” to reflect the blurred boundary between the two terms and to recognize the multiple
interpretations of them, all having some merit, that can be found in the literature. To provide more
clarity, we now focus on the dimensions and variables that characterize game-based approaches
for governance.
Based on recent and established literature on games and game-based approaches, we defined
these dimensions and several associated variables (Table 1). The three dimensions are (a) game design
and technical aspects, (b) the diversity of people who participate and how game-based processes are
facilitated, and (c) the intended purpose and expected outcomes of game-based approaches. Some
variables could be associated with more than one dimension. The framework we propose in Section 2
influenced the present classification. An example of an associated variable is the degree of complexity,
which refers to the extent to which the game design (i.e., data, models, and game interface) resembles
real-world complexity [6,9,21,22]. Other variables are levity and transference of learning. Levity is the
extent to which a game is designed to draw targeted participants into playing it and to collaborate with
each other [23–25]. Transference of learning refers to the extent to which a game enables participants to
capture the emerging complexity of game play, to make sense of individual and isolated experiences,
and to transfer what they learn in the game to the real-world context in which they need to act [25,26].
Table 1 summarizes the key variables characterizing game-based approaches. This overview of
variables is not meant to be exhaustive or definitive, but rather to indicate the wide range of possibilities
that currently exist.
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1.2. Assessment of Game-Based Approaches
The literature (see Section 2) reveals that game-based approaches in water governance tend to focus
mostly on their potential to advance Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis [6], watershed governance [7,8], and
water systems planning and management [9]. A common conclusion in papers studying game-based
approaches is that research should go beyond suggesting potentials, and, instead, systematically
assess how players experience game-based approaches and the degree to which they realize intended
and unintended outcomes. In this section, we review the assessment of game-based approaches for
water governance.
A review of game-based approaches for water management and planning [9] reported varying
degrees of assessment of serious games among several studies. It noted that some studies did not clearly
indicate how players had played and experienced games, or what the game outcomes were. Other
studies, however, did describe game sessions that were successfully completed, with clear evidence
from participants who provided feedback using, for instance, pre- and post-game questionnaires.
A more recent review [6] indicated that many games developed and played in the water sector have
not been adequately studied. Another review [39], focusing on the use of serious games to address
sustainability issues by increased social learning, agreed: Few systematic assessments of game-based
approaches exist.
Likewise, Soekarjo and Oostendorp [40] conclude that none of the 15 studies they assessed used
control treatments, or if they did, they provided no information about them. In the closely related field
of climate change, assessment of game-based approaches also varies widely [41]. Reviews report either
a lack of proper assessment (e.g., small sample sizes, lack of control treatments) or equivocal assessment
results (e.g., supporting the benefits of game-based approaches only under specific conditions or for
specific user groups).
A recent review of game literature [18] calls for better scientific design in the emerging field of
gamification science. In particular, it calls for more reliable constructs, internal validity studies (i.e.,
control treatments to manipulate study variables, systematic experimental design), and external validity
studies to replicate and cross-validate the findings (e.g., using a heterogeneous sample or multiple
samples). The general insight is that systematic scientific assessment of game-based approaches is
essential to determine whether they fulfill the purposes and objectives for which they were developed.
Systematic assessment would also contribute to the development of gamification theories, which
hardly exist at present.
Hence, even though the “did it work?” question needs to be asked and researched, this question
is insufficient in itself [7]. Following the trend in economics and operations research [42], research
on game-based approaches should also contribute to a deeper understanding of people’s actual
behavior and help unravel the reasons for, or processes leading to, that behavior. Along these lines,
Seaborn et al. [19] distinguish gamification-in-action (i.e., did it work?) from gamification-in-theory (i.e.,
why/how was the observed outcome reached?). Developing a deeper and more detailed understanding
of how and why certain game-based approaches and processes lead to specific outcomes is receiving
growing attention e.g., [18,43,44]. This will likely contribute to further development of gamification
theories. This will also inform frameworks that not only will help understand how gamification works
but also help improve game design, which will ultimately lead to (more) effective serious games. In
short, there is a need for systematic assessment of game-based approaches to (a) properly assess their
benefits, (b) develop theories, and in turn (c) design effective approaches.
In the next section, we develop a framework to reflect on, in a structured way, the diversity of
existing game-based approaches used for sustainable water governance. Using this framework should
help researchers to systematically assess (and design) game-based approaches. Thus, the framework
aims to help address the limits identified above. We then present examples, structured according to this
framework, using the papers in this special issue (SI) of Water entitled “Understanding game-based
approaches for improving sustainable water governance: the potential of serious games to solve water
247
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problems” [45]. We conclude by discussing key findings of the assessment of game-based approaches
for water governance as well as windows of opportunity for further research.
2. Framework to Map the Diversity of Game-based Approaches
2.1. Methodology
Our literature review focused on water governance and/or decision-analysis, and game design.
We searched the Web of Science for recent (2015–2018) reviews at the intersection of these topics
and consulted some of the references that these reviews cited. We supplemented this thematic
literature review with a review of recent literature that focuses on the interface between society
and the environment (e.g., the Open Traceable Accountable Policy [46] or the related Record of
Engagement [47]). Identifying similarities within this extensive body of literature, we developed a
framework that helps inform and structure the design and assessment of game-based approaches.
Much of research in this vein provides good-practice guidelines for participation in policy
development. A recent theory of participation [48] proposes moving from Arnstein’s ladder
of participation [49] to a “wheel of participation”, defined as having two major dimensions:
(a) Hierarchy (e.g., bottom-up participation vs. top-down instruction) and (b) interaction (e.g.,
one-way communication vs. two-way deliberation or co-engaged co-production). The theory’s authors
suggest that the type of participation itself does not predict its success. Instead, the success of any
participatory process will depend on (a) the context (i.e., previous experiences and failures or successes
with participation), (b) the design (i.e., representation of the parties, transparency and structure), (c) the
power (i.e., management of power relations), and (d) the scalar fit (i.e., spatial and temporal scales) [48].
This wheel of participation resembles a heuristic (i.e., a tool to promote discussion) developed
in the context of education for sustainability by Jickling and Wals [50], who distinguish processes by
what we consider to be the same dimensions. They refer to the “bottom-up/top-down” dimension
as the degree of authority vs. participation, and the “one-way/two-way” dimension as the extent to
which outcomes are fixed (i.e., predetermined to a transmissive end) vs. open (i.e., emergent, jointly
established to a socio-constructivist end) (Figure 1). They refer to the former as more instrumental and
the latter as more emancipatory. In other terms, one can define “society-driven” processes as processes
in which multiple perspectives are represented (implicitly involving many stakeholder groups and
citizens) and that are co-designed.
Figure 1. Overview of outcome (vertical) and participation (horizontal) dimensions of game-based
approaches (based on Jickling and Wals [50]).
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This literature from various disciplines shared similarities, which helped us identify four important
aspects for classifying and assessing game-based approaches (Figure 2):
• “What?”, i.e., the topic of the game-based approach (here, water governance)
• “Why?”, i.e., the purpose of the approach
• “Who?”, i.e., the stakeholders participating in the approach
• “When and where?”, i.e., the temporal and spatial contexts of the process
 
Figure 2. Defining the “why, who, when and where” of game-based approaches.
These aspects are in line with current game and gamification literature [12,20]. They also match
the essential questions used to develop theories in the social sciences [51]. We argue that they inform
(a) the three dimensions of game-based approaches and their characteristics (Table 1) and (b) the
assessment of game-based approaches. The remainder of this section presents each aspect individually
and ends by integrating them into a framework.
2.2. Why Are Game-based Approaches Used for Water Governance?
Water governance can be defined as “the set of rules, practices, and processes through which
decisions for the management of water resources and services are taken and implemented, and
decision-makers are held accountable” [52]. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development further specifies that water governance engages not only governments but also
other stakeholders. Based on two popular management concepts for water resource planning and
management—Integrated Water Resource Management and Adaptive Management [53,54]—water
governance can be roughly captured by the iteration of seven phases, each with defined purposes
(Figure 2, left side).
Many of these water governance purposes aim for some kind of learning (as defined in
Reference [55]): From discovering, explaining, clarifying, changing (e.g., views) to creating (e.g.,
new alternatives). These types of learning can result from specific actions that lead directly to clear
and immediate effects (“single-loop” learning) or from reflecting on the assumptions underlying these
specific actions (“double-loop” learning) [56]. Sometimes, because of single- and double-loop learning,
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values and norms underpinning assumptions and actions are challenged, triggering “triple-loop”
learning [57]. To some extent, water governance always aims to enable multi-loop social learning [58].
While learning is a common purpose of game-based approaches, engagement of participants
is equally important. In their own review, Den Haan and Woort [39] report at least six other recent
reviews about learning with and within serious games stemming from the educational sciences. Such
educational serious games on societal challenges are also important for water governance because
they help build awareness (phase 2 of water governance). On the other hand, Aubert et al. [6]
suggest that game-based approaches are used mainly to create engagement in learning and other
related spin-off activities. Creating or enhancing engagement is a goal for the entire spectrum of
game-based approaches. The game elements included are usually affordances to make playing the
game engaging and worthwhile [10,59]. Aubert et al. discuss how the engagement promoted by
game-based approaches can benefit each step of a structured decision-making process ([6], Figure 1).
Engagement can also be a means to achieve other outcomes, such as enhancing commitment to
solution finding, creating social capital, and creating a sense of ownership of the decision (Table 1,
purpose & outcomes).
2.3. Who is Involved in Game-Based Approaches Used for Water Governance?
By definition, a game is played by individuals or one or more groups of players. In the classification
of Djaouti et al. [12], player characteristics are contained by the “scope” of the game. Recent reviews of
game-based approaches for water governance [6,9] summarize several characteristics. For instance,
game-based approaches can be single-player or multi-player. Some game-based approaches target a
specific age group, but game-based approaches on water can be found for all age groups [6]. Players
can vary from laypeople to experts. These two player characteristics (i.e., age and expertise) strongly
influence the choice of the game-based approach. Most often, the targeted players come from a specific
geographic area (e.g., due to the language used in the game, contextualization of the game to increase
engagement). It is not necessarily exclusive, however; players from other regions can also use such
regionalized game-based approaches. Some reviews e.g., [6,9,41] also highlight the involvement of a
facilitator (sometimes assisted by other people). Flood et al. [41] point out that the experience of the
facilitator and her/his knowledge on the topic strongly influences the success of the process.
Depending on specific water-governance phases and related objectives (Figure 2, left side), the
following stakeholders can be targeted: Experts with a political mandate, politicians (with varying
degrees of knowledge on the topic), technical experts (e.g., engineers, scientists), citizens enrolled in
opinion groups (with some knowledge about the topic), and citizens as affected laypeople/end-users.
In a multi-scale or multi-sector context, stakeholders can come from different sectors (e.g., agriculture,
water supply). In multi-level contexts, stakeholders can come from different levels of decision-making
or governance (e.g., local, regional, national) [60]. From a water governance perspective, the extent of
representation (i.e., who participates and who does not) is important. In addition, consideration of
previous relationships between participants can be critical, especially if there have been conflicts [48].
Considering this “who” question, several foci for studying the assessment of game-based
approaches appear. One can study the game itself, independent of players (e.g., whether it is playable,
how it works). One can study the individual, such as whether and how s/he reacts to the affordance of
the game-based approach, or whether there are consequences for her/him (e.g., learning, engagement).
One can focus on group dynamics, since interactions between individuals in a group often become
complex and can lead to issues of power, conflict management, group thinking, etc. Depending on the
purpose of the game and the stakeholder groups involved, a fourth focus would be the societal level,
or the impact in the real world [61] that transcends the game-based approach itself.
2.4. What Are the Spatial and Temporal Contexts of the Game-Based Approach Used for Water Governance?
Games are characterized by spatial and temporal contexts, which, together, Huizinga calls the
“magic circle” (i.e., the space and time of play) [62]. Within this magic circle created by the game,
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specific rules prevail. Game-based approaches last from a few minutes to several days [6]. Some
game-based approaches enable players to take breaks, or they are developed as a sequential process,
defined by the number of sequences (e.g., different scenarios), their frequency (i.e., time between
two sequences), and whether there is a difficulty gradient (i.e., levels within a game). Regarding the
spatial aspect, two types of spaces are reported [6]: Physical (e.g., meeting room, classroom) or virtual
(e.g., online). The latter creates an additional option for the temporality of multi-player approaches:
Contributions can be asynchronous.
In a water governance context, one-time meetings occur according to the phases previously
described (Figure 2). Some of their outcomes should last long after the meeting. Water governance is
sequential and iterative. In vertical governance, some of the stakeholders involved may be detached
from the local water issue. In other cases, administrative boundaries do not match watershed
boundaries [8]. These aspects could complicate physical meetings. Some patterns of scalar fit between
space and time can be observed: a mediation process would most likely involve stakeholders within
a local network, over a short period [48]. In contrast, deliberative democratic processes most likely
involve stakeholders at a large scale (e.g., national) over a long period [48]. A final temporal aspect to
consider is whether deadlines are set, which influences the time available to prepare meetings.
2.5. Framework to Define the Most Appropriate Game-Based Approach and Assess It
We argue that combining answers to the questions “why”, “who”, and “where and when” will
help to (a) design the most effective game-based approach to reach the targeted outcomes and (b) assess
the game-based approach, adequately monitoring the achievement of the targeted outcomes (Figure 3).
In particular, answers to the “why” question guide the choice of the theoretical background to use
to design and assess the game-based approach. Answers to the “who” question influence the focus
of study: The game itself, the individuals involved, the groups involved, or the organization/society.
Combining the answers to the “why” and “who” questions fully determines the focus. Combining
answers to the “when and where” and “why” questions determines the research design (i.e., the
methodological plan to collect assessment data). In certain spatial and temporal contexts, qualitative
inquiry may be more appropriate than quantitative assessment.
 
Figure 3. Framework defining the diversity of game-based approaches.
Finally, design and assessment can focus on the outcome (i.e., variance approach) and/or
on understanding the process (i.e., process approach), as is defined in the assessment of
decision-making [63]. Combining both approaches, researchers assess not only whether the expected
outcomes have been achieved (i.e., variance approach) but also how and why they were achieved
(if at all) (i.e., process approach). These two complementary approaches involve different scientific
methods, and thus imply a different research design and/or focus.
As mentioned, this framework encompasses the three dimensions of game-based approaches
and their variables (Table 1). In particular, the “why” question addresses the purpose and outcomes,
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the “who” question partly addresses the people and processes, and the “where and when” questions
address the context and strongly influence the design and technical choices (“how” question). In the
following section, we use this framework to review the game-based approaches featured in the SI.
Based on the combinations of “why, who, when and where” in them, we identify similarities and
differences in the use and assessment of their game-based approaches.
3. Results
3.1. The Context
3.1.1. Reasons for Using Game-Based Approaches and Topics Addressed
Predominantly, the game-based approaches for water governance described in this SI aim
to (a) facilitate understanding of the overall complexity of the real world; (b) foster stakeholder
collaboration, cross-sectoral integration, and/or multi-stakeholder dialogue; (c) experiment with
multiple scenarios in a safe trial environment; (d) facilitate capacity building; and (e) overall, enable
single- to triple-loop learning [64–72]. These aims correspond mostly to phase 2 of the water governance
process (i.e., create stakeholder awareness and trigger multi-stakeholder dialogue), as well as phase 4
(i.e., creating an enabling environment) (Figure 2). Rodela et al. [70] call these game-based approaches
“learning interventions”. In addition, Galván-Pérez et al. [73] reviewed 20 game-based approaches
(“educational videogames”) that aimed to educate players in ecology, to raise awareness. Although not
explicitly mentioned, the connection to water governance is that the younger generation will govern in
the future. Presumably, the game authors aimed to prepare an enabling environment for sustainable
future water governance.
The game-based approaches described in the SI papers focused on different water topics:
Water supply safety plans at the watershed and household scales [64], water supply in peri-urban
areas [66], local to transnational maritime spatial planning [65,67], flood mitigation in urban-rural
watersheds [68], water resource management at the watershed scale [69], mangrove shrimp farming [70],
the water-energy-food-land-climate nexus [71], how water managers perceive “models and interactive
interfaces (serious games)” [72], and a review of games on the water cycle, water and aquatic ecosystem
management, and the human right to water [73].
3.1.2. Stakeholders Involved
The game-based approaches described in the SI papers targeted diverse stakeholders. Overall,
each of the studies included the key stakeholders concerned with the issue, from citizens (as end-users)
directly impacted (e.g., [66,68]) to those involved in the decision-making process (i.e., stakeholders with
a political mandate, such as water authorities) (e.g., [69,71,72]). Thus, the degree of expertise of those
involved varied from being a layperson (e.g., [66,68]) to being an expert in the field (e.g., [65,72]). In the
case of role-playing games, some of the participants sometimes played the role of another stakeholder
not involved in the game (yet being represented in it) (e.g., playing the role of farmers [64,69]).
This diversity of stakeholders encompassed different levels of governance (e.g., from local coastal
organizations to national and international organizations in charge of maritime spatial planning [65,67]).
Stakeholder diversity also involved different sectors (e.g., fisheries, energy, trade [65,67]). Sometimes,
a game-based approach tried but failed to include participants from all relevant sectors (e.g., private
companies and land development sectors did not join [66]).
All of these game-based approaches required at least one facilitator and often more than one.
In addition to guiding the game-based process, facilitators sometimes played a role in the game itself
(e.g., the Game Overall Director (G.O.D.) [67]). In most cases (e.g., [68–70]), however, facilitators played
no active role in the game but rather helped participants understand the rules and the technology used.
The targeted players described in the review of Galván-Pérez et al. [73] differed significantly from an
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adult audience: They were teenagers (around 12). Most of the games reviewed in this paper were
single-player games, and none of the games involved facilitators.
3.1.3. When and Where Game-Based Approaches Were Used
The game-based sessions described in the SI papers occurred in recent years, all over the world,
from Bangladesh [66] and Vietnam [70] to Europe (e.g., [69,71]). Zhou and Mayer [72] reported on
experts’ perceptions of game-based approaches in China and the Netherlands. Jean et al. [67] focused
primarily on a Canadian context, although they also included findings from Europe. Game-based
approaches reviewed by Galván-Pérez et al. [73] were developed by European, American, and
Australian organizations, as well as international committees.
Regardless of differences in the general setting, the spatial and temporal contexts of the game-based
sessions were similar. Each of the game-based approaches discussed required interactive sessions (i.e.,
workshops that included specific game elements) (discussed in Section 3.2). These workshops required
participants to meet in person; thus, they occurred in a physical space, usually a conference room or
classroom. Sometimes additional arrangements were required to organize the room according to the
required and available paraphernalia.
The workshops were also defined in time. They lasted from a few hours (e.g., [68]), to an entire day
(e.g., [66]), to a few days (e.g., [67]). In one case, participants would have been willing to participate for
even longer [66]. Workshops were divided into sessions. Most workshops started with a welcoming
and game-introduction session. They then continued with the game experience itself, the longest
session, which could be divided into a sequence of several rounds. The number of rounds depended
on the total length of the workshop. Finally, the workshop ended with a debriefing session. Between
the sessions and rounds, participants could usually take breaks.
The spatial and temporal contexts of the games reviewed by Galván-Pérez et al. [73] ranged
from virtual space (e.g., online) to the classroom, with combinations being possible (e.g., players in
a computer room playing an online game). The game-based approaches usually lasted from a few
minutes to several hours. These game sessions were part of the school curriculum.
3.2. Design of Game-Based Approaches
Given their similar aims, targeted stakeholders, and settings, the game-based approaches described
in the SI papers were somewhat alike. Primarily, they were simulation games: Based on models
representing the real world, the stakeholders could “experience” consequences of their choices under
different scenarios. Motivation to explore the scenarios came from a challenge given to workshop
participants or to students in a course. The simulation game was sometimes combined with role-playing
(e.g., [69]) or not (e.g., [68]). Simulation games described in the SI papers were multi-player games in
which participants mainly had to perform various water governance steps in a safe trial environment to
achieve the challenge at hand (e.g., [65–67,70,71]). The games created environments in which mistakes
could be made without consequences besides the ability to learn from them, to reduce the chance of
repeating them in the real world. In most cases, the games had well-defined rules. In a few cases,
participants needed only to discover answers to guiding questions (e.g., [68]), and the rules of the
game consisted of answering those questions.
We also observed some differences among the games. The technology varied from a board game
(e.g., [66]), to a hybrid game (using a mix of physical and virtual elements) (e.g., [65]), to a virtual
game (e.g., [68]). Partly due to the choice of technology, the degree of complexity represented varied.
Several of the game-based approaches described in the SI papers used simplified models of stakeholder
interactions that fit with the local regional context (e.g., [66]), but others were more complex 3D GIS
simulations (e.g., [68]). Simplified representations of the complex real world were less realistic than
complex representations of the real world. As the representation of the world became simpler, however,
generality increased (e.g., representing no specific location [69]). The opposite was found as well:
Complex, and thus more accurate, models were associated with specific geographic contexts (e.g., [71]).
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In turn, these differences led to varying degrees of play vs. seriousness. In the papers from this SI, we
observed simulation games at the serious end of the continuum (e.g., [68]), while others were designed
to offer a more playful experience (e.g., [70]).
The educational video games reviewed by Gálvan-Pérez et al. [73] were single-player computer
games. In addition to simulation games, there were also adventure games, platform or question games,
and tile-based games. They differed in the game elements that they included, for instance, in adventure
games, the narrative was salient. The level of complexity fit the audience: the complexity was often
simplified, and thus the realism somewhat low. The play dimension tended to be as important as
the seriousness.
3.3. How Game-Based Approaches Were Assessed
The papers in the SI report various ways of assessing game-based approaches. As mentioned
(Section 3.1.1), the aim of most game-based approaches was related to some extent to a learning outcome.
Consequently, we found assessments based on Kolb’s experiential learning cycle [64], the knowledge
co-creation cycle [67], the relational theory of multi-party collaboration processes ([69], though the
authors did not refer to a specific seminal theory), and multi-level social learning (e.g., [67,69,70]).
These various theories stress that learning is usually an iterative process, occurring when acquiring
new knowledge, which in turn may create, change, or strengthen the belief of the individual. The
last three theories listed suggest that knowledge is acquired through dialogical exchanges among
individuals in a social context.
In some cases, theories were mentioned in reference to the design and conceptualization phase of
the game. Among them, we found the constructivist learning theory [65], the Socratic method [68], and
game theory [66]. The first two connect to the learning theories highlighted in the previous paragraph,
but in these cases, they guided design of the game-based approach. The latter theorizes the behaviors
of agents, in particular when they share a common and limited resource. Finally, Marini et al. [74]
propose using Schwartz’s socio-psychological theory of basic human values to design game-based
approaches in which participants could move beyond their self-interest to more transcendental values.
Some papers did not refer to any theories (e.g., [71]). Galván-Pérez et al. [73] assessed game-based
approaches by developing an integrated quality indicator based on an ISO standard applied to video
games and inspired by the Social Discourse of Video Games Analysis Model.
We observed different foci of assessment. Most studies had two to three foci, including the
game itself (e.g., playability [70], an integrated quality indicator [73]), the individual (e.g., individual
learning [68]), and/or the group involved (e.g., interaction analyses [67]). Only one paper [68] reported
an outcome of a game session with the focus on society. Nonetheless, others (e.g., [66]) also highlighted
the importance of follow-up studies to assess the outcomes of game-based approaches for society.
We observed a variety of research designs. Some assessments were based on case studies involving
the targeted stakeholders (e.g., [69,71]). Others were based on single to multiple experimental game
sessions (e.g., [64,65,67]). In these cases, the participants were not necessarily the targeted audience
but a sub-sample of it (e.g., students). Finally, two studies stood apart from the previous assessments.
The study of Zhou and Mayer [72] consisted of expert interviews based on the comparative Q-method,
independent of a specific game session. Comparing the Netherlands and China, it assessed how experts
perceived this common type of game-based approach, including a cultural dimension. The review
of Galván-Pérez et al. [73] included the building of expert consensus on the rating of 20 games using
Delphi expert consultation. The assessment intended to explain the process of increasing educational
potential using narrative and gameplay.
In the papers of this SI, we encountered both the variance (i.e., outcome) and process approaches.
Most of the papers, however, focused on the variance approach (e.g., did the individual learn? e.g., [68]).
One paper that did focus on the process approach [67] monitored the game session while trying to
explain the interactive processes among players during the session. We found a relatively rich diversity
of assessment studies.
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4. Discussion and Conclusion
4.1. Reflecting on the Diversity of Game-Based Approaches
4.1.1. Strong Points
As discussed by Barreteau ([75], and references therein), a dominant game-based approach for
water governance is simulation role-playing, during which workshop participants can make decisions
in a safe trial environment. This approach is justified by the enhanced potential to communicate about
the complexity of the real world, to enhance collaboration and/or sharing of worldviews, and thus to
promote multi-level learning. Another common game-based approach consists of games to engage in
learning and create awareness about environmental issues. Thus, overall, game-based approaches
for water governance aim to engage stakeholders in some learning activity about the complexity of
water issues.
Of note, all papers in the SI include terms relating to stakeholder participation, such as
“engagement”, “collaboration”, “participatory modelling”, and “co-operation”. This indicates that
studying game-based approaches through the lens of a theory of participation might be promising [48].
Most game-based approaches described in the papers of SI appear to be located in the “expert-driven
sustainability” corner (Figure 1, upper left). In this corner, there is strong consensus among experts
with a policy and/or science background about what needs to happen or what is the right approach
or solution to address the issue in a sustainable way. This is particularly true for educational games,
which promote a “correct” solution. Most simulation games described in the papers of the SI, with or
without role-playing, were designed by experts.
Despite the clearly dominant aim of using game-based approaches for a water governance, we
observed finer variations in the characteristics of the game-based approaches identified (Table 1).
Although the list of variables is not exhaustive, and no measurable attributes exist yet to characterize
game-based approaches objectively, we used another heuristic to help design and assess game-based
approaches: A radar chart (Figures 4 and 5). The radar chart shows key variables identified as
continuums that range from low (center) to high (edge). Depending on the key challenge and main
purpose, the starting situation for each of these variables is likely to differ, as are the expected changes
in them resulting from using a game-based approach. Certain questions will need to be asked early in
the process, such as (a) what needs to change (e.g., increasing knowledge, awareness, or understanding;
optimizing current knowledge; engaging, co-creating or transitioning)? and (b) what is the nature of
the problem (i.e., simple, complex, wicked)?
Figure 4. Heuristic representation of variables of purpose and outcomes (shaded green area) and
people and processes (shaded orange area) of three hypothetical game-based approaches.
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Figure 5. Heuristic representation of variables of game design and technical aspects for three
hypothetical game-based approaches.
For instance, one can consider three hypothetical examples, each of which has a different starting
points and different desired end points for each of several variables (Figure 4). Positions on the graph
are meant to indicate, in a qualitative manner, results of discussion among the relevant stakeholders
designing the game. Using the heuristic, they need to answer three questions: (a) Given the current
water governance context, where are we in terms of each of these variables? (benchmarking); (b) given
our overall purpose, what should we strive for, for each of these variables? (forecasting); and (c) given
our starting situation and purpose, what game-based approach will work best to achieve it? (designing).
The purpose of a heuristic is not to be precise or accurate but rather to get people to discuss and dialogue.
4.1.2. Blind Spots or Hotspots
First, reviewing the papers of the SI revealed that few if any game-based approaches currently
exist in the “society-driven sustainability” corner (Figure 1, lower right). We found no game-based
approaches with either representation of a wide range of worldviews (implicitly involving many
citizens) or co-design of the approach. At best, the game-based approach featured different roles and
worldviews [67,69], but the number of participants was limited and did not include all affected citizens.
One explanation could be that the papers did not focus on the design itself, with one exception which
reported that the design of the game-based approach included some local knowledge [70], as a step
towards co-design; however, a third party initiated and led the design. The companion modelling
approach, which sometimes also includes role-playing games, has a long history of co-design [34].
Second, the game-based approaches reviewed rarely addressed phase 7 of the water governance
process (i.e., monitor and evaluate progress). This might indicate windows of opportunity to develop
future research and explore the design of effective game-based approaches to support this phase and
move towards more “society-driven sustainability” approaches. Two paths are possible to move
toward this end, which addresses wicked, ill structured and ill-defined issues, for which no consensus
on the sustainable solution exist. One can increase the representation by involving as many participants,
and hence worldviews, as possible, and/or follow user-driven development (co-design). Addressing
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such wicked issues, or moving towards “society-driven sustainability”, will require boundary crossing
and building new connections. The resulting game-based approaches designed to tackle such issues
may differ from the existing, reported approaches.
4.1.3. Windows of Opportunity
Game-based approaches in the “society-driven sustainability” corner (Figure 1, lower right) deal
with relatively poorly structured issues that have relatively high dissonances and distances physically,
normatively, or both. Few precedents or examples of how a game-based approach might support these
cases exist. In “wicked” contexts, issues are often nexus issues: They go well beyond technical water
management issues, including phenomena such as boundary-crossing, co-creation of knowledge, and
dealing with emergence and associated uncertainty. The question is whether game-based approaches
can help within such a “messy” environment, and if so, what kind of game-based approaches and
characteristics might work in such contexts. In particular, how do designers transfer the variables of
purpose and outcomes (“why” in the variance approach) and of people and processes (“why” in the
process approach) (Figure 4) into the game’s design and technical aspects (“how”) (Figure 5).
Similar to the goal of Dillon et al. [76], the point of positioning the SI papers in a heuristic (Figures 2,
4, and 5) is not to describe them precisely. Instead, it is meant to invite deeper and more thorough
discussion about the parameters and dimensions that underlie water governance and help determine
the types of game-based approach that may best address or overcome the given water governance
challenge. For instance, designers can use a radar chart (Figure 4) to map the starting position of all
variables of purpose and outcomes in a given context and then use another radar chart (Figure 5) to
translate their agreed-upon configuration into a specific corresponding game design. Game designers
may need to find a design (Figure 5) that builds trust between stakeholders who may not trust each
other, find a way to arrive at a common language to discuss the issue at hand, or develop game
mechanisms that can help participants deconstruct and reconstruct their worldviews and frame the
issue–together. Future research could focus on how stakeholders can agree upon how to position or
assess each variable represented in the heuristic. The game-based approach will also need to find
a way to (a) address emergence and the iterative nature of reflection and co-creation, and (b) treat
goals and knowledge as tentative, being subject to revision based on ongoing critical and collaborative
dialogue, inquiry, and action.
4.2. Reflecting on Assessment of Game-Based Approaches
As observed in previous studies, assessment studies are diverse. The aim of this paper is to provide
a framework to support future research related to game-based approaches. Assessing game-based
approaches for water governance would mean assessing (a) whether the specific objectives of the
water governance processes are met, (b) whether the game design actually helped reach the specific
objectives that were set, and (c) how the game design influenced the process of achieving these
objectives. In particular, we recommend developing—simultaneously—game-based approaches and
the studies used to assess them, to develop research that enables the former’s goals and objectives to be
“measured”. In addition, we suggest connecting the assessment to existing theories (e.g., participation
theory, theories of trust building or behavioral changes) or, if no theories are available, justifying why
that is so and helping to develop new ones. Referring to theories is valid not only for the assessment
phase but also for the design phase [74].
We hope that this framework for assessing studies of game-based approaches will help develop
rigorous and systematic assessment that matches the objectives advertised for a given approach.
Alternately, we recommend designing research along the lines described by Landers et al. [18]. Such
research is essentially trans- and inter-disciplinary (i.e., involving stakeholders outside academia across
sectors, and involving scientists across academic disciplines, respectively [77])—for two reasons. First,
gamification researchers are often “scientist-practitioners” [18], since they develop, assess, theorize,
and implement their work. Second, game-based approaches for water governance also require
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anchoring the playfulness in reality and giving it a meaning, to follow the wording of Harteveld
about triadic (serious) game design [6,78]. Performing a complete assessment would lead to many
smaller assessment studies (e.g., for each focus, for the two approaches). Covering the entire range
of questions means covering many disciplines, which seems unrealistic for a single researcher, as
highlighted recently in socio-hydrology [79]. Thus, we recommend that future projects gather game
designers, psychologists (for the individual focus), sociologists (for the group and society foci), experts
from water governance, and experts from the water issue at stake.
Since water governance aims at decision-making for the real world, we call for longer-term
assessment of governance processes conducted with game-based approaches in the real world. For
instance, a tracer study was able to demonstrate a long-term effect on water resource sharing in rural
areas of Tanzania [80]. This point relates to difficulties in transposing outcomes of the game-based
approach to the real world, as reported in papers on the use of role-playing games for resource
management [81]. Lankford and Watson [21] discuss it using the terminology of cognitive metaphors:
The experience in the source domain (the gamified workshop) should be rich enough to trigger actions
in the target domain (the complex real world). Others suggest that outcomes of game-based approaches
are not reached in the spatial and temporal contexts of the game itself, but in debriefing sessions during
and immediately after a game [82]. Thus, assessing game-based approaches for water governance
would require assessing whether one-time game-based approaches have (a) a short-term effect or (b) a
longer-term effect, and (c) whether and how longer game-based approaches have a long-term effect.
In addition, one could assess whether and how spatial context has an effect or study the connection
between the safe trial environment created in the game and the real world. As mentioned, how—if
at all—do participants transpose their game experience to the real world? How does game design
transcribe real-world complexity into a game setting?
Finally, assessing game-based approaches for water governance raises normative considerations.
In particular, does the design of game-based approaches strengthen some characteristics of society? If
so, which ones? Alternately, does it challenge society, emphasizing transgression? To what end are
game-based approaches used?
4.3. Conclusions
Future studies could consist of developing questionnaires to rate characteristics and variables of
game-based approaches as objectively as possible. We recommend starting by assessing the purposes,
people, and processes of the situation, and then deciding on the game design and technical aspects.
Doing so would allow an underlying governance question to drive game design, rather than a given
technology. This would help ensure that the most context-relevant game-based approaches are
developed. This would also increase the potential effectiveness of game-based approaches, which
should support water governance rather than drive it. Clearly, using game-based approaches to
address wicked water governance issues—in which knowledge often is unstable and contested, and
multiple stakeholders hold multiple value positions, interests, and constructions of reality—poses
challenges for game designers. The specific context, understood through talking to stakeholders and
immersion, should drive the design in a trans- and inter-disciplinary process.
Again in line with Dillon at al. [76], the point of our framework is not that game-based approaches
need to move from instrumental or outcome-based uses (e.g., implementing a preconceived outcome)
to more emancipatory or process-oriented uses (e.g., developing certain capacities of players). Instead,
the point is that before considering the use of any game-based approach, designers need to reflect on
the nature of the water governance problem at stake. Doing so will influence the design and assessment
of an appropriate game-based approach. We hope our framework will nourish these thoughts as well
as further discussions about the design and assessment of game-based approaches.
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